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ABSTRACT 

The legend that Terpander rejected "four-voiced song" (TtTp61yrtpuv äoiScxv) in favor of new 

songs on the seven-stringed lyre (k, rTäTOVOc cbpu'yQ epitomizes the Greek exposure, at the 

height of Assyrian power (c. 750-650 B. c. ), to the Mesopotamian tradition of classical music. 

Terpander's `invention' answers clearly to the heptatony which was widely practiced in the 

ancient Near East, as known from the diatonic tuning system documented in the cuneiform 

musical tablets. "Four-voiced song" describes the traditional melodic practice of the Greek 

epic singer, and must be understood in terms of its inheritance from the Indo-European poetic 

art. The syncretism of these two music-streams may be deduced from the evidence of the later 

Greek theorists and musicographers. Though diatonic scales were also known in Greece, even 

the late theorists remembered that pride of place had been given in the Classical period to other 

forms of heptatony-the chromatic and enharmonic genera, tone-structures which cannot be 

established solely through the resonant intervals of the diatonic method. Nevertheless, these 

tunings were consistently seen as modifications of the diatonic-which Aristoxenus believed to 

be the `oldest and most natural' of the genera-and were required to conform to minimum 

conditions of diatony. Thus the Greek structures represent the overlay of native musical 

inflections on a borrowed diatonic substrate, and the creation of a distinctly Hellenized form of 

heptatonic music. More specific points of contact are found in the string nomenclatures, which 

in both traditions were arranged to emphasize a central string. There is extensive Greek 

evidence relating this `epicentric' structure to musical function, with the middle string acting as 

a type of tonal center of constant pitch, while the other strings could change from tuning to 

tuning. So too in the Mesopotamian system the central string remained constant throughout the 

diatonic tuning cycle. Hence the melic revolution of the Archaic period represents the fruit of 

an Assyrianizing, diatonicizing musical movement. 
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There is a historical perspective that, like every view of things which is subordinated to the 

laws of optical perspective, only renders distinct those objects on the nearest planes. As the 

planes recede from us, they elude our grasp and only let us catch glimpses of objects devoid 

of life and useful meaning. A thousand obstacles separate us from the ancestral riches 

which yield to us only aspects of their dead reality. And even then we grasp them by 

intuition rather than by conscious knowing ... What then shall we say about ancient 

music, and how could we judge it with the instrument of our reasoning mind alone? For 

here instinct fails us. We lack an indispensable element of investigation: namely, the 

sensation of the music itself. 

Stravinsky, Poetics of Music 
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TERPANDER 

The Invention of Music 

in the Orientalizing Epoch 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 A distant sympathy between Greek and Indian music theory had sometimes been 

suspected. Following the Western discovery of Sanskrit in the eighteenth century, 

classically-trained scholars undertook the exploration of ancient India. As they 

encountered the musical writers, the Greek theoretical treatises were a natural and 

useful point of reference. Both traditions were concerned in large part with heptatonic 

or seven-pitch scales. Both developed refined systems for understanding the 

relationships between them, and in both we find the awareness that seven such scales 

may be understood as transformations or `rotations' of each other. ' Furthermore, the 

technical vocabulary of each was founded upon the language of stringed instruments. 

Most suggestive of all is that in each tradition the fourth of seven pitches was 

identified as "middle" (Greek marl; Sanskrit madhyama) and given a central, if 

poorly documented, role. Fox-Strangways (1914) took these parallels be a mark of 

common Indo-European ancestry. 2 

1.2 According to another school of thought, it stood to reason that the Greeks might owe 

some musical debt to the ancient Near Eastern urban cultures. Farmer (1957), 

assembling the Greek sources which record Asiatic origins for many instruments, as 

well as tales of Pythagoras in Syria, Egypt, Phoenicia, and Babylonia, posited an 

ultimately Mesopotamian origin for the musical ratios, the Harmony of the Spheres, 

t Datilla's Datillam 15 (c. 700 A. D. ) refers to the "circle of notes" (svaramandala). Other 

evidence for the circular conception in Indian theory is discussed by Widdess (1995), 48. 

2 Fox-Strangways (1914), 122: "Neither is there any suggestion that Greece borrowed from 

India or vice versa; their musical systems, like their languages, were no doubt part of their 

common Aryan inheritance-with enough likeness and unlikeness to make the comparison 

convincing"; cf. Jairazbhoy (1971), 16. 
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and "a theory of music which was actually the starting-point of our present system. "3 

The organological debt to the Near East is in little doubt, 4 though the Pythagorean 

material, from late sources with some programmatic bias, is more problematic than 
Farmer allowed. Nevertheless, the cumulative weight of the evidence demonstrates 

conclusively that Hellenic musical culture came in contact with a variety of Asiatic 

tone-systems at different stages of its history. At that time, however, as Henderson 

(1957) pointed out in her companion article, "for oriental influences in music of this 

date there can be no concrete evidence" .5 

1.3 Winnington-Ingram (1936), while acceding to the prevalent opinion that "in all 

probability Greek music was closely related to that of the contemporary Orient", 

insisted that "before we can profitably use our knowledge of this background, we 

must first know what precise features of Greek music we can set against it" .6 His 

masterful Mode in Ancient Greek Music, despite a number of excellent studies which 
have greatly facilitated work on the subject, has remained the forward limit of 
knowledge and opinion about the Classical Greek tone-system itself.? According to 

the position established there, the Perfect System (avouiua T AELov)-documented in 

the late fourth century by Aristoxenus, Aristotle's cantankerous colleague and in- 

house musicologist-was the Greeks' first theoretical structure, the culmination of 
fifth-century efforts to find some common structural ground between various 
heterogeneous tuning conventions-the #uov(ai. 

1.4 This evolutionary view arose largely from the belief that the earliest tunings of which 
we hear were `defective', not yet achieving the complete diatonic enumeration that 

underlies the Perfect System with its cyclical species (EYSf or Tövot) and pitch keys 
(Tdvol) 8 Aristides Quintilianus for instance, a neo-Platonizing musicologist of 

3 Farmer (1957), 250-4, here 253. 

4 See for example Guillemin and Duchesne (1935); Duchesne-Guillemin (1969b); Gombosi 

(1944), 170; Lasserre (1988), 72; West (1992), 49ff.; West (1997), 31; contrast Anderson 

(1994), 6. 

s Henderson (1957), 390. 

6 Winnington-Ingram (1936), vii. 
7 But the valuable discussion of Henderson (1957), 344-58 should not be overlooked. 
8 For the two senses of T6vot, see Winnington-Ingram (1936), 82f; cf. 2.20-22,7.10. 

Henderson (1957), 347 offered a valuable refinement to our interpretation of the Tdvot, 
seeing them not as absolute pitch-keys but "theoretical concepts employed to define and 

name the relative loci of the topography of harmonic space". 
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perhaps the late third century A. D., 9 preserves a collection of apuovtat, allegedly those 

known to Plato himself, which show sometimes more, sometimes fewer than seven 

pitches. 10 There is also the o1TovSEt6 Cwv Tpolros ("Libation Style") studied by 

Aristoxenus, a melody of the Archaic period attributed to the great aulete Olympus 

which, unlike the contiguous scales of the Perfect System, had an intervallic or 
`gapped' structure, as it is commonly described. " Finally, a handful of sources, 
beginning in the later fifth century with Philolaus-the earliest extant 
Pythagorean-have been read as attesting ̀ defective' scales, covering an octave in 

seven strings and so `omitting' one pitch which was later filled in. 12 Thus, while 

admitting that it was "attractive" to equate the octave species of the Perfect System 

with the ancient &puoviat-for "it is clear that they were to some degree the heirs of 

the &puoviat. for both the term &puovia and the modal names were applied to 

them"-Winnington-Ingram nevertheless thought it better to see them as 
"systematized surrogates of less uniform scales". 13 

1.5 Nor did he find any clear evidence bearing on "the modal importance of various 

notes". 14 Only uýQn was given any importance in the sources, and even so could not 
be clearly understood in terms of modal function, nor simply be equated with our own 

concept of `tonal center'. Students of ethnomusicology and music archaeology might 

refine Winnington-Ingram's criteria, for the concept of mode has been rather 
broadened in recent years. 15 Nevertheless, his working definition shows more acuity 
than do many subsequent scholars'6-one detects the influence of Fox-Strangways, 

9 For dating evidence, see Mathiesen (1999), 521-4. 

10 Aristid. Quint. 1.9. On these scales generally see Winnington-Ingram (1936), 55ff.; West 

(1992), 174f. and n. 47 with literature cited there. 
11 Aristox. fr. 83 = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1135a; see Winnington-Ingram (1928); Barker (1982-9), 

1.255ff. 

12 Philol. fr. 44B6a D-K. This interpretation is disproved in 8.0. 

13 Winnington-Ingram (1936), 10f.; cf. 69,82; cf. Anderson (1994), 139f. For Akkadian 

pitnu as a precedent for &ppovia as "diatonic octave species", see 6.7. 
14 Winnington-Ingram (1936), 81. 

15 See e. g. Widdess (1995). 

16 "Mode is essentially a question of the internal relationships of notes within a scale, 

especially of the predominance of one of them over the others as a tonic, its predominance 
being established in any or all of a number of ways: e. g. frequent recurrence, its appearance 
in a prominent position as the first note or the last, the delaying of its expected occurrence 
by some kind of embellishment ... Mode may be defined as the epitome of stylized song, 
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whose ideas about the inherent conflict between modality and harmony deserve wider 
attention'7-and his negative results may indicate rather that the ancient &puoviat 
belonged to a musical practice not adequately described as `modal'. And so he 

concluded on a disappointed note: 

I doubt if anyone has ever completed a book upon Greek music without feeling acute 

dissatisfaction both with his subject and with himself ... Yet complete despondency is as 

unnecessary as it is ignoble. Every student of the subject must from time to time have the 

feeling that there is a certain amount of evidence, particularly concerning the earlier stages 

of Greek music, that is still unrelated together, and must hope that one day he will strike 

upon the true, the illuminating hypothesis which is to relate it. 18 

1.6 But twenty five years later, new hope came for "the earlier stages of Greek music" 
when Kilmer (1960) published the first of the cuneiform musical tablets. 19 This grew 
in time to a small corpus of texts, in both Sumerian and Akkadian, on music and 
music theory. Widely scattered in time and space, these works come from Ur, Nippur, 

Ugarit, and Assur, and range in date from about the eighteenth century B. C. to the 
fourth or third, with clear Sumerian antecedents. The very fact that they make up only 
a minute fraction of the hundreds of thousands of tablets which have been discovered 

makes it all the more remarkable to find in them a consistent body of terms and 
concepts. As Kilmer observed, "one could almost say that it has been uncanny how 

each text, as it was discovered or recognized, has elucidated the other(s). "20 The 

tablets reveal a theoretical and practical tradition of astonishing continuity, known 

across large reaches of the ancient Near East through a cultural network of court and 
city 2' 

1.7 Many details of this system remain obscure, but it is clear that the Mesopotamian 
cultures knew a system of interrelated heptatonic scales as highly refined as those 

of song stylized in a particular district or people or occupation ... The colour of each 
mode, each type of song, is precisely felt; and there is great reluctance to combine them by 

modulation" (2f). 

17 Fox-Strangways (1914), 1-5. 
18 Winnington-Ingram (1936), viii, 83. 

19 Kilmer (1960). 

20 Kilmer (1971). 

21 I discuss these tablets in detail in 6.0 For a good introduction to the subject, an overview 
of the central texts, and further bibliography, see Kilmer (1994). 
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attested so much later in Greece and India. Here too the essential concepts are 

presented in terms of stringed instruments. The so-called Retuning Text (UET 7/74) 

shows seven scales as permutations of each other in a cyclical scheme, and so seems 
to predict the later systems of the Greek and Indian theorists. It is especially exciting 
to find "middle" used as a technical term (Sumerian murub, Akkadian qablitu). 
Although it is used of an interval between two strings-not a single string as in 

Greece and India-a central string is strongly suggested elsewhere in the 
Mesopotamian system by the fact that nine canonical strings were numbered 
`epicentrically' around the fifth string (that is, 123454321); and this central string is one 

of the two that comprises gablitu/MURUB. 

1.8 All this was very exciting, suggesting as it did that the Greek and Indian systems 

might have been influenced-I use the word advisedly (cf. 2.11)-by a common 

source, and that Mesopotamian musical elements might be found so very far afield. 
Duchesne-Guillemin (1967) was the first to argue that the Greek string names, like the 
Mesopotamian, exhibited a centralized arrangement. This was vestigial, she thought, 
having suffered distortion in the passing centuries: based on Mycenaean depictions of 

seven-stringed instruments, Mesopotamian musical practice was transmitted to Greece 

en bloc in the Bronze Age. Though her argument was erroneous in many details (cf. 

9.5-7), it is noteworthy that, before the discovery of the tablets, the centralization of the 
Greek strings had passed with little remark. Whether this signifies an historical 

relationship with Mesopotamia remains a matter of controversy. 22 

1.9 Wulstan (1968), who brilliantly deciphered the Retuning Text (cf. 6.21-30) in 

collaboration with Gurney (1968), went on to argue that the Mesopotamian heptatonic 

cycle was directly analogous to the system found in Ptolemy, the Greek theorist of the 

second-century A. D. who proposed certain emendations to that of Aristoxenus and his 

successors. This parallel was rejected by Duchesne-Guillemin as an "anachronisme 
dangereux". 23 Yet, as Winnington-Ingram demonstrated, Ptolemy's insistence on the 

sufficiency of seven T6vot rather than the thirteen of Aristoxenus or the fifteen of his 

successors, 24 represents some continuation of the old `modal' octave species as 
against the Aristoxenean T6voI or pitch keys. 25 Thus, in some ways, Ptolemy 

provides the best parallel that may be drawn with the Greek material (cf. 7.25,10.37). 

22 Cf. West (1993/4), 162 n. 4. 

23 Duchesne-Guillemin (1969a). 

24 Ptol. Harm. 2.9; Cleonid. 12 (203.4-204.15); Aristid. Quint. 1.10; see further 7.5. 
25 Winnington-Ingram (1936), 62ff. 
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Nevertheless, his system must be used with caution, for it is clear that Ptolemy had 

very little first-hand evidence at his disposal for pre-Aristoxenean theory, as is shown 
by his open speculation on certain matters. 26 

1.10 Despite his acceptance of early conclusions that are no longer tenable-for example 
Duchesne-Guillemin's (1965) pentatonic interpretation of U. 3011-Picken's (1975) 

argument for a continuum of Mesopotamian musical influence between Greece and 
China is very cogent and finely nuanced. 27 Indeed, based on the strong cultural and 

trade alliance with the Greeks one might well extend the western limit to Etruria, where 

we regularly find seven-stringed lyres depicted in the Archaic and Classical periods. 28 

The Etruscans enjoyed their own Orientalizing movement (cf. 5.25), and in fact other 
Mesopotamian lore has now been documented there. 29 Given Picken's great store of 

musicological and ethnological knowledge, and his lasting contributions to Chinese 

and Turkish ethnomusicology, his concise discussion has been unduly neglected. 

But despite a number of general assertions about the probability of Near Eastern 

influence on Greek music-the potential connection with India remains still less 

explored30-Lasserre (1988) is the only scholar to have attempted a more detailed 

correlation of the evidence. Lasserre's longtime scholarly interest in Greek 

music-his commentary on Pseudo-Plutarch's problematic De musica still awaits a 

successor3'-makes his enthusiastic endorsement of Mesopotamian influence, which 

26 See e. g. Ptol. Harm. 2.6 (56.1ff. ), 2.10 (62.18ff. ). 

27 Picken (1975), 601 ff. 

28 Gostoli (1990), XL-XLI comments on the seven-stringed Etruscan instruments: "si deve ora 

aggiungere 1'eptacord rapprasentato su un'anfora di Cerveteri, datata allo stesso periodo, the 

testmonia ii rapido riverbero in terra etrusca dell' innovazione avvenuta in Grecia. " Note 

that throughout the study I follow the convention of using "lyre" generically for various 

stringed-instruments of the crossbar type, as opposed to the curved or angled harp family. 

29 For hepatoscopy, Burkert (1992), 46-5 1; West (1997), 48. 
30 Kilmer (1971) suggested several parallels to specific Sanskrit terms which, as far as I know, 

have yet to be addressed. The best general discussion of an Indo- Mesopotamian link is 

Picken (1975), loc. cit. In theory, if one could establish anything with certainty about 
Indo-European musical practice, Mesopotamian heptatony, being stable and widely- 

practiced, might serve as a constant for studying the transformation of the Greek and Indo- 

Iranian daughter traditions, thus allowing us to give a scientific basis to parallels like those 

observed by Fox-Strangways (1914): see also 3.32. 

31 See Anderson (1994), 139 n. 45; During (1955). 
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he believed to be profound and placed in the ninth century or thereafter, 32 particularly 

welcome. His arguments, however, were faulty in many details. His knowledge of the 

literature seems to have been somewhat cursory, leading him to use outdated texts and 

adopt speculative interpretations of the tablets (such as Duchesne-Guillemin's 

argument for vestiges of centralization in the Greek strings). All the same, Lasserre 

offered some interesting suggestions, ending merely with an appeal for an honest 

reassessment of the early stages of Greek musical history. 33 

1.12 The eagerness to find a new explanation for the misty origins of ancient Greek music 

is understandable. But the claims advanced to date have been hasty and fail to give the 

Greeks their due; for there are fundamental differences between the Mesopotamian 

and Greek musical traditions which have not been addressed. On the other hand, the 

discovery that a cyclical heptatonic tone-system was widely known in the Near East 

for probably two millennia before Aristoxenus clearly threatens the accepted view of 

the Perfect System's development. Even if the potential historical connection is left 

unexplored, tenacious a priori assumptions about the `evolution' of tone- 

systems-for example that pentatonic and other `gapped' structures are a necessary 

precursor in the development of heptatony, or that a lyre tuning must contain the 

octave interval whatever the number of strings34-are, for Greek music at least, 

deprived of their foundation, namely the paucity of pre-Aristoxenean source material. 

This is not to deny the existence of pentatonic and other `gapped' systems then or 

now, nor to reject the historicity of the &puovkat in Aristides Quintilianus and the 

Libation Style of Olympus, nor to make a simple equation of the fifth-century 

äp"ovtat with the octave species, nor to turn a blind eye to the systematization which 

the ava naT AEtov clearly represents (cf. 3.33). But equally, these facts are no longer 

sufficient to exclude the synchronous or earlier existence of heptatonic music in a 

32 The argument for a ninth-century terminus, based on the phonology of v )al, is fallacious: 

see further 9.20. 

33 Lasserre (1988), 82f. "Credo anche, e questa e la mia conclusion, the alla luce di questo 

nuovo chiarimento, sarä necessario riprendere su una base interamente diversa lo studio dei 

primi stadi della musica greca, quali ci li hanno presentati gli storici antichi assillati 

dall'eurematografia". 

34 Sachs (1943) remains influential in this regard; thus Gombosi (1944), 171, who followed 

Sachs' theory of the pentatonic Greek lyre: ". .. the justified assumption that the compass 

of the lyre must always have been at least an octave". Wiora's (1959) study of `pre- 

pentatonic' tone systems is an important refutation of this evolutionary prejudice: see 

further 3.21. 
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well-developed, ̀undefective' form. Even if one uses the term with no pejorative 

connotations, the complexity of the evidence no longer allows us to characterize the 

early Greek structures as ̀ defective', nor to make the history of ancient tone-systems 

an ascent with heptatony its pinnacle. If an historical connection can be established 
between the diatonic methods of Greece and Mesopotamia, a new explanation for the 

non-diatonic Greek structures will be needed. 

1.13 Putting aside our own long familiarity with heptatonic music, the Mesopotamian 

tablets should be regarded in the first instance as documenting a complex and 
idiosyncratic tone-system based upon a conscious use of acoustic resonance. For 

there are many ways that sound may be shaped into music even without the element of 

pitch; when this dimension is included, there are still an infinite number of ways that 

the frequency continuum may be divided musically. This need not, and often does 

not, involve precisely articulated, stable pitches, i. e. musical tones. But it is only 
between such tones that resonant intervals may be established. Even here, one may 
imagine many ways to combine resonant intervals; the diatonic articulation of the 

octave is peculiar to a single method, namely the alternation of those intervals known 

to the Greeks as consonant (QVu(pwvoc) fifths and fourths. This is the process which 
underlies the Retuning Text, as shown by the names of the seven tunings (which were 
so called from the interval on which the process was begun in order to achieve the 
desired pitch-set35) and by the very mechanism which enables the progression from 

one tuning to the next, the `clearing' of the tritone to a resonant fourth or fifth (see 

further 6.21-31). 

1.14 The Greeks also knew this method of tuning, which they described as "taking the 
tuning through consonance" (i Any is Sic auwpc v[ac) 36 It yielded what to 
Aristoxenus and the other Greek theorists was part of the "diatonic genus" (yivoc 
StäTovov). This method of tonal construction, which became known in modern times 
as `Pythagorean' tuning-an acceptable label, since this is the structure which 
featured in the Pythagoreanizing musical discussions of Philolaus, Plato, and 
Nicomachus (cf. 8.0)-is more or less identical to that used in our own art tradition, 
allowing for equal temperament. The cuneiform tablets raise the astounding 

35 Kümmel (1970); Kilmer (1994), 1972. 
36 Aristox. Harm. 55; cf. Euc. Sect. Can. 17 (162.1ff. ): at 1rapavr%Tat at Kal AtXavol 

Xrtg6'joovTat St& ouu(pravlas ovTwi; ps: Plut. de Mus. 38.1145b-c; Ptol. Harm. 1.16 
(39.14ff. ), 2.1 (44.1ff. ); 2.9 (62.1ff. ); Aristid. Quint. 2.14 (80.2f. ): of uiv karts 

... Ka T& 
avu(pc)vfacv Aa WR&VOVTat. 
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possibility that the life cycle of the Mesopotamian system stretches from the 

eighteenth century B. C. or earlier down to the present day. 

1.15 Naturally, however, such continuity would tell us little about the actual music made at 
various stages of this system's history. Quite apart from a myriad of other tuning 

methods practiced throughout the course of history and around the world, one finds 
heptatonic scales which are not like those of the tablets. In Greece, the Pythagorean 

was but one of several methods of tuning, which were classified by the theorists into 

three genera (yivn)-diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic. In the system devised by 
Aristoxenus, and later with Ptolemy, the chromatic and diatonic genera were further 
divided into a number of Xpdat or "shades". 37 Even within the theoretical 

classification of the yivos S&äTOVOV. the Pythagorean method was responsible for but 

one shade, the SIäTOVOV Qt VTOVOV or "tense diatonic". 

1.16 Indeed, in the Classical period the diatonic seems to have played a subordinate role to 
the chromatic and enharmonic genera, before beginning an ascent to dominance in the 
Hellenistic period. 38 As late as Boethius in the sixth century A. D., 39 theorists 

remembered that pride of place was given to scales which cannot be established solely 
by ii Afyts S« auupwv[a5 (cf. 7.20): microtonal pitch-structures which sound strange 
and `out-of-tune' to our ears, accustomed as we are to tunings much closer to those 
found in the Mesopotamian tablets. It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish carefully 
between the terms `heptatonic' and `diatonic', and to understand exactly what is 

meant by each. In many sources, including the early Philolaus as well as Aristoxenus 
himself, the tense shade of diatonic is treated as its normal form, being referred to 
merely as "the diatonic", and the y vos as a whole is also simply called St&TOVOV 40 
It is permissible, therefore, to refer to the `Pythagorean' tuning method, both in 
Greece and Mesopotamia, as `diatonic', without yet implying an historical connection 
between the two traditions, and recognizing that within Greek tradition the term may 
have been a relatively late coinage (cf. 2.26). 

37 Aristox. Harm. 21-7. 

38 Cf. West (1992), 383f., 390. See also 2.41. 
39 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.21 (213.1f. ): enarmonium vero optime atque apte coniunctum. 
40 Philol. fr. 44B6a D-K; Plato considers no other scale (Ti. 35b-36b); Aristox. Harm. 19 

(quoted at 7.2 below) etc.; Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 53.17-54.15; [Aristid. Quint. ] 2.19 
(92.19-22); Mart. Cap. 9.956; ps. -Censor. de Mus. 6.609.17; Anon. Bell. 2.26 (7.14ff. ); 

etc. Cf. Barker (1982-9) 2.165 n. 95. 
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1.17 `Diatonic' is often loosely applied to any scale or melody which shows a stepwise, 
`tone-by-tone' arrangement, as opposed to a `gapped' structure like pentatony, 

without specifying that the pitch-set be derived from the strict alternation of resonant 
fifths and fourths. But this usage presupposes an underlying norm which can give the 

concept of step and gap meaning. Very significantly, this normative tone-structure is 

what the Greeks called the ybos MiTOVOV. Diatony is a useful tuning convention to 

adopt as a norm, since it divides the octave into more or less uniform 
discriminations-the "whole tone" (Tdvoc)-or, if the alternation of fifth and fourth 

is continued, the "semitone" (hotTbvLov). Moreover, this articulated grid results from 

a reliable, repeatable process: its use of resonance grants it a physically immutable 

structure which makes it a useful unit of measure-a sort of musical metric 

system-and accounts for persistent descriptions of the diatonic as the most `natural' 

of the genera (cf. 7.3). But to view a pentatonic melody as `gapped', or a roughly- 
stepwise scale as `diatonic', imposes an anachronistic standard and reveals an 
abstraction of our musical conceptions. To a culture that never chained together 

resonant intervals to form the diatonic norm, pentatonic structures will not seem 
`gapped' but rather as stepwise or `diatonic'-using the term now in its loose 

modem sense-as anything else since, like any other group of tones, it simply 
articulates a continuum of pitch. 

1.18 Despite its broad diffusion in antiquity, diatony (which I shall use henceforth in its 

proper ancient sense) should be seen as a culture-specific creation-presumably that 

of Mesopotamia where it is first attested, but at any rate not original to Greece. As the 
only musical fact plainly documented for both cultures, the detailed proof of 
Mesopotamian musical influence on Greece becomes a history of diatony. Yet it is 
important to remember that within the larger Mesopotamian musical culture the 
diatonic cycle, or `Symphonic Circle' as I shall call it, was not proper to every musical 
genre, as seen from the Middle Assyrian song catalogue VAT 10101 (c. 1100 B. C. ), 

where only two of thirty-two categories employ the tunings (cf. 5.21-3,6.17,7.60-61). 
In the category of Sitru, a term of unknown meaning, songs occur in only two of the 
seven tunings; lovesongs (irtu) are alone in using all-a suggestive fact for Archaic 
Greek lyric (cf. 5.23-25). The total number of these is uncertain, but from the figures 
that survive it is clear that these categories are disproportionately large compared to the 
other genres. It would seem then that diatonic music was a specialized, but popular, 
form of music. The catalogue does not tell the whole story, of course, since the artistic 
evidence shows stringed instruments playing in a greater variety of contexts than the 
tablet suggests (cf. 5.22). Nevertheless, it is necessary to distinguish between the 
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general and extensive presence of West Semitic and Mesopotamian literary elements 

in Archaic Greek poetry, and that aspect of Greek Orientalizing music which may be 

connected specifically with the system of the tablets. There will have been common 

ground, but the two phenomena are not strictly coterminous. 

1.19 And yet, even here, we cannot simply accept the system of the tablets as a sufficient 

document of the tonal realities of practicing musicians, for it is the business of theory 

to reduce the complex and subtle to the logical and systematic. There can be little 

doubt that, where heptatonic music was practiced throughout the ancient Near East, 

many different non-diatonic intonations would have been introduced at different times 

and places. The diatonic scales of the Retuning Text might be seen as providing a 

finite set of templates for the creation of heptatonic music, without recording any of 

the innumerable pitch shadings which doubtless existed. 

1.20 All the same, one cannot completely reject the tablets as evidence for practical music, 

for to some degree the diatonic tunings must have been used more or less as 

documented-in pure, unshaded form. This may be deduced from the fact that the 

interval names, defined within the diatonic system by CBS 10996 (cf. 6.9), were used 

as a means of notating actual music 41 More conclusively, the lovesongs listed in 

VAT 10101 (cf. 6.17) occur in all seven tunings, yet the identity of these as a mutually 

coherent set depends on the interconnectivity granted by the pure diatonic tuning 

documented in the Retuning Text. Likewise, it is certain that the Greeks practiced 
diatonic music in a pure form. The very fact that scales were classified into genera 

serves to isolate the diatonic in its normal state from the chromatic and enharmonic. 
In the Classical period, we hear of the exclusive use of diatonic music in some areas of 
Greece (cf. 2.37). Even Ptolemy, so insistent on refinements of intonation, admits that 
"this is how the citharodes tune" (otTw y&p 61pu6COVTat of KtOapupSot) 42 

1.21 As the only known common ground between two very different cultural spheres, a 
history of diatony must stand pars pro toto for the movement as a whole. And yet it 
is striking that, for all their microtonal taste, the Greeks adhered strictly to the principle 
that a proper scale-diatonic, chromatic, or enharmonic-must have seven pitches. To 

what should we attribute this predilection? Aristotle insisted that there is nothing 

41 See e. g. Kilmer (1960), 298ff.; (1994), 477. 

42 Ptol. Harm. 2.1 (44.1ff. ); cf. 1.16 (39.17f. ). 
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magical or preternatural about this number, in music or otherwise 43 As I shall 

demonstrate, Aristoxenus' cardinal rule of ouviXEIcz required every heptatonic scale, in 

each of the genera, to conform to minimum standards of diatony; likewise the Greek 

names of the consonances are shown to be dependent on diatony. 44 Far from being a 

universal musical constant, heptatonic music, though widely varying, is and was 

essentially dependent upon the diatonic method, with its characteristic seven-fold 

division of the octave. The focus of the investigation may therefore be broadened to 

include evidence not just for diatony, but for heptatony generally. 

1.22 This leads to an important organological point. The creation of tone-structures with 

seven static pitches precisely tuned to resonant intervals would only be possible, 

among ancient instruments, with chordophones of at least seven strings. It is no 

coincidence, then, that the theorists of Greece, Mesopotamia, and India all presented 

their heptatonic systems in terms of stringed instruments. The term heptatonic 

itself-kirTc + TOVOS < TEIvw, "stretch"-reveals the original dependence of such 

tunings on strings. This allows for the easier identification of essential clues within 

the tangled mass of Greek evidence. For we must acknowledge that Oriental musical 

influence may have come by several channels. One cannot ignore the important 

cultural transactions with Lydia, or persistent reports which associate the avabs with 

Phrygia. 45 Within Greek lyre music we may distinguish the classical art of dcpuovu 

from the ancient epic conventions known to Homer. Due to the nature of their 

construction, wind instruments would encourage the development of rather different 

43 grist. Metaph. 14 1093a13ff.: äX7 SI& T( alTtac TaOTa; t1TTä uiv (PWV>'jEVTa. 

kTrT6c & xopSal fi hppov(ac [v. l. n &ppov(at]. kITT& U al rrAEt&SES, kV 6TTä & 

öS6vTaS 06 AAEl (IVlä yE, 9vtac S' ov). knTx S of i~ttl Oi aS. &cp' ovv ÖTt TotoOSl 

6 lzptOubS 1T q)uKEV. Sta TOOTO f h(ETVOt kyiVOVTO eirTX n rj 1rAElhS 6TTä 

&OTipwv ><OTiv; fl of iv St& TäS trvAaS n &XXTly Tlvcc aclT(cty, Ttjv & fiwEiS 

oJTwS hpLOuoOGtEv ("But why are these [sc. numbers] causative? Seven are the vowels, 

seven strings a tuning, seven are the Pleiades, animals lose their teeth in the seventh year 

(at least some, others do not), there were seven [sc. heroes] against Thebes. And so is it 

because this number is naturally of such kind that those [sc. heroes] were seven, or that the 

constellation is of seven stars? Or were there not seven [sc. heroes] because of the gates or 

some other reason, and the constellation because we count it so? "). 

' See further 7.26-39; cf. Franklin (2002). 

45 See for example ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1132f., drawn from the Iuvaywytj T& V Trepl 
Opvy(aS (Compilation of Phrygian Matters) of Alexander Polyhistor (FGrH 273F77). 

See further 2.5,2.11,2.15,3.33. 
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tonal phenomena-an issue which is not often recognized. 46 Here resonance, needing 

at least two sounding voices, could play only a very minor role, or be altogether 
irrelevant. This acoustical incompatibility is echoed by the well-known rivalry 
between M pa and avA6s, epitomized by the progressive rejection of the latter from the 

music lesson, as Aristotle reports, 47 as well as the disdainful judgement of 
Aristoxenus, whose musical achievements were devoted to lyre-based #uovt: 

Ö uiVTOI 'ApIQT6ýEVOS TrpOKpIVEI TCY kVTÜTQ Kai KCXOQTCTQ TG]V 6pyüVWV TC)V 

fWirVEUQTc.. V, 0 TW [V.!. 0c &a] ETVQI püQKWV Tä iuTCVEUQTQ" iroaaoüs yäp Ph 

SISaxO VTaS aÜAETV TE Kai QUptý£iv, 4)aTrEp TOÜS trot ivaS 48 

Aristoxenus judges stringed instruments superior to winds, saying that winds are easy; for 

many people, such as shepherds, play the aulos and syrinx with no formal training. 

1.23 What these rustic musics were like is impossible to say, since they were not subject to 

the same theoretical scrutiny accorded by Aristoxenus and others to the urbane art- 

music of the fifth and fourth centuries. It is easy to imagine that they represented the 

continuation of traditions with roots much older than any musical importations from 

the Near East, just as folk music of the Greek mountains today, like that of the 
Balkans, preserves very ancient qualities. That the disparity of intonation between 
Avpa and avails remained a real issue even in the fourth century is made clear by 
Aristoxenus, who speaks of misguided efforts to understand the peculiarities of 
&uMs-music through the intonational norms of lyre-based &ppovu a . 49 He himself 

was an authority on the boring of the avails, having written a treatise on the subject. so 
This makes all the more important his observation that auletes used every technique at 
their disposal to match their intonation to the u Arl fipuoouiva which were best 

achieved on the lyre. sl 

46 But see Anderson (1966), 23-6; (1994), 140f.; Schlesinger (1939). 
47 Arist. Pol. 8.6.1340b20-1341b8. 

48 Aristox. fr. 95 = Ath. 4.174e. 
49 Aristox. Harm. 39: ä Si TIVCS noLovvTat TO%11 TS &puovu c KaXovuivrlS 

lrpayuaTElas ... Ot Si T1JV TTEpI TOÜS aVAo is OEWp(av KaL Tb tf)(ElV E11TEIV TIVa 

Tp6TTOV YKQQTa T4)V a11Aou vWV Kal Tr66EV y(yvETat' TÖ s TaoTa A yEIV 

TraVTEAC)S kOTIV ÖÄOU TIV65 SI7jGJapTTjK6TOs. 

50 The 17ep1 a? ACCv TpAaEws: see Aristox. fr. 101, cf. fr. 100. 
51 Aristox. Harm. 43: OXESbv Sh O? avEpdv. ÖTt St' ovSEufav alTlav tic Tovs avXovs 

&VaKTtOV Tb II A05. OÜTE yä. p DEDQttQEI TfIV TOO tjpIoo VOU TaCtV TÖ 
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1.24 His polemical stance merely reveals that other musicians or theorists at the time were 

in fact interested in the different tonal relationships which arose from the idiosyncratic 

construction of the avabs. There is, however, no record of a theoretical work 

advocating a formal tone-system based on that instrument much less one which ever 

challenged the supremacy of the lyre tunings. And yet for all the philological 

shortcomings of the work, Schlesinger (1959) cannot be entirely ignored, for the 

acoustical peculiarities of the Greek avadS must surely have left their mark in some 

way, accounting in part perhaps for the peculiarities of the genera (cf. 2.35,3.35). 

Archytas, who also wrote a treatise on the boring of the a*Ms, 52 gave very precise 

analyses of actual musicians' tunings in terms of the smaller superparticular ratios 53 

Aristoxenus himself, measuring the intervals of the genera by fractions of a tone, 

seems to have described, in less precise terms, these same tonal realities. 54 This may 

indicate the influence of auletic intonation with its more abstruse harmonic 

relationships; many other Pythagoreans, including Philolaus, are said to have 

cultivated the art of the avabs. ss It is possible that Xenophon's description of a 

citharist "tuning his instrument to the avails" (ouvrjpuocpivi3 Tý X%pg irp6s Tbv 

ac , Abv) refers not merely to using it as a pitchpipe, but to matching its gamut more 

closely. 56 Perhaps this is the meaning of ¬vavaos KtO&pIots, which Philochorus 

applied to a style of cithara music influenced by the auletic -dXvn and practiced from 

the time Epigonus and his school in the later Archaic period (see also 7.57). 57 

ElpT1p! `VOV öpyacvov OL(TC), El Tic CJA9rl SEIV Eis öpyaV6V TI 1rolEl6Occl T11V 

ävaycyýV, Edc TOÜS a Aov's ijv TrotTlTiOV, hTEISij ºJ&XIQTa TTXc täTCI Kal KaT& 

Tf va iAorrottav KQl KQTC WjV xElpoUpytcxv KQl KQTQ iv 1Steiv q ioIV ("Indeed, it 

is quite clear that for no reason is the I. 1Ooc to be referred to av, Nof, for the instrument 

named cannot make stable the structure of attunement, and, if one thinks the reference must 

be made to some instrument, it must not be to the ac , Xoi, since it wanders most [in pitch] 

due to a rMS-construction, playing technique and its own peculiar nature"). 
52 The trcpt A, X . v: Ath. 4.184e. 

53 On the practical basis of Archytas' work, see Winnington-Ingram (1932); Barker (1982-9), 

2.50ff. 

54 See Winnington-Ingram (1932). 

55 Ath. 4.184e. 

56 X. Smp. 3.1. 

57 Philoch. FGrH 328F23 = Ath. 14.637f. See also Barker (1982) and (1989), 1.300 n. 205. 
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1.25 Yet with its useful uniform division of tonal space, the diatonic system of 

Mesopotamia seems to have been accessible to all instruments and voice, to judge 

from scenes of concerted performance such as the Nineveh reliefs. This might also be 

suggested by the use of embubu ("reed pipe") to designate one of the diatonic 

tunings in the tablets. 58 In Greece, auletes tried to match the intonation of ä puovuu, 

the art of stringed-instrument tuning-often with middling results. 59 It is no surprise, 

then, to read of milestones in the harmonization of lyre and aulos. The two are 

mentioned already in Homer and depicted as playing together throughout the Archaic 

period. 60 Pausanias records that the ancient Spartans would march to battle "not with 

trumpets, but to the melodies of aulos and the accompaniments of lyra and cithara" 
(oiI uET& aaAirtyywv ... äAAä TrpöS Te aiXCv . OOf Kal vnb avpas Kal Kteäpas 

Kpovauaotv); the same ensemble appears in the Assyrian victory parades 61 When the 

great aulete Olympus took the first step towards the enharmonic yivos by omitting 

certain notes of the diatonic from his Libation Style, he must have been exploring a 

citharistic tuning; or his melody may have been understood against such a structure 
(cf. 7.62). 62 In the early sixth century, the aulete Sakadas of Argos could modulate 

58 Cf. Lasserre (1988), 75. But see the warnings of Crocker (1997), 190 against interpreting 

such terms too literally; cf. also 6.9. 
59 Aristox. Harm. 42: TräVTWV yäp TOÜTWV fTrapXdvTwV OVRV irjTTOV T& JAV 

1TXEIW SLauapTQVOUOIV of a11AT]Tal TfTOO TypPOo VOU TäýEWs ... 
C&')OT' ETVat 

paVEp6V, ÖTl oÜSiv Staq pct M YEW TÖ KaXas v T6-is aÜXoTS TOO KaKCJS ("For 

despite the existence of such [sc. compensatory] devices, nonetheless avails-players for the 

most part badly miss hitting the arrangement of the iOos fippoapivov 
... so that it 

clearly makes no difference to talk about good vs. bad ava6s-playing"); Harm. 43: 

UaoTa TC)v a11Aovpivwv WET x AAEt (Karin suppl. Meibom> Tä5 alTiaS rcp' cLv 

ai1Ac Tal ("each thing played by an aiiA6S misses the mark due to causes inherent in the 

playing of an aiAds"); cf. Pratin. fr. 1.8-12 (PMG 708) = Ath. 14.617b, a rebuke to the 

hybris of the avAds, where irapoivwv ("drunken") and irapaIElo- ("missing the 

pAos") must refer to the instrument's wild and orgiastic intonation. 

60 Hom. Il. 18.495; cf. Archil. fr. 93a. 5 (West); h. Merc. 452 (see 5.5-6); Thgn. 761; Pi. I. 
5.27, N. 9.8,0.3.8,7.12, fr. 140b2f.; X. Smp. 3.1; D. S. 5.49.1; Lucian Salt. 16: 

'ia[Scav xopol auvsa& UTES vrr' a %(: Karl K1O61pq, speaking of the ancient 
hyporcheme danced for Apollo at Delos, which lasted until Lucian's day: see 
Allen/Halliday/Sikes (1936), 224 ad h. Ap. 162; S. E. M. 6.9-10 (164.25f. ), speaking 

about the time of Solon; cf. 6.24 (168.3-6) of Spartan battle music. 
61 Paus. 3.17.5. 

62 Aristox. fr. 83 = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134f-1135b; see also 7.21,7.39. 
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between the Dorian, Lydian, and Phrygian tunings in his TptIEMMS vöuos ("Etude in 

Three Modes")63-a distinctly citharistic fusion (cf. 7.57). Philochorus recalled that 

the citharist Lysander of Sicyon, perhaps in the early fifth century, 64 "was the only 

one until then who interchanged instruments ... and first organized an ensemble 

around himself'. 65 Likewise, Dion's use of the cithara to be play Dionysian libation 

music-normally the preserve of the aulos66-was remembered as a landmark. 67 

1.26 This need for mutual adjustment would be more important in `serious' musical 

environments, while the bucolic traditions dismissed by Aristoxenus could persevere 

on the fringe of formal technical refinements deriving from lyre music. Indeed, the 
different musical languages of stringed and wind instruments seem to have lasted for 

centuries in the face of the regularizing effect of the Perfect System. Aristides 

Quintilianus could still observe that 

ov yäp TacsT6v C)Sf5 ETSos ZV TE KLOä pgc Kal avacý, Trpi, rov El yäp TOvTO. orT' 
QV TI5 TTOlKlAIQS kSi1lOEV CLVTC)V O1IT' QV SlalgbpC. )S Ol äKOVOVTES t`Kf1AOVVTO 

68 

The same species of song is not appropriate to both cithara and aulos: for if this were the 

case, there would be no need for their variety, nor would listeners be charmed in different 

ways. 

1.27 For the Classical and Archaic periods, then, it is all the more believable that any vestige 

of Mesopotamian heptatonic music will be more obvious when connected with the 

essential technology of chordophones. Indeed, the more the tablets describe a 
practical and not theoretical art, the easier it should be to detect any traces of the TfXvn 

within the composite Greek music-stream, later accretions or assimilations 
notwithstanding. Needless to say, of course, the evidence for these questions must be, 

as much as possible, pre-Aristoxenean. The Elementa Harmonica itself is extremely 
valuable, containing as it does many indications and outgrowths of earlier musical 
concerns; I have drawn on it extensively. But many established conventions were 

63 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134b. 

64 West (1992), 79. 

65 Philoch. FGrH 328F23 = Ath. 14.638a: öpyavov iETAaßev udvoS -rc v npb airrov, 

Karl ... Xopbv nEpLECT1jaaTO TrpC)TOS. 
66 Poll. Onom. 4.84. 
67 Menaechmus FGrH 131F7 = Ath. 14.638a. 

68 Aristid. Quint. 2.12 (77.26-28). 
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transformed in the service of the new, integrated system. A particularly unfortunate 

example is the original connection between the string names and their musical 
function: the architects of the ßvoTTjua riAEtov naturally kept the traditional names, but 

these were lifted away from their specific disposition on the lyre's crossbar to the 

remote realm of abstract pitch (cf. 9.30-32). Hence Aristoxenus, though a key witness, 
is both a positive and negative one, and it is important to distinguish between the two. 
To do this, however, it is necessary to understand the shadowy musical events which 

preceded him, and so care must be taken to avoid the logical snarl which plagues all 
the extant theorists (cf. 9.25-26). 

1.28 Key sources for the musical development of the Archaic period are the essays into 

historical musicology undertaken in the late fifth and fourth centuries B. C. by such 
figures as Glaucus of Rhegium, Heraclides of Pontus, Phaenias of Eresus, and the 
further works of Aristoxenus himself. By the time of these important researches, 
however, the details of a three-hundred-year old cultural transformation could only be 

sketchily remembered. Worse still, these works survive only as fragments embedded 
in late, often uncomprehending, writers like Athenaeus and Pseudo-Plutarch. These 

compilers juxtaposed earlier material, often without identification of or distinction 
between sources, which themselves could differ (though ps. -Plutarch at least 

recognized this much69). Further material bearing directly and indirectly on the pre- 
Aristoxenean heptachordal Oewpta is widely scattered throughout Greek and Latin 
literature. In addition to combing the entire corpus of music theory, I have drawn 

valuable clues from Alcman, the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, Parmenides, Philolaus, 
Ion of Chios, Aristophanes, Archytas, Plato, Aristotle, and Plutarch, among many other 
sources. 

1.29 Multivalent and garbled, these testimonia can never be fully sorted out. But it may be 
possible to sketch a course of development based on them, from Terpander to the New 
Music of the late fifth century, sufficient to explain how elements of the 
Mesopotamian system could persist in recognizable form, and how these could 
provide the foundation for the subsequent development of the ovarrwuac T AEtov. The 
problem in understanding the post-Homeric melic music has always been the lack of 
contemporary evidence. But if it is allowed that Mesopotamian diatony enjoyed a 
vogue at the height of the Greek love-affair with all things oriental, and that, as with 
other aspects of their culture, this movement had its lasting effects, we can use the 
tablets to bring the early Greek evidence into the clearer light of written 

69 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1131f. 
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documentation. It should thus be possible to extrapolate a continuous line of 
development across the lacuna and piece together a tolerable history of the 
Orientalizing movement in Greek music. If this is successful, the Greek adoption and 
transformation of the diatonic system will provide a very detailed example of the 
Orientalizing process, and so should be of value for understanding, in more general 
terms, the transmission of technical material and the cultural dynamics of the period. 
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PART ONE 

THE MELIC REVOLUTION 
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2.0 Terpander's Lyre: The Orientalizing Period in Greek Music 

2.1 What evidence is there then that, like other reputedly Greek discoveries such as the 
`Pythagorean' theorem, the diatonic tuning method came to Greece from the urbane 
Near East? It is certain that the ovoTq pa T Iov, as known from Aristoxenus, was a 

relatively late invention. Pioneered by forgotten apuoviKO1 ("harmonists") in the 

schools of Eratocles, Stratonicus, Pythagoras of Zacynthus, and Agenor of Mytilene, ' 

it seems to have been brought to a high polish in the fourth century B. C. by the 

conservative innovations of the Musician himself, as the ancients called Aristoxenus. 2 

As I shall argue in 7.0, the ovaTTJuac TOOEtov was the culmination of fifth-century 

efforts to find a coherent means of harmonizing contemporary musical 
developments-perhaps represented by the hpuovta t of Aristides Quintilianus-with 

an older heptachordal 6£wpla. It revolutionized the course of subsequent Greek 

art-music no less than Bach's equal temperament did our own, facilitating the frequent 

mixing of scale and style which characterized the avant-garde New Music of the later 

fifth century, which was condemned by Plato as "panharmonic", 3 but had become 

popular practice by the mid-fourth century. By any interpretation, however, the 

chronology of the Perfect System is relatively well-documented and, despite its 

seeming resemblance to the cyclical heptatonic system of Mesopotamia, it is 
impossible to suppose an immediate historical connection between the two. If there 

was in fact some genetic relationship between the Greek and Mesopotamian systems it 

will need to have been more remote, and such evidence as there might be should be 

sought in much earlier sources. 

2.2 The problem with studying the cultural developments of this early period is that, the 
farther one retreats from the Classical period-itself all too murky-through the 
Archaic to the time of most intensive Oriental influence, there is less and less evidence. 
The material that we do have is often badly jumbled and contradictory. But one fact 

1 Cf. Burkert (1972) 372 n. 12; Barker (1978). 
2 The best detailed treatment of the Perfect System and its history is still Winnington-Ingram 

(1936) as a whole. For a good introduction see Barker (1982-9), 2.11-27; West (1992), 223- 
233; for its antecedents and the &puovtKO( in general see Burkert (1972) 372 n. 12; Barker 
(1978); Thorp (1991). On the conservatism of Aristoxenus in the face of contemporary 
music, and how this may have influenced his formulation of the Qvorr -rIXEtov, see 
7.56. 

3 Pl. Resp. 3.399c-d. 
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emerges clearly from persistent traditions in Classical and post-Classical sources: the 

early Archaic period was a time of substantial musical change. A sizable cast of 

mythical, semi-legendary, and historical musicians-many associated with 

`Asia'4-were remembered for groundbreaking achievements in musical practice and 

instrument design. 

2.3 Looming large among these is Terpander, the `gleeman' of Lesbos who, four times 

victorious at the Pythian festival, 5 was the most celebrated musician of the early 

seventh century, "the best of the citharodes in his time" (äploTOV TCV KaO' iaUTbV 

KI6ac pwSc )v) 6 Leaving aside for now the mythological associations with the 

instrument Hermes, Apollo, Orpheus, Amphion, Thamyris, Linus, Heracles (though 

these too will be important)-Terpander was unanimously associated with the 

classical form of heptachordal music which was practiced throughout the Archaic 

period and into the fifth century; often he is said to have been the inventor (npcTos 

EvpE n c) of the seven-stringed lyre. Best known is the fragment of a song, attributed 

to Terpander himself and now generally accepted as authentic: 

See for example Ath. 14.624b; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1136c. The list from here and elsewhere 

includes Philammon, Kepion, Olympus, Coroebus of Lydia, Torebus (probably a 

corruption of Coroebus), Hyagnis and Marsyas of Phrygia, Tyrrhenus, Cinyras of Cyprus; 

Amphion is said to have learned the "the tuning of the Lydian" (Tl'v TE 6rpuov(c(v Thv 

Au&äv), Paus. 9.5.7-8. Cf. Farmer (1957), 250ff.; Lasserre (1988), 72f. The Greek 

perception of "Asia" in these traditions is discussed below. 

S Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1132e: [sc. TipTravSpos] Tä TTvOia yäp TETpäKLc inns VFVIKr1K(ZS 
ävayiypalrTa1. 

6 Plut. Inst. lac. 238c. For Terpander's Lesbian origin, see below. All told the early 

seventh-century floruit is best attested: see first the discussion in Ath. 14.635e-f. 

According to the late-fifth century testimony of Hellanicus (FGrH 4F85a = Ath. 

14.635e)-quite possibly based on epigraphic evidence-Terpander won a victory at the first 

Carneian games in Sparta, during the twenty-sixth Olympiad (676-673), and lived in the 

time of Midas who died c. 696 (FGrH 4F85a = Clem. Al. Strom. 1.21.13 1); Glaucus of 

Rhegium put him before Archilochus in his On the Ancient Poets and Musicians (FHG 2 

p. 23 fr. 2= ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1132e); Phaenias by contrast dated him after Archilochus (fr. 

33 = Clem. Al. Strom. 1.21.131); so too the Parian Marble (third century) mentions him 

under the date 645-43 (FGrH 239A34); one tradition (Suda s. v. Tipiravßpos) makes him a 

third-generation descendent from Homer. Gostoli (1990), IX-XI supports the Hellanican 

dating. 
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ool S' MIES -rETpä(ynpuv ä1TOQTipýaVTES äolSäV 

iTrTaT6vcp p6puryyº vioUS KEXaSAaoucV vuvouc 7 

Putting aside four-voiced song, we shall sing 

New hymns to the heptatonic phorminx. 

2.4 The strong . 
disjunction between "four-voiced song" and a seven-stringed lyre on 

which to sing new hymns suggests the juxtaposition or even confrontation of two 

distinct styles of music. It is very attractive to connect the "heptatonic" lyre 

(hrTrrovoS cpdpuuyý) with the diatony of Mesopotamia, for the career of this celebrity 

corresponds quite closely to the peak of the so-called Orientalizing epoch, 

conventionally dated between 750-650. A general Orientalizing process was 

operative in the Aegean from the Bronze Age onwards, and is "better understood as a 

dimension of Greek culture rather than a phase". 8 At the same time, one must honor 

the various broad epochs into which Hellenic history is traditionally articulated. The 

Geometric and Archaic periods are clearly bridged by the most concentrated East- 

West transactions since the collapse of the Mycenaean palace culture (c. 1100 B. C. ). 

There was renewed prosperity and interaction with the layered cultures of the Near 

East, in which the ancient urban cultures of Mesopotamia-Assyria, Babylon, 

Sumer-had always played a central role. It was a renaissance stimulated by the 

acquisition-and in some cases, perhaps, reacquisition (cf. 4.25)--of Near Eastern 

7 Terp. fr. 4 (Gostoli). I have adopted Gostoli's text, with the exception of the Doric form 

TETpäyacpuv; minor details of the fragment are in doubt-e. g. col S' rjusis vs. tjuEºS 

Tot-but these are of no concern here. More important in support of the fragment's 

authenticity is the Attic correption of TETp-, which shows the verses to be post-Homeric, 

while at the same time there is no obvious false archaism (Janko, personal communication); 

this detail is also important for confirming the strong literary evidence that Terpander was 

working within the living hexameter tradition (see below). For the seven-stringed lyre of 

Terpander see e. g. ps: Plut. de Mus. 1141c; Plin. N. H. 7.204; Cleonid. 12 (202.11f. ); 

Nicom. Exc. 1 (266.8-17) and ap. Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (206.10f. ), who variously 

qualify the tradition as we shall see); Clem. Al. Strom. 6.16.144; Suda s. v. TiprravSpos; 

Georg. Syncell. Chronog. 403 (253.21 Mosshammer); the tradition that Terpander added an 

eighth string is false: see 8.64-68. 

8 Morris (1992), 130. 
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science, religion, art, literature, and literacy. The effect of this movement on Greek 

culture was deep, and the extent of the debt is becoming ever clearer. 9 

2.5 Alongside everything else, the Greeks must have been exposed to Oriental musical 

arts at this time; in view of the strong influx of ideas already documented in other 

areas, it is easy to think that in this subject too they may not have been unaffected. Yet 

despite a number of generalities about Asiatic musical influence on Greece, the 

possibility that the Orientalizing epoch per se should have had a well-defined musical 

component has not been acknowledged. More often scholars look to Lydia and 

Phrygia, for which there is indeed clear evidence of musical contact (cf. 1.22,2.11, 

2.15). 

2.6 Yet the cultural dynamics of the period in question were dominated by the westward 

expansion of the Assyrian empire to the Mediterranean under Tiglathpileser III (c. 

744-727) and Sargon II (c. 722-705). Phoenician trading and colonial activity of the 

ninth and eighth centuries had reinvigorated, after the Dark Age, the influx to Greece 

of West Semitic cultural elements, some of which were Mesopotamian in origin. But 

Assyrian expansionism now brought the Greeks much more directly within the 

Mesopotamian cultural sphere. In particular the policy of systematic deportation, 

whereby conquered and insurgent peoples were shuffled between the provinces of the 

empire in hundreds of thousands, must have done much to establish an Assyrian 

cultural koine. The Greeks themselves were not absorbed by the Assyrians; even the 

marginal Cyprus, which paid tribute on occasion, was never officially incorporated 

into the political structure. All the same, a sharp spike of Orientalizing interest is 

evident in Greek culture at this time-not only in Cyprus, but in most parts of the 

Aegean itself. '0 

2.7 We need look no further than the alphabet for an example of a complex and detailed 
Oriental art adopted by the Greeks through close bilingual contact-a process 
described by Herodotus as 1rapaAaß6vTFs SiSaX, (cf. 9.22,10.5). 11 More suggestive 
still is the strong resonance between early Greek poetry and Near Eastern traditions, 

9 For this period specifically, see first Burkert (1992); for cross-cultural contact in the eastern 
Mediterranean generally, West (1997); Lefkowitz/Rogers (1996); Morris (1992); Frankfort 

et al. (1946), 373-387. 
10 For the affairs of this period see Braun (1982); Culican (1991); Aubet (1993), 43-49; for 

Cyprus, Karageorghis (1982). 

11 Hdt. 5.58. See generally Powell (1991); Woodard (1997). 
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now established beyond any lingering doubt. 12 Many of these elements are due to 

gradual absorption and exchange over centuries of East-West relations. Others 

parallels, however, seem to derive specifically from the Neo-Assyrian age. 13 The 

westward movement of this poetic material must have been accompanied to some 

extent by musical ideas. 

2.8 The system of diatonic music documented by the tablets would have been readily 

exportable across national boundaries. Consistent over fifteen hundred years or more, 
the standardized Mesopotamian vocabulary indicates a formal tradition of music-we 
may call it a classical practice-which, while doubtless growing and changing over the 

centuries, clearly retained certain essential and identifiable features across the 

continually changing political and cultural map of second and first millennia 
Mesopotamia. Such an artform, being less idiomatic and culture-specific than 

regional folk traditions, could serve as a musical lingua franca, jumping easily from 

court to court as a mark of high culture. Indeed, the diatonic system was characterized 
by such movement throughout its history, coming to Assyria from the Babylonians, 

who had adopted it in their turn from Sumer. The constant nature of resonance would 
allow the diatonic scales to be readily reproduced by anyone anywhere, even beyond 
the bounds of Mesopotamia proper. The actual music created using such a `metric' 

system, with all the heptatonic variation wrought by time and place, might not be 

equally exportable in every case. But in its pure form, the diatonic tuning method 
could provide malleable raw material for the creation of new `tempered' traditions. 

2.9 We are fortunate to have an example of this process in the Hurrian hymns found at 
Ugarit, 14 a melting pot of cultures with seven attested languages and five scripts. t5 
Here, by the middle of the second millennium B. C., the Mesopotamian system had 
been taken over across a linguistic barrier with Akkadian terms being pressed to 
service in an undoubtedly different musical environment, as is shown by Hurrian 

12 See especially West (1997); (1988), 169-72; Burkert (1992). 
13 West 1997,375-80,587. 

14 For the Hurrian hymns, see Laroche (1955), 327-335 and plates cviii-cix; Laroche (1968); 
Güterbock (1970); Dietrich/Loretz (1975); Kilmer/Crocker/Brown (1976), 15; West 
(1993/4) 171ff. Deciphering attempts: Wulstan (1971); Kilmer (1974); Duchesne- 
Guillemin (1975); (1977); (1980); Vitale (1982); West (1993/4). 

15 See Morris (1992), 107. 
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musical vocabulary which has no Akkadian counterpart. 16 Ugarit's situation on the 

Levantine coast made it an important crossroads for goods, news, and knowledge 

coming from and going to all parts of the Eastern Mediterranean. For even if the 

diatonic art subsequently disappeared from Ugarit, it surely came to Phoenecia with 

the Neo-Assyrian conquests. 

2.10 We might seek a specific point of contact in a city like Sidon which, according to the 

Phoenician History written by Philo of Byblos, drawing on the ancient writings of 
Sanchuniathon, "first discovered the singing of hymns" (irpthui vuvov ccSns 

EvpE)17-a genre proper to the lyre (cf. 5.24). But the Levant as a whole saw the 

continual interaction of Greeks, Cypriotes, Phoenicians, and others, and it may be 

misleading to think in terms of clearly separated nationalities or even ethnicities; on 
Cyprus in particular, Greek and Phoenician communities coexisted for generations in 

close proximity, and extensive bilinguality must be assumed. 18 It was here that the 

adaptation of the Phoenecian alphabet, by Cypriot Greek scribes who had remained 
literate since the exodus from the Mycenaean mainland, most likely took place. 19 

When one considers that this double society was brought within the penumbra of 
Mesopotamian culture at the height of Assyrian influence, Cyprus emerges as the 

epicenter of the cultural convergence needed for the musical transmission in question. 
Against this backdrop, Cinyras becomes an important symbol of Greco-Asiatic 

musical syncretism. A priest of Aphrodite Ourania, he was the eponymous founder of 
the temple musicians of Paphos, the Kinyradai whose name derives from Phoenician 
*b`ne kinnar, "sons of the lyre"? c His origin in either Byblos or Assyria parallels 
Aphrodite's historical descent from Astarte, and ultimately Ishtar, thus documenting in 

mythological form the westward diffusion of Mesopotamian musical knowledge and 
cosmic speculation, and providing an archetype for the union of the two disciplines 
that predicts the work of the Pythagoreans-for whom the number seven, proper to 
the diatonic method (cf. 1.21), had magical significance. 21 

16 On the adaptation of the Akkadian terminology, see Laroche (1973); for the uniquely 
Hurrian terms, Kilmer (1971), 144f.; West (1993/4), 171L 

17 Ph. Byb. FGrH 790F2. 
18 See Morris (1992), esp. 124-131. 

19 Woodard (1997). 

20 See West (1997), 57. 
21 Arist. Metaph. 14.1092b26ff. Cf. 5.32. 
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2.11 Thus, the only barrier between Oriental art and science and the more remote Greeks of 

the Aegean was a wide-open door. This is not to overlook the possibility that the 

Greeks themselves influenced their Eastern neighbors, as seen most clearly in Cyprus. 

A mutual transaction also seems probable in the case of the Lydians, with whom the 

Greeks had intensive contact in the later seventh century (cf. 2.15). 22 But in the Neo- 

Assyrian period specifically, the centrifugal force of Mesopotamian culture was 
literally overwhelming for many areas; in such a case, it is still possible to speak of a 

more unilateral influence. In any case, the task at hand is to track the ancient diatonic 

tradition to, and not from, Greece. 

2.12 Terpander himself has well-attested connections with `Asia'. He was the first and 

greatest citharode of the long-running Lesbian dynasty which dominated the Aegean 

music scene in the seventh-century. 23 This school (yivos) produced the other major 
talents Arion, Sappho, and Alcaeus, as well as lesser entertainers like Lesches and 

perhaps Cepion, who cast the cithara in its classical form. 24 The efflorescence was 

considered to have ended in the sixth century with Periclitus, 25 though there was a 

22 Cf. West (1992), 332. 

23 Divergent origins are recorded for Terpander by the Suda s. v. TipiravSpos, but his 

Lesbian roots are best attested: Pi. fr. 125 (S-M) = Ath. 14.625d; Tim. Pers. fr. 15.227f. 

(PMG 791); Marm. Par. (FGrH 239A34); D. S. 8.28 ap. Tz. H. 1.388; Str. 13.2.4 (also 

for Arion); Plut. De sera num. vind. 558a; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133c (also for Periclitus), 

1141c; Dem. Phal. ap. Schol. E and Q ad Od. 3.267 (144 Dindorf); Heraclid. Lemb. Exc. 

polfit. 11, deriving from the Politeia of Aristotle: see Dilts (1971); Nicom. Exc. 1 

(266.10ff. ) and ap. Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (206.10); Aristid. Or. 2.336; Zen. 5.9 (1.118 

Leutsch/Schneidewin); St. Byz. p. 101.1f. Meineke; Phaen. fr. 33 (= Clem. Al. Strom. 

1.21.131), also for Lesches; Hsch. s. v. uET& Ai`QPtov cäS6v; Phot. Lex. s. v. ueT& 
Maptov epSÖv; Ael. Dion. A7= Eustath. ad 11.9.129; Clem. Al. Strom. 1.16.78. On 

the Lesbian school, cf. West (1992) 334f. 

24 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133c: trrou Orl 8i: Kal Tb axrjua TfS KLOäpaS 1rpC3TOV KaTä 
Kgiriwva Tbv TEpträvbpou . taOrln v; cf. West (1992), 330 n. 8. 

25 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133d: TEÄ£UTaTOV Si ITEpIKA£IT6V 
gaat KLOapcaSbv vu oat kv 

AaKESatuow K&pvcta. Tö yivos 6VTa Ado[ iov TOfTOU Si TEXEUTijoavTOS, 

TAGS Aaß£Tv AEO(3IotS N. I. AEßßfouc1 Tb QuvEXiS TfjS KcITä TtjV Kt6apu)Stav 
SIaSoXfjc ("They say that Periclitus was the last citharode of the Lesbian school to win the 
Carneian festival in Lacedaimon; and when he died, the Lesbians' continuous citharodic 
dynasty met its end'). West (1992), 330, traces this passage to Hellanicus' study of 
Carneian victors. 
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resurgence in the early fifth century (c. 480) with the citharode Aristoclitus, who could 

still be considered a member of the Terpandrean school, and his modernist student 
Phrynis (cf. 2.38-40,8.63) 26 So dominant was this tradition that IiCTä Moßiov c 86v 

("after a Lesbian singer") became proverbial for "taking second place". 27 It seems 
to have been exploited by the Old Comic playwright Cratinus in his lost Cheirons, 

perhaps in a citharodic gag about a chorus of lyre-teaching centaurs. 28 But already 
Sappho could write "outstanding like the Lesbian singer among others" (irippoxos, 

CbS öT' a" otSos 6 MoPºos äAXoS& rotoiv) 29 According to Aristotle, the proverb 

referred originally to Terpander himself, a fitting tribute to his quarter-century 
hegemony at the Pythian festival. 30 

2.13 These reports-particularly the testimony of Sappho at the height of the 
tradition-vividly confirm the historicity of the Lesbian school, and by extension that 

26 Ister FGrH 334F56 = schol. a ad Ar. Nub. 971: 6 St 'ApLOTOKaEISrlS KLOacpwSÖs 'jv 

rpLQTOS. Tb yivoS ijv &irb TepnävSpov. AKuaoc S' kv Ti 'EAAäSi KcXTä Tä 
Mr1StK6); there is some divergence between scholia a and ß, including the orthography of 

the name, which is also given as Aristocleides. For Phrynis as heir to the Lesbian yl<vos, 

cf. also Phaen. fr. 10: Tciv & TEplrävSpou Kac1 cDpvviSos vbt. twv; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 

1133b-c tj Iv KaTä TipiravSpov KlOapcQS(cz Kacl uýXpl TfIs cDpvVLSos tjatK(as ... 
SIETO%E1. Cf. West (1992), 347. 

27 Arist. fr. 545 (Rose), cited below; cf. Phot. Lex. s. v. PET& Mo[3tov 4S6v: TTapotuia 
AEyOuiVT1 k1Tl TCJV TQ SEVTEpa cEpoi vc V" of y&p AaKESatuövtot Toils AEo (ouc 
KteapWSo is 7rp6TOUS ? rPOQEKaAOVVTO. 

28 Cratin. fr. 263 K-A = Phot. Lex. s. v. L. IET61 MQßtov CpS6v. Such musical jokes are 

common in the comic poets who were, after all, very interested in the topic: see e. g. Ar. 

Nub. 964-972, Thesm. 99f., Pherec. fr. 155 K-A = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1141d-1142a; etc. 
29 Sapph. fr. 106 (Voigt). 

30 Arist. fr. 545 (Rose) = Eustath. ad. Il. 9.129: Kal 'AptOTOTiAfS U kV Ti 
AaKESali. lovk .v iroAtTEIg TÖ 'PET& Afo tov WSÖv' Tdv TiprravSpbv p o1 

8T1Xolly. KaXoOVTO U. Paul. Kal ÜUTEpov EIS Tf V kKEIVOV T14. U' V TTpC)TOV G. Iiv 

älrbyovot avTOV, ETTa El Tts xAAos TrapE(n Aioßtoc. dO' ovTws of Xotirol ("And 
Aristotle says in the "Constitution of Sparta" says that the expression `After the Lesbian 

singer' signified Terpander. But they say that afterwards, in his honor, his inheritors would 
be called first [sc. to perform], and then any other Lesbian who was on hand, and then the 

rest"); cf. Ael. Dion. ap. Eustath. ad Il. 9.129: see Erbse (1950), 127 A7A o(3tov chSbv; 
Plut. De sera num. vind. 558a; Zen. 5.9 (1.118 Leutsch/Schneidewin); Hsch. s. v. Afoßtoc 

c: 3S6S and PET& Aiaßtov c: 356v. 
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of the early musical traditions generally. We should therefore take seriously a notice 

which may derive from Aristotle, and certainly goes back to the fourth century, 

according to which the Lesbian yivos and their stringed instruments had strong 

`Asian' affinities: 

Aovpty U 'AptOTOKAf S prIal Myety. ÖTt ktcAtjOTI [ý KuOäpal 'Aatäz 6m6 TGiv 

xpwuivwv Aeaßiwv. d(TtvcS otKOvat lrpbs Ti 'Aatac. of Uc rb Tvppi vov 

AvSoO. evp6VTOS Trpc: )TOV T6 Tpiywvov öpyavov of St &nb TepnävSpov 31 

Aristocles reports the assertion of Duris that the cithara was called Asiatic because of its 

use by the Lesbians, whose homes face towards Asia. Others [sc. say that it was so-called] 

from Tyrrhenus the Lydian, the inventor of the triangular harp. Still others say [sc. it was 

called Asiatic] from Terpander. 

2.14 Strabo, one authority who preserves the fragment of Terpander, reports the conviction 

of some that much of Greek music derived from `Asia'. 32 But what exactly is meant 
by Asia in these traditions? Strabo intended the Near East as a whole. For 

Herodotus, too, the word designated the whole continent: Ionia, Lydia, Phrygia, 

31 Duris of Samos FGrH 76F81 = Arist. FHG 2 p. 182 fr. 259. The reading of the MSS 

(Aovpty ... 
'AptoTOTOfS) cannot stand, since Duris (c. 340-260) was significantly 

younger than Aristotle. Hullemann proposed to invert the names to Aovpts ... 
'AptaToTOOrly (see Jacoby's apparatus); this resolves the chronological problem and is 

possible. But Duris is perhaps more likely than Aristotle to have advanced an explanation 

of the Asiatic cithara, being from Samos (where he was tyrant) and writing on local history 

(the lapicav capot, FGrH 76F22-26); two of his other fragments are concerned with the 

origins of musical instruments: 76F16 (= Atli. 14.618c), 76F28 (= Ath. 14.636f). Müller's 

solution, to suppose that another name, perhaps Aristocles, has been assimilated to that of 

the great Aristotle, involves the simpler emendation. This conjecture is very attractive: 

Aristocles was both a Peripatetic (being perhaps the teacher of Alexander of Aphrodisias) 

and wrote on musical instruments; there are besides parallels for his name being corrupted to 

that of Aristotle (see Muller's notes ad loc. ). The same source is drawn on in Ps. -Plut. de 

Mus. 6.1133c: iKA Of S' 'Actäs Sia Tb KEXpn0Oa t To, S AEß(3Iouc aOT1 
KtBapWSo JS Trp6S TTY 'AQIc KaToLKOÜVTas. 

32 Str. 10.3.17: of -r Atovvow Tijv 'Aatav öArIv KaOLEpc: 3QaVTEs u Xpt Trjs Iv&KitS 

KEIEEV Kal Tt V ? roXMiv uouaud v uETa(pipoUQt ("And those who have made all Asia 

as far as India sacred to Dionysus also attribute the better part of music to there"). 
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Cappadocia, Cilicia, Armenia, Persia, and so on. 33 Therefore, while the coast of Asia 

Minor is clearly suggested from a Lesbian perspective, the point of irpbs -r3 'Aciq 

may well be that this island was more closely involved in the `Oriental' sphere, as a 

whole, than mainland Greece. Thus a number of sources speak of the `Asiatic' 

cithara with no further qualification. 34 Note that the Lydian derivation is not 

attributed to Duris, but is presented as an alternative to the Lesbian and Terpandrean 

origins. 

2.15 And yet there is also a persistent tradition about musical contact with Lydia, 

particularly as regards chordophones. No less an authority than Pindar held that 

Terpander invented the ß&pP1TOs after hearing a m1KT(S at the "feasts of the Lydians", 

and similar reports surface elsewhere. 35 For the Greeks of the late seventh, sixth, and 

fifth centuries, the Lydians, and in time the Persians, were very present in the daily 

imagination. Their lands could be seen from Greek lands, and on the Ionian coast 
Greeks lived in prolonged contact with them; intermarriage was not infrequent. 

Contact with the Lydian capital of Sardis intensified steadily in the sixth century, with 

many prominent aristocrats following the example of Terpander himself (if we may 

trust Pindar) to make the three-day trek from the coast. 36 Alcman, if he was not 

33 Hdt. 5.49. 

34 Ar. Thesm. 120: KpOÜuaTQ T' 'Aut6bos [sc. KtOäpacs], which was a parody of a lost 

Euripidean passage according to Et. Magn. s. v. 'Ao Sos Kpo taTc(; cf. the anonymous 

fragment recorded by Str. 10.3.17: K&[pa V 'AotäTty 15 xoowv ("striking the Asiatic 

cithara"). 
35 Pi. fr. 125 (S-M) = Ath. 14.635d. The ß. pßtTOS iro)vXopSos-so Theoc. 16.45-was 

a low-pitched lyre; the irr1KTIS or iraKTIS is somewhat obscure, but may have been a harp 

(not lyre), certainly with many strings (probably with octave couplings): see West (1992), 

56-9,71ff.. Cf. also schol. ad A. R. 2.777-9: i KtOäpct 'Aale MyETat, kirE1 kv AuSioc 

1TpCJTOV Ellpi`6ri; Et. Magn. s. v. 'AoI61Tts: h TpCXopSoS KtOQpa OÜTCJ Ka%EITal. 

EtpTiTact St. ÖTt kv 'Aatoc 'ri 1r6XEt -MS AvbiaS KEtpivq kv Tutaw 1rpc3TOv 

E rpiü ; with this one might compare Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1137a-b, where the music of 
Terpander and Olympus is described as "simple and three-pitched (TptXopSa 

... Kcti 
&naä): cf. 3.5; or the schematization of the heptachord by its three boundaries vnd: Tn, 

uiQn, vfiTf: see 9.39. But perhaps TptXopSos has simply become confused with 

Tpiyc wov. 

36 Hdt. 1.29. 
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actually Lydian himself, as Aristotle thought, no doubt made this journey. 37 

Aristophanes implies that familiarity with Sardis was an indispensable sign of 

sophistication; 38 this is comic hyperbole, but had once been truer than it was in the 

playwright's day. Indeed, by the end of the seventh century, `Asia' must have 

become all but synonymous with Lydia-an equation explicitly made by a scholiast to 

Apollonius of Rhodes. 39 

2.16 Yet Phrygia and Lydia are not Mesopotamia. We know little about their musical 

traditions, but, if the alphabet may be taken as a parallel, it would be difficult to see the 

Mesopotamian musical system arriving in Greece from that direction. The Hittites 

may have used the cuneiform script, but these younger Anatolian nations learned the 
Phoenician alphabet after-and probably from-the Greeks 40 Still, `Asian' musical 

references need not be pressed too closely for geographical precision. The steady 
intensification of contact with Lydia and Persia will have obscured earlier, alternative 

routes for the arrival of Mesopotamian learning which predominated in the eighth and 

early seventh centuries, redrawing them on a later political and cultural map. These 

paths led to destinations which, being seen in person mostly by merchantmen, would 

never have been as tangible to the Aegean Greeks as the Lydian and Phrygian cities 

would be. This bifurcation may be reflected in Duris' conflicting etymologies of 
`Asiatic', and is well illustrated by the fact that the earliest known Greek example of 
the harp (Tpiywvov 6pyavov), from the end of the seventh century, has much clearer 

affinities with Mesopotamian models than those of Lydia, to which Greek tradition 

attributed it 41 At any rate, Lydia will have been caught up in the same Orientalizing 

movement which swept Greece and Etruria, since their ascent to power began at the 
height of Assyrian imperialism. 

37 See PMGF test. ad Alc. TA1-9: POxy 2389 fr. 6 col. 1.10ff., fr. 9 col. 1.5ff.; POxy. 2506 

fr. 1 col. 2, fr. 5 col. 1 (b) 3-5, fr. 17.5-8; POxy 3542 col. 1.17ff.; Anth. Pal. 7.18 

(Antipater Thessalonicensis); Anth. Pal. 7.19 (Leonidas Tarentinus); Anth. Pal. 7.709 

(Alexander); Vell. 1.18.3. Also: anon. EIS Tons ivvia avpIKo6s ap. schol. Pi. (1.11 

Drachmann) = PMGF test. ad novem lyricos pertinentia TA3; Heracl. Lemb. Exc. polfit. 9 
(Dilts); Suda s. v. 'Aatcuäv. 

38 Ar. Vesp. 1139f. 
39 Schol. ad A. R. 2.777-9. 

40 Powell (1991), 11 n. 16,16, with further literature. 
41 See West (1997), 31. 
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2.17 This is not to downplay the reality of Greco-Lydian musical contact, for this 
interaction must have been an important component of musical change in the Archaic 

period. The point is merely that simple geographical designations cannot be pressed 
too closely for accuracy, since cultural relations in the Aegean, and the Mediterranean 

as a whole, were not simply linear but a complex network. It is illuminating to 

consider that Assyrian records labeled all Greek-speakers ̀Ionian', although Ionia, as 
the Greeks understood it, was not adjacent to Assyrian-controlled territory, and was 

certainly not the only region from which Hellenic merchants came to the Levant. Yet 

despite the discontiguity of the Ionian coast itself to Assyrian-controlled lands, the 

Ionian poetic tradition clearly reveals elements of Mesopotamian epic and theogonic 

poetry. Included in this geographical milieu will have been Terpander's home on 
Lesbos, for `Ionia' must be understood as the stretch of islands from Euboea to Asia 

minor; the Ionian coast itself can make no exclusive claim to being the birth place of 
`Homeric' epic 42 The longterm musical symbiosis of the two races is proven by the 

ancient Aeolic stratum which underlies the Ionic epic-with its characteristic Lesbian 
forms43-and conversely the post-Homeric reimportation, by Sappho and Alcaeus, of 
Ionic epic forms (not to mention the more general Ionic influence on Lesbian 
dialect"). 

2.18 Likewise, the Greeks used `Phoenician' to refer generically to any Near Eastern 

peoples who voyaged to the Aegean. 45 Thus the Phoenician hero Cadmus, whose 
name is simply the Semitic for "Easterner" (J qdm), 46 is in effect simply an 
abstraction of Near Eastern cultural contact. Herodotus reports that the Cadmeans 
"introduced many other forms of learning to the Greeks, as well as the 

alphabet"-known as "Phoenician letters" (gotvt a ypäuuaTa) or "Cadmean 
letters" (Ka6i. n tac ypäuuaTra) 47 The historian also held that, of all the Greeks, the 
Ionians-using the name now as the Greeks understood it-had the closest contact 

42 West (1988), 170. 

43 West (1988), 163f. 

44 Chadwick (1956), 46f. 

45 Morris (1992), 124-7. 

46 Astour (1967); 152ff.; but note that Edwards (1979), 144ff., who supports Astour's 
derivation, refutes him in many details regarding the Semitic background of the Cadmus 

mythology. 
47 Hdt. 5.58-9: acAAa Ts iroAAcc ... &oAyayov S&SaaKä)ta iS Tovs "EAA vas Kal Sf 

Kal ypäuuaTa K. T. A. 
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with these Easterners 48 The picture painted by the historian is less than precise, for 

the Greeks believed Cadmus to have lived before the Trojan War, whereas the alphabet 
was introduced in the ninth century or later. 49 And though Herodotus promised an 
Assyrian History ('Aoa rptot adyoi), 50 his numerous references elsewhere do not 
suggest any awareness of the cultural impact that Assyria had on the Mediterranean as 
a whole in the ninth and eighth centuries. Only Assyrian records of `Ionian' contacts 
corroborate the abundant ceramic and other archaeological evidence, and the extensive 
poetic parallels. Nevertheless, the `Phoenecian' SISaaKaa(aI of Herodotus are a clear 
symbol of the westward movement, from a variety of sources, of Orientalizing culture 
generally. Thus, according to an important Pythagorean tradition preserved by 
Nicomachus as part of a larger catalogue of heptachordal mythology (cf. 4.28), the 
seven-stringed lyre was mistakenly attributed to Terpander, being rather a gift from 
Cadmus to the `Achaeans': 

TipiravSpoc uýv ov-rw MyETat niv Avpav EvprpKivat, 'AXatovS Si vTrb KrSuov 

TO 'Ayi vopos rrapaAaPEiv. 5' 

So Terpander is said to have invented the [sc. seven-stringed] lyre, though the Achaeans 

received it by the grace of Cadmus [verb K6&tov], the son of Agenor. 

2.19 The marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia, the one a symbol of Near Eastern learning, 
the other a key element of Greek cosmology from Heraclitus onwards (and probably 
much earlier: cf. 4.23)-as well as the first principle of the technology of the lyre, 
known since Mycenaean times and essential to the establishment of resonance (cf. 
4.14-18,4.36)-effectively documents the influx to Greece of both musical and 
cosmological ideas. (Incidentally, a stringed instrument called the poivt . poIvlKtov. or 
Aupo(poivi is well-attested, beginning with the Lesbian citharode Alcaeus. 52) The 

48 Hdt. 5.58: ? rcpio[KEov Si mpEIXS Ta iioAAa TCJV XtpCaV TOOTOV TdV XpÖvov 

' EAM vwv 'IovES ("And of the Greeks it was the Ionians who dwelt about them in most of 
the areas during this time"). 

49 See generally Edwards (1979). 
50 Hdt. 1.184. 

51 Nicom. Exc. 1 (266.15f. ). 
52 Alc. fr. 424a (Campbell); Hdt. 4.192; S. fr. 239a TrGF; Aristox. fr. 97; ps. -Arist. Pr. 

19.14; Ath. 14.637a-b = Nicomedes Acanthius FHG 4 p. 465 fr. 2; Ephor. FGrH 70F4; 
Scam. FGrH 476F4; Juba FGrH 275F15; Poll. 4.59; Hsch. s. v. Aupogoºvt;,; Et. Magn. 
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divine music of Apollo at Harmonia's wedding-the only mortal nuptials besides that 

of Peleus and Thetis to be attended by the gods, and taking place in Thebes with its 

seven ̀ harmonic' gates joined by the power of Amphion's seven-stringed lyre (cf. 

4.21,4.39-30)-is one of the more notable details of an otherwise evasive myth 53 

Thus in one representation of their wedding procession, Apollo-the harmonic god 

par excellence (cf. 4.15)-leads the couple in a bull- and tiger-drawn chariot to the 

music of his seven-stringed lyre. 54 Further, the Hesiodic representation of Harmonia 

as the union of Ares and Aphrodite55 might recall Astarte and Ishtar, who united love 

and war in a single mythological figure. The marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia 

would then imply the same fusion of Orientalizing music and cosmological 

speculation that is symbolized by Cinyras; and in fact Harmonia is said by the 

mysterious Derveni papyrus to be an avatar of Aphrodite Ourania, 56 whose historical 

derivation from the Phoenecian and Assyrian divinity Herodotus learned by inquiry. 57 

797.21f.; Isid. Etym. 3.22.3; cf. West (1992), 59; but for the derivation from po vi (palm- 

tree), Semus FHG 4 p. 492 fr. 1. 

53 [Hes. ] Sc. 269-284 may refer to the story, given the allusion to seven-gated Thebes (cf. 

4.23); Thgn. 15-18 (see below); Pi. P. 3.88-91; fr. 32 (S-M): (KäSuos f KOUOE Tov 
'Airöaawvos) uoUOLKäv bpOäv bTnSE(KVUuivou (cf. Plut. De anim procr. 1030a; Hp. 

Vict. 1.8: äpuovtrlt öpOns of the diatonic: see further below); D. S. 5.49.1, where it is 

also said that Hermes' gift is a lyre. 

54 Louvre CA 1961 (F384bis). 

55 Hes. Th. 933-937. 
56 PDerv. col. 21.5ff., new numbering as against Anonymous (1982), after 300ff.: see 

Laks/Most (1997), 9; Janko (1997), 62: 'AppobiTn ovpavta Kai ZEVs Kai 

äcpposloläýEIV Mal 06pvvoOat Kai UEIOCJ Kai 'Apuovta TcM QÜTC. t OEC31I 

ö, voua KTTat ("`Aphrodite Ourania' and 'Zeus' and 'to love' and 'to sire' and 'Peitho' and 
'Harmonia'-the name is given to the selfsame god"); cf. Hes. Th. 975: Ovyaup 

Xpuoýns 'AppoS(rrtt; A. Supp. 1041: S SoTat S' 'Apuovla poip' 'ATpoSlTas (or 

with West: SiSoTaI 0"Apuovias uoip' 'AppoS(T¢); Emp. fr. 31B17.20-24 D-K; E. 

Ph. 7: [K&Suoc] ös iraiöa yi'luas KvlrptSos'Api. oviav; Arist. fr. 47 = ps. -Plut. de 

Mus. 1139b: ij Sý &piiovia kaTly ovpavia Tv (pvaty fXouaa OrIav Kal KaAf V Kal 
Saiuovtav; Call. fr. 654; Theo Sm. 12.19f.: aüTil iv Kdouca uhv &p 

. iov(a. Paus. 

9.16.3-4 found at Thebes three ancient wooden statues believed locally to have been devoted 

by Harmonia to three avatars of Aphrodite, which she named Ourania, Pandemos, and 
Apostrophia. 

57 Hdt. 1.105: fQTI Si TOOTO TÖ 1p6v [SC. Tfjs ovpav(gS 'AppoS(-OS tv 'ACMUCA)Vt 

Tr6M]. cs tyw TrvvOavbuevoc eirpiaKw, TravTwv apXat6TaTov 1pcZv. öaa 
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These myths reveal once again an ancient, pre-Pythagorean layer of the speculative 

musicology later represented by Nicomachus, Plato, Philolaus, and Pythagoras 

himself-in all of whom, and in the Pythagorean tradition generally, it is only the 

diatonic scale that is considered in cosmological contexts. Given the Mesopotamian 

tendency to find godlike powers in all natural phenomena, it would not be surprising if 

there existed a sort of divinatory art, a `symphonioscopy', which explored the 

physical and metaphysical implications of resonance, alongside the heptatonic Tixvn. 

2.20 Indeed, Terpander's TrTäTOVOS tells an important tale of its own, for the term Tbvos, 

with eight distinct layers of meaning, has clear diatonic overtones 58 At its most basic, 

Tbvos designated merely a stretched string of any pitch, and was synonymous with 

Vors; to this category belong its various uses in rhetorical contexts, of the voice's 
"pitch". But naturally the Greeks tuned their instruments to purposeful Tbvot, and 

not randomly, whence the secondary equation of the term with pOdyyoc, the musical 
"note". Cleonides quotes the Terpander fragment as an illustration of this sense. 59 

If this is right, the term i-rT kTOVOs should therefore imply a specific set or means of 

relating seven yMyyot. 

Tai-MS Tfi Oco Ka1 yäp Tb kv KV1rpc lpbv VBEVTEV LyiVETO. 6s a *TOI 

KÜTrptot A! ̀ yOUai. KQ1 Tb kv KuMpotat 'DOIVIKis Elat Ol ISpUOC 1EVOt K Ta-IT s 

Tfis I: Uptrl k6VTES; cf. Ph. Byb. FGrH 790F2: Ttjv S& 'AaTäpTrly CD01VIKES Tile 

'AcppoStTgv Elvat Afyouaty. 

58 The musical writers vary in the number of meanings they report: see for example Cleonid. 

12 (202.6ff. ); Aristid. Quint. 1.10 (20. lff): Porph. in Harm. 4 (82.1ff. ); Theo Sm. 70.7ff. 

From these and other sources I have compiled the following: 1. Täatc; 2. (p06yyoS; 3 

UchTrlua generally; 4. the StäoTrH. la of a whole tone specifically; 5. TdvoS as a whole 

tuning; 6. the specific tuning of the diatonic; for 5 and 6 see below; 7. Tövos as octave 

species (deriving perhaps from 5 and 6); 8. TdvoS as pitch key, to which we may refer 

Cleonid. 1 (180.4f. ): TÖVOs Si OTI T61rOS TK Tf1S PWV1S SEKTIKds auaT1'juaTOS 

&irXa-n s ("and T6voS is some place in pitch, without width, which can receive a 

system"; Aristox. Harm. 37: 1rfunTOV S' WTI TCJV PEP( ZV TÖ 1TEp' TOVS T6VOUS k(p' 

CAW Tt641EVa Tä OUQT>rjuaTa IEawSEiTat ("The fifth subtopic [of appovttd ] is that 

which concerns the Tövot, upon which the systems which are sung are placed"); cf. Porph. 

in Harm. 4 (82.3ff. ). For meanings 7 and 8, see further 7.5. T6vos, appovia, and 

Akkadian pitnu thus all have the same range of meaning more or less exactly: see 6.5-7. 
59 Cleonid. 12 (202.8ff. ): JTrI {UýV OVV TOO (PßÖyyOU xpCJVTat T() 6v6paTt Ol AiYOVTES 

bTT6(TOVOV ThV 4p6putyya KaMmp TiptravSpoS teal 'Icav. For Ion of Chios fr. 32 

(West), see further 7.54-55. 
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2.21 Where there are purposeful pitches, there are also purposeful intervals; accordingly, 

some sources record a tertiary meaning of T6vos as the interval or "stretch" between 

two tuned strings. 60 Cleonides, whose third semantic level is merely cbs SuzaT-qua 

("as an interval"), may also be taken to mean this, but as the sequel shows, it was 

usual to understand Trdvos as the specific interval of a wholetone-in the words of 

Aristoxenus, "that by which a perfect fifth is greater than a perfect fourth" 61 This 

fourth layer of meaning must point to a time when the wholetone was the interval 

which typically occurred between two strings; and this clearly requires the diatonic 

method. It is true that a diatonic pitchset also contains in the end a semitone, so that 

not every interval in a diatonic scale can be a -Tbvos in this sense. But since 

wholetones far outnumber semitones, it was possible to understand these tone 

structures as proceeding "through tones" (dia-ton-ically), and the yivos is in fact so 

defined in a persistent tradition of probably pre-Aristoxenean pedigree. 62 Thus Plato 

60 Aristid. Quint. 1.10 (20.1-4): T6vov ... KaNOOuEV ... u4yEOoS lrotbv gc. wfiS. olov cä 

TÖ && Tr4VTE TOO Slü TEoc&(pWV ÜTrcp t ("We call a TövoS a certain interval [lit. 

"size"] of the voice, as for example that by which the fifth is greater than the fourth"); 

schol. ad Ptol. Harm. 1.4 (10.3): T6voS A yETat Kal Tb hrrb Tbvov EIS Tdvov 

StäaTnua; Porph. in Harm. 82: TÖvoS yäcp A yETCIt KOl TÖ StcoTTjtc. OTov 114TpOV 

Tt TOO TT S pc of s TöTrov. Ka6' ö Ayr; -rat pci ov Etvat T6 BL & TTiVTE TOO Stä 

TEQQ(kPWV <TÖVOU> Abyc?. 

61 Aristox. Harm. 46: T6vo5 S' k0T1V C: ) TÖ Stz TTiVTE TOO WE TEOO pC)V . Ei1OV, et 

alibi. 

62 Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 54.12-15: KaAEITQt R Tb TotoOTOV ykvoS T JS IEAQsiaS 

SIäTOVOV 
... 

ÖTt Stä( TC. V TÖVWV TÖ TrXEIOTOV StOSEVE1 ("This type of melody is 

called diatonic ... because it progresses for the most part through tones (Slä T&v 
TÖVWV)"); Nicom. Ench. 12 (262.14ff. ): Kal 4K TOVTOV YE SIaTOVIKbV KaAETTC(t, kK 

TOO 1rpoXWPETV SiQ TCJV TÖVWV K. T. Ä.; [Aristid. Quint. ] 2.19 (92.22f. ): WrrovOv St 

KaAETTaI S16TI 1TETrÜKVWTat TOTS T6VOI5 KaTÜ Tä Stcxor1 LlaTa ("It is called 

`diatonic' because it is packed with tones in its intervals")-Meibom was the first to 

recognize this passage as an interpolation; it is closely followed in this and other details by 

Anon. Bell., here 2.26 (7.14-16): SIäTOVOV PW OÜV ) yETai. 6rEISý KctTä Tb TrXETOV 

Slä TC. )V TÖVWV OEc pE1Tal TÖ SlÜoTnºlct ("it is called `diatonic' since for the most 

part the interval is observed through `tones' [Slix TC. W Tdvwv]"); Mart. Cap. 9.956: 

diatono vero [sc. dicitur], quod tonis copiosum; Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.21 (213.7): 

ideoque vocatur diatonum, quasi quod per tonum ac per tonum progrediatur. On the 

antiquity of this tradition, see 7.32-37. 
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uses TdvoS to describe each and every "tone" in the cosmic, Siren-sung diatonic scale 
in the Myth of Er. 63 

2.22 Thus, a `heptatonic' lyre should mean precisely a `diatonic' lyre; for the history of 
the term Tdvos, with all its layers, points unambiguously to the word's deep 

involvement with the diatonic tuning method. Terpander's e1rTäTOVOs is meaning- 
laden, i. e. significant, and consequently implies a particular style of music. In fact, 

Terpander was not merely an organological innovator. He was remembered for 

Ka1VOTo a generally-his radical, trail-blazing changes to musical idiom. M If it is 

right to associate these changes with diatony, it need not be literally true that 
Terpander's phorminx had seven strings, although this is the standard representation 
during the Archaic period. The actual tunings used in the new music would always be 

b, rräTovoS, regardless of the instrument used to render them-though a minimum of 
seven strings would be needed (cf. 4.27,10.2-10). In Mesopotamia, the `heptatonic' 

system was expressed in terms of the nine-stringed sammü (cf. 6.3). Thus, according 
to one tradition, the salient fact is that Terpander "invented the heptatonic tuning" 
(i v 41TT61TOVOV äpiiovtav E*pEIV). 65 

2.23 This subtle distinction, between the seven-stringed lyre and i k1r-r6TovoS äpuovia. is 

effectively glossed in the Hymn to Hennes, the standard mythological account of the 
instrument's invention, dating to the sixth century or earlier-though naturally the 

63 P1. Resp. 10.617b: lEtpTjva OUuTTEPIPEPOWiVTlV. cWAV u(OV lEºOav, 9VQ T6VOV; Cf. 
Philostr. Im. 1.10.15. 

64 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1135c: rj TEp1r6(vSpov Kaivo-roula; cf. Jacoby's restoration to 
Marm. Par. FGrH 239A34: TiptravSpos 

... TOÜS v6iOU5 TOÜ[S KLO]a[p]WttSJ[1K]OÜS 

... 
[LKalvoTdu]TloE Kal Tl'v gp rpoa6E uoUOLtd v jJETiOTTjQEV. Where vioS refers to 

that which is predictably new through the passage of time, like leaves in Spring, Katvds 
refers to novelty which has no precedent and represents a break with the past. It may be 
formed from the stem of KacfEty, "to burn", and so correspond to our expression "brand 

new": see D'Angour (1998), 21-26. 

65 Georg. Syncell. Chronog. 403 (253.21 Mosshammer). Note that 6rppovia may well be 

anachronistic here, not being certainly attested in the sense "tuning, scale" before Lasus of 
Hermione (fr. 1 PMG 702) in the late sixth century; but see further 4.14. 
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myth itself may well be older than our text 66 The concluding lines of a technical set- 

piece read: 

Kal 1n xEtc kviOrIK, tnl St 4vy6v ijpapEv äupoiv, 
kTTT& Si QUtJT6VOUS 6fWV TaVÜQQaTO XOp5äs. 67 

And he put in the arms, and joined a yoke upon them both, 

And stretched seven consonant strings of sheepgut. 

2.24 This is the first appearance of the word ovupcvos ("consonant") in Greek literature. 

So much earlier is it than the next attestations that some scholars would deny any 

specific technical relevance to Hermes' avugwvot XopSat ("consonant strings") 68 

And yet Apollo, hearing the new sound, explicitly inquires of his brother "What is 

this TJXvn? " 69 We must not fail to give the word its due weight. In Stravinsky's 

admirable definition, -dXv11 is "the knowledge and study of the certain and inevitable 

rules of the craft"? ° This is what Alcman described concisely as Tb KaAGs 

KI6apiaSriv ("to play the cithara beautifully") 71 while Terpander was remembered as 

kV'riXVWS iaOap(aac ("playing the cithara in accord with the TixvrI") 72 Only such a 

reading of the Hymn can explain, besides aVupwvot xopSal, the presence in these 

verses of other details of technical relevance to ecpuovua (cf. 4.16,7.47-52), including a 

number of dactylic `fragments' of a still earlier epic musical vocabulary elsewhere in 

the poem (cf. 5.14-19). 

2.25 Far from being untechnical, this early passage is of chief importance, attesting that 

consonance was the key feature of the new seven-stringed instrument. "Beautiful 

66 The Hymn to Hermes has been variously dated, to as late as the end of the sixth century: see 
Janko (1982), 143; he is, however, receptive to a date as early as the second half of the 

seventh century, but not earlier because there is false archaism (communication). 

67 H. Merc. 50f. The key defense of the reading ßvjqwvovs over the variant 6fXuTipcav is 

that Sophocles Ichn. 326 (Maltese) used avucwvov in his adaptation of the myth, which 

is in fact one of the next attestations of the word (preceded by Pi. P. 1.70, followed by Ion 

of Chios fr. 32 (West) and Ar. Av. 221,659). See further 5.9. 

68 Barker (1982-9) 1.43 n. 18, cf. 1.295 n. 177. 

69 H. Merc. 447, cf. 482ff. 

70 Stravinsky (1942), Lesson 1. 

71 Alcm. 41 PMGF. 

72 D. S. 8.28 ap. Tz. H. 1.389. 
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musicianship", Tb Ka? C S KtOapikScv, required each string "to be well and 

knowledgeably tuned" (Tb "ei Kal k, rLQTaPivcat" ETvat Tiv veupav), the most basic 

musical definition of apuovia. 73 According to the Hippocratic De victu, the 

"beautifully tuned voice" comes through the use of consonance (KaXCs St 

hpuoouýVns Yathaons Tý ovu(pwv(g)-and here the diatonic is assumed. 74 Indeed, 

with every string described as avupwvos in the Hymn to Hermes-oVupcjvoi 

XopSai-it is natural to understand consonance as operating mutually throughout. 

The tuning is consonant as a whole, with the seven resonating strings which are the 

prerequisite of diatony. Thus auupc wvia or avucCveiv could be used collectively to 

describe a tuning, where the diatonic is often assumed 75 After all, the enharmonic and 

chromatic genera used a number of relations which could not be established by the 

process of consonant tuning, j AfYis Stä avupwv(as 76 

2.26 Diatony was thus the heptatony par excellence. For Terpander, knTäTOVOS may well 

have been synonymous with the later StaTovos. First attested only in Aristoxenus, this 

term must owe its existence to the need for distinguishing between several types of 

scales-heptatonic scales-some of which did not proceed "through tones", were not 
"tuned throughout" or "cross-supported", or whatever SL&Tovos originally meant in 

this context-for Tdvos and SL&TOVOS, like &puuovia and Akkadian pitnu, all belong to 

a metaphor of construction (cf. 4.20-22,6.5-7). Likewise the term QvvTOVOV, which in 

and after Aristoxenus referred to the Pythagorean tuning, presupposes a different type 

of diatonic, the uaaaKöv or "soft". Taken together, the two terms suggest the 

"tense" diatonic as a norm, and avv rovov describes this tuning quite well since each 

Tdvos-whether we understand the word as an individual pitch, or the interval between 

two such pitches-is "together" with its neighbors in the correct resonant-i. e. 
diatonic-place. Indeed, in less technical passages which use TdvoS to mean 

73 Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 994 = Suda s. v. &pi. oviav; for the dactylic quotation, see 4.17,5.16-18. 

74 Hp. Vict. 1.18. On the assumption of diatony here and in 1.8, see below. 

75 Pl. Resp. 10.617b: fK nao(Zv Si 6KTia ovaC. v i. tav 6rpuoviav ouupwvEiv; Nicom. 

Exc. 3 (242.15f. ): Tfjs KOGUIKf S ouupwvias: 6 (277.9-10): k1rTapO6yyta 
... 

auupwvtac. 
76 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1145b-c, esp. Tb uh SirvaoOat X pOfivat St& ovupwviaS Tb 

{. IiYEOoc. KaO&Trcp T6 TE AtALTdVIOV Kal Tbv T6VOV Kai TQ Aoiith Si T&V 

TotovTG)V SIaaTTIUäTG)V ("the magnitude [sc. of a quarter-tone] cannot be taken through 

consonance, like the semitone and tone and the other such intervals"). 
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"tuning", the diatonic is often either implicit or explicit?? This peculiar usage, which 

had disappeared from the language of the theorists by the fourth century, continuing 

only in the sub-technical vernacular, suggests that the `normal' tuning designated by 

TbvoS and 6puovta was diatonic for non-professionals of basic musical education, 

even as professional musicians were expanding their horizons. Hence, according to 

Aristides Quintilianus, "[the diatonic] can be sung by everyone, even those who are 
altogether uneducated" (rräoi yäp Kal TOTS anatSevTOts TravTärraoI 1EAw6nT6v 

koTt) 78 This is important for understanding the Archaic background of the Classical 

6ec4. pia, for it lets us assume, in the absence of qualifiers, that the seven-stringed lyres 

which are ubiquitous in vase paintings of the seventh and sixth centuries were for the 

most part, like Terpander's i1rTcTOVOS pbpi tyt;, tuned `normally', i. e. diatonically. 

Compare the Akkadian tuning i9artu ("upright, normal"), found at one end of the 

diatonic cycle (cf. 6.17,6.21-31), with 6ipuovir1s bpOns in the De victu, Apollo's 

uovOLKCCV bpoc v at the wedding of Cadmus and Harmonia, and "the orthian style of 

melody" (Töv Tis 6petov wXcpSh Tpblrov) attributed to Terpander. 79 High-pitched 

music is frequently described as "Orthian" elsewhere, 80 but here the word, which has 

both the meanings of isartu, seems to describe something more general. We do 

indeed find early hints of enharmonic and chromatic music, but these exceptions mark 

77 Ar. Eq. 532: Tov Tbvov oIKT' kvövToS shows TdvoS as a "tuning" generally; Hp. Vict. 

1.8 also refers to a whole tuning as Tbvos, and states that without Zzptlovia it cannot 

exhibit the consonances of fourth, fifth and octave; based on the linguistic parallels to 

Philol. fr. 44B6a D-K, this passage must assume the diatonic-which most consistently 

employs these consonances, as later enshrined in Aristoxenus' rule of auviXeta (cf. 7.26- 

39); TövoS is expressly equated with "diatonic tuning" at Anth. Pal. 16.220.5f. (Antipater), 

where it is contrasted with the other genera: äAA' & ui: v KpävTEIpa T6vou rrO%EI. 6S 

uwac)Sbs / Xpd. niaTOS. a Sý oopäs svpkTts &ppoviat ("But the one [sc. Muse] is 

master of the diatonic, the next is a singer of the chromatic, and the last is inventor of the 

clever enharmonic"); three Muses, one per y¬voS, are likewise attested at Plut. Quaest. 

conviv. 744c: TpE7S rjSEaav of'raAatol MovoaS 
... alTia S' os c: Iviot Myouat 

TCX uEÄG)SO% 1CVa )' V11. T6 SLC TOVOV Kal Tb XP iaTIKÖV Kal TÖ ivapuövlov; for 

the tradition of three Muses corresponding to ITräT 1, V1 T11 and uýßn, see 9.40. 

78 Aristid. Quint. 1.9 (16.11-15). 
79 Pi. fr. 32 (S-M), cited above; Hp. Vict. 1.8, cited above; for the Orthian music of 

Terpander, see further 10.38. 

80 References to 'Orthian' of high-pitched music, including the so-called öpOtos vduoc, as 

well as ̀ Orthian' rhythm, are collected by Barker (1982-9), 1.251ff. 
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the rule. This diatonic background to the ovc aria -rOOctov is demonstrated in detail in 

7.0. 

2.27 Terpander's iTr &TOVOc p6puuyý is therefore of much greater significance than at first 

meets the eye. Appearing in the right place at the right time, and with the needed 

technology of seven resonating strings, it was the instrument by which Archaic melic 

was achieved. Yet though the Orientalizing epoch is fairly described as a cultural 

revolution, we cannot believe that an imported music would simply have replaced 

inherited musical arts. By an accident of geography, the Greeks were close enough to 

the Assyrian cultural sphere to be enriched with new ideas, but had enough distance 

for independent growth and the survival of ancient traditions. 81 

2.28 It is clear from scattered musical references in Homer as well as geometric vase- 

painting that, prior to the Orientalizing period, the Greeks had enjoyed a rich and 

varied musical life. Ionic epic song, to which belong our only documents illustrative 

of this period-the Homeric poems-was but part of this tradition. Yet this is not as 

crippling as it may seem. For the Iliad and the Odyssey, though they too show a 

considerable amount of Asiatic influence, derive principally from an art of oral 

performance which had for centuries occupied a high station in Greek culture, 
descending ultimately from the Indo-European poetic tradition-of which they 

preserve clear traces as regards metrics, diction, and theme. 82 The Ionic epic was one 

branch of this larger poetic tradition. And yet, because it was the preeminent Greek 

art-music immediately before the Archaic period, a diatonicizing musical movement 

would have meant a juxtaposition or even confrontation with this tradition, all the more 

since both were intimately concerned with stringed instruments. One might well 
imagine this situation in Terpander's exhortation to "reject four-voiced song" in 

81 Cf. Burkert (1992), 29,129: "Under the special circumstances of the eighth century, they 

could participate in every development at the time without falling victim to the concomitant 

military devastations, as did their neighbors in Syria and Southern Anatolia ... Cultural 

predominance remained for a while with the Orient; but the Greeks immediately began to 

develop their own instinctive forms of culture through an astonishing ability both to adopt 

and to transform what they had received. " 

82 On the status of the Indo-European singer and for the poetics of this tradition, see Watkins 

(1995); for Ionic epic as heir to Indo-European praise poetry, West (1988); the Indic-Greek 

metrical parallel and South Slavic heroic song are discussed in the next chapter. Caesar (B 

Gall. 6.13-14) described the formal schools where Celtic bards learned traditional lore and 

song, Tacitus (Germ. 2-3) the ancient Germanic singers: see further 3.20. 
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favor of new songs on the heptatonic lyre. As the professional musician par 

excellence, 83 the traditional epic singer (&otSös) would have been the principal agent in 

any new musical development. When Homer sang that "men celebrate more whatever 

song is newest to the audience" (i v yäp &otSf v uäUov kntKAEtova' avOpwrrot. ij Tts 
£YKOu6VTEoot VEG)T6[TT1 6 ptTrOOT1Tat), he was proclaiming the vibrancy of his own 

tradition and his authority to sing anew within it. 84 But the statement reveals a 
dynamic musical culture which would crave novel forms of expression when the 

Ionian epic had begun to wane; as Timotheus would sing centuries later, "I do not 

sing the old ... 
Away with the Old Muse" (oi, K &EISW Tic Traaat& ... &TriTC) Moüaa 

iraAa t&). 85 

2.29 In such a situation it is better to speak of the coexistence and eventual interaction of 

styles. For the fundamental Indo-European basis of Archaic Greek metrical 

composition is enough to prove the unbroken line of native Greek musical 
development during and beyond the Orientalizing period. This tradition's encounter 
with the Oriental heptatonic art is best understood as a case of musical syncretism, 

similar to those which have been subject much recent ethnomusicological research. 86 

At its height, the Orientalizing musical movement may have seen the relatively faithful 

pursuit of `Asian' music as fashionable exotica, alongside epic performances. 
According to ps. -Plutarch, citharodes of the traditional Terpandrean style down until 
the time of Phrynis, "after making whatever musical offerings to the gods they 

wished, proceeded immediately to the poetry of Homer or others" (Tä yäp irpös TovS 
OEovs c:. S 130va0vTat a(poatc. 3a&uevot. LE ßatvov FiiOvs irrt it rijv 'Oiu' pov Kal TC v 
ä AAA v ITOITIQtv). 87 In support of this he cites the "preludes of Terpander" (Tesv 
TcpirävSpov lrpootuicav), and in fact one of the Terpandrean fragments is clearly of 
this type. 88 The exhortation to put aside TrTp6cyflpvv äotßäv in favor of new 

83 For the professionalism of the &otS6s, see Parry (1932), 6-9,46ff. 
84 Hom. Od. 1.351f.; see Nagy (1974), 11f. 
85 Tim. fr. 20 (PMG 796); on Timotheus, see further 8.63. 
86 Seminal studies of this phenomenon are Waterman (1952), Nettl (1964); (1978); (1985); 

Merriam (1964). These scholars have elucidated the various confluences which may result 
from two music-streams in contact, and the social and musical conditions which are typical 
in each case. Further literature cited in Nettl (1985), 22f. 

87 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 6.1133c. 

88 Terp. fr. 2 (Gostoli) äiicf pot a 7iTts äVciXB' iKQTaß6Aov / äElb! `TW cppi V; Cf. West 
(1971), 307. 
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heptatonic hymns could have served a similar transitional function, 89 but is of still 

greater value for attesting a juxtaposition of styles, and summarizing the defining tonal 

features of each. The later attribution of a corpus of such opening hymns to 

Terpander9° shows the Lesbian singer to be a symbol of the new heptatonic music of 
the Archaic period-of the melic revolution. 

2.30 Within a few generations, the two styles seem to have fused. The Homeric Hymns 

were, in terms of diction, metrics, and composition, essentially faithful to the inherited 

art. But since the üGroos was the special province of the lyre (cf. 5.22), we must assume 
that, as the inherited poetic TiXvn unfolded throughout the Archaic period, musicians 

were coming to perform now with the heptatonic instruments which are ubiquitous in 

contemporary vase paintings. The Hymn to Hermes is particularly intriguing in this 
light, telling of the god's invention of the seven-stringed lyre and its adoption by 

Apollo, the traditional god of the epic singer and his phorminx. In effect, the poem 
documents the assimilation of heptatony by the traditional zotb6s, echoing 
Terpander's exhortation to embrace the seven-stringed lyre in preference to "four- 

voiced song" (see further 5.0). Thus the Delian chorus, after singing hymns to Apollo, 
Leto, and Artemis, would sing another one "remembering the men and women of 
old" (uvrroäiEvat &vSpav TE TrcxAatcV AU yuvattcc)v / vuvov &ISouotv)91-i. e. the 
ancient ¬, rn set to a melic vuvoc. Such a mixture of epic and melic is also seen in the 
odes of Pindar, who repeatedly summons the seven-stringed lyre as he relates tcaac 
1xvSp(zv in complex melic compositions, which he once describes as k rk v ... 
vuvov 92 It is essentially the same fusion which underlies Attic tragedy. This brings 

point to Theognis' depiction of the Muses and Graces singing an ITroc in praise of the 
bride's beauty at the wedding of Cadmus and Harmonia; that it spans a complete 
hexameter suggests a quotation from an earlier poem 93 

89 West (1971), 307. 

90 West (1971), 307; cf. West (1981), 116 n. 24; West (1992), 18f. 
91 H. Ap. 160f. 

92 Pi. N. 5.24f.; 9.3: & A' kTriwv yXvKVV vuvov TrpäaaETE; P. 2.70f. 
93 Thgn. 15-17 (West): Moo= Kal XCLPITEs, Ko pcz A16S, CI TroTE KQ iiou /S 

y6pov MO O(= KOÄÖV &EIaaT' ir1TOs / "ÖTTI KaX6V cpIAOV Lou. IT6 S' OV KQAÖV 

OV pIAoV LOTI"' / TOOT' ITrOs &6aV&TCJV ijA0c sly[ OTO116TWV ("The Muses and 
Graces, daughters of Zeus, who once upon a time came to the wedding of Cadmus and sang 
an i`tros: `Whatever is beautiful is ours, but what is not beautiful is not': this is the ITros 

which came from the mouths of the goddesses"). 
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2.31 Though u Aos in its primary sense of "limb" appears with great frequency in Homer, 

the musical tAAos, meaning both "tuning" and "melody, tune", is first attested in the 
Archaic period, in the poetry of Alcman and Stesichorus. 94 One must beware the 
limitations of the evidence, but it is tempting to connect this secondary sense with 
some post-Homeric musical development. ueAwSeiv would then indicate not simply 
the traditional singing implicit in the Homeric & LSEIv. but singing in accordance with 
novel intonational customs designated by p os, i. e. following an instrumental, 

articulated pathway. Consider Diodorus' description of Apollo singing "a song 
harmonized to the tuning of the cithara" (6[pu6TTouoaV Tw i XEt gis Kieäpas 

cä80). 95 The Hippocratic De victu describes singing as "imitating" instrumental 

music: 

uovatKns öpyavov vlrä plat Sei lTpaTOV kV CS SrIX6QEI ä ßovXETat ... 
KpO%rcTat T& KpOÜuaTa kV GIOVQLKlä T' JV QVW Ka1 Tü St K&TC, ). yACJQQa 

LIOVGI fV u1I1ETTat. StaytVd OKOVaa JV Tb yAuKIJ Kal T6 6E I Tc. V 

TrpOQTrrrrT6VTWV, Kal Stc pc va Kal ývupc va 96 

First there must be an instrument of music on which to clarify what is desired 
... 

The 

instrumental accompaniments [Tä KpovuaTa] in music are played [KpovcTa 1] now high, 

now low. The tongue imitates the music, recognizing the sweet [= low? ] and the 

sharp/high as the accompaniment plays out, and the non-consonant and the consonant. 

2.32 The word . Ac &v itself, which describes this process of `melodizing', is not attested 
before the late fifth century; by contrast we find expressions like d otSk uiaos in 
Alcman. 97 Conversely, poor singing was described as irap& uOaos, "contrary to the 
iiO os", and this came to be applied metaphorically to poor judgement 98 In such 
passages, the apparent ambiguity between "song" and "scale/tuning" may be 
unimportant, for if the melic music was in fact based upon a specific convention of 
tuning, the two can never be divorced. Rather, the two layers of meaning demonstrate 
that what the later Greeks considered ̀ music' or `melody' was originally distinct 

94 Alcm. 126 PMGF; Stesich. 212 PMGF. 
95 D. S. 3.59.3. 

96 Hp. Vict. 1.18. 
97 Alcm. 14. a. 2 PMGF; cf. 3 fr. 1.5: Kaabv vuvtotQäv u AoS; 35: KaX)%a 

tmkabovivat; 37b: JTra wkiaCt u Aos; 126.1: CDpirytov avAnaE WNos; Sapph. fr. 
44.26 (Voigt): L&ISov 1. tOAosj; Stesich. fr. 212 PMGF*pveºv CPpvytov iOAos. 

98 Pi. N. 7.69; Pl. Phlb. 28b; Lg. 696d; Arist. EN 4.2.1123a22. 
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from those ̀ musical' arts governed by the Muses of Homer and Hesiod, who did not 

need the word u Aos to describe their songs. 

2.33 This may help illuminate certain curious descriptions of Terpander's KatvoToI (ac. 

According to Alexander Polyhistor, the Lesbian singer fused "the epic language of 
Homer and the melodies of Orpheus" ('Ouupou uiv Tä 1irrj, 'Oppiws Si Tx µ6\q)99 
In a notice deriving from Heraclides of Pontus, we learn that 

T6v TipiravSpov ... KIOapc)StK4)V TTOtflThV ÖVTa v6iic u KC(TÜ v6uov 9KC1OTOV 

TOTS I1rEQly TOTS &avTOO Kal TOTS 'OiApov urn TrEptT&VTa ? CSely kV TO-IS 
ayaGiv. too 

Terpander 
... a poet of citharodic nomes, wrapping melodies [uiAT1] nome by nome [KaT& 

v6pov] around his own words [firn] and those of Homer, sang (CSEty) them in the 

contests. 

The indigenous `epic' roots of Terpander's music are epitomized in a tradition 

preserved in the Suda, that the Lesbian gleeman was a third-generation descendent 
from Homer; a Hesiodic lineage is also mooted. 101 Plutarch describes him as a 
"singer of heroic deeds" (TGv i pwticcwv irpäýecwv iiratvJiv). 102 In fact, the 
fragments of Terpander-both genuine and spurious, however one divides them-are 

predominantly dactylic. 103 Likewise dactylic rhythms appear throughout the Archaic 

melic corpus in variously refracted forms, and were still used by Timotheus as a nod 
to tradition. 

99 Alex. Polyh. FGH 273F77 = ps: Plut. de Mus. 1132e-f. Cf. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1132d-e: 

1rETrO fTat Si Tc7 TEprrävSpca Kal Trpootuua KLOapc)SLK& kv ¬irEoLv; Clem. Al. 

Strom. 1.16.78: iiOoc TE a ? rp(ZTOS 7TEpi OTTKE TOTS 7TOtAuaol ("He was first to dress 

poems in `melody"'). 

100 Heraclid. Pont. fr. 157 = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1132c; cf. Procl. Chr. 45. 
101 Suda s. v. TipiratvSpos. 
102 Plut. Inst. Lac. 238c. 
103 Cf. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1132d: TrETrOIfTat Si T4 Tep-r6(v8pcp Kai npoofuta 

K(Oapc)S1Kr kv ITrcaty ("Citharodic preludes have been composed by Terpander in `epic 
language"`); cf. 1133c, quoted above); Procl. Chr. ap. Phot. Bibl. 320b5f.: Tiptrav5pos 

." fipww ulTpW Xpnoäuevos (Terpander .:. using heroic metre"). 
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2.34 Indeed, the Lesbian school, which dominated the citharodic music of the early Archaic 

period, may have been a late reflowering of the Aeolic musical art which preceded and 

was adopted by the Ionian singers, of whom Homer was a last great representative. ' 04 

The dactylic hexameter itself was but one specialized development of a broader and 

older metrical tradition, whose ultimately Indo-European roots are best seen in the 

ancient metres of Sappho and Alcaeus, which find close Indic and Slavic analogues-105 
From this broad perspective, Terpander's setting of `Homeric' lirg to heptatonic 

music may be understood as the continuation of the inherited poetic diction as a 

whole, and not merely the Ionic art. 106 Terpander, Sappho, and Alcaeus were working 
in the post-Homeric musical world, of course-a relatively recent development from 

the perspective of Indo-European metrics, and close to home geographically. But, for 

all that Sappho made use of Ionic epic language, there are many vestiges of a 
traditional diction which cannot be traced to Homer. 107 Nor was the ancient 
preeminence of Aeolic musical tradition forgotten. Timotheus makes a point of 
Terpander's Aeolic descent, 108 and the juxtaposition with Orpheus attested here and 

elsewhere might represent a mythological schematization of the tradition's ultimately 
Mycenaean heritage-as we shall see, Nicomachus preserves a catalogue of 
heptachordal lore which contains a more detailed treatment of the same sequence, and 

seems to preserve a grain of historical truth about Mycenaean music (cf. 4.28-32,5.10- 
13,8.61-64). This ancient authority of the Aeolian musicians may explain why the 
Spartans summoned Terpander for the musical healing of their city. 109 According to 

104 For the Aeolic phase of Greek epic see Parry (1932), 23-47; Ruijgh (1961), 214f.; Janko 

(1982), 89-93,232, et passim; West (1988), 159-65. 
105 Nagy (1974). See further 3.31. 

106 For i`TroS as epic diction in dactylic hexameter versus the plural ITrca/i`Ttrl of epic diction 

generally, see Nagy (1974), 11 n. 29 with further literature. 

107 See Nagy (1974), 14; West (1988), 165. 

108 Tim. Pers. fr. 15.227f. (PMG 791): AMc4 os S' AloAtoc u<tv) Av- / T(aaat yt: (vaTO 

KAetvöv ("Aeolian Lesbos begot him to be glorious for Antissa"). 

109 See especially D. S. 8.28 ap. Tz. H. 1.389ff.: Kal SA Tt i os TipiracvSpos kVTiXVCA)S 

KtOapioas / alvTOVs Träaty avvrjpuoae. At6ScapoS cS Yp(kpct. / TfS äpliovtas Tq 
d 5i ("and indeed Terpander, skillfully playing some melody on his KtOäpa, "harmonized" 

them again, as Diodorus says, through the `Song of &puovia"'); cf. Dem. Phal. ap. Schol. 

EQ ad Od. 3.267 (144 Dindorf); Heracl. Lemb. Exc. polfit. 11 (Dilts); Philodem. Mus. 
1.30.31-35,4.19.4-20.7 (Kemke) = Diog. Bab. fr. 84 SVF 3.232; Plut. Agis 799f; ps. -Plut. 
de Mus. 1146b-c; Aristid. Or. 3.231,242; Ael. VH 12.50; Clem. Al. Strom. 1.16.78; 

Phot. Lex. s. v. uETx AMof3tov e; 86v; Zen. 5.9 (1.118 Leutsch/Schneidewin): Trj 
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tradition, the Delphic oracle merely bade them "summon the Lesbian singer, " as if 

the function of musical healing, or at least musical excellence, belonged to an ancestral 
ethnic office. In fact, as we have seen, the Lesbian school as a whole was accorded 
special privileges in Sparta, reputedly on account of the service rendered by 
Terpander. I 10 

2.35 The syncretism which is evident on the level of genre may be at least partially 
reflected in the non-diatonic genera of the Classical period. These ̀ deviations' from 
diatonic intonation probably derive from a complex of sources: the inherited epic 
xotSi (itself an ancient syncretism of Mycenaean, Aeolic, and Ionian elements) and 
other regional styles (cf. 3.33), perhaps tonalities proper to the avabs (cf. 1.24-25), and 
of course post-Orientalizing innovation independent of anything which had gone 
before in Greece or the East. Yet Aristoxenus' rule of avviXata ensured that every 
heptatonic scale or .t Aos i puoouývov, of whatever genus, was constituted according 
to diatonic structural principles. This close connection between the musical uAos 
and avupwv(a is already attested in the Hymn to Hennes. That Aristoxenus makes 
ouviXcta the "first principle" of apuovud shows that, however strongly assimilated 
to Hellenic practice, the diatonic system of Mesopotamia remained the foundation of 
an entirely new artform and persisted in dictating its broad outline for centuries (see 
further 7.26-39). 

2.36 Alongside this central syncretism, I detect several phenomena at the margins of the 
Orientalizing movement. Some singers clearly resisted the temptations of melic 
music altogether, or at least preserved alongside it the older art in relatively pure 
form. As the Archaic period wore on, epic song became increasingly static and 
fossilized, giving rise to the latter-day rhapsodes and Homerids-repertory artists 
who kept alive the memory and music of the ancient epic singers. l ll Homer himself 

already shows signs of ossification, that the Ionic aotS&, though still living, was a 
classical art which was enduring less than growing. ' 12 All the same, some ability in 

JOVQLKf XPäIEVOs. APuaaEV QVTC V Tä5 4'tXä5 Kal ThV OTäa1V 9trauaev; Boeth. 

De inst. mus. 1.1 (185.17-20). Cf. Gostoli (1988). 
110 Phot. Lex. s. v. GIET& A aßtov i; )Sbv: fzKaTaoTQTOIloTls yap 1TOTE TT'ls 1T6AEwt 

a , Twv XP1 $Iu s kyiVCTO T6v Map= C )56V 1CTa 1t 1iTEOOa i ("For the Spartans 
used to call forth the Lesbian citharodes first; for once when their city was in turmoil, there 
came an oracle to `summon the Lesbian singer! "). 

111 The evidence for the Homerids is collected by Allen (1924), 42-50. 
112 Parry (1932), 40ff.: 
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heroic song persisted down to the second century B. C., as shown by competent 
interpolations to the text of Homer and the latest Homeric Hymns. 113 Of course, 

this does not imply equal competence in the ancestral singing itself, for the 

recording of texts would have artificially emphasized the dictional over the melodic 

aspects of the tradition. A more vibrant musical survival may have been the bucolic 

poetry which was recast by Theocritus in polished literary form during the 

Hellenistic period. Though dactylic hexameter and the elegiac couplet were widely 

used in Alexandrian poetry, oral composition in dactylic rhythm-Ionic hexameter 

being but one manifestation-was itself very ancient, and traditional forms were 

perhaps more likely to persist in rustic backwaters (cf. 4.5). 114 There was also a 

strong tradition of non-Homeric heroic poetry in Magna Graecia, represented by 

Stesichorus, Ibycus, and Xenocritus, 115 who followed the Terpandrean precedent of 

epic-melic. Another outgrowth of the high epic tradition may have been the musical 

irai&ta of the Classical period, where adaptation to changing circumstances helped 

preserve the traditional didactic role of the zoiSoi-described by Demetrius of 
Phalerum in his works on Homer as "teachers of matters human and divine" 
(6t&zo äAouS TC)v TE eEcwv Kai ävepwTr(vwv). 116 Central to this education were the 

Iliad and Odyssey, swan songs of the Mycenaean-Aeolic-Ionic epic, as well as the 

ancestral tool of the singers' trade-the lyre. 

2.37 Diatonic, and more generally heptatonic, music also appears to have persisted in 

relatively pure form. The fourth-century Hibeh Papyrus implies that "diatonic 

music" (StaT6vwt ... uovawd i) was pursued to the exclusion of the other yivn by 
the peoples of northern and northwestern Greece. "? We may suppose that the 

113 On epic interpolations, see West (1997), 601f.; (1971), 114. The so-called Homeric Hymn 

to Ares, centuries younger than the other Homeric Hymns, is actually by Proclus: see West 

(1970); cf. Janko (1982), 1. 

114 On the traditional background of Theocritean bucolic, see Dover (1971), liv-lxv; on the 
hexameter as vehicle of Alexandrian poetry, Hunter (1996), 4-6. 

115 West (1971), 306,311ff. 

116 Cf. Dem. Phal. fr. 191 (Wehrli). 
117 PHib. 13.17ff.; for text see 7.36. Though the papyrus itself belongs to the third century 

B. C., an early fourth-century date has been tentatively accepted for this text on the basis of 

rhetorical style, mention of the enharmonic as current in tragedy, and its supposed reference 
to wooden theatre seats, replaced with stone in the Theatre of Dionysus by the mid fourth 

century: see Anderson (1966), 149f.; convincingly attributed to Alcidamas by Brancacci 

(1988); questioned by Barker (1982-9), 1.183. 
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same was true in other less cosmopolitan communities outside of Athens. In 

Arcadia, for example, that stronghold of the ancient, children had to master music 
"in the ancestral style" (KaTä T& 'r&Tpla) before indulging in the post- 
heptachordal works of modernist professionals like Philoxenus and 
Timotheus118-precisely what Aristotle recommended for the ideal music lesson. 119 

It was this culture of traditional music which drew the young Aristoxenus to 

Mantinea; 120 because he exalted the art of stringed-instrument music above that of 

winds (cf. 1.22), one can assume that he devoted himself to a heptachordal music 

which he found in well-preserved, `Terpandrean' form. It is no accident, then, that 

his cardinal rule of ovvýxcla protected the heptatonic integrity of the older 6Ecapkx 

that was transformed into the Perfect System. In Argos, we hear of penalties for 

musicians who tried to use more than the traditional seven strings, 121 and Cicero 

reports that many Greek cities were equally resistant to musical change. 122 In 

Athens itself, Damon, one of the foremost intellectuals of the time, and the friend 

and lyre-teacher of Pericles, 123 feared that the breakdown of musical convention 

might lead to a social revolution, "for nowhere do musical fashions change without 
the greatest civic customs also changing" (o11Sajioo yüp KIVOVVTat uouaLKns Tpbnol 
QV£U TrOAITIKC V vduwv T(Zv ucyiaTWV). 124 Damon's speech to the Areopagus, 

urging that the state should take firm action in the regulation of music, is probably a 
literary fiction of the later fourth century, penned perhaps by Heraclides of 
Pontus. 125 But there is no doubt that the New Music, a prominent element of more 
general social upheavel in Athens and elsewhere, caused real concern for Damon's 

generation. One wonders, incidentally, what other great musical change he knew of 
in formulating his law of sociomusical revolution, if the heptachordal music 

118 Plyb. 4.20.8-9: 1TpC TOV uh' ot rraiSEs LK VTppTIWV IISEIV iOlýOVTai Ka T& v6l ouc 

TOÜS *. 1VOVS KQl TraL vaS. OlS ? KaQTOI KQTä Tü TCCTTpta TOÜS lti7TtXGJPIOVS 

fjpc a Kal OcoÜS ÜJVOOGL' GIET& 8ý TQOTa TOYS OIAOEiVOV Kal Tt o0 ou vö. iovs 

G. 1aVO6VOVTE5 TrOAAi gIXOTI{Jld( xOPEVOVQI K. T. A. 

119 grist. Pol. 1341a9-21. 

120 See Visconti (1999), esp. 64-88. 

121 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1144f. 
122 Cic. Leg. 2.15.38-9; cf. Plyb. 4.20-21; D. Chr. 33.57; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1142e-f, 1146b-c. 
123 Isoc. 15.235: AäuWVOS. TOO KQT' KEIVOV TÖV Xp6vov PPOVIIWTC TOU & avTOS 

ETVcI TCJV 1roA TCVV; Plut. Per. 153e-154b; cf. Cic. Leg. 2.15.39. 

124 Damon fr. 37B10 D-K = Pl. Resp. 4.424c; cf. Cic. Leg. 2.15.39. Cf. Anderson (1966), 
189-91 with further literature; West (1992), 246ff. 

125 See Wallace (1991). 
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established in the time of Terpander-which in its own day had been 

Ka tvoTouta-endured relatively intact until the fifth century? '26 

2.38 On the whole, cooler heads prevailed in Athens, and progressive musicians from 

other parts of Greece, like Phrynis of Lesbos and Timotheus of Miletus, could 

generally depend on a receptive audience. 127 Sparta, as often, represents the 

opposite end of the spectrum, being in the Classical period notoriously 

conservative. 128 In centuries past, however, when she was a more flexible society, 

Terpander is said to have come with his lyre129-doubtless with its new seven 

strings-to restore the city to #uovla (cf. 2.34). The city's openness to musical 
innovation at this period is seen in the tradition that the Lesbian singer was the first 

of several musicians to found there a `school' of musical instruction130-the 

126 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133b-c: see further 7.60-61. 
127 West (1992), 356ff. 

128 Cf. Ath. 14.624c-d: Acztct: Satuövtot ptv uccXtora TC)v &XXwv Acwptkwv rä 

trärpuz Stayukirrovoty. OcooaXol St ... TrapairA>rjotov alcl rrotovvra I TOO 

ßlov Thv d yc. vyt v ("Of the Dorians, the Spartans most continue to guard their ancestral 

ways, and the Thessalians ... have always led virtually the same way of life"). 

129 A single late tradition has Terpander use the avAds rather than the KtOäpa (Sopat. Rh. 

4.50f., 5.21 Walz, omitted from Gostoli (1990): cf. Campbell (1993). It is true that only 

two testimonia explicitly relate the cleansing of Sparta to Terpander's lyre rather than his 

music generally, but they are both strong witnesses-Dem. Phal. ap. Schol. EQ ad Od. 

3.267 (144 Dindorf): TOQOVTOV & Ka1 irpbs Tä TTOXITIKth bt TEIVEV i T&V 

KtOapWSG)v ilovatd GJS TCW XTrapTtaTCJV ThV 7r6Äly &pEAEºaeal A yovaly 

ÜTr6 TOÜTWV TC V xvSpCJV Tl uAyiOTa Kal irpbs 616votav Kal lrpbs tv TCjV 

vöuwv puaaKtjv. cws Kal Thv TTu64). aIT6Ot gvouivns TapaXfS. Ehrcly, Tbv 

Ma tov ; 386V &KOÜEL Kal 7ra1roaoeat TflS gnAOVEIKIas. Ö Ka1 y yovcu; Diod. Sic. 

8.28 ap. Tz. H. 1.385-392-and elsewhere Terpander is unanimously made a citharist, his 

other musical activities in Sparta invariably connected with this instrument. The variant 

may derive from a misreading of Plut. Lyc. 53b-c, which cites the Spartan practice of 

marching into battle to the c( 06S, and then goes on to mention Terpander's opinion that 

courage and music go together, finally citing fr. 5 (Gostoli): ßvO' alXuä Te VkaV 6ä t 
KQl Mc oa Myrna K. T. A. 

130 Ps. -Plut. de Mus.. 9.1134b-c: tj utv ovv itpäTn KctTC OTaats TC V nEpl Týv 
iiououdjw iv Ti I7Tä(pTTj, TEp1TiVSpou KQTC1aT1 QaVTOs, ý/E'yiVTlTal K. T. X. 
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Spartans being until then inexperienced in `music'. 131 No doubt the new heptatony 

was central to the curriculum. 

2.39 Here we have a musical change on the scale feared by Damon. And yet, because 

their philosophies were in harmony with the ideals of Lycurgus the lawgiver, 132 

these early musicians, despite being foreigners, found a welcome which in later 

times seems to have been exceptional. Even in the Classical period, the Spartans, 

according to Aristotle, felt capable of judging the morally useful in music even 
without musical training. 133 Plutarch, praising Terpander for fusing music and 

valor, describes the Spartans as "very musical as well as very warlike" 
(uOVQIKWTQTOVs yäp alla Kai 1roAE{iIKWTQTOVs). 134 That this was not merely the 

product of later imagination is shown by Alcman-the first to attest u Xos-who 

131 Ael. VH 12.50: AaKESatuövtot Gtououd sd irc(pc c ETXov; cf. Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 

9.1134b-c. According to a tradition which may go back to Aristotle, Lycurgus was said to 

have been "first to bring the poetry of Homer to the Peloponnesus, receiving it from the 

descendents of Creophylus" (Ti)v 'Oin you irolrlaty Trapä TCJV äTroyövwv 

KpEO(Pvaov Aap&v TrpCJTOf SIEK61ACEV EIS U Aorrövvrloov) following a visit to 

Samos: Heraclid. Lemb. Exc. polfit. 10 (Dilts). 

132 Plut. Agis 799f: 1rE1 TipnavSpdv yE Kat OäanTa Kal cDEpEKVSnv a; 6vouS 6VTas, 
OTl Ttx aÜT& TCJ AVKOÜpyc S1ET ÄOUV (SOVTES Kal pIAOUOpOVVTEc, kV ! TTQpTT) 

Tiurlüfivat SLapepdvTcws. 

133 Arist. Pol. 8.4.1339b2ff.: 6(31TEp of ACIKWVES' tKEmot yäp oi, uaV861VO ES 81AWS 

SVVaVTat KpIVEIV bpOC. )S, ! vs cpaot, T4 XpTIQTäc Kal Tä[ Ph xpnOT& TC. W uEA&V 

("Just like the Spartans: for they, without studying, are able to judge correctly, so they say, 

the good and bad among musical pieces"); Ath. 14.628b: AaKEScttp6vtot S' ÖTt uiv 
kpävOavov TrjV tououjv, ovSý aiyouoty" 6Tt & KpivEty SvvavTat KaACJ Tf V 
TiXV1IV 81joaoyC5Tat Trap' cc1Twv. 

134 Plut. Lyc. 53b-c: ov KaKCS 1 yrjaactTO Kacl Tbv TiptravSpov Kal Tbv TTIvSapov 

Thv dvSplav Try povatKi auv! TrTEty ("[sc. One] would think that Terpander and Pindar 

were not wrong to attach courage to music"); cf. Inst. lac. 238b: 6 yocp AUKOVpyoS 

irapit eure r KaTäc nöacitov &aoacI Tijv gtAopouaiav, önws Tö xyav 

1rOAEIIK6V T4 i iiieaET KEpaaOiv avupwviciv Kai expuoviav 9Xn K. T. A. ("For 

Lycurgus joined love of music with martial training, so that the excessivley bellicose, 

being blended with proper attunement [TCp LuuEAei: cf. 7.45], might have harmony and 

consonance"). 
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went so far as to exalt the art of music-KL961pa music-above the art of war. 135 

One thinks also of Achilles, greatest of warriors, "delighting his heart with the clear 

phorminx" (cpivci TEPlrbuevov p6p nyyt Atyctn). 136 

2.40 During the later fifth century, with the breakdown in Athens of the traditional 

heptatonic music, we hear of strong measures taken by the Spartan ephors to 

counter such innovations-punishing Phrynis and Timotheus by cutting away any 

strings in excess of seven, and commanding them "not to do evil to music" (ut 

KaKo1 pyEI v uouou aziv). 137 Timotheus saw no little irony in this, and in his 

Persians makes much of the fact that, in its day, Terpander's seven-stringed lyre 

had been equally revolutionary (see further 8.62-63). The authorities feared that the 

New Music would make "the city dissonant and unharmonious" (i v irbaty 

äevu(Pwvov Kal äväpuoo rov)138-a mirror image of Terpander's civic healing, and 

confirmation that his seven-stringed lyre was the necessary tool. The view that 

diatonic music was manly and austere is attested by the Hibeh Papyrus and other 

exemplars of a pre-Aristoxenean tradition, 139 and since the principles of heptatonic 

135 Alcm. 41 PMGF, also cited by Plutarch (Lyc. 21.6): IiTret (coni. Scaliger; MSS 9pnet 

sic Page/Davies) yäp äcvra TC otSäpc w Tö KaX(ZS KtOapioSnv ("To play the KtOäpa 

well outweighs the sword"). 
136 Hom. Il. 9.186; cf. 13.730f.: &Mcp Ov yäp SCKC Ochs T roAr i1 to Ipya. / äXatA? S' 

6PXnon v, ftfpw KiOapty teal äotSt'jv, where 731 was perhaps interpolated as a 

"rhapsodic elaboration": see Janko (1992), ad loc. 

137 Plut. Apoph. lac. 220c; cf. Tim. Pers. fr. 15.202ff. (PMG 791); Cic. Leg. 2.15.39; Plut. 

Agis 799f-800a; De prof. virt. 84a; Inst. lac. 238c-d; Paus. 3.12.10-11; D. Chr. 32.67, 

33.57; Ath. 636e-f = Artemo Cass. FHG 4 p. 342 fr. 11; Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.1 

(182.1ff. ) The same tale is also told of Terpander for adding an eighth string (Plut. Inst. 

lac. 238c), but this tradition is contaminated from that of Phrynis and Timotheus: see 8.49- 

68. 

138 Plut. Agis 800a. 

139 PHib. 13.17ff. The author himself is rejecting the idea that the genera have such powers on 

their own outside of other considerations, but by adducing the manly diatonic as a counter- 

example to current allegations, he becomes the first witness to a persistent later tradition: 

Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 54.14,56.4f. described the diatonic as "somewhat majestic and 

powerful" (UEuvöv Ti Kal ippc . vov) and "a bit simple and noble" (ä, rAovv TI Kal 

yevva lov); [Aristid. Quint. ] 2.19 (92.23-24): &ppEVw1r6v S' kOTI Kal avQTnp6Tepov 

("it is masculine and quite severe"); Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.21 (212.26): diatonum quidem 

aliquanto durius. See further 7.33-37. 
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tuning are ultimately diatonic in origin, there can be little doubt that, even if they 

knew of other heptatonic forms, diatonic music would have been most welcomed by 

the Lacedaimonian authorities. Plato too, opposed to the "polychordy" 

(rroAu opS(ac) of the New Music and devoted to the diatonic in the Timaeus, would 
have admitted this tuning method to the puritanical-downright Spartan-musical 

education he envisioned for his ideal state. 140 It would seem, then, that in Sparta the 

Orientalizing music experienced, like the city itself, a deliberately arrested 
development. This stony resistance is captured in a statue described by 

Pausanias-a woman holding a lyre, and thought to represent Sparta. '4' 

2.41 Though the New Music saw a partial breakdown of its ancient principles, the long- 

term influence of heptatony was decisive in Greece, just as it persisted as the basis 

of the ovarua Tiarºov and the art of &puovtK1 itself. The introduction of diatonic 

scales in the Orientalizing epoch seems to have created an environment in which, 
taken as a whole, the Greeks' inherited intonational instincts were gradually 

assimilated to tone-structures established through resonance. Thus, although the 

syncretic music of the Archaic and Classical periods saw the partial assimilation of 
these tunings to the Greeks' own melodic instincts, the ultimate result of the process 

was the dominance of diatony, already on the rise in the time of Aristoxenus (who 

reports the evanescence of the microtonal enharmonic yivos), and coinciding with 
the cosmopolitan, koine atmosphere of later antiquity with its more generalized 
forms of language, literature, and art. 142 From here, diatonic music-undergoing 
continual development-came in time to Rome and Byzantium, and so on down 
from the ancient world. 

140 Pl. Resp. 3.399c-d; Lg. 812b-813a. 

141 Paus. 3.18.8: yvvaTKa ... 
i`Xovoav avpav. Eiräpriv Sfecv. 

142 Aristox. Harm. 23; cf. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 38.1145a-c; D. H. Comp. 2; Ptol. Harm. 1,16 

(38.1-6); Macr. Somn. Scip. 2.4.13 [sc. enarmonium] propter nimiam sui difficultatem ab 
usu recessit; Mart. Cap. 9.957: nunc maxime diatono utimur ("now we use the diatonic 

most"); West (1992), 164-165. The later theorists still regularly treat the enharmonic, and 
that it did not altogether disappear from practice may be inferred from Vitruvius' first- 

century discussion of acoustic resonators for theatres, some of which were to respond to this 

yivos (De arch. 5.4). 
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3.0 Homer's Lyre: The Indo-European Music-stream 

3.1 Because heptatonic scales are now so familiar, Terpander's hTrTäTOVos cpbpuºyý 

causes little discomfort. More problematic is the putting aside of "four-voiced song" 

(rtTp(kyrlpuv ... äotSäv). In this regard, the fragment has been the subject of a long- 

standing controversy. Deubner (1929) argued that the ancient interpretation of these 

verses-as seen for example in Strabo (cf. 3.10)-should be upheld, that they bear 

witness to an historical change of the Greek lyre from four to seven strings. At that 

time, the notion of a four-stringed instrument had been rejected as ludicrous by 

Wilamowitz and others, who saw it as a back-formation of the Hellenistic period, for 

whose theorists, as post-Aristoxeneans, the tetrachord was an important unit of 

analysis. ' Deubner supported his argument with a thorough survey of the then- 

available representations from the Mycenaean period through the early Archaic. 

Recognizing that in some cases an artist might be limited by space, material, or interest 

in realism, he showed that the art of the Geometric period is, on the whole, consistent 
in showing instruments of three or four strings? It seemed that the seven-stringed 
lyre, which was predominant in the Mycenaean period, 3 began to resurface in the late- 

eighth century, being firmly re-established by the middle of the seventh just when 

the Lesbian singer was said to have lived. Deubner (1930) went on to argue that 

Terpander's inspiration came from his knowledge of Near Eastern instruments, 

known to have been many-stringed (i. e. seven or more), in support of which he 

pointed to Pindar's portrait of the poet at Lydian banquet tables, where he was 
introduced to the mIKTIS (cf. 2.15). 

3.2 The quickness of nineteenth-century scholars to reject a four-voiced music seems 

surprising today, with many traditions now documented which use only a few pitches. 
It is not merely that a four-stringed lyre seemed beneath the dignity and imagination 

of the Greeks: such traditions were simply not known. Bart6k himself, who made 

such important contributions to the ethnomusicology of the Balkans, was at first 

I Likewise, Winnington-Ingram (1936), 10ff. cautioned that theories about early Greek music 

should not to be based on the tetrachord. 

2 Subsequent surveys of four-stringed and other lyres of fewer than seven strings include 

Gombosi (1939), 48ff.; Wegner (1949), 222f.; (1968), 2-16; for new seven-stringed 

examples from the Archaic period, see Gostoli (1990), XXXIX-XLI. On the issue of 

instruments with other than four or seven strings, see below 

3 Anderson (1994), 1-16, gives a good overview of the Mycenaean and Minoan evidence and 

of the evolution of Greek instrument types in general; Younger (1998) now provides a 

comprehensive collection of the Bronze Age evidence. 
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unaware of the existence of the South Slavic epic song tradition in his own backyard. 
There is now no a priori reason to doubt the existence of a "four-voiced song", and 
on the whole recent scholarly opinion has accepted either a standard Homeric lyre of 
four strings; or, more flexibly, lyres which could intentionally have fewer than seven- 
strings. 4 

3.3 But the attack against the tradition was relaunched by Maas/Snyder (1989), 

vehemently condemning Deubner's article as "influential and unfortunately 
misleading". 5 (For the record, Deubner was merely trying to confirm what 
musicologists had already long entertained on the strength of the ancient tradition; this 
is the direction of influence. 6) On the basis of the Mycenaean and Minoan evidence, 
Maas and Snyder maintain that the lyre had always been seven-stringed.? Their case 
is weakened by the attempt to explain away the ancient traditions, accepted by most 
scholars, of ever increasing noAuxopSia in professional instruments of the fifth and 
fourth centuries. As they see it, the lyre remained seven-stringed even through the 
modulatory New Music of the late fifth century, the traditions being due to comic 
hyperbole and post-classical misunderstanding. 8 It is true that the seven-stringed lyre 
persisted into later centuries, especially at the popular and educational levels, and this 
is a crucial fact (cf. 7.15). But the gradual addition of strings by professionals like 
Phrynis, Philoxenus, and Timotheus can hardly be doubted .9 

3.4 The mainstay of the argument against a four-stringed lyre has always been the 
supposed unreliability of the plastic and ceramic evidence in the Geometric period. 

Gombosi (1939), 19,48ff.; (1944), 172; Wegner (1949), 29; Picken (1975) 597f.; West 
(1981), 115; cf. (1992), 52,330 with n. 7; Barker (1982-9), 1.43 n. 18; Gostoli (1990) 
XXXIX-XLI; Anderson (1994), 61ff. 

Mass/Snyder (1989), 26,36,203. 
6 E. g. Hawkins (1776), 1.3ff.; Helmholtz (1895). 
7 Mass/Snyder (1989), 203: "Variations of a minor sort probably occurred, but in essence the 

seven-stringed lyre remained seven-stringed from before the days of the Trojan War to the 
time of Alexander the Great and probably beyond. " In this they have been followed by 
Younger (1998), 20 and n. 51, and themselves followed e. g. Shipton (1985), 117 n. 21; 
Duchesne-Guillemin (1967) and Allen/Halliday/Sikes (1936), 274f. Deubner (1929) 
himself allowed for a continuous history of heptatony: "Dass Terpander die siebensaitige 
Leier nicht im eigentlichen Sinne erfunden haben kann, ist durch den Sarkophag von Hagia 
Triada bewiesen" (195). See further below. 

8 Mass/Snyder (1989), 62f. 
9 See e. g. Anderson (1994), 140. 
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'°. Maas and Snyder warn that the Geometric depictions are not to be trusted, their 

crudeness revealing a lack of concern as to the finer points of chordophone 

construction; space and material bring further limitations. 10 It is true that the evidence 

of ancient paintings has been abused by those who accept every variation in string 

number as reflecting some definite tonal reality. " But for the Greek evidence of the 

Geometric and Archaic periods, Deubner's judicious examination has been 

sufficiently defended by West (1992): 

Certainly in some cases we may say that a painter or the maker of a small model had room 

for only three or four strings in the space available, given the thickness of his brushstrokes 

or the metal strands he could make. But in other cases more strings could easily have been 

accommodated; and in view of the quantity of the evidence, besides the existence of a literary 

tradition ... Perhaps some [sc. lyres] had only three, but as between three and four the 

artistic evidence does not have the same probative value as it has between four and seven, 

and we should expect there to be a standard number corresponding to the requirements of a 

particular type of singing. 12 

3.5 With two exceptions, Geometric art does in fact show instruments of three or four 

strings, and occasionally two or five. 13 The two exceptions come in the late eighth 

10 Mass/Snyder (1989), 203. 

11 See, for example, the elaborate evolutionary scheme devised by Gombosi (1944). 

12 West (1992), 52 and n. 15. 

13 The description in Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1137a-b of early music as "simple and three- 

pitched/stringed" (Tp(Xop6a ... icacl dclrAä) probably does not relate to such instruments. 

Barker (1982-9) 1,223 n. 124 persuasively argues that three pitches per tetrachord are 

intended, since this passage clearly recalls the earlier description (derived from Aristoxenus) 

of the enharmonic of Olympus (cf. 1135a-b), which omitted 'diatonic AtXacvds' (cf. 1.4, 

1.12,1.25,7.21,7.39). If Barker's interpretation is correct, then how does this relate to 

Terpander, who has just been mentioned in company with Olympus, and whose hallmark is 

always the seven-stringed lyre? If the Libation Music of Olympus were not so neatly 

accounted for, one might try to associate Tp[XopSa with the three- and four-stringed 

Geometric instruments and TETpäyr1puv &otSäv-that is, to the older style which 

`Terpander' seems to have continued performing alongside the new heptatony (cf. 2.29). 

Sources which describe an archetypal three-stringed lyre (e. g. D. S. 1.16.1, ps. -Censor. de 

Mus. 6.610.1f. ) derive from the schematization of the archaic heptachord through its 

boundaries (see further 9.38-39); conceivably this could be the reference. But the simplest 

solution is to suppose that Tp(Xop&ct applies only to the Libation Style discussed earlier. 

Olympus is mentioned by himself in this final statement (TplXopSac y&p 45VT X Kal 
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century, 14 just when Orientalizing elements are beginning to saturate Greek culture. 

One cannot apply a double standard. The evidence is only unrealistic only if one 

decides in advance that seven strings had been standard from the Mycenaean period 

onwards. For the sake of argument, one could assume that four-stringed lyres had 

always been the norm, with seven-stringed depictions the result of artistic fantasy and 

abundance of space. Provided one observes proper caution-as Deubner did-it is 

better to trust the overall reliability of the artists at each period, and confront the 

difficulties this raises. If a believable explanation can be found for the various 

changes, the artistic evidence will fall into place. 

3.6 The Minoan and Mycenaean evidence, then, is a difficulty which has yet to be 

overcome. After all, if the lyre had once been seven-stringed, why should there have 

been a ̀ regression' to less than seven? Of those who have accepted the i'erpanarean 

tradition, Deubner was alone in proposing a solution: though the seven-stringed lyre 

was developed in Crete during the palatial period, it was slow to supplant an older 
four-stringed lyre, and Terpander was merely given credit for the final victory. 15 But 

the hypothesis of a gradual diffusion from Crete is now undermined by finds of 

seven-stringed lyres at mainland sites in the Mycenaean period. 16 This distribution 

suggests a division not between Crete and the mainland, but between palace and 

village: lyre-players are depicted in palatial art, and are now attested among the palace 

personnel in Thebes (cf. 4.5,5.7). Other scholars who accept that lyres went through a 

period of fewer strings in the Dark Age have offered no explanation, though West 

(1992) recognizes that the phenomenon has important tonal implications. '? 

nrXä Sta q pEL T6v 1rotKtAwV Ka TroAUX6pSwv, ws ttnSiva SvvaoOact 

uu. ii oacoOat Tbv'OXvuTrov Tpbrrov, /OTEpC EIv St To\(TOU suppl. Bernardakis) TovS 
kV T(J TTOÄUX6PSW WE KCl1 7rOAUTp6TTCt KctTayIVop vous), and though Terpander has 

just been mentioned twice in company with him, there the contrast was with ttoauXopSla 

and 1TOWIAta, which in other sources are measured as deviations from the standard seven 

strings: see further 8.49-65. 

14 See West (1992), 51f. 

15 Deubner (1929), 198f.: `Terpander es war, der die siebensaitige Leier zwar nicht erfunden, 

aber doch für die Griechen zuerst an Stelle der bis dahin üblichen viersaitigen eingeführt und 

kanonisiert hat'. Cf. West (1992), 330. 

16 See Younger (1998), 61ff. 

17 West (1992), 328: "it suggests a more restrained style of singing that used a smaller 

compass, perhaps not more than a fifth". 
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3.7 Maas and Snyder object further to Deubner's textual interpretation of the fragment: 

Even if the lines are genuine, they need not refer to the replacement of a four-stringed 

instrument with a seven-stringed one; the first line refers only to "four-voiced song", which 

might be taken in opposition to the "new hymns" of the next line, rather than to the 

"seven-toned phorminx". The poet may only be saying that he is casting aside an old form 

of song in favor of a new one that is accompanied by the phorminx. The lines do not say 

that the phorminx ever had fewer than seven strings. 18 

The antithesis which Maas and Snyder wish to create-between "four-voiced song" 

and "new hymns", with the "seven-toned phorminx" irrelevant to the 
disjunction-is impossible. By any interpretation, TETp6yT1pvv 1xotSäv must mean a 

song or style using four pitches. The alternative, a song for four voices, is impossible. 

The numerical elements k7rTa-/TETpa- mark out the true antithesis, while -Tdvca 
requires that -ynpuv ("voice") be a single melodic element, as commonly later with 

pcavý. Now, the Homeric (cotSÖS did not, as a rule, sing without his lyre. 19 If we may 
take South Slavic heroic song as the closest extant cognate tradition (see below), it is 

very likely that the pdpptyý provided the voice with an accompaniment which, if not 
always-or ever-in strict unison, was at least of similar pitch range. 20 An oral poet 
uses his instrument primarily to mark rhythm as an aid to composition within the 
necessary metrical restrictions. 21 Whatever the value of Saint-Saens' comparison 
with modern African lyre-technique, 22 and however much melodic composition may 
have changed in the melic revolution, it is probable that epic lyre accompaniment 
involved a certain amount of heterophony in the form of rhythmic strumming, where 
the function of string-pitches would be to provide the singer with his palette of tones. 
While this function does not absolutely exclude a close correspondence between vocal 

18 Mass/Snyder (1989), 203. 
19 Apart from the fact that Demodocus, Phemius, and Achilles are so portrayed by Homer, 

there is the explicit literary testimony of e. g. S. E. M. 6.16-17 (166.17f. ): Tcc 'Q n pov 
i<lrrl Tb -rräcaaI Trpbs avpav rjbCTO ("The epics of Homer were of old sung to the lyre"); 

conversely, Hesiod was considered anomalous for not playing the lyre: cf. Paus. 10.7.3: 
A yETaI Si Kai'HoioSOv äTrEAa0f val TOO ayWVIapaTOc C TE OÜ KlOaplýEly buoy 

TTä C Sf SESISayuiVOV ("And it is said that Hesiod too was ruled out of the [sc. Pythian] 

competition, not having learned to play the cithara along with his singing"). 
20 Nothing about the technical phrase rir KelTbv a" cISE(v) (Hom. 11.18.570; Od. 21.411; h. 

Merc. 54,502) implies unison accompaniment. On this expression, see further 5.15. 
21 See Lord (1980), 46. 
22 See Gombosi (1944), 1781. 
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and instrumental 'melody'-recalling that the word is anachronistic in the description 

of Homeric music (cf. 2.31-32)--clearly it would do little to foster such a relationship. 

3.8 In the South Slavic tradition, the singer accompanies himself with the gusle, a member 

of the lute family (i. e. having a fingerboard) whose one string can produce a number 

of pitches through stopping. The accompaniment here is obviously monophonic, and 

is almost never in strict unison with the voice. Its primary function, while not without 

a melodic component in that it makes use of differences of pitch, is rhythmic. At the 

same time, it uses approximately the same pitch range as the voice, and often `sings' a 

simpler counter-melody-or better ̀ rhythm-melody'-as may be seen from Bartok's 

transcriptions. 23 In Greece, where the epic singer's instrument was a lyre, each string 

of which gave out only one pitch, 24 the quantification of `voice'-compare the later 

use of pwvý in terms like ovupcavia and kwr&ywvos-must have a parallel implication 

for string number, and vice versa. This reading of Terpander's language finds clear 

parallels in Pindar's cpbpuuyyä -rr; TroLKLXbyapuv and Bacchylides' k1rT&TOVOV ... 
yäpvv. of a seven-stringed lyre's accompaniment. 25 Sophocles too uses ynpvv of the 

instrument's voice in the Ichneutai, which dramatized the myth of Hermes' 

invention. 26 Compare also Euripides' Tr0atXOPSOT6Toc ynput and iroAuxöpSots 

c bacºS. 27 Thus, TETp6cyrjpUV äotSäv can only mean a melodic division into four 

pitches, accompanied by a y6putyc which, if not invariably four-stringed, would 

certainly fall short of being heptatonic. Of course, it is possible that an earlier four- 

23 Parry/LordBartök (1954); cf. Lord (1960), 37-41; Foley (1999), 71, who notes that both 

vocal and instrumental lines have a marked tendency to be phrased according to the 

decasyllable; that is, the stichic repetition of the metrical unit is strongly felt by the singer. 
24 1 leave aside the question of whether lyre-strings were ever stopped to yield additional notes: 

see e. g. Gombosi (1944), 179f. Roberts (1980) found in her reconstructions that stopping 

produced acceptable results, comparable to pizzicati. But I have heard this technique at the 

expert hands of Stelios Psaroudakes, with practically no difference in tone color. Given 

Aristophanes' testimony that students were introducing modulations to their music lessons, 

where seven-stringed lyres were standard (cf. 7.17), I think we must accept stopping as a 

familiar, if occasional, technique. Yet Homeric accompaniment is an entirely different 

question, and I doubt very much that the technique would have been practicable during 

composition-in-performance. Cf. West (1981), 116. 

25 Pi. 0.3.8; cf. N. 5.22: cöppiyy' ... bTT61yacaooav: B. fr. 20B. 1f. (Snell): "W 

ß6[p(3iTE, ITIKiTt rrc oaaAov pVLM(yJIaWV] / irrTaTOVOV 
LAtjyvpäv thTrTravc 

yäpuv. 
26 S. Ichn. 297 (Maltese). 

27 E. Rh. 548; Med. 196. 
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voiced music could later be sung on a seven-stringed instrument by using only part of 
its range, and that this is the context of the poem. 

3.9 The deeper problem with Maas and Snyder's criticism is that the reading is not 

merely Deubner's, but that of Strabo and many other ancients. Terpander's authority 

as an innovator rests on information considerably older than the Roman geographer, 

antedating the period of theoretical schematization in the late fifth and fourth centuries. 
From Aristoxenus comes the fragment of Pindar which attests Terpander's ties with 
Lydia and the invention of the ßä p13rTOs. 28 Timotheus, too, attests the legend of 
Terpandrean novelty (cf. 8.61-65). The tradition marks the continuity of Greek musical 

memory in the Archaic period-a perfectly believable achievement, given that 
historically the preservation of ancient lore had long been entrusted to musicians. 

3.10 Finally, Maas and Snyder question the authenticity of the fragment, an issue not 
addressed by Deubner. Strabo himself is dubious, they say, citing aiyETa ("it is 

said") as evidence of the geographer's reluctance to commit himself: 29 

TipiravSpov ... TbV rrpc)TOV ZVTI TfIS TETpaX6pSov )pas k1rTaX6pScp 

XpnacwEVOV. KaOälTEp Ka LV Tols avacpcpo1J9V015 i1TEoLv EIS f1VTÖV AiyETa! 30 

Terpander ... the first to use a seven-stringed lyre instead of a four-stringed one, exactly as 
it is said in the verses ascribed to him. 

But MyETrat cannot imply a questionable popular opinion: it merely reports the content 
of the verses. dcvapCpouivoLs ("ascribed"), on the other hand, might have been used 
to support the argument, since it raises the issue of the verses' attribution. 31 But even 
if Strabo had his doubts as to Terpander's authorship, there is no sign that he did not 
believe in the tradition itself; quite the opposite, as can be seen from KaUcTrEp Kat. 
And in fact, as we have seen, belief in the tradition is well-attested throughout 

antiquity. 

3.11 The issue of authenticity is, at any rate, beside the point. As Deubner argued from the 
start, it need not be literally true that Terpander was the first to use a seven-stringed 

28 Pi. fr. 125 (S-M). 
29 Mass/Snyder (1989), 26 and n. 17. 

30 Str. 13.2.4. 

31 Cf. Wilamowitz (1903), 64 n. 1. 
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lyre: he may only have been instrumental in popularizing it 32 West (1992) has taken 

this view a step further, suggesting that Terpander need only have been a prominent 

name with whom later memory could associate a large-scale change in musical 

tastes. 33 Indeed, taking Terpander's floruit (let us say 675) to mark the mainstream 

acceptance of seven-stringed tunings, and counting backwards by two generations to 

allow for a larger movement of which Terpander was the culmination (perhaps 725), 

the Lesbian gleeman may be seen as representing a musical movement which 

corresponds very closely to the Neo-Assyrian acme. 34 Though certainly historical, 

Terpander-like the archetypal guslar35 and Homer himself-grew to symbolize the 

melic revolution. This is the more attractive for being able to accommodate the 

numerous other innovations attributed to him. 36 Thus, as we have seen, the 

anonymous corpus of citharodic preludes was ascribed to the Lesbian singer (2.29). 

Such a situation could also underlie reports that Terpander received credit for some of 
Philammon's musical contributions-though Philammon is himself a mythical 
figure. 37 Also of interest is the tradition, parallel to that of Terpander, which makes 
Amphion, having added three strings to an earlier four, learn the "the tuning of the 

Lydians" (T AV TE 6rpuov(av iv AuS1v) 38 These and other such testimonia should 

not be regarded as a hopelessly inconsistent jumble of tales, but as a document of 
heterogeneous musical change throughout the whole of Greece, with all its regional 

subtraditions, over several generations. What is important, then, is not whether the 

32 Deubner (1929), 195. 

33 West (1992), 330: "Much of this [list of innovations] was no doubt constructed by 

projecting Classical citharodes' practice and repertory back upon the first famous citharode 

to be remembered. " 

34 It is not surprising, then, that depictions of seven-stringed instruments are quite rare in the 

first part of this transitional period, even allowing for the decreased sample size (See West 

[1992], 52), while at the same time instruments of fewer than seven strings are also 

attested, e. g. a five-stringed lyre from Attica (c. 700): Anderson (1994), fig. 11. 

35 On the legendary guslar, see Foley (1999), 49-56. 

36 Cf. West (1992), 329f.; Barker (1982-9), 1.43 n. 18. 

37 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133b: Ttväs Se TcZV vducav T( ZV KtOapcaSIKC v T& V vtrb 

TEpirävSpov i rETrotn t vwv (DiMplicova paar Tbv d pxaiov [Tbv AEa(pbv del. 

ego] ova r oaoOat ("They say that the ancient Philammon [of Delphi] composed some of 

the citharodic nomes which were used by Terpander in his poetry")-the odd repetition of 

the article suggests an interpolation, glossing Philammon; cf. Suda s. v. Tipiravbpos: as 

iTp(. TOS bTrT& XopSC)V krroifOE Tv Mpav Kal V6uous AvptKOVS lrpC)TOS 
1ypaWEV. El Kai TIVES ItAQulc va 6 Aouot yEypayivat. 

38 Paus. 9.5.7-8. 
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Greeks believed in the authenticity of Terpander's poem, but whether they believed 

their music underwent significant change in the early Archaic period. In fact, as we 
have seen, there were many musical figures from this time who were remembered as 
innovators, often with Asian associations (cf. 2.2). 

3.12 Deubner's hypothesis, while not answering all the questions raised by this fragment, 

nevertheless rests upon sound methodology. The conflicting indicators of the ceramic 
evidence are not to be dismissed, but should be welcomed as an opportunity for 

discovering greater historical complexity. There are three essential issues, to be 

treated one each in this and the following two chapters: the meaning of TsTpc ynpvv 
aotSä v in the context of pre-Orientalizing Greek music; the place of the Mycenaean 

seven-stringed lyre within this music stream (4.0); and the broad changes to earlier 
tradition wrought by the heptatonic KaLvorouia of Terpander (5.0). 

3.13 Accepting that a four-stringed pdpuuyý had been the instrument of the epic singer, 
West (1981) suggested that this instrument implied a limited melodic range which 
might be typical of the ancestral Indo-European song tradition, and made an ingenious 
(and admittedly speculative) reconstruction of the four-pitched tuning with which the 
&otS6S accompanied his melodies. In support of such limited melodic ambitus, West 

pointed to Serbo-Croatian heroic song (see below) and to the chanting of the Rgveda, in 

which the words' ancient pitch accents are stylized into a three-pitched melody. Given 
that the tonal accent was an original part of Proto-Indo-European, he suggested the 
possibility that "the practice of `singing' texts by disposing the syllables over a 
limited set of fixed notes according to their accents was also Indo-European". 39 The 
Indo-European basis of Vedic song has been challenged by other scholars, who see 
the accent-singing as a secondary development 40 That the Indian vocal art does not 
match the Greek system of accents poses no problem in itself, however, for musical 
practice would naturally diverge alongside the respective languages. Be that as it may, 
`speech-song' occurs in many forms throughout the world, and such traditions were 
probably already ancient at the time of Indo-European unity 41 The fact remains that 
the hymns of the Rgveda are proven descendants of the Indo-European song tradition, 
whatever its melodic art may have entailed originally. 

3.14 In theory, at least, the general melodic character of the ancestral art might be 
understood in the same way as Proto-Indo-European itself, by deduction from the 

39 West (1981), p. 114. 

40 Burrow (1973), 115; cf. Anderson (1994), 46. 
41 Wiora (1959). 
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comparative evidence of the daughter traditions. The progressive linguistic divergence 

of these from their reconstructed parent is now quite well understood. Just as verbal 

sound laws may be drawn between languages as dissimilar as Greek and Sanskrit, it is 

possible to do the same for cultural institutions-which may change much more 

slowly than language-and an astonishingly rich picture of Indo-European culture has 

emerged in this way. 42 

3.15 Recent work on Indo-European poetics has grown from the fundamental 

breakthrough in the area of metrics, from which it is necessary to infer an ancestral art, 
based on the distinction between long and short syllables and using certain 
fundamental patterns, which split into a number of subtraditions. 43 Even more than 
linguistic kinship, this brings to life the reality of a unified Indo-European 

culture-"so small a language community that dialect differentiation on a spatial basis 

played no part"44. It also demonstrates the astonishing powers of conservation 
possessed by the singers 45 The reconstruction of poetic diction depends on the 
assumption that the metrical element developed side-by-side with a continually 
evolving repertoire of word-formulae, built up over generations, which Parry (1930, 
1932) proved to be the primary compositional tool of both the Serbo-Croatian and 
Greek heroic singer. These formulae were used as building blocks in the improvised 

song-telling of traditional stories, no two versions of which were ever the same, 
although the storyline itself-the Aristotelian tMoc-might be considered a unique 
entity. This process explains the seemingly paradoxical statement of the 1xoUs 
Phemius, who asserts "I am self-taught, and a god implanted all sorts of tales in my 
mind. "46 

42 See especially Benveniste (1973); Polomd (1982); Watkins (1995). 
43 The foundation was laid by Meillet's (1923) comparison of Greek and Indic verse; Jakobson 

(1952), Watkins (1963), and Cole (1969) established the Indo-European nature of Slavic, 
Celtic, and Italic metre respectively; for Nagy's (1974) comparison of Greek and Indic 

metre, see below. 

44 W. Meid ap. Szemerbnyi (1996), 30. 

45 Further cognate phrases and semantic doublets are catalogued by Schmitt (1967); (1968). 
46 Hom. Od. 22.347f.: alITOSISQKTOs S' Elul. eces b& Vol Lv cpEQ1v oliac / rravTofa1 

LvWcvoev. As Dodds (1951), 10 explained, "The two parts of his statement are not felt as 
contradictory... he has not memorized the lays of other minstrels, but is a creative poet 
who relies on the hexameter phrases welling up spontaneously as he needs them out of 
some unknown and uncontrollable depth; he sings `out of the gods, ' as the best minstrels 

always do". 
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3.16 Taking this as his departure point, Nagy (1974) made a case study of a pair of phrases 
first noted by Kuhn (1853)-Greek KMos ä gOtTov and Sanskrit sräva(s) 

äksitam-which are phonologically, quantitatively and accentually equivalent (< PIE 

*klewos ndhgwhitom, "imperishable fame"). These, he argued, constitute cognate 

poetic formulae which, by a fortunate accident, had been handed down intact over the 

millennia by singers who, originally, must have known the same songs and shared an 

archetypal repertoire of poetic formulae. According to this approach, elements of 
Proto-Indo-European poetic diction may be tracked through the overgrown jungle of 

metrical data, like a single tagged animal will reveal the peregrinations of its species. 
The formulaic character of ºca os &gOtTov has since been questioned, 47 and many 
scholars now believe that "the hierarchical dependence of metrical form on 
phonological and phonetic form makes actual reconstruction of metrics an unrealistic 
goal" 48 Nevertheless, the large amount of poetic phraseology which can now be 

reconstructed49 requires us to suppose some coevolution of diction and metre. 

3.17 Although many of the Greek and Indic metres as we have them are fixed grids into 

which words of matching syllabic quantities were fitted, they cannot have been so 
originally; for otherwise we should expect to find cognate poetic material in identical 

metres. Because they occur in different but related metres, the fixed classical forms 

must have come about incidentally in the course of musical evolution. That is, as 
certain word combinations were used again and again in the telling of tales, they 
became fixed formulae, which in turn influenced the singers' compositional process: 
"the changes follow the patterns of the stable formulae, because the singer thinks in 
those patterns. "50 As the various formulae were used in tandem, larger patterns began 
to result. These in turn could change as phonological developments took place within 
the language itself and words acquired new metrical properties . 

51 By a continual 
feedback process, certain patterns became ossified until they did come to function, 
effectively, as grids. It is important to realize, however, that the Greek metrical art as a 
whole continued to unfold down into the Classical period, alongside certain fixed 
forms. The dactylic hexameter was one of these, its evolution complete some time 

47 Finkelberg (1986) argues that KMos äcOLTOV, which occurs only once in Homer, was an 
ad hoc creation modelled on other well-established formulae. Yet its frequency in later 

poetry might well mean that it was not simply a Homeric borrowing, and that its lack of 
repetition in Homer is insignificant. 

48 Watkins (1982), 164f., with further literature; see also Ruijgh (1995); Gasparov (1996). 
49 See especially Watkins (1995). 

50 Lord (1980), 41. 
51 Nagy (1974), 50. 
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before Homer. Yet, even here, metrical anomalies reveal traces of obsolete phonology, 
in some cases antedating Linear B. 52 

3.18 These discoveries confound rigid notions of genre distinctions. *klewos 

ndhg"'hitom, for example-if it truly was an Indo-European formula-surfaces in the 

epic song of Homer, the non-epic, more `lyric' hymns of the Rgveda, and in a poem 

of Sappho which is not hexametric, but which is partially dactylic 53 As Aristotle 

noted, metre is an insufficient criterion for defining genre 54 Note that `lyric', like 

`melody', is at any rate an anachronistic term, if one accepts the communis opinio that 

the Indo-Europeans knew no form of the lyre before their contact with the Near 

Eastern cultural sphere. And of course Greek epic was also accompanied by the lyre. 

The discovery of Indo-European metrical kinship makes it necessary to suppose that, 

though there will have been different kinds of song, these must have been at one time 
indistinct as to their basic musical elements, being drawn from a single, homogeneous 

musical language. Because of this, the lack of attested ̀ lyric' poetry contemporary 
with Homer need not pose an insurmountable obstacle to establishing the general 
characteristics of Greek music prior to the Orientalizing period. Indeed, it is certain 
that the conservative Aeolic tradition preserved inherited metrical features in a very 
archaic, ̀ pre-Homeric' state. The `lyric' structures used by Sappho and Alcaeus best 

reveal the survival of Indo-European features, while the dactylic hexameter represents 
but one special-and relatively late-development of these. 55 For the formulae of 
Homer, when their internal rhythms are considered outside of their hexametric context, 
frequently coincide with the metres used by the Aeolian poets. 56 

3.19 Since the metrical and dictional data are drawn from the most ancient material available 
in each of the subordinate traditions, and in every case this is song, 57 one must posit 
for the Indo-Europeans a unified musical stream of which the metrical and dictional 

were two components, and for which there must also have been a melodic aspect. The 

52 West (1988), 156f. 

53 Sapph. 44.4 (Voigt). 

54 Arist. Po. 1447a28ff., esp. 1447b17-20: of SUv & Kotvbv &OTtV 'O 
. u' pca Kai 

'ElTCESOKAEI TTÄt1V TÖ IliTpOV. SL6 TÖV Piv 7rotriT1 v S(KatOV KaXEIV. T6V & 

cuatoAbyov uäAAov il Trotivn v ("but Homer and Empedocles share nothing besides 

metre, wherefore it is right to call the one a poet, but the other a natural scientist rather than 

poet"). 
55 See Nagy (1974); West (1982), 29f. 

56 Nagy (1974), 15,27ff. 

57 Cf. Lord (1962), 180ff. 
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Slavic, Indic, and Greek traditions have provided essential comparanda for a 

reconstructed picture of this unified musical stream in its metrical and dictional 

aspects (see below). Because of this, the analogy of Slavic and Greek epic, though 

often abused in the study of Homer, remains fundamentally valid. 58 Obviously, the 

two have evolved along very different lines. But a number of shared 

phenomena-formulaic phraseology, metrical anomalies deriving from formula 

fossilization, heterogeneous dialectal elements with synchronic and diachronic 

dimensions59-can only be explained as deriving from a single method of building 

poetry. Since no epic tradition has survived into modern Greece, 60 the cognate South 

Slavic tradition, different though it may be, is the only evidence which has any real 

claim to illuminating the melodic practice of Greek epic. 

3.20 From his study of Serbo-Croatian folk songs in the Parry collection, Bartok was 

surprised to discover how many melodies were of restricted scope: a full third of those 

transcribed spanned only a `fifth', but more often a `fourth' or less. 61 (These interval 

measures, deriving from diatony, are for this music approximate and anachronistic. ) 

For the most part these were `ceremonial' songs, those which could not be dissociated 

from certain ritual contexts, taken in the broadest sense-work songs (hay gathering, 
harvest), cradle-songs, wedding-songs, laments, children's songs, calendar songs, 

rain-begging songs, and so forth. A number of these `genres' are also alluded to in 

Greek sources, beginning with Homer. 62 The equally ancient South Slavic heroic 

song is itself essentially ritualistic, serving as the historical record of a people, 

performed in prescribed social settings, and constituting "a necessary part of the so- 

cial life of the family or of a community" 63 Tacitus described how the ancient 
Germanic peoples "celebrate in ancient songs, which is the only kind of record and 

archives that they have" (celebrant carminibus antiquis, quod unum apud illos 

memoriae et annalium genus est), mythological stories and the interrelations and 

migrations of the kindred tribes, using song also for divinatory purposes. 64 Caesar 

left a crucial description of the Celtic druids as guardians of lore through song, the 

58 See generally Foley (1999). 

59 See Foley (1999), 66-88. 

60 Lord (1991), 93. 

61 Bartök/Lord (1951), 52-6; 60. 
62 See West (1992), 28f. 

63 Lord (1962), 181. 

64 Tac. Germ. 2-3. 
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sacred injunction against the use of writing-an Indo-European characteristic65-and 

the regional schools where training could take as much as twenty years; Diodorus, 

who uses the term `bard', describes their songs of praise and blame, and the lyre with 

which they accompanied themselves 66 Oral composition characterized all of these 

traditions, and while they flourished, the individual song was continually new, 

describing recent as well as ancient events. Thus, in the living South Slavic tradition, 

one encounters jarringly modem details, such as the hero armed with a rifle. At the 

same time, however, we must suppose the continual fossilization of certain songs, 

where faithful recitation was crucial to the song's efficacy. In the Greek and Indic 

traditions, oral composition as a whole eventually became static. The recitation of the 

Iliad and Odyssey, for example, became a ritual in itself, that of preserving and 
learning from the poetic monuments of the ancient style. The same may be said of the 

Vedic canon, fixed hymns which descend from an originally oral style of composition; 
here, however, their ritual preservation was religiously driven 67 

3.21 Having observed such material throughout the Balkans, Bartok posited an ancient pan- 
Slavic musical tradition of which limited melodic compass was a defining feature. 68 

He had no cause to look beyond the Balkans; but if his hypothesis is right, one might 

well suppose that the tradition from which it descended will have used melodies no 

65 Caes. B Gall. 6.13-14: neque fas esse existimant ea litteris mandare ... quod neque in 

vulgum disciplinam efferi velint neque eos, qui discunt, litteris confisos minus memoriae 

studere ("And they think it unlawful to entrust these verses to writing ... because they do 

not wish the learning to be made common knowledge, and they do not wish those who learn 

it to develop the memory less through their reliance on writing"); cf. Polome (1982a), 

166f.: "The reserved attitude of the Indo-Europeans was translated in their piety by a set of 

interdictions ... their tradition was transmitted orally, and after some of them acquired the 

skill of writing, a taboo was maintained against putting down in writing their religious 

lore. " 

66 Caes. B Gall. 6.13-14; D. S. 5.31.2-5: elal 8 Trap' avrois Kai noulTal ucXcäv, ovs 

BäpSovs övou! ovaty. ovTOI St PET' bpyävwv TaTS Avpats buok. v CSovTES 

ovs iv vuvocrty, ovs St PAaacriuoüai ("And among them are also poets of music, 

whom they call Bards. And these, singing to instruments like lyres, make songs of praise 

and blame"). On the strength of the celtic bardic tradition as late as the seventeenth century, 

see further Watkins (1995), 76ff.; Ahl (1991) 136 and n. 14; for the sources used by Caesar 

and Diodorus, as well as other ancient testimony, see Rankin (1987), 272-276 et passim. 
67 Nagy (1974), 15ff. 

68 13art6k/Lord (1951), 4,52-6; 60; cf. Wiora (1959), 203. 
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less restricted in scope 69 In his seminal work on the existence of pre-pentatonic 

`tonal systems', Wiora (1959), expanding on Bartök's hypothesis, showed that songs 

of limited melodic compass were to be found, not merely in the folk traditions of 

Europe, but throughout the world, whether living or fossilized. In the majority of 

cases, a close relationship existed between melody and speech contour, 70 and this led 

him to conclude that speech-song had once been a universal or near-universal 

phenomenon. Both qualities he attributed to the earliest phase of human musical 

activity. 7' 

3.22 If Indo-European melodic practice was originally connected with tonal accent, some 

eventual dissociation of the two would have been unavoidable in the daughter cultures, 

since this accent has itself proven to be an evanescent feature. Pitch-accent is, 

however, still preserved in Serbo-Croatian, playing a part in the singers' melodization, 

along with a body of stereotyped melodic formulae 72 What role the tonal accent 

played in the creation of these formulae is unknown, yet it may have left its mark in 

peculiarities of melodic intonation which, while being subsequently conditioned by the 

diatonic scales of Western art music, owe nothing to them in origin. In such singing, 

the `same' note will often vary widely. 73 Because of this, it is impossible for us to 

speak of a `tone-system', since, strictly, the musical tone is by definition a single, 

stable pitch-deriving in this sense from -r6vos as Tau is (cf. 2.20,4.33). At the same 

69 But this is not to yield to an evolutionary view of melody which regards "one-, two-, three-, 

and more-note systems as corresponding to successive historical periods"; for a refutation of 

this outmoded view, see Wiora (1959), 185 and as a whole. 
70 Wiora (1959), 189 and quoting Hornbostel: "The duality of pitch, rising and falling by one 

step, is in primitive music obviously related to accent. `The singer gives way to the natural 

tendency to sharpen or flatten the note simultaneously as it grows weaker or stronger. ' It is 

more natural to change the level in such a manner than to maintain it, that is to repeat the 

note continuously from beginning to end of a song. " 

71 Wiora (1959), 203f.: "[Such narrow melodies] are, obviously, more ancient than pentatony. 

They belong to the most ancient kind of tonal systems known to us, and, what is more, to 

the most ancient that ever existed; this can be inferred by systematical 

considerations ... They are evidences of the origin of music following the pre-musical 

sound ... Ancient forms, that were to become blocks and backbones, shine here in the 

archaic purity of their origin. " 

72 Lord (1960), 37f. 
73 Wiora (1959), 200: "If the pitches intoned are measured in cents, the number of cent values 

obtained may often be very high, while the number of `degrees' conceived still remains very 

small. 
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time, it is clear that this variable intonation is intentional and does form a coherent 
`system' of some sort. 74 This unique intonation of Serbo-Croatian heroic song, still 

uninfluenced by European art music at the time of Parry's fieldwork, 75 might preserve 

elements of the ancient pitch accent to which the pan-Slavic melodic language as a 

whole originally answered. The phenomenon of broad musical unity over great 

geographical stretches is well illustrated by South Slavic poetic diction, which is a 

composite of Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian dialectal forms. As with Homeric 

diction, the singer mainly employs his own dialect, but there are many formulae which 

carry with them archaic or alien forms. 76 

3.23 As to ancient Greek heroic song, its melodic dependence on accent may be inferred 
from the fact that peculiarities of Homeric accent and pronunciation were preserved in 

the rhapsodic tradition long enough to receive the attention of Hellenistic grammar- 
ians; furthermore, the available fragments of notated music suggest that, unless 
prevented by strophic responsion, even Greek melody of the Classical period and later 
has a marked tendency to follow the contour suggested by word accent 77 Indeed, a 
kind of accent-melody was addressed by Hellenistic literary theorists, who seem to 
have treated ̀ euphony' as a formal art; Philodemus' refutation shows that the issue 

was still alive in the first century B. C., as do the accents inserted in parts of the text by 

the unknown owner of the papyrus 78 Thus, the evidence does in fact indicate an art 
of accent-melody for Greek epic song. Given the identifiable continuity of Indo- 
European poetic tradition throughout the daughter cultures, it remains to my mind 
quite conceivable that core elements of an ancestral vocal art should have persisted-in 
the broadest terms of course-and that Homer represents one heir to this. On the 
strength of this alone it should be necessary to explain the presence of heptatonic 

melodies in Greek music of the Archaic period, even without the traditions about 
Terpander. It is the seven-stringed lyre, and not the four-voiced song, that requires 
explanation. 

74 Bartök/L, ord (1951), 4: "These deviations, since they show a certain system and are 

subconsciously intentional, must not be considered faulty, off-pitch singing. This is the 

essential difference between the accidental off-pitch singing of the urban amateurs and the 

self-assured, self-conscious, decided performance of peasant singers. " 

75 Bartök/Lord (1951), 4. 

76 Foley (1999), 76f. 

77 West (1981), 114; (1992), 198-200. 
78 Philodem. Poem. 1.93-4. See Janko (2000), 84,298-301. 
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3.24 The Slavic material proves that Greek song could easily have retained its ancient 
character into the Dark Age. The Vedic tradition, no more ancient than Slavic or 
Greek oral composition in origin, was effectively arrested at a very early stage in its 
development -a millennium and a half earlier than the date hypothesized for a 
common Slavic spoken language79-and handed down subject to the most rigorous 
and centralized conservation that the priests could achieve. This provides an important 
diachronic anchor for Indo-European poetics, with or without accent singing as 
original. Serbo-Croatian heroic song, on the other hand, like Greek epic down 

through the Archaic period, has continued its slow, generational development, without 
restriction, into modem times. On an absolute timetable, then, the Homeric art falls 
between the dates for which ancient Indo-European attributes are attested in the 
parallel subtraditions. 

3.25 Yet what supports the notion of an `absolute timetable' when it comes to the 
development of a melodic art? It would be necessary to suppose that the two basic 

musical elements of the Indo-European tradition, metrical and melodic, evolved in 

close company, at roughly the same rate, and both subject to the same conservative 
transmission which preserved the vestiges of metrical kinship: for it is the metrical 
data in the first place which guarantee a recognizable Indo-European character to the 
Greek subtradition at the period in question. But what would prevent the melodic and 
metrical elements from evolving at different rates? After all, we find melodies of 
octave scope in Greece over two thousand years ago, while still-extant Slavic melodies 
preserve traces of the ancestral tradition. 

3.26 Moreover, even if Greek &otSi was the sort of narrow-range speech-song proposed, 
was Greek music like this as a whole? One might suppose that the non-heroic songs 
of the same period-all unattested, and only alluded to by Homer-used melodies of 
greater scope, while epic singing survived as a sacred and ancient tradition, as it 
certainly was by the Classical period. Vedic song might provide a parallel, existing 
alongside the Saman chant, which used the text of the Rgveda but was more 
recognizably melodic-i. e. more than a simple stylization of the words' pitch accents, 
and exceeding at times a sixth in range. The beginning of Saman chant must have 
been before the Vedic hymns received their finished form. 80 Conversely, the 

79 Old Church Slavonic, with records going back to the ninth century A. D., can be taken as a 
close representative of a common Slavic language: cf. Szemerenyi (1996), 11. 

80 Fox-Strangways (1914), 249 n. 2: "Tbere is nothing to show that the [Saman] chants am 
later than the words [of the Rgveda]; in fact, since Samans are often mentioned in the 
1gveda there is a probability, beyond the intrinsic likelihood, that they are older. " 
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development of wider melodic range-if this was in fact a secondary innovation-did 

not prohibit the continued existence of more `archaic' melodic styles, for 

subpentatonic melodies of the type Wiora observed as being global are well 

documented in India today. These so-called tribal melodies fall outside the elaborate 

taxonomy of classical raga, which span for the most part a range of at least an 

octave. 81 The distinction between ̀ urban' and `rural' style seems to have been made 

already in antiquity by Bharata; 82 if this is right, the contrast will not have been with 

raga per se, which attained to theoretical primacy at a date considerably later than the 

Nätyasästra ß3 It is not surprising, even at this early date, to find an awareness of the 

divergence of all music from a more universal and ancient `folk' style. Indeed, a 

departure from such a conservative practice would seem to demand some historical 

acknowledgement, like the Terpandrean tradition. The dichotomy provides an 

interesting parallel to the emanation of diatony from the cities outwards in the Balkans, 

documented by Bartok (see below). 

3.27 Once this possibility is allowed, what limit is there to the antiquity of such stylistic co- 

existence: might there not have been such complexity at the time of Indo-European 

unity? Under what conditions would melodic compass have changed, especially if one 

rejects a progressive evolution towards heptatony? Could this have happened from 

within the tradition, or only in response to some external influence? Clearly, this 

raises questions about the nature and transmission of melody-a word which I have 

used lightly until now. But as we understand it-a fixed, repeatable tune-the word is 

misleading and at least partially, perhaps wholly, irrelevant. As we have seen (2.31-32), 

musical uaos is not found in any of Homer's numerous performance scenes; thus, 

even if the word could have had a musical sense in his time, it was clearly unessential 
for the style of song he wished to describe. Furthermore, in the Indo-European and 

81 Bhattacharya (1968), 46ff. 
82 Bhattacharya (1968), 46ff. The dating of the Nätyaiä, tra, a treatise on all aspects of 

dramaturgy, including music, is uncertain. Ghosh (1934) believed it to be the work of one 

hand, written in the second or third century A. D.; though isolated verbal features did suggest 

the preservation of earlier sources; he was reluctant to date this material before the first 

century B. C. Srinivasan (1980) has since argued persuasively that the work is in fact a 

hopelessly jumbled and inconsistent compilation; Rocher (1981) has examined the 

complexity of its textual history. In any event, at least some of the musical terminology 

must be considerably more ancient than the Nätyasd; tra as we have it, since musical 

references in older, non-specialized works imply a formal theoretical tradition: cf. Tarlekar 

(1975), 161; Fox-Strangways (1914), 114. 

83 On the relative lateness of the raga system, see Widdess (1995). 
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other epic traditions, words for 'song'-e. g. Homeric ac(SELv-are frequently 

ambivalent as between "sing" and "tell", 84 and this suggests a fundamental 

subordination of `melody' to words. All recorded epic melody is simple and 

repetitive, since the demands of composition-in-performance force the singer to give 

most of his attention to choice of word and phrase. In the Serbo-Croatian material 

collected by Parry and Lord, there is an inverse relationship between richness of 

poetry and complexity of tune. Avdo Mededovic, for example, regarded by Parry and 
Lord as the last singer of Homeric stature, was a guslar of middling ability who was 

sometimes reduced to running his bow over the string in a drone as he unleashed great 

torrents of poetry. 85 Here we see the essentially rhythmic function of the epic 

singers' instrument, despite its participation in the realm of pitch. The primacy of 

poetic invention thus operated as a sort of balancing mechanism to check the 

elaboration of melodic language. The Indo-European singer of tales was simply not a 

melodist as we would understand it. 

3.28 If the metrical model presented above is valid, and if Indo-European art song involved 

the melodization of pitch accent-or if its melody answered to any aspect at all of the 
language-there are several consequences. Where rhythm and melody are drawn 

from internal characteristics of word and phrase, we must suppose a pattern of 
melodic evolution analogous to the metrical. Any given combination of words would 
have a unique pattern of pitch accents to be navigated melodically according to some 
standard strategy, while allowing for the `tactical' variations of regional subtraditions 
and the individual singer. The conventions which governed these maneuvers might be 

called `melodic syntax', depending as it would on the syntax of words. A collocation 
which stood the test of time, fixing its place in the poets' repertoire, would be 

accompanied by a melodic fragment which was also more or less formulaic, to be 

absorbed by a young singer as he learned the words and rhythm of each formula. 
Such a fragment comes a step closer to our notion of melody as a unique and 
memorable pattern of pitches. The sum total of these fragments would comprise a 
melodic `vocabulary' which would follow the same the cycles of growth and decay as 
the diction and metre. 86 Yet during composition-in-performance, the melodic and 
metrical will have unfolded independently; for each new phrase which took advantage 
of an established metrical cliche would be accompanied by its own accentual pattern. 
The counterpoint of tonal and metrical modulation provides an ever-different 

84 Lord (1962), 180ff.; West (1981), 113. 
85 Lord (1980), 57,68. 

86 For the concept of musical styles being governed by syntactic and morphological 'rules' and 
analyzable through a modified linguistics approach, see e. g. Sloboda (1985). 
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`accompaniment' to the tale being sung. It was this hypnotic interplay in Serbo- 

Croatian heroic song which fascinated Bartok in the end. 87 

3.29 The metrical parallel suggests that a limited number of melodic phrases could emerge, 

and that these would eventually drive the process of oral composition, and no longer 

be driven by it. Thus, the South Slavic guslar, though his formulaic diction is 

continually varied, uses a fixed set of melodic formulae in a single metre. To press the 

analogy of metre and melody, we must suppose a state of the world-at least for Indo- 

European oral composition-in which melodies were not sung to certain fixed 

pathways such as those offered by piano scales or the strings of a lyre. Such melodic 

routes would result in time, a `tonal' system derived through the ritualization of 

speech as song. 88 

3.30 This model of melodic evolution produces a continuum of fixity, ranging from the 
determined melodic fragments of traditional formulae to the fluid customs by which 

non-formulaic phrases would be navigated in performance. It also follows that each 

of the subtraditions would hold in common a different body of melodic fragments and 

syntax, varying directly in proportion to the culture's overall divergence from its 

parent and sisters. Accordingly, the melodic evolution of the Indo-European traditions 

should show patterns of synchronic and diachronic change closely akin to those of the 

associated languages. This is borne out by Bartök's study of melodic distribution, 

which shows patterns precisely analogous to those of dialectal dispersion. In the 

Balkans, the `same' melody is found in various regions, most easily recognized by 

features such as section structure, metrical character, ambitus, and melodic contour. 
The actual `scale' or pitch-set of each proved unhelpful to Bartök, who found it 

difficult to decide when two melodic variants were distinct enough to warrant classi- 
fication as separate tunes. Sometimes, when tunes which had been accepted as 

87 See Lord (1960), 37f. I was privileged to hear some this material in October 1997, by the 

kindness of M. L. Lord and M. Kaye. Selections from the Parry Collection have finally 

been made available with the reissue of Lord's The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass., 

2000). 

88 Wiora (1959), 203: "When we make music or listen to it, we have the keyboard, the tonal 

system, the totality of our scales in our minds; these make up the area on which we move, 

and of the whole tonal area which we realize in its entity, we let now one now another ring 

out. In ancient singing, on the contrary, the dividing lines between notes and the system 

imagined against it existed but in the kernel. The usual systems or the `succession of notes 

used' in this singing are actually scales, i. e. keys, but in a broader sense, [from] which we 

must exclude everything that is added to it by the music of great civilizations". 
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variants were ranged by degree of variation, the first of the series could no longer to be 

heard as a variant of the last, but was a strikingly distinct melody. 89 The same 

phenomenon has been observed in India-where the elaborate classification of raga is 

concerned with just this-as well as England and elsewhere90 Propp observed the 

effect in the distribution of Russian fairy-tales 91 In song dispersion, such scalar 
differences within the `same' tune might fairly be seen as `regional pronunciations', 
directly analogous to dialectal differences in the spoken language. The closer the 

relationship between speech and song, the more these patterns will present a 

synchronic view of the Indo-European musical tradition in dispersion. 

3.31 Clearly, such patterns must have existed in ancient Greece, and may be at the root of 

the musical vbuos. The word, which in a non-musical sense means `custom' or 

`common law', may also designate a musical entity which was open to interpretation 

and variation, but at the same time uniquely recognizable 92 Compare the memorable 

duel in Stevenson's Kidnapped, where each piper plays variations, known only to him, 

of a tune known by both; or the friendly competition set up by Parry between Avdo 

Mededovic and his colleague Mumin Vlahovljak. 93 The use of vduos to describe 

birdsong might support this interpretation. When Alcman claims to know all the 

vßuot of birds, the human musical v6pos is clearly implied; indeed, this fragment is the 
first witness for both uses of the word, giving very early authority to the Greeks' 

recognition of the analogy 94 Elsewhere Altman explicitly compares human and 
birdsong, 95 and Hesiod attests a musical sense to v6 os in his description of the 

89 Bartök/Lord (1951), 15,34. 

90 Fox-Strangways (1914), 15 1ff. 

91 Propp (1975), 114: "The distinction between theme and variant is totally impossible. Here 

there can be only two points of view. Either each alteration gives a new theme, or all tales 

provide one theme in diverse variants. As a matter of fact, both formulations express the 

same thing: the entire store of fairy tales ought to be examined as a chain of variants. " 

92 See e. g. West (1992), 215-7; the testimonia for vöuoc are assembled by Grieser (1937). 

93 Lord (1980), 68. 
94 Alcm. 40 PMGF; cf. 39; Alc. fr. 307c (Voigt)?; Pratin. fr. 1.5 (PMG 708); Ar. Av. 210, 

1346; etc. Barker (1982-9), 1.250 rightly argues that the classical writers were largely 

speculating in their discussions of the Archaic vbuot, and that Alcman's usage is not 

technical in the same way; but the literary evidence is sufficient to show that the musical 

v6 oc existed in some form throughout the Archaic period; cf. Chadwick (1996), 206f. 

95 Alcm. 1.100f. PMGF; 39; Anth. Pal. 7.19.1f. (Leonidas Tarentinus), which calls Alcman 

. rbv vuvnT, 1P' vuevaf v/ KnKvov ("the singer-swan of wedding songs"); cf. h. Horn. 

19.16f.; Anth. Pal. 9.184.9 (Anon. ). 
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Muses singing the laws (vbuot) of the gods 96 But the association of birdsong with 

the lyre was already very ancient, being attested in the Mycenaean period by paintings 

and instrument design, 97 and obliquely in Homer's archer-citharist simile, where 

Odysseus' bow string is said to sing like a swallow 98 The derivation of both vöuos 

and von ("pasture") from vipEty ("to distribute")-if this is correct99-accords 

well birds' use of song to delimit territory, a function which combines the musical and 
`legal'. Moreover, though each species has a single and distinctive call, there is a 

continuum of variation throughout the range. 10° It seem likely therefore that the 

Greeks would have been aware of the ̀ same' song being varied by region, just as they 

were familiar with the various spoken dialects. 

3.32 We get frequent references in later literature to individuals, such as Terpander or even 
Timotheus, who composed vöuot. At first sight, this seems to contradict the 
identification of the vduos as a traditional tune in dispersion. Yet in the melk 

revolution, with its emphasis on individual innovation, the word's older meaning 

would naturally have evolved alongside the musical changes. The waning of the 
heroic song tradition, as represented by the increasingly classical status of the Iliad 

and the Odyssey, clearly attests the effacement of traditional distribution patterns. Of 

course, v6pos could be quite properly applied to a piece by Timotheus once it had 
been adopted by other musicians, given a musical culture in which broad interpretive 

powers were granted to the individual musician. In the Archaic period, especially, 
there must have been a certain amount of such freedom. The songs of Sappho, for 

example, were widely known and survived in recognizable form into the Classical 

period, yet the hypothesis of distribution in fixed form through notated ̀ sheet music' 

96 Hes. Th. 66f.: PiATroVTal, 1r6(vTwv TE vÖ ous Kal f Oca KESvä / &6avüTc v 

KAEiovaIv. Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.28 offers the explanation that prior to literacy laws were 

sung, and reports that this was still true among the Agathyrsoi of Thrace; Plato develops 

the association of the legal and musical v61jos extensively at Lg. 656c-660c, 799e; cf. 
Phdr. 278c; cf. Mart. Cap. 9.926 Graecarum quippe urbium multae ad lyram leges 

decretaque publica recitabant; Clem. Al. Strom. 1.16.78: Kal To, S AaKESatpovkWv 

v6pous kpcao rroirroe TipiravSpos. 

97 Anderson (1994), 4-7,12f.; Younger (1998), plates 13 (Pylos fresco, Chora Museum, LH 

I1IB2-C), 14.1 (Pyxis, Chania Museum 2308, early LM 1I111). 

98 Hom. Od. 21.406-11, cited in 5.14. 
99 Chadwick (1996), 206f. has recently questioned this derivation, "and even if the connexion 

is proved, more research is needed on the history of the noun". 

100 This was pointed out to me by Dr. Richard H. Backus, Woods Hole Oceanographic 

Institution (communication). 
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is problematic in the extreme. Here, perhaps, the traditional art of melodizing poetry 

was still operating somehow within the new melic music-like the epic-melic fusion 

of the Homeric Hymns (cf. 2.30,5.0)-so that, throughout the Greek world, trained 

musicians could give a musical performance directly from the text, if the ViXoc or 

äcpuovia were specified. If this is correct, it is strong evidence for the early existence 

of a broadly unified Hellenic melodic art, of which epic singing was one exemplar. 

3.33 This picture of `melodic dialectology' might also illuminate two further aspects of 

later Greek music. The first is the existence, attested as early as Altman (cf. 2.31), of 

uýan (later &puov(ai) distinguished by region: Phrygian, Lydian, Dorian, Ionian, 

Cretan, Aeolian, and so forth. The use of such names to describe the octave species is 

a development of the later fifth century, perhaps one contribution of Eratocles, lol and 

here it is right to suppose some systematization of early Greek practice through the 

regularizing effects of diatony (cf. 1.4,1.12). Again, this does not exclude the 

possibility that the diatonic octave species were also known throughout the Archaic 

period (cf. 1.12); prior to Eratocles they may have had no names, or other 

names-such as Terpander's sevenfold division of the citharodic vduos (cf. 7.25, 

10.37). Such regional styles are likely, at least in part, to have been conditioned by 

"the isolationism of the Dark Age", 102 though `Phrygian' and `Lydian' may 
document, however distantly, the exchange of musical ideas with these cultures (cf. 

1.22,2.5,2.11,2.15). Though there is a continuum of variation even within a spoken 
dialect, nevertheless there must be enough distinctive features found throughout the 

dialect area to warrant its unique classification. The regional metrical traditions are 
likewise marked out by conventions proper to each. 103 The same must have been true 

of the otherwise continuously varying melodic dialects, of which the early vbuot were 

expressions. 

3.34 This is consistent with what is known about the education of singers in the Indo- 
European traditions, whether we suppose for the Greeks formal, regional schools of 
song like those attended by the Celtic bards, travelling &ot6ol such as Terpander and 
Alcman who might effectively impose certain standards on many communities during 

the course of their travels, or a combination of the two-recalling that Terpander was 
said to have established a musical `school' in Sparta (cf. 2.38), and the Lesbian yivos 
may have been similar. The legendary guslar of South Slavic tradition was also 

101 West (1992), 227; on Eratocles, see further 7.0. 

102 West (1973), 181. 
103 See West (1982). 
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remembered as travelling widely; l° his comprehensive repertoire and reputed 
influence over singers everywhere symbolizes the broad unity of the tradition. The 

professionalism of Greek musicians is well illustrated by a host of performing names, 
historical and legendary-Araros the son of Aristophanes, Chains, Choricius, 

Chorocles (father of Phrynichus? ), Cycleus (father of Arion), Demodocus, Encomius 
(father of Pratinas? ), Epicharmus, Eumolpus, Eunomos, Harmonides the aulete, 
Molpis, Phemius, Philochorus, Polymnestus, Polyterpus, Spendon of Sparta, 
Stesichorus, Terpes, Terpsicles-not to mention both Homer'°5 and Terpander 
himself. These may have been taken as stage names by each, or given at birth by 

musician fathers intending to pass on their trade. Thus Demodocus and Phemius 

cannot be dismissed as fictitious merely because of their names; they may once have 
been renowned performers whose memory Homer honored for reasons of 
professional courtesy. In the Indo-European cultures, singers often formed a 
hereditary caste within the aristocratic stratum. 106 In Sparta, at least, aVrMs-playing 
was passed from father to son. '°7 Serbo-Croatian heroic song still seems to have 
been quasi-hereditary in the early twentieth century. 108 

3.35 This inherited melo-dialectal variation may have been one tributary to the Aristoxenean 

genera and their diverse shadings (cf. 1.24,2.35). In cases of musical syncretism, it is 

common to find that two styles, after coexisting for some time, may coalesce into a 
distinct practice which features the strongest elements of each. l® In the case of the 
African-American syncretism, we find the imposition of inherited `blue' notes on 
European diatony. Likewise, the Terpander fragment suggested a juxtaposition and 
segregation of two musical styles in the early phase of seven-stringed music (cf. 2.29). 
By the end of the Archaic period, however, and probably well before (cf. 7.39), the 
`clear' diatonic tunings were being `colored' by musicians like Lysander of Sicyon, 

who introduced XptuaTa tIXpoa ("well-shaded colors"). '10 We might then see 
Aristoxenus as the first ethnomusicologist, making careful measurements against a 
diatonic grid through the application of Aristotelian methods of classification. The 

104 See Foley (1999), 52f. 

105 Nagy (1979), 297-300. 

106 Watkins (1995), 71 
107 Hdt. 6.60: of K)ipUKEc a11TC)V Kal aWrrral Kai t. t6yEtpOt M&OVTat Täs 

TraTpw(ac TiXvac. Kal aiAiir c TE a 1XT1T& y(vETat Kal . 1c yEtpos uayE(pov 
Ka1 Kýptý KýptKOs. 

108 Lord (1960), 22. 

109 See Nettl (1985), and below. 
110 Philoch. FGrH 328F23 = Ath. 14.637f-638a. See further 7.33. 
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musicians' instincts must still have been alive and well for him to be able to make 

such nice distinctions; for the Aristoxenean measurements do not seem arbitrary or 

even particularly approximate. I ll 

3.36 It is against this continuum of melodic change that the fossilized ceremonial songs 
observed by Bartok and Wiora, and alluded to by Homer, must be understood. If 

each accompanied some ritual-a complex of actions resistant to significant 
change-the ceremonial song would more or less drop from the ongoing process of 
formation and reformation which characterizes a tradition of oral-composition. 
Having achieved perfection, it would not be recomposed on each occasion, and would 
endure as a snap-shot of the music-stream in flow, becoming what we understand as 
melody: a fixed tune. Kinship between languages is most easily revealed by those 
words which have preserved their ancient meanings the longest; those which, 
designating something basic and unchanging, had themselves no reason to change. 
Likewise, it is through the ceremonial songs of the cognate subtraditions that the 
character of Indo-European song must be established, as these are the only diachronic 
data available. While we must suppose that e. g. the harvest songs of each tradition 
will be as unlike-sounding as the respective languages, a continuous channel of 
preservation for the ̀ form' itself requires no imagination. 

3.37 The dependence of metre and melody on poetic language, if it is right to suppose this 
as characteristic of Indo-European song, would go a long way towards explaining the 
seemingly analogous phenomena of linguistic and melodic distribution. The singer of 
oral-formulaic speech-song requires a fluency which seems as much linguistic as 
musical. 112 As with language, the handing-down of such an art is conservative in the 
extreme. A new generation does not devise a new language, but learns that of its 
parents. Likewise, the accomplishment of the younger singer is in the emulation of 
the elder, and this professionalism-in the case of South Slavic heroic song, the 

III See Winnington-Ingram (1932). 

112 Lord (1962), 184: "As a boy he hears the old men sing, and he absorbs the stories and 
becomes acquainted with the phraseology and language of the poetry and with its rhythms. 
They become a part of him and his young mind begins to remember the tales and to form 
his thought in the pattern of the song. The process in the early stage is as unconscious as a 
child learning to speak, when he first listens to the sounds his elders are making"; cf. Lord 
(1960), 22. 
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legacy of minstrelsy in the medieval courts-"may be of great moment in maintaining 

a tradition". 113 

3.38 Poetic diction, while it is in constant flux alongside the spoken language, changes in 

some ways more slowly, protected as it is by the ritual of performance and by 

professional convention. Many archaic words and hapax legomena are preserved in 

Homer, the precise meanings of which the 6otS6s himself may not have known, 

feeling only "the atmosphere and the fragrance, and of course the actual magic, that 

clung about them. " 114 The very purpose of the tradition was conservation: the 

singers kept alive the memory of the past, the deeds of old heroes, and the technique 

and musical lore of the ancient teachers. Thus Mnemosyne (Memory)-the mother 
of the Muses-was deified by the singers, personifying the unfathomable depths of 
musical tradition. To break with the technique of one's elders would destroy the 

medium which preserved these Kea &vSpC v. This mission of conservation was most 
rigorous in Vedic tradition, where its success over the millennia is easy to measure. 
Here too, however, unintentional, cumulative change is shown by the disagreement of 
ancient theory. and current practice. ' 15 

3.39 Thus the melodic element of an Indo-European musical tradition could well have 

evolved in strict company with, and no faster than, the metrical element, poetic diction, 

and the language itself. In each case this evolution was so conservative as to allow 
only unintentional and cumulative change-paradoxically through the contributions 
and influence of individual singers-to the tradition's essential features. This is the 

essence of historical language kinship, for despite the huge differences between the 
Greek, Slavic, and Indic languages, the proven kinship between them, and the essential 
sameness which lurks just beneath the phonological detritus, is more striking still. In 
Indo-European metrics, the basic distinction between long syllables and short is one 
constant, and certain fundamental patterns survived in recognizable form. On the 
basis of the Greek and Slavic parallels, it seems possible that some sort of accent- or 
word-melody may have been an equally stable part of Indo-European oral 
composition. 

3.40 But was limited melodic compass one of the essential qualities of Indo-European 
song? This would follow on the hypothesis of accent-melody, since, according to 

113 Lord (1962), 181f.; for the young singer's training, Lord (1960), 20-29; for the singer's 

status in the medieval courts, Lord (1960), 16. 

114 Murray (1927), 42f. 
115 See Fox-Strangways (1914), 246f. 
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Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the Greek pitch-accent spanned an approximate (i. e. non- 

resonant) fifth. 116 If so, under what conditions would melodic range change? Why 

do we find the Greeks using heptatonic scales in the Archaic period, but vestiges of 

narrow and ancient melody in pockets of the Balkans today? Bartok's research 

provides the key. As he discovered, songs with the archaic pan-Slavic qualities were 

distributed more densely in the territories where Turkish influence had been minimal; 

by contrast, melodies of wider range were found in areas, such as Bulgaria, where 

there had been active Turkish settlement for some centuries. "' A second and more 

erosive force has been European art music, flowing outwards from the cosmopolitan 

cities. In areas less subject to this diatonic stimulus, songs of restricted melodic scope 

persisted, albeit dwindling steadily. This is a good illustration of how a resonant tone- 

structure may serve as an international musical standard, a `metric system' to which 

archaic intonation may be assimilated (cf. 2.8). The same phenomenon has been 

observed in modern Greek folk music. ' 18 

3.41 With the expansion of melodic range, the possibilities of tonal contextualization 

greatly proliferate. The traditional melodies of the Balkans had often come to be 

heard as fragments of diatonic scales, their ancient tonal contexts forcibly reinterpreted 

against the bimodality-major and minor-of Western art music. 119 At the same 

time, syncretism involves mutual adjustment. These diatonic scales have been adapted 

to local needs, whereby typically Slavonic `accidentals' have been superimposed on 

the diatonic substrate to create such syncretic pitch structures as the octatonic scales 

used by Bartok and Stravinsky. I know of one Rumanian melody which uses the 

sequence D-C#-C-A-identical to an ancient Greek chromatic tetrachord. These 

parallels are important for understanding the Greek music of the post-Orientalizing 

116 D. H. Comp. 11 (126.3f. Roberts): StcIA&TOU piv ovv iOos kvl ttCTpEITat 

SIaOTAI1aTI TW AEyOutrVW SLQ TH WE GJS 1yytoTQ ("Now the melody of speech is 

measured by one interval, closest to that which is called a `fifth"'). It is important that the 

interval is made approximate: it divorces pitch accent from the tonal intonation proper to 

resonant intervals. Thus, any attempt to recite Greek language or poetry by modulating the 

voice woodenly between musical intervals does no justice to the subtle tonality implied 

here. 

117 Bartbk also noted the difference between rural and urban Turkish styles. Both use melodies 

of wide scope, but the peasant style is of Central Asiatic origin, while the urban is heir to 

the Near Eastern tradition of octave scales: see Bartök/L, ord (1951), 55 n. 45. The latter 

surely goes back to the heptatonic tradition of Mesopotamia. 

118 Beaton (1980), 9, 

119 Cf. Bartök/Lord (1951), 59-60; Wiora (1959), 203.. 
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period. South Slavic song demonstrates the self-sufficiency of ancient oral 

composition, proving that there was no evolutionary imperative towards an expansion 

of melodic range, the `perfection' of melodic intonation in conformity with resonant 

tone-structures, or even the crystallization of accents into precise melodic pitches. 

Limited compass and vagrant, non-diatonic intonation were, broadly speaking, perfect 

and unevolving traits within the evolving tradition, invulnerable in the absence of the 

external stimuli which might induce mutation. 

3.42 If the Slavic parallels are valid, the melodic tradition of those Indo-Europeans who 

came to Greece should have pursued its course until deflected by similar 

circumstances. Accordingly, the expansion of melodic compass, the standard use of a 

seven-stringed lyre, and the primacy in later theory of a resonant tone-system, must be 

explained by the Greeks' contact with a cultural sphere in which these things were 

standard. Mesopotamian diatony, as we have seen, was the core of such a tradition, 

already constituting a system of great refinement-one might say completion-and 
disseminated widely throughout the Near East. If this musical culture was relatively 

stable throughout its range, as the texts indicate (cf. 1.6), the Greek and Indo-Iranian 

encounters with the Mesopotamian musical sphere involve a constant which may help 

to explain such Greco-Indian parallels as those noted by Fox-Strangways (1914). 

For the Greek Orientalizing period itself, the relationship of Cyprus and the Aegean 

periphery to the central and expanding superpower of eighth-century 
Assyria-carrying the cumulative weight of a millennium and more of Mesopotamian 

culture-might be compared with the rapid modification of hundreds of ancient 

musical traditions which is going on today, due to the `global village' effect. 120 The 

Balkan material studied by Bartok is itself a good illustration of this. Apart from the 

analogous cultural dynamics of the ancient and modem situations, diatony features in 

each case as an essential musical catalyst. 

3.43 As I see it, then, the Terpandrean tradition documents the Greek musical experience of 
the Neo-Assyrian period. The model presented in this chapter is reductive, of course, 

120 See especially Nettl (1985), 20, who distinguishes two broad levels of response, which give 

rise to a wide array of syncretic phenomena. "Modernization" is "the incidental movement of 

a system or its components in the direction of Western music and musical life, without, 

however, requiring major changes in those aspects of the non-Western tradition that are 

central and essential. " "Westernization" is "the substitution of central features of Western 

music for their non-Western analogues, often with the sacrifice of essential facets of the 

tradition". If one substitutes ̀ Oriental' and 'Orientalization', many of the cases surveyed by 

Nettl offer stimulating ways of thinking about musical change in the Greek Archaic period. 
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and pre-Orientalizing Greek music must have been more varied than it allows. The 

tradition of oral composition, to which the model is most relevant, was but one element 

of a larger musical culture; the Homeric art was but one subtradition of this, 
descending from a specialized development of the Mycenaean period. It is essential to 

remember, however, that the hexameter derives from the same matrix as the lyric 

metres of Lesbos, and this strongly supports the idea of a unified musical tradition 
transcending generic distinctions. Likewise, Bartok was able to identify universal pan- 
Slavic characteristics-the same limited range and non-resonant intonation which I 
have proposed as characteristic of the Hellenic tradition. The fundamental problem in 

understanding Homeric song is that we simply do not know what it sounded like, and 
never will. All the same, it is safe to say that Greek music as a whole in the Geometric 

period conformed, in the most general terms, to a `system' of its own which 
contrasted sharply with Near Eastern diatony, and that these disparate elements could 
form the basis of a lasting musical syncretism. Clearly, we cannot suppose that every 
expression of this musical culture followed the conventions of "four-voiced song". 
Yet oral composition was central to this tradition, being both its high art music and a 
key instrument of cultural preservation. The Ionic epic TiXvij was, besides, the 
preeminent art-music of the eighth century, and the &oiSot, as a professional class, 
would have been the principal adapters during a large-scale musical movement. 
Terpander's juxtaposition of hhrTaTbvca cpbpuryyt and TCTpäyTIpuv rotSäv thus brings 
into focus the principle musical forces involved in the melic revolution, and reveals two 
key elements of the Greco-Asiatic syncretism. 
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4.0 The Lyre of Orpheus: Palatial Music in the Bronze Age 

4.1 We now have a tolerably clear picture of the Terpäyrpuv &oiSäv which the Lesbian 

gleeman exhorted his audience to reject. Before considering the proposed 
Orientalizing syncretism of this music with the diatonic tradition of Assyria, there 

remains the chief obstacle to believing that Terpander-as a symbol for his 

time-could have ̀ invented' a 6rT&-rovoS gdpunyý: the heptachordal, and sometimes 

octachordal, instruments which decorated walls, tombs, and vases in the Mycenaean 

and Minoan palaces. 

4.2 The importation of specifically Mesopotamian cultural artifacts-and the exportation 
of Aegean ones-are best traced to either the Bronze Age or the Orientalizing period, 
the two times at which cultural contact between East and West was sufficiently intense 

and hospitable for such a transfer. One possibility might be to see the seven-stringed 
tunings of the Bronze Age as indicating early heptatonic inroads, while the three- and 
four-stringed instruments of the Dark Age show the continuation of the inherited 
Indo-European song style. The two coexisted, along with a, vMS-repertoire, various 
forms of ritual music, etc., in a larger musical culture, like the Vedic and Saman chants 
of ancient India (cf. 3.26). This was essentially Deubner's (1929) solution (cf. 3.6). 

4.3 But that picture does not take into account several factors which are impossible to 
dismiss. The transition from the Mycenaean period to the Dark Age, following the 

collapse of the palaces, was marked by a general decline of high culture. If one 
accepts the Dorian arrival to the Peloponnese at this time-a large-scale population 
movement remains the most widely accepted scenario on the basis of later dialect 
distribution, and Greek tradition itself'-this would also constitute a `reversion' to a 
more archaic-that is, pre-Orientalized-Hellenic culture throughout much of the 
Greek peninsula, just as the West Greek dialect group appears more conservative with 
respect to inherited Indo-European features? 

4.4 The usual view of the so-called Dark Age as a catastrophic interruption has recently 
been questioned, cultural continuity being stressed on the basis of persistent 

t Th. 1.12, cf. 5.112; Hdt. 8.73; the other ancient testimonia are collected by Hooker (1976), 

213-222. For the hypothesis that the Dorians were already present in the Peloponnese, see 
Chadwick (1976); Hooker (1976), 166-180. 

2 Hooker (1976), 163. 
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mercantile links .3 The archaeological record shows, besides palatial destruction, very 
little apparent discontinuity in Greek material culture, 4 and this suggests prima facie 

the mutual adaptation of immigrants and indigenous peoples. And yet, to judge from 

the case of Messenia, post-palatial Greece experienced a massive population decline, 

perhaps by as much as ninety percent in some regions. 5 There were also major 
demographic shifts, notably the Aeolic and Ionic migrations, probably in the wake of 
the Dorian movements. 6 Likewise, the dialectal diversity of the Classical and Archaic 

periods, as against the relative homogeneity of Mycenaean, may reflect the 
disappearance of a unifying political entity.? To some extent, however, this might be 

an illusion of the documents; with the exception of a few variant spellings, these are 

written in the dialect of the ruling class (see below), while significant regional 
differences would have gone unattested. 

4.5 Nevertheless, simultaneous continuity and interruption cooperate to give a realistic 
explanation of the musical issues. The fall of the palaces must have occasioned a 
decline in those areas which flourished under their protection, including the art music 
which underlies the palace paintings and the registry of lyre-players among the palace 
personnel at Thebes (cf. 5.7). Most people, of course, had always lived in a Dark Age, 
if this is defined as the lack of palace luxuries. From this perspective, clearly, there 
must have been significant cultural continuity. We may assume the survival, in 

various forms throughout Greece and the Aegean, of the ancestral Indo-European 

song tradition, 8 the very purpose of which was to guarantee such cultural continuity 
through the agency of deified Memory. The Slavic material, considered in the last 

chapter, shows that ancient traditions are most stubborn "in remote regions unaffected 
by international routes". 9 Thus the Arcadian dialect, with its Mycenaean affinities, 
survived in the inner Peloponnese, 10 and it was remembered that this race was 

3 See for example Morris (1992). 

4 See e. g. Chadwick (1956), 48. 

5 McDonald/Simpson (1972), 142f. 

6 See Hooker (1976), 163ff. 
7 Chadwick (1956). 
8 For the assumption of regional poetic traditions in the Dark Age, and their Indo-European 

basis, see West (1988). 

9 Wiora (1959). 183. 
10 Ruijgh (1961), 208. 
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autochthonous. 1' It was the strong musical conservatism of this region that attracted 
the young Aristoxenus (cf. 2.37). The same phenomenon of isolationism might be 

found in the oral composition in dactylic metre which survived long enough to provide 
inspiration to Theocritus in the third century B. C. (cf. 2.36). 

4.6 The fall of the palaces provides a plausible explanation for the disappearance of the 

seven-stringed lyre. The status of heptatonic music in the Greek Bronze Age could 
have been like that of Turkish melodies in the Balkans (cf. 3.40): a music of foreign 

inspiration, cultivated in cosmopolitan courts, and the property of a ruling class and its 

musicians. For the lyre is the only stringed instrument attested for the Mycenaeans, 

and was acquired, according to the common scholarly opinion, from the neighboring 
Minoans, whence it may be traced to Near Eastern archetypes. 12 

4.7 One might suppose that, after some centuries of practice, but still within the 
Mycenaean period, heptatonic music had made itself known beyond the palaces in 

various regions. The social position and mobility of the dcotSbs could have provided a 
musical link between palace and village, uniting the two worlds in a common 
performance culture. Yet the inherited tradition of oral composition will have held a 
more central position across both the popular and aristocratic strata of society, being 

the preeminent art music at the Greeks' appearance in the Aegean sphere. In either 
case, the lyre of few strings, with its "four-voiced song", may be interpreted as a 
`reversion' to an inherited musical substrate with its melodies of narrow scope and 
peculiar intonation, the primary function of which had been, since Indo-European 

times, to record what was worth remembering about the past for the people as a whole. 

4.8 Of course, the presence of a heptatonic koine in the Mycenaean courts would not have 

excluded the concurrent performance of this inherited epic song, just as we find 
Phemius, Demodocus, and Achilles in aristocratic settings singing KA a &vSpc v, the 
deeds of heroes. While some musicians were undoubtedly sequestered in the 
palaces-perhaps Minoan professionals, 13 or leisured experimenters whose music 
would not have been to the traditional taste of the wider populace-this cannot reflect 
Mycenaean musical life as a whole. Homer's portrayal of zotSot conforms with what 

11 Hdt. 8.73; X. Hell. 7.23 a irrois TraTpls TTEao1r6vvrlßos elrl, udvoi yap a *T6XOOVES 

Lv avTf o1K6TEv; Paus. 8.1.4-5; etc. 
12 E. g. West (1992), 49; Maas/Snyder (1989), 2f.; Duchesne-Guillemin (1967), 239; contrast 

Anderson (1994), 6. 

13 West (1992), 328. 
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is known of the Indo-European singer's social status. The "tribe of singers" ((Püaov 

o otScCv) was both exalted and popular, "for among all the people on the earth, singers 

are awarded honor and esteem" (Iräot yäcp &vOpc: )irototy irrnXOoviototy &otSol / Tipfis 

Iuuopoi Oat Kal alSoOs). '4 It is likely, then, that the Mycenaean ancestor of Aeolic and 

Ionic epic was cultivated in the palaces in more rarified form than other strains of the 

inherited tradition practiced regionally just as the Mycenaean dialect was that of the 

ruling class (see below and Appendix A). The carefully-depicted five-stringed instrument 

from Pylos (c. 1300)15 might then suggest the lyre's adaptation to inherited musical 

requirements well before the end of the period. It is impossible to know how 

faithfully Homer may preserve the memory of Mycenaean musical life. As Parry 

observed, the singers, though they appear in court scenes, seem not to belong to the 

household itself, but to the villages beyond. 16 There too, of course, they would 

command great respect, being, like Demodocus, "welcome to the people". The 

disappearance of the palaces will have changed the singer's performance context, and 
it may be that Homer is describing the situation as he himself knew it. A Balkan 

parallel is the singing of Slavic epic in the courts of the Moslem pashas, although in 

Mycenaean Greece the members of palace and village belonged to the same larger 

culture; a better analogy is the medieval Slavic minstrel, whose courtly status was 

ended by the Turkish conquest, not to reappear after they had been expelled. '? 

4.9 Already in the Mycenaean period, epic song was an ancient tradition, doubtless with 

same proportion of archaic features that we find, mutatis mutandis, in and after 
Homer. Dactylic rhythm in pre-hexametric form must have played some role, for the 
formulas fossilized in Homer are themselves often dactylic. 's For what it is worth, 

some sources attribute the hexameter to Orpheus, 19 and the Orphic verses are 

commonly in this metre. More tellingly, Homer preserves inherited Indo-European 

14 Hom. Od. 8.479ff. 

is See e. g. Anderson (1994), 13. 

16 pay (1987), 456: "Demodocus, like Phemius, does not seem to have been an actual 

member of the household in which we see him singing, but rather a member of the 

community who through his art has won a certain place in the life of the household, that is 

to say, there is no evidence that the singers in question were men whose sole concerns and 

means of livelihood was their song, or that they were attached exclusively to a single 

household"; cf. Lord (1962), 181-4. 
17 Lord (1960), 16. 

18 Horrocks (1997), 201ff. 

19 See Kern (1922), 31. 
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syntactical features, such as tmesis, which are already obsolescent in Linear B. 20 This 
lets us believe, as indeed we might expect, that the inherited Indo-European practice of 
singing iia ävSpcav was not in the Bronze Age merely "welcome to the people" but, 

due to its great antiquity, occupied a position of honor in the palaces alongside any 
more cosmopolitan form of entertainment. 

4.10 At the same time, however, one may suppose that the palatial environment, with its 

abundance of leisure for the musical and foreign ideas for the inquisitive, would have 

engendered a certain amount of cultivated musical thought distinct from the interests 

of the traditional dcoiSbs. This could have included, but of course not been limited to, 

current Near Eastern ideas. The Minoans are an important factor here, for the 
Mycenaeans may have received such Asian material in filtered form and not directly. 
One must also allow for the Minoans' own contributions, and Mycenaean innovation. 
Clearly, then, any Mesopotamian musical ideas which may have reached the 
Mycenaeans would have had a substantially different appearance than those adopted 
in the Orientalizing period. At the same time, since the cuneiform texts show 
significant musical continuity over this period, it is possible that Mycenaean musical 
thought, could it be recovered, might resonate with that of the Archaic period. 

4.11 Could any of this have survived the collapse of the palaces? After all, writing, which I 
have invoked as a parallel to the adaptation of Asian heptatony, disappeared without a 
trace except in Cyprus (cf. 2.7,2.10). Yet different fates awaited literacy and lyre. 
Whereas seven-stringed tunings were lost with Linear B, the lyre itself endured. 
Homer considered the instrument standard equipment for every &OL86s, which shows 
that this had been true for generations. Indeed, the lyre must have been the epic 
singer's tool from the palatial period, since the instruments of the Archaic and 
Classical periods descend more clearly from Minoan and Mycenaean archetypes than 
Near Eastern designs current in the time of Terpander. 21 We have seen, besides, how 
the Mycenaean association of lyre with birdsong persisted into the Archaic period (cf. 
3.31). Clearly, then, the lyre, if it had ever been restricted to the palaces, had already in 
the Mycenaean period entered the Greek musical tradition generally. 

4.12 Consequently, heptatonic music must not in fact have achieved the same popular 
dispersion in the Mycenaean period as the lyre itself. Thus, even in those areas most 
directly heir to Mycenaean poetic lore, such as Lesbos and Ionia, it is essentially the 

20 Horrocks (1980); (1997), 201ff.; West (1988), 156. 

21 See West (1992), 49f. 
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Indo-European art-admittedly somewhat Orientalized itself-which was pursued 

through the Dark Age and down to Homer, to the exclusion of heptatony. One cannot 

merely draw a distinction between classical and popular music, since `popular' is 

misleading in reference to the ancestral song tradition, which in its own right had a 

very high cultural status. It is a case rather of two independent traditions of art music, 

one with and one without the general support of the people. An important principle 

emerges: the lyre must be regarded as separable from and subject to different laws of 
dispersion than the styles of music for which it may be used, just as Terpander could 
later adapt the now-traditional Homeric pbpuryg to his `new' heptatony. 

4.13 At the same time, despite the disappearance of palatial heptatony, it is from these same 

areas that any memory of Mycenaean musical lore is likely to emerge. If this scenario 

seems implausible, consider the abundance of scenes in Homer which feature 

seemingly Mycenaean court music. Whether accurate or anachronistic, the 

recollection of professional trivia-a predilection still seen in the historical material 
collected by the fourth-century musicologists-provides the necessary condition for at 
least some continuous memory. For music and musicians would naturally have been 

a favorite topic of the singers, acquiring in time a legendary character, like the 

archetypal guslar who takes his place among other heroic figures of South Slavic 

epic. 22 

4.14 The most probable area of survival concerns the language and concepts of harmony, 

which in later Greek sources is ubiquitously allied to music. &puovia as "tuning" is 

not securely attested until the late sixth century by Lasus of Henmione, 23 although it 

probably appears a century earlier in a fragment of Sappho. 24 Yet the involvement of 

22 See Foley (1999), 55. 
23 Lasus fr. 1 (PMG 702): AäuaTpa uAtrw Kdpav TE KAvuivot' äAoXov / 

icatßbav vuvov ävayviwv / 'AtoAiS' ap ßapvPpouov 61puoviav ("Demeter I sing 

and the maiden bride of Clymenos, / raising a honey-voiced hymn I in the deep-rumbling 

Aeolian harmonia"); the next attestations are Pi. N. 4.45: AvSioc ßvv &puovia, cf. fr. 

140b2; Pratin. fr. 5b. 3 (PMG 712): AloatS &ppovfa; Ion of Chios fr. 32 (West). 
24 Sapph. fr. 70.9-11 (Voigt): ]api. ovtas LS, [ / ]aOnv Xbpov. &a[ /] LSJC A[yrla, where 

Xöpov and especially Aiyrla provide the context, as against the wedding of Harmonia; cf. 
Hom. 11.18.569: c6putyyt NtyE[TI, etc.; Sapph. fr. 103.6-9 (Voigt): 6JLlrTrjoT' &otSat 

cppt6w[ ... ]av. [/ ]tajatotaa Aryvpav [&ol]Sav, / y6c]i4 pov. aaapot tyi&tpj 

1. vjuaAttjK[ / Im p63atai<v> 9eu4tvja avpa; Stesich. 278 PMGF: ccyE Movoa Myrn' 

... 
/... g68yyouhva avpat. 
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harmonic language-that is, derivatives of Proto-Indo-European *ar-, "to fit or 

join"-in the concepts of music was considerably more ancient. Harmony is 

recognized as apposite to the intellectual and verbal process by both Homer and 

Hesiod, u and the name Homer itself is a probable derivative, understandable in light 

of the `builder of words', a celebrated Indo-European conceit. 26 The harmony of 

poetics was elaborated throughout the Classical and Hellenistic periods, particularly 
by the school of `euphonists'. 27 But the application of harmonic language to the 

tonal aspect of music specifically derives from the actual construction of the lyre 

which, like the bow, is an example of physical harmony 28 Thus the two devices are 

paired by Heraclitus: 

ov ývvtäoLv öKc)S Stac(PEp6uEVOV kWUTc) ýU iq pETa1" TrccdivTpolroS29 xpuovirI 

8KG, )OTTEp T6 OU Kai ÄVpqS 30 

They do not understand how that which diverges converges on itself: for harmonia is 

turning-back-around, like that of bow and lyre. 

4.15 But the paradigmatic association of bow and lyre was already traditional by the late 

sixth century, being firmly entrenched in Greek epic. Odysseus, stringing his bow, is 

u There is the epic word &pTiEmjc, "fitting of word" (cf. Sanskrit rtävat, "speaking truth"), 

as well as Hom. Od. 4.777: u09ov. 6 Sfi Kai iräaty kvl ? proly f papEv rju'ty ("A plan 

which was suitable to all our minds"). Cf. Epich. fr. 250 CGF: väcE Kal ufuvao' 

x1TIQTEIV' LpOpa TaOTa TäV cppEVC)V. 

26 Nagy (1979), 297-300. 
27 Janko (2000), 165-89, etc. Cf. schol. a ad Ar. Eq. 533: Kai y&p &puov(av Myoucv 

TT V TC)V 1TOtT1u6(TWV QÜVOEQIV. 

28 See Kirk (1954), 207ff. 

29 The variant iraX(vTOVOS has been adopted by most editors. iraXivTpoiros is, however, 

the difcilior lectio: since 1raMvrovos is a common Homeric epithet for the bow, and 

since Heraclitus' examples are both stringed instruments, the substitution of -TOVOS for 

-Tpolroc is predictable. Yet the harmonic principle is exhibited in many other devices, a 

situation better suited to the more general -Tponos. For the textual issue see Kirk (1954), 

207f. and Kirk/Raven/Schofield (1983), 192 n. 1 with further literature, supporting 

TraA(vrovoS. Diogenes Laertius 9.7, who summarizes the Heraclitean position as St& 

TA S ivcivTtoTpomýS ipudoOai Tic 6v-ra ("the things which are have been harmonized 

through `opposite turning"'), has not been given sufficient weight. See also 6.32. 

30 Heraclit. fr. 22851 D-K. 
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compared to a citharist putting on a new string. 31 There is also the epic formulaic 

language which describes the domain of Apollo as "the Ki6apts and angled bow" 32 

In all likelihood the conceptual link between the hunting and the musical bow dates to 

the invention of the one from the other-which came first is still debated by 

organologists, but the bow at least was already extremely ancient at the time of Indo- 

European unity 33 In fact, bow and lyre are anatomically akin in Greek vocabulary, 

sharing myXELS or rdpaTa, luyöv and string. 34 As simple as it is ingenious, the bow is 

a sort of mechanical riddle, a an ua worthy of Apollo as god of divination35-and as 

31 Hom. Od. 21.406-11. 

32 H. Ap. 131: c1 not K(Oap(S TE p(Agq Kai KaPiTÜAa Tö at; and h. Merc. 515 K(Oaptv 

Karl Ka . nn rXa Tö a; cf. Call. Ap. 18f.: Ell(pTj jj Kal 'TÖVTOS. 8TE KAE(oußty &OiBO( / 

fi KiGapty fi T6 a, AUKWpioS 9VTEoc (Doi3ou ("The sea too is silent, when singers 

celebrate either the cithara or bow, the weapons of Lycoreian Phoebus"), 43f.; Hor. Od. 

2.10.18ff.: quondam cithara tacentem / suscitat Musam, neque semper arcum / tendit 

Apollo. 

33 One Greek tradition holds that Apollo invented the lyre after hearing the tuneful twang of 
his (or his sister's) bowstring (ps: Censor. de Mus. 6.610.8ff. ). Generally speaking, the 

bow seems to have been regarded as the more fundamental example of harmony; cf. 

Philodem. Poem. 1.93.19-24 (Danko): KcXOälTCp yäp kv ap[y]üvcJ, [kTi] 1iäAaov R 

K& V T() Pk; ). oliSEut' ILcj[T]LaJt 6pjioy T[o1S] ÖAots ij ii [SO]KLEJ[l oUyK6ÄXTl]Qtc 

Kal g[v]c wotS äLKJ[oXov9Eiv] ("just as in an instrument, and still more so in the bow as 

well, there will be no harmony for wholes whereby cohesion and unity does not seem to 
follow"). 

34 In the bow, the 1MXuc is the center piece which holds together the K paTa (Hom. Il. 

11.375,13.583, Od. 21.419). In the lyre it is usually the Cuydv which joins the K pcZTa, 

but it is also called a TMXuc (Ath. 14.637d = Artemo Cass. FHG 4 p. 342 fr. 12). 

Conversely, there is no problem in seeing the centerpiece of the composite bow as a tvybv 

in function if not in name. 
35 The bow is in fact a frequent shamanic totem: Eliade (1958), 104; cf. (1951), 174f. It is 

emblematic of the pursuit of knowledge in Rgveda 1.84.16,9.96.1,10.42.1,10.87.4, and 

there is an extended metaphor in the Mundaka-upani; ad (2.3.4) reminiscent of the chariot 

parables. 
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the harmonic god par excellence, whose allotment included KCOa pts Kal Ka unrvaa 
T6ýa. 36 

4.16 Although the Heraclitean pairing with bow naturally leads one to expect that the 

apuovia of the lyre has to do with string tension-as does the variant 

TraaivTovos-clearly girl Sl ýuybv npapcv äuq)oTv in the Hymn to Hermes (cf. 2.23) 

refers to something more. " Harmonizing the instrument's arms with a yoke 

establishes a closed, circular relationship among the instrument's various parts; the 

same is true of the bow's mýxvs, and both acts are described in epic language by the 
harmonic verb ä papiwKw. 38 This taut frame transmits the vibration of the strings is 

transmitted to the resonator, reinforcing their voices like the sounding board of a 

piano. 39 The lower ends of the lyre's arms are held in place by means of cowskin 
tightly stretched over the tortoiseshell resonator-a process which Sophocles 

36 Pi. P. 8.67f.: GJvaý. kK6VTl b' EIxOIlal v6cp / Ka T& TlV' dcpuoviav pX irEtV ("0 

Lord Apollo, I pray with willing mind look in accord with a certain harmony"). As Plato 

tells us (Cra. 404e-405d), "this god is in charge of harmony" (kTnaraTEº S& ovroS 6 

OE6S Tij &puovia), a four-fold domain comprising i. ouattc6. TOguot. 11aUTttct't. and 
laTpu a; Apollo's harmonic nature is emphasized by repeated wordplay: ov yip ¬QTty 

ÖTt äv uäAAov övotta fjpuoocv ("for there is no name which would have 'fit' better"); 

t: üäpuoaTOV iv ovv (Sc. Tb övopac] ("in fact the name ̀ fits' quite well"). For a similar 
division of his domain, cf. h. Ap. 13 1f. (cited in 5.6); Call. Ap. 42-6; D. S. 5.74.5. 

37 H. Merc. 50. 

38 Horn. Il. 4.110 of Pandarus' bow: Kecl Tä pi: v [sc. Kipa] äo ojoac Kepaoýöoc Apape 

T KTcav ("And working the horns the bowyer joined them"); cf. Anth. Pal. 6.113.3 

(Simmias): KEpa hoc fjpuooe T KTG)V. of a lyre's body; H. Merc. 50: Kacl mjXsLS 

v OfK. 6 TI Si~ ýuybv fjpapev &upoºv ("and he put in the arms, and fitted a yoke on 
both"). It is tempting to find the harmonic lyre attested in Archil. fr. 54.17 (West), 

connecting ] tiocca. [ (line 17) with Xvpgv in line 11; but the traces to the left yield, 

according to West's apparatus, K. X, or v, and the separation is perhaps too great. 
39 This aspect of the instrument's construction is attested by ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.42: el 

nArlycionc Tf c vthTrls ... Ovu(3a1vE1 TbV ývybv KtveioOaI, ovOty äv EYn 
OavuaOTdv. K1VrlO VTOc Si: IraOQS TäS XOPSäs OUYKIVElOBQI Ka T1V' irjXov iroteiv 

OJK äAoyov ("If, when [sc. the string] vliTi is struck, the yoke happens to move also, it 

would not be strange. And when it moves, it is not unreasonable that all the strings move 

with it and make some sound/resonance [ijxov]"). See also Gombosi (1944), 170. 
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described with the verb KaOapI 6w 40 Thus the various relationships between the 

lyre's parts are seen as &puoviat, while the finished instrument, taken as a whole, is 

also a 6cpuovia"41 Thus, according to Plutarch, there were those who tried to explain 

the relationships between tortoise-shell, yoke, and tuning pegs in terms of the 

consonant ratios, "whereas that harmony must be sought in the lyre's musical 

tones" 42 

4.17 But of course the strings, once strung between the yoke and tailpiece, also take part in 

the instrument's harmony, exerting their influence on the other parts of the whole 

system. The proper adjustment of a string, each of which was its own apuovia 43 

becomes in a sense a further stage of construction, and the tuning which ultimately 

results is quite literally equivalent to the overall harmony of the instrument. Provided 

that all the strings have been set at the desired pitches-whatever these may be-every 

tuning may be considered a apuovla. Consider the important definitions compiled in 

the Suda: 

ääpuov(av: Tb "EÜ Kal k1TtaTaI hVWs" ETvat Tfiv vEVpäv kV ToiS Kpoüuaat TC)v 
¢cIc TG, )V. ' ÖTI h &ppovta hTty(VETaL TOºS t pIiOO VOtS" SET yäp ETVat TäS 

XopSäS, ETTa TOL[COSE i1TITaOf vat, Kai O*TwS iiriyevt<oOat rv apuov(av. oV 

40 S. Ichn. 346 (Maltese): KaO p[plo[ac. The text here is badly damaged, but the context 

makes it clear that cow-skin is involved. 

41 Cf. S. fr. 244.1 TrGF: Srlyv is dcpuovlav XopSoTövou Mipas ("breaking the harmony 

of the lyre"); Anth. Pal. 2.126f. (Christodorus): ) pris ... &puovlnv; also 6.113.3 

Kzpaoýöoc ijpuooe T&Twv, noting that the description is equally suited to a bow. 

There is often an ambiguity between the physical harmony of the instrument and the tuning 

of its strings, which illustrates how the tuning is the sum total of the instrument's 

harmony. 

42 Plut. De anim procr. 1030b: 6 TOYS lTLTpITOVS Kal hilLOXtous Kal SlirAaoious 

)1 your ýTIT&v kv T luyc TfiS %Üpas Kal Ti XEXC VtI Kal TOTS KOX &ßOls 

YEW 6S tOTI (SE1 
... Tl)v U #uovlav kKEIVf1V kTrl TCaV ce6yyWV OEWpElv). 

43 The physical rather than musical harmony of strings is implicit or explicit in the bow-lyre 

material; cf. D. S. 3.59.5: TnS KtOäpas kKprlt;, at TaS XOp861S Kal Ttjv EiJprluivrly 

&puoviav (avioai ("[sc. Apollo] broke the strings of the cithara and banished the 

6ppovia he had discovered"); Anth. Pal. 9.584.8 (Anon. ); Suda s. v. &ppoviav, cited 

below. 

44 This much is found in schol. ad Ar. Eq. 994: ä ppoviav: ol uovatKO1 tcocaovot Tb Eü 

Kal iTrtaTautvcas d'vact Tits vt: vpäS LV TOTS Kpovµctot TC)v ttlu&TCav, noting the 

plural T&S vevp&c versus nv vwVp&v in the Suda. 
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116EXETaI BE TOTS 1 Puoauivo1S, 6CXa' 91rETat o(TwS i`Xovaa, CBS äv fXn Tä 

i puoauiva 45 ¬QTI Si &puovia avu(pt, )via T4Zv xopSiav. 

bcpuov[a: when the string is well- and knowledgeably-tuned in the instrumental 

accompaniment of songs. [sc. And note] that harmonia supervenes (kTr yivcTat) on things 

that have been harmonized (roil h puoouivotc); for there must be strings, and then these 

must be tuned in such-and-such a way, and thus the harmonia supervenes. And the 

harmonia is not in conflict with its harmonized components (Tors rjpuoauivotc), but 

follows upon them; and whatever the nature of the harmonized components, such is the 

nature of the harmonia. And harmonia is also the consonance (auu(pcavia) of strings. 

The synonymy of 6cpuovia and Qvupwvia is usually dominant in Classical sources, as 
epitomized by Plato's formulation h y&p &ppovla avupwvia to-Tiv 46 Here, however, 
it appears as a secondary layer, as though reflecting a bifurcation in the history of lyre 
tuning, with the resonant diatonic method usurping an older vocabulary. The 

astonishing dactylic definition of c puovia as Tb "Ev Kal k7rtaTaubwS" Elvaº ThV 
vevpäv, and its suggestion of an oral technical vocabulary, is considered in the next 
chapter (5.16-19). 

4.18 The complex totality of harmonic language as applied to the lyre and its tunings is 

well be illustrated by Knights 531-533, where Aristophanes portrays Cratinus, once 
the darling of the Old Comedy stage, as drunken and discarded like a worn-out 
cithara: 

45 This extract comes from Phlp. in de An. 142.6-16 (Hayduck). 

46 Pl. Smp. 187b; cf. Ion of Chios fr. 32.2 (West): -r&S ßvu(pwvovaaS &puovias 

Tp16SoUS; Hp. Vict. 1.8: äppovirls bpOfc, kXovßrls ovupcoviac TpETS ... nv R 14h 
)(0 gis äpuov(ns u7l6i avu(pwva Tis ßapia TO aiv 6Eiot yivnTai K. T. A.; 1.18, 

cited in 2.25; Pl. Cra. 405c: Ttjv kV Try (ýSi trpuov(av. f Sj avupwv(a KaAEtTal; 
Resp. 4.430e: ovupcaviac Ttvl Kal d ppov(ac; 10.616b: &ppoviav ovupwvEiv; Phlb. 
56a; 'Plato' ap. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1138d: &piiov(av 

... Ttjv alTiav TfS lrpbs 
äcAArlXa iý xvopoiwv avupwv(a; Arist. Cael. 2.9.290b12ff.; Plut. Inst. lac. 238b, 

cited in 2.39; De E Delph. 389d: T6 yäp nAEºaTOV ... Ipyov &ppovu d's TrEp1 Täs 
ovNpwviac LaT(v; cf. De anim. procr. 1030b; Theo Sm. 47.1-3; Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 

49.7; Iamb. in Nic. 118.21f. (Pistelli): TG. v Ka9' &puoviav au c viCiv; 119.18f.: Tä 

KaT& Iiovoiid v iv 6tpuovia avupwva y(vETa1; Aristid. Quint. 3.23 (125.15ff. ): 
A yw R &puOVIK6V jAv X6yov Tbv ... SgAovvTa KaT61 avupwviav; ps. -Censor. 
de Mus. 6.609.7 harmonia est consonantia. 
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vUVt S' ÜIEls QÜTÖV bpGJVTES irc1pa%UjpOVVT' OVK kXE£TT£ 

iKTTITTTOU(3C)V TCJV 1X KTpC. )V Kai TOO TÖVOU OVKfT' LVÖVTOS 

TC., V 0' däpuovLwv bLaxcxaKOuaCv 47 

But now you feel no pity when you see him mumbling to himself, 

His pegs popping out and all out of tune, 

And his joints (harmoniai) all gaping at the seams. 

The primary reference of apuoviat here is clearly to the body, rather than strings, of 

the instrument. The word is attested in many physical contexts (see below), and we 

learn from a scholiast and elsewhere that both # uovia and T6voS could be used of the 

connections in a bed-frame (cf. 6.6) 48 The cithara differed from the tortoiseshell lyre 

in having a resonator made entirely from wood, and doubtless involved a certain 

amount of mortise-and-tenon joinery. This, in addition to the further harmony of 

arms and crossbar, explains the use of the plural 6xppov«v. But the contribution of 

the properly tuned string to the overall appovia of the instrument is acknowledged by 

TOO T6VOU OVK iv6VTOc. Coming as it does after this phrase. äpuov«v SIaXaoKOUoZv 

suggests that the final musical tunings (apuoviat) are less precise than they should be, 

or once were 49 

4.19 The survival of the Mycenaean lyre finds a number of specifically harmonic parallels. 
As shown in Appendix A, the words #uovicc and äpudýcw, so common in later Greek, 

derive from the Mycenaean word a-mo (äpuo), "joined thing/wheel"; the vocalization 
of the sonant nasal n as -o- (<*arhmn) is one of the phonetic peculiarities that mark 
Mycenaean as a dialect apart-specifically that of the ruling elite. Since these forms 

appear throughout the later dialects, and so must be explained as a universal 
inheritance from the period of Mycenaean cultural koine, surviving in connection with 

palatial high-technologies which, like the lyre, endured beyond the palaces themselves. 
Chariot-building was one of these; but as productive as *ap- was in the language of 

47 Ar. Eq. 531ff. 
48 Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 532b: Ka TOO Tövov oJKiT' tvdvTOS" &KOXovOws uETCI Thv 

i Atv rv iivgp6VEUQE TOO T6vou. T6vos yap Tic TG)V Kpappdr wv oXoivia; schol. 

ad 533a: apuovia SA yoiiev Ta oviTrnoa6 va TC. V Kpa 13&TCwv uipn, replicated 

in the Suda s. v. &puovlcxv. 

49 A similar multivalence of physical and musical meaning may be present in S fr. 244.1 and 
D. S. 3.59.5, cited above.. 
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the tablets, most of the Mycenaean chariotry terms are not found in Homer; so 

conversely, 6cpuovi x and apuoCw are found in many construction contexts which had 

their Bronze Age equivalents, but are not so attested in Linear B. So &puovia1, used 

by Homer of the connections between ship-timbers, sl describe the mortise-and-tenon 
joints used in Greek hulls continuously from the Bronze age 52 The mythological 
joiner Harmonides, while generally handy, is best remembered as having built Paris' 

vessel; 53 Plutarch postulates that he was so named because "no work needs harmony 

as much as does a ship" 54 The complementary join of these appoviat nicely 

exemplifies the reciprocity which the pre-Socratics always associate with the 

word-attested already in the Homeric use for a mutually-binding agreement between 

two warriors 55 

4.20 Forms of &papiQKw (< *ap-) and 6pu6ýw are common in Homer to describe intricate 

joinery of various types, prime examples of the SaiSaaa discussed by Morris (1992) 

as emblematic of Bronze Age technical achievements, and known to the legendary 

joiner Harmonides. 56 These words are conspicuous in formulas for sophisticated 

armor and weaponry, 57 embedded in arming-scenes whose thematic stability indicates 

50 Heubeck (1961), 169f. 
51 Hom. Od. 5.247f., 361f.; cf. Pl. Resp. 10.616c: Tbc vnoCCJIlaTa TCVV Tpu' pc v, of the 

understructure of triremes, used as a simile in the context of cosmic harmony. 

52 Morrison/Coates (1986), 184f. 

53 Hom. 11.5.60ff. 

54 Plut. fr. 110: ovSW yip ovTwS &puovias SeºTat TC)v Ipywv, cws va0s. 
55 Hom. Ii. 22.254f.: draw &ys SEVpo 6EOVS Trt&: hucBa" TOI yacp äcptaTOt / uäpTVpot 

i`aaovTat Kal 1': Tr(QKOTrot &puovtäwv: ("But come, let us give our gods on it; for they 

will be / the best witnesses and overseers of harmoniaC'); cf. 11.23.712f. where harmonic 

language is used of rafters: c: O'T' 1GIE(ßOVTES. TOYS TE KAuTÖS flpapE TiKTGJV / 

Sc wuaToc irYriaoio, ß(as d viuwv äAEE(vwv ("Like rafters [literally "interchangers"], 

which a renowned builder joins for a lofty house, a defense against the violence of winds"); 

the formula f papE Oup6v kSwSi (Od. 5.95 and 14.111) describes "matching" one's 

appetite with the right amount of eating. See also Il. 16.214f. 

56 Hom. I1.5.60f.: 'Api ov(SEw, ös XEpo1v tn(OTaTO Sa(SaAac TrävTa / TEiºXEIV. 

57 Of greaves fitted with ankle-pieces, Horn. H. 3.331,11.18,16.132,18.459,19.370; of 
helmets closely fitted to the skull, Il. 13.188,18.611, Od. 22.102; of a "joined" corselet, 

Il. 3.333; of a shield "fitted" with two rods, Il. 13.407; of a spear or whip which fits the 

hand perfectly, Ii. 19.396, Od. 17.4; of a well-joined ax Od. 5.236. 
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an origin deep within the tradition S8 We also find harmonic language in descriptions 

of fortifications-city walls `articulated' by gates or towers, 59 or the construction of 

gates themselves60-and stonework continued to be so understood throughout the 

Classical period and beyond. 61 A prominent example of this TbrroS is the harmonic 

construction of Thebes, the historical seven gates of which were preserved in epic 

memory62-after all they were still there to be seen63-and which served as the model 

58 These arming scenes include 11.3.330-9,11.20-45,16.135-9. For Serbo-Croatian parallels 

see Lord (1980), 89-93. 

59 Horn. Il. 15.737: 1rALS Trvpyots drpacpvia ("A city `fitted' with towers"); Od. 7.44f. of 

the Phaeacian city: T£IXEa uaKp61 / VJYTJ . QKOX6Tr£OOIv äprlpöTa, Oatvita 1SiaOat 

("Walls, great and high, `joined' with look-out posts, a wonder to see"). Hes. Sc. 271f.: 

Xpvaeiat Si JIM ETXov vTrepOvpiotS 6pacpviai / firT& mrAw ("And seven gates of gold 

held it, `harmonized' at the lintels"); cf. Parm. fr. 28B 1.11-20 D-K: i`vOa TrAac t NvKTds 

TE Kal 'HpaTös slot KEÄEVOWV ... Tal St OupiTpwv / X& OP' äxavýs Troinaav 

&va=61pcvat TroauXäAKouS / äýovas kv ovpty;, ty &tiotßaSbv E1MýaOat / 

yßupots Kai Trcpövnoiv äprlpöTE (`"There the gates are of the paths of Night and 

Day ... The doors, / Harmonized with dowels and with hasps, / Flying open made a 

gaping gap, and swung in turn the / Greatly-brazen axles in their slots"); also Hom. 11. 

23.712f. of rafters, cited above. 
60 Hom. 11.7.339,7.438,9.475,12.454-6,18.275,21.535,24.318: 0 KAnis' d paptria; 

Od. 2.344,21.236,21.382,22.128,22.155,22.258,22.275,23.42. At 11.12.134 

Polypoetes and Leonteus are compared to oaks fitted with great roots (ptýtlaty 

ueyä ar 
. lot ... äpap via i) as they defend the city; the image is clarified by Hes. Th. 

811f. which describes "gates equipped with roots" (mrAat Kai xäAKCoc oiSbs / ... 
riCnoI ... äpnpcs). 

61 Hdt. 1.163: TOOTO St [sc. T6 TE7XOS] Träv AiOwv tIEyäAuwv Kai ev ovvap1toauivcav; 

E. IA 1212: ductpTEiV uo1 triTpaS; D. S. 2.8.2; Paus. 8.8.8,9.33.7; Suda s. v. 
d: ppovlav. 

62 Hom. 11.4.406, Od. 11.263f.; Hes. Op. 162; [Hes. ] Sc. 49; Nonn. D. 8.52,25.11,31.159, 

etc.; also ktrTa mrX- Hes. Sc. 272, Nonn. D. 5.68. The epithet imparts an epic flavor in 

many lyric and tragic passages: Pi. P. 3.90,8.39,9.80,11.11, N. 4.19,9.18; 1.1.66, 

8.15a; frr. 94b60,169a47 (S-M); B. 19.47; A. Th. 165; S. Ant. 101,119; E. 1fF 543, 

782, Ph. 79; cf. Opp. Cyn. 3.452. 

63 Paus. 9.8.4: Onßalotc U kv Tc irtptßbXW TOO &pXa[OV TedXOUc hitT& &ptOubv 

>rjaav mºaat. pivouot St Kal is h i`TI ("In the periphery of the ancient wall at Thebes 

there were seven gates in number, and they remain still even in our times"). 
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for the peaceful city in the Shield of Heracles M Following the episode of war, the 

city's patroness Harmonia is inevitably suggested 65 This clearly illustrates the path 
taken by the epic TýXvrt from the Mycenaean mainland, through the Aeolic migration 

eastwards, and ultimately reaching the Ionian singers. 

4.21 Hesiod is said to have treated the myth of Amphion's founding of Thebes through the 

power of his cithara. 66 A prominent detail in later treatments of this myth is the 

correlation of the seven gates with the instrument's seven strings. It is not stated that 
Hesiod specified a seven-stringed lyre, and though this seems a probable and attractive 
assumption, it is in fact a difficult crux if one accepts the arguments for a new 
heptatonic music in the Orientalizing period, and if the episode is correctly attributed 
to Hesiod. Was the one-to-one association of gate and string was as traditional as the 
epic theme of seven-gated Thebes. If, however, Hesiod has added the detail of the lyre 
to the foundation myth, why should he do so if the seven gates could not be correlated 
with seven strings? The alternative, that the lyre-building detail was traditional, but 
there was no correlation between number of gates and strings, is the most difficult to 
accept. Consequently, the poet either revitalized the myth with knowledge of the new 
heptatonic music-thus attesting a pre-Terpandrean awareness of the seven-stringed 
lyre-or inherited directly the memory of Mycenaean heptatony; it is, after all, from 
Thebes that the word lyre-player is now attested (cf. 5.7). But perhaps it is simplest to 
suppose that the episode-whose authenticity was questioned in antiquity67-was 
falsely ascribed to Hesiod, occurring in the later Catalogue of Women, and that the 
correlation of seven gates with seven strings was made by an anonymous melic poet 
after the heptatonic lyre had become firmly established in the seventh century. 

4.22 And yet the persistence of Bronze Age harmonic ideas in poetic contexts is suggested 
by the verb &pap(aKC , principally poetic in later Greek as against the more prosaic 

64 [Hes. ] Sc. 271f.: xpvactat Si utv r; TXov vir:: pOvpiots äpapviat / knT& miAat ("And 

seven gates of gold held it, 'harmonized' at the lintels"). 
65 For seven-gated Thebes as the city of Harmonia, Pi. P. 3.90f.: Kal kV i rrTam1)ots 

/... O>'jßats, 6ir60' 'Apuoviav yäuev ßoC. irty ("and in seven-gated Thebes ... 
when [sc. Cadmus] married cow-eyed Harmonia"). 

66 Hes. fr. 182 (M-W): 1repl ZAeov Kal 'Aup(ovos laTOpovaty W01 1-c Kal 'HatoSos, 
OTt Kteäcpq Tb TEIXOc Tf E)APrIs LTEL <loav. 

67 Hes. fr. 183 (M-W) = Ael. VH 12.36 &oiicaoty of &pXatot vni: p TOO &ptOuov TG3v 
gis Nt6ß nai3wv ph avvcSety xAA Aots ... 'HotoSos U Lvv&a Kal SiKa. El uh 
äpct 6K clalv'Ho16Sou Tic Imp. 
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apubýw (though this too is found in poetry). Also in a poetic vein is the curious form 

ßfTäpuovEs ("step-joiners") 68 The lack of aspiration-i. e., not the expected 

*ßnOäppovES (see Appendix A)-indicates that the compound was either formed within 

the Mycenaean period, 69 or was very late with Ionic psilosis; but the vocalization -o- 

supports a Mycenaean origin. This word describes the Phaeacian dancers who circle 

around Demodocus as he sings the lay of Ares and Aphrodite-the Hesiodic parents 

of Harmonia70-and is probably to be explained by the hand-on-wrist circle dance 

that is the most commonly depicted type in Geometric vase painting, and which 

continues through the Archaic period. 7' In Homer's description-"they danced, 

holding their hands on each other's wrists (C; )pXEÜVT', äXAi Acav inl Kapn(ý XETpcic 

JXovTES)72 we see the reciprocity proper to harmony, and there are parallels for 

`harmonic' foot-work in military and other contexts from Homer onwards? 3 That the 

verse recurs nearly verbatim in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo to describe Aphrodite's 

circle-including Harmonia-as they dance around the harmonic god Apollo while he 

plays the lyre, 74 suggests the existence of a traditional harmonic Tölros of which this 

and the Song of Demodocus are merely two extant exemplars. If this is right, then 

Homer used ßnTCCppovEs knowing its harmonic significance; and if the word is in fact 

68 Hom. Od. 8.250. 

69 See Heubeck/West/Hainsworth (1988), ad loc. 

70 Hes. Th. 933-937. Burkert (1960) provides a good overview of prior scholarship on the 

Song of Demodocus. 

71 See Prudhommeau (1965), plates 53,536,830,831,833,836,838; Wegner (1968), plates 

lb, 2b, 6d; Webster (1970), 5f. with plates 1 and 4. 

72 Horn. 11.18.594. 

73 Hom. It. 16.211-217: OTIXFS &pOcv ... / wS S' &Te Toixov zvf p xp6cpn ITMV0TOI 

afeotot / SwuaTOS vygXo o, ßfas &viucav &XEFivcav / cS &papov K6puOic TE 

Ka1 &oTr[SES 6upaX6Eoaat. / &on1S äp' &oir(S' IpetSc. K6pvS Kbpvv. &vipa S' 

hvAp" / tyaoov S' hTrlr6KOuot KdpvOEs XauTrpoiot p&Aotat /V U6Vrwv. 635 

Trvtcvol iq oTaoav ä XX Aotat (`"Their ranks were joined ... / And as when a man 

joins the wall of a high building with / Close-set stones, shutting out the violence of the 

winds / Thus they joined helmets and bossed shields, / Setting shield on shield, helmet on 

helmet, and man on man. / And the horsehair helmets touched with the shining crests as the 

/ Men inclined forwards: so closely did they stand upon each other"); cf. 12.105: of S' keel 

äAA Aous äcpacpov TUKTi of ß&oat; S. OC 197f. (Lloyd-Jones): iv f ouXact- /c 

ýäau ß&aty Scpuooat; Anth. Pal. 7.431.3f. ([Simonidesj): rroSbs YXvus TrpäTOV / 

6Cpu6aausv. 

74 H. Ap. 182ff., verse at 196. 
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of Mycenaean antiquity, the language and ideas of harmony enjoyed an unbroken line 

of poetic development down into the Archaic period. 

4.23 The survival of äpaptaKw in poetic usage and its severance from the more prosaic 

bcpudýw may serve as a linguistic paradigm for this preservation of Mycenaean 

harmonic technology, for the presumed use of harmonic language in technical musical 

contexts, and for metaphorical ideas of harmony retained in the memory of the aotSÖs. 

Indeed, it is likely that this mode of thought derives from a specifically Indo-European 

conception of cosmic Order. 75 In broad terms, we might see the Aeolic and Ionic epic 

singers, with the mission of preserving the stories and lore of the palatial period, as 

part of a diaspora of court culture. Their Tf vrt would have included essential and 

prized musical concepts, despite the lyre's employment now in the restricted, four- 

voiced &oiSi of inherited epic. Due to the very nature of this technological survival, 

the language of apuovta would have remained valid for any tuning method, heptatonic 

or otherwise. 

4.24 It is most unlikely that we shall learn anything definite of a technical nature about this 

transition. Yet several general issues may be raised. Do the Mycenaean and Minoan 

seven-stringed lyres imply diatony merely by virtue of their string-count? Given the 

immense range of tuning practices found throughout the world, one might suppose 

that these heptachords were something entirely different. By the same token, `seven' 

is a more peculiar qualification than one might realize, due to our own long familiarity 

with heptatonic scales. The sevenfold division of the octave first attested in 

Mesopotamia is, as I have argued, the result of a very particular tuning process, 
deliberately pursued to its logical conclusion (cf. 1.21). It is true that in Greece and 
India heptatonic scales are found which are not at the same time diatonic. But, as I 

shall argue for Greece, these partially-microtonal tunings represent the adjustment of a 
diatonic norm, as shown by Aristoxenus' rule of avWXeta (7.26-39). If we accept 
Picken's (1975) Mesopotamian musical continuum (cf. 1.10), we might interpret the 

75 Rtd (Sanskrit) and Arta (Old Persian), cognates of ! zppovkz, were central to Indo-Iranian 

religion: see for instance Luders (1951-9), 1.13-27,2.402-654; Gonda (1960), 75-81; 

Watkins (1995), 85-93; Polom6 (1982), 156-172; Brown (1972); for Arta in Old Persian 

aristocratic names, see Kent (1953), 170f.; for Order in the Indo-European world-view, see 

Benveniste (1973), 379f. I have given two papers on this subject: "Harmonia and Yoga: 

Cognate Sciences? ', delivered at the Eleventh UCLA Indo-European Conference, June 5, 

1999; and "Harmony and Indo-European Cosmology", at the Warburg Institute, London, 

November 3,1999. 
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ancient Indian jatis in the same light 76 The same is true of our own equal 

temperament. We may assume, then, that the heptatony of the Greek Bronze Age was, 

like Terpander's seven-stringed phorminx, essentially diatonic, though this would not 

rule out the coexistence of some more Hellenized form of heptatony. 

4.25 We must contend, then , with the interesting and insoluble complication of the double 

transmission of a single foreign art. Would the adaptation have occurred the same 

way twice? Was the Mycenaean importation more superficial, not yielding a proper 

syncretism, or was there an entirely distinct Hellenization of diatony? Was current 

harmonic lore musicalized by knowledge of consonance as in the Archaic and 

Classical periods, or was the lyre merely a further example of harmonic technology? 

Were there, as with the later Greek lyre, seven distinct string names, and did these 

somehow reflect imported musical practice? Could any of these have been retained 
for the Dark Age pdpptA, just as some Dark Age names seem to have survived in the 

later seven-stringed nomenclature (cf. 9.11-19)? 

4.26 In light of the nine-stringed numeration of the Symphonic Circle standard in the Old 

Babylonian period (cf. 6.4-5), it is intriguing to find that, according to one eccentric 

tradition, Orpheus fitted the lyre with nine strings, one for each of the Muses?? The 

equation of string with Muse might find a parallel in a Neo-Assyrian musical tablet 

from Sippar. 78 Though late, this text looks back to the standard nine-stringed 
Sumerian heptatony. It is a fragmentary list of the first five of the nine canonical 

strings, with numbers in Sumerian and names in Akkadian, each followed by the 

76 On the jatis, see Widdess (1995), 45ff. 

77 Ps: Eratosth. Cat. 24: hro(no£ TäS Xopb&s kvvia & rb TOO TCJV Mouo&v d ptOuoO 

("He made the strings nine, from the number of the Muses"); Callistrat. Stat. 7.2: 

u£T£X£IPLCETO S TtjV Avpav. tj R laapiOuouS Tail Movoats kýrjirTO Tons 

g66yyovs ("And he was grasping the lyre in his hand, and it was fitted in notes equal- 

numbered to the Muses"); Avien. 2.624ff.: hic iam fila novem docta in modulamina movit / 

Musarum ad speciem Musa satus, We repertor / Carmina Pleiadum numero deduxerat 

("He now, born from a Muse, moved nine strings in learned modulations in reflection of the 

Muses, while the inventor himself [sc. Apollo] had drawn his songs from the number of the 

Pleiades [i. e. 7]"); cf. schol. ad Arat. 269 (212 Martin); schol. Germ. (83.21,150.17 

Breysig). There is also an example of a nine-stringed instrument in the mid-sixth century, 

Paris E643: cf. Maas/Snyder (1989), 38,51 fig. 15a; West (1992), 62.; cf. Chionid. fr. 4 

K-A; Aristoxenus recorded an LvvehXopSov in a list of foreign instruments (fr. 97); cf. 

Phillis ap. Ath. 636b; Apollodorus FGrH 244F219; West (1992), 77. 

78 BM 65217 + 66616. See Kilmer (1984). 
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beginning of a benediction addressed to a separate divinity. Could this text not attest 

some sort of apotheosis of the strings? According to Plutarch, the Greek strings uian. 

viyrri and unä-M were enshrined as Muses at Delphi. 79 Plato equates the diatonic 

strings with the Sirens, 80 expanding on a Pythagorean tradition which found the 
Sirens in the octave. 8' Still further back, Alcman identified the Muse with a Siren, and 
the Sirens with the individual voices of a chorus. 82 To this general context belongs 

the Pythagorean association of the seven strings with the Pleiades83 and the planets. 84 

4.27 It is difficult to dismiss the Orphic nine-stringed lyre as Alexandrian elaboration, since 
the number seven is so deeply entrenched elsewhere in the mythology of the 
instrument, and more particularly that of Orpheus himself: it is a type of difficilior 
lectio 85 And yet the two `readings' are easily reconciled; for when instrument is 

separated from tuning, the number of strings is less important than how they were 
tuned. In Mesopotamia, the same heptatonic tunings served instruments of seven, 
nine, and even thirty strings (10.2-5; cf. 2.22). Likewise, we find both seven- and eight- 
stringed lyres in the Minoan and Mycenaean evidence. The same perspective could 
unite the two forms of Orphic lyre-if the nine-stringed tradition has any real 
historical value. 

4.28 The more usual seven-stringed lyre of Orpheus figures in a remarkable mythological 
patchwork, committed to writing by Nicomachus of Gerasa in the first century A. D., 
and later excerpted by an unknown hand. Allowing for the shortcomings of myth as 
an accurate record, this catalogue of lyre-lore is in striking conformity with the 
historical picture that has been emerging from the study of the Terpandrean tradition: 

79 Plut. Quaest. cony. 744c: vATT1 Kai or Kal *lTäTr ua ftol &Apo( yE TäS Movaacs 

ovTws thv6L1acýov. ovK 6pOc5; cf. 745b; ps. -Censor. de Mus. 6.610.1ff.; SEG 30.382. 

See further 9.40. 

80 Pl. Resp. 10.616b-617d. 

81 Iamb. VP 18.82 (47.16 Deubner): rj apuovicc, kv3 al IEtpnvEs. 

82 Alcm. 30 PMGF; 1.96ff.; the connection of Muse and Siren is also found at e. g. Plut. De 

anim. procr. 1029c-d. On musical Sirens, see further West (1992), 224. 
83 Arist. Metaph. 14.1092b26ff.; Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 1093a13; Avien. 621. 
84 Nicom. Ench. 3 (241-242); Exc. 3 (271.16-273.24); Exc. Neap. 2 (412.1-8), 24 (418.14- 

419.7); Aristid. Quint. 3.21-22. 

85 For the seven-stringed lyre of Orpheus, cf. Alex. Polyh. FGH273F77 = ps: Plut. de Mus. 

1132f. 
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Thv Avpav TtjV iK Ttjs XEawvnS (paai Tbv 'Epunv E*priKivat Kal 

KaTaQKEVäaavTa kTrTc xopSov Trapa8ESwKivat -fiv uäOnaty T4) 'OppcT. 

'OpgEVS & tZi&ai E O(kuupty Kal Aivov Alms 'HpaKA a. vq' oÜ Kai ävnpi6n. 

SiSaýE St Kal 'Aupiwva Töv Orlpa ov. ös ini TC3V klTTbc X6pSwv 1rTaTriAouS 

Täs OfjßaS C: )KOSÖUTIOEV. dtvatpEO vTOS St TO 'Op(PiwS vrrb T&v Opc KIK(ZV 

yuvaLKCJV Tf V ÄÜpav aIToQ ßanenvat EIS Ti v 66cxaaaav. iK4ATOfVat S& tic 

'AvTtoaav Tröaty TfS Aiaßou. EvpdvTas Se & as ivEyKEiv -rh v avpav irpbs 

TiplravSpov. Thu St Kouiaat Eis AiyulrTOV. [EVpövTa SC avTbv secl. Jan] 

&rrovr aaVTa <SC suppl. Janko) L1riSEiiat Tols kv AlyvlrTc; W ttptvaty. cws avTbv 

-rrpw9EupcTtjv yEyevgtiivov. TtpiravSpos piv <ovv suppl. Janko) o(Tw MyETal 

Tfiv Airpav Evpndvat. 'AXatovS SC irrb KaSuov TOO 'Ayijvopos irapaAaßEºv. 

TTlVIKaOTa cpaatV 86 

They say that Hermes invented the lyre-the one which is made from a tortoise- and, 

equipping it with seven strings, handed on the study [Thv p6i6gaty] to Orpheus. And 

Orpheus taught Thamyris and Linus, Linus Heracles-by whom he was also killed. And he 

also taught Amphion the Theban, who "seven-gated Thebes constructed" because of the 

seven strings. 

And when Orpheus was torn apart by the Thracian women, his lyre was cast into 

the sea. But it was tossed back out again at Antissa, a city on Lesbos. Seamen found it, 

and brought the lyre to Terpander, who carried it to Egypt. Having mastered the instrument 

[kKTrov oQVTC! ], 87 he displayed it to the Egyptian priests, as though he himself had been 

its original inventor. And so Terpander is said to have 'discovered' the lyre, though the 

Achaeans received it in the time of Cadmus [ nrb KäSuov88], the son of Agenor. So 

much they say. 

4.29 It is not clear whether Nicomachus has compiled the account himself or merely 

reproduced it from an older source. The latter seems more likely. Nicomachus, who 
reproduces other traditional Pythagorean lore (cf. 8.8), lived and wrote centuries after 
the heptachord period; but the archaic seven-stringed norm had persisted in the literate 

mind and maintained its symbolic potency in the Pythagorean tradition. Like the lyre- 

construction scene in the Hymn to Hermes, we may see here a Tarros of fundamental 

86 Nicom. Exc. 1 (266.2-17); cf. Exc. Neap. 23 (418.10-12). On the attribution of this 

material to Nicomachus, see Jan (1895), 225ff.; for his dates, 211. 

87 This is preferable to "after much travail in the journey, " for LKTrovrjaccv ra then provides a 

motivation for the following as clause. 

88 See Smyth (1920), 388 (1698.3. b). 
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importance to the aotSoi; consequently, it is easy to believe that the passage could have 

an ancient pedigree. Though such mythological rationalizing became fashionable in 

the fifth century, the catalogue is itself an ancient oral form. Of especial interest is the 

dactylic iTrraTrvaovs T&S O>ißas c; )Kob6vq Cv (- uul- -I- -I- uul- ), "seven- 

gated Thebes constructed", possibly a heroic Tiros embedded among other epic 

themes, perhaps a fragment of the Amphion episode attributed to Hesiod. kmra1rvA-, 

as we have seen (4.20), is common in epic formula, but 4 Kob6pTJaev is unparalleled in 

Hesiod or Homer, and this accords with the later origin of the Catalogue. 

4.30 The history is traced back to Hermes, rather than Apollo, the chief lyre-god according 

to epic formula. With its glaring omissions of Apollo and Homer, we must see the 

account as a history not of the lyre, but of the seven-stringed lyre (see further 5.8,5.13- 

14). Hermes passes "the subject" of seven-strings-note -nyv uäOrgaw rather than 

rv avpav-to Orpheus, the one figure of myth most closely associated with the 

instrument. 89 The legend of the Thracian singer received many accretions in the late 

Archaic and Classical periods in the service of the Orphic mystery religion. 
Nevertheless, in the present context, especially given the connection with Terpander, 

the Orphic seven-stringed lyre makes perfect sense as revealing the epic memory of an 

older Mycenaean heptatony. Thus, in principle, it is possible that Hesiod himself 

could have known a traditional connection, or devised one himself, between seven- 

gated Thebes and the lyre of Amphion. Yet perhaps this memory is better traced to 
Cyprus, where a large, partially literate Mycenaean community continued to flourish 

after the collapse of the palaces; 90 or to the kindred Arcadians, whose ancient musical 
traditions were so well-preserved (cf. 2.37). 

4.31 Orpheus is assigned a number of students, those other figures of myth who were 
likewise associated with the seven-stringed lyre. The creation of teacher-pupil 

relationships is a common contrivance in ancient historiography, yet the convention is 

given grace by fact that TXvaI such as music were in fact transmitted in this way. In 

this rationalization may be reflected at least a memory of Bronze Age heptatony as a 
living tradition which was learned and taught. The magical constructive powers of 
Amphion's lyre, as well as Orpheus' ability to charm and control nature, surely 
indicate that some aspect of this ancient heptatony was recognized as relevant to an 

89 The sequence Hermes-Orpheus recurs in schol. Germ. 83.21,150.17 (Breysig); Isid. Etym. 

3.22.8-9. 
90 On the Mycenaean exodus and `renaissance', see e. g. Woodard (1997), 217-224. 

. 
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understanding of the physical world; 91 and this probably means that resonance was 

involved, and that the Mycenaean heptatony was the same diatonic koine later re- 

adopted in the Orientalizing epoch. A curious detail common to the myths of 

Orpheus, Thamyris, and Linus is their violent deaths. Might this not reflect the loss 

from Greece of seven-stringed music with the destruction of the palaces, when "the 

lyre of Orpheus was cast into the sea", over which it had originally come from the 

Near East? 

4.32 Since we know that the lyre continued through the Dark Age, it is striking that the next 
figure mentioned is not Homer (or Phemius or Demodocus), but Terpander himself. 

The same sequence is found in Timotheus and fragments of Glaucus of Rhegium, 92 

and we recall the tradition that Terpander used "the words of Homer, but the An of 

Orpheus" (cf. 2.33). The "seamen" mentioned need not be Lesbian fishermen, but 

might be the professional seamen par excellence, the Phoenicians. Terpander is 

carefully rejected as the true inventor. Rather, the Achaeans received it "in the time of 
Cadmus". This curious temporal detail reflects a general bifurcation in the 

mythology of the Phoenician hero, who came to symbolize the Asiatic contacts of two 

periods, Mycenaean and Orientalizing. 93 It is unclear which is intended here, for the 

earlier part of the catalogue seems to address the Mycenaean period already; the detail 

about Cadmus is introduced in relation to Terpander, and yet mention of the Achaeans 

clearly points to the time of the Bronze Age heroes. Furthermore, the very mention of 
Cadmus is suggestive of an origin myth, and yet the instrument has already been given 

a divine creation. Clearly, these inconsistencies are due to the rationalizing of 
divergent myths. Yet the ambiguity of Cadmus perfectly reflects the two distinct 

Orientalizing movements with which the seven-stringed lyre may be associated 
historically. (The mention of Egypt which follows might then be correlated with the 

rise of power following the collapse of Assyria in 612 B. C., and the increasing Greco- 

Egyptian relations of the sixth century, through the colony at Naucratis and mercenary 

service, for example in the Ethiopian campaign of Psamtik II in 591 B. C 94) 

91 See Godwin (1987). 
92 Tim. Pers. fr. 15.221-231 (PMG 791), on which see further 8.61-67; Glaucus of Rhegium 

FHG 2 p. 23 fr. 3= ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133f; p. 24 fr. 4= ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134e. 

93 See generally Edwards (1979). 

94 See Hdt. 2.154,2.161. There exist seven 'inscriptions' from Greek-speaking mercenaries 
on the campaign of 591, some of whom may have been second- or third-generation 
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4.33 The transition from the lyre of Orpheus to the instrument of Homer is in a sense a 

mirror image of the Terpandrean change from four-voiced song to the e1rT&r0v0s 

pbputA. Yet the two metamorphoses will have been entirely different in their effects 

upon the Greek music-stream. The Orientalizing movement saw the permanent 

adoption of `music'-that is, i Xn-and the diatonicizing of the inherited Indo- 

European metrical art. The `music' of the Dark Age was, by contrast, a continuation 

of the ancestral song tradition, largely unaffected by the heptatony of the palaces. 
Therefore, in considering the musical confluence of the Orientalizing period and the 

role played by the Greek tributary, it might well be that the inherited characteristics of 
this tradition were completely unaffected by resonant intonation prior to the time of 
Terpander. Yet, again, the lyre is always separable from the various tuning 

conventions for which it may be used, and diatony is but one means of using 
resonance. The harmonic stasis of pitch, the essence of the lyre, makes it possible that 

resonant relationships were exploited in other ways by the Dark Age singers, and that 
this conditioned their intonation. We cannot begin to guess at what this would have 
involved unless it is the chromaticism that Aristoxenus traced to the beginning of 
cithara music (cf. 7.39)-but it is at least permissible to speak of a Homeric `tone- 

system' in the strict sense of the word, as opposed to the variably-intoned pitches of 
the South Slavic singers (cf. 3.22). 

4.34 To conclude, the Mycenaean situation can only be discussed in terms of the probable: 
there is obviously no direct, and very little indirect, evidence to confirm the predictions 
of a model. Fortunately, however, an understanding of the syncretism represented by 

the Terpandrean tradition is in no way threatened by an unsolved puzzle in the 
Mycenaean period, since here the direct evidence of literary tradition and vase painting 
does fit the broad historical picture established in the earlier chapters. With this 

segment of the stemma illuminated with some surety, the range of solutions to the 
Mycenaean riddle are greatly restricted. Those suggested here at least account for the 
existing evidence, while not conflicting with what has been established about the 
Terpandrean tradition itself. 

Egyptian Greeks, as shown by lack of ethnics and peculiarities of script: see Meiggs/Lewis 

(1969), 12f., with further literature. 
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5.0 The Lyre of Hermes: The Invention of Music 

5.1 As we have seen, the internal evidence of the Terpandrean verses attests two 

contrasting styles of music. The historical picture which emerges from the preceding 
chapters shows that this was no mere juxtaposition, but a confrontation; and not 
between contrasting styles merely, but between whole musical traditions. Such a 
situation could only have arisen as one aspect of a greater cultural encounter. There is 

a favorable combination of data for the transmission to Greece of a Mesopotamian 

classical music system. The Phoenicians transmitted Orientalizing StSaoKaXiat. 
Mesopotamian diatony was known in the Levant during the middle of the second 
millennium B. C., would have been reintroduced, if forgotten, in the Neo-Assyrian 

period, and its cosmopolitan status made it suitable for travel to international 
destinations. Terpander's new seven-stringed lyre appears in the right place at the 
right time. 

5.2 The juxtaposition of musical arts lurks just below the surface of the Homeric Hymn to 
Hermes where, we recall (2.23), the crowning feature of the god's invention is the 
"seven consonant strings" (O TTi avu(pc: wovs xop&is). This poem is, as I argue in 
this chapter, the central document of the melic revolution. It does not merely preserve 
the memory of two traditions in conflict, but itself bears witness on a formal level to 
the syncretic process. For the Hymn was composed at a late stage of the living epic 
tradition, which was being simultaneously fossilized to produce the latter-day 

rhapsodes, whose art was one of mere repertoire (cf. 2.36). At the same time, the poem 
celebrates the `invention' of the seven-stringed lyre, the instrument of the new melic 
music. Moreover, if performed, it would have been with such an instrument, since the 
seven-stringed lyre was by now standard equipment. It thus follows the Terpandrean 

precedent of singing the Iirii of Homer to the jXarl of Orpheus (2.33). 

5.3 The cultural conflict is mythologically encrypted, in the fashion of the time. Apollo is 
portrayed as a jealous older sibling who feels threatened by a new baby in the family. 
And with reason. For Hermes, with his theft of Apollo's cattle, his precocious 
musicianship, and desire for prophetic knowledge, is reaching aggressively for his 
brother's toys. The poet has cleverly exploited Hermes' traditional role as divine 
thief-a charge leveled by the resentful Apollo as he grudgingly admires the new 
sound. ' In the end, the brothers are reconciled through an exchange of gifts: Hermes 

I H. Merc. 443-6, cited below. 
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atones for the theft of the cattle by delivering up the lyre, while Apollo grants Hermes 

limited mantic powers in exchange for the instrument's prophetic qualities. 

5.4 Sibling rivalry among divinities is a theogonic struggle, for the birth of a new deity 

requires a new allotment of power: Apollo must now make room for the interloper. 

This theme is brought to the fore when Hermes, to demonstrate his invention, sings a 
theogony : 

kpaTh Si Ol 9Q1TETO cc vti, 

Kpaivwv &Oavchovs -rr; OEovs Kal yaºav ipEpvýv 

(; )S T& irp(". )Ta yiVOVTO Kai WS AäXE Glolpav J`KaoTos. 

Mvnuoouvnv piv lrpCTa OEcwv iytpaipEv &oiSrj 

pTlTipa Movaawv, tj yäp A xE MatcSos vldv 430 

TOYS Si KaTQ lip P&P IV TE Kal Ci)S ycyQaQly irKaQTOS 

6cOaväTOV5 kyipatpE OEOVs \tbS hyaabc vl6S 
1räVT' M1TWV KaTä K6QI. lOV. a rTwA VtOv KLOapiCwv. 

T6V S' ; =pos iv QT16EQQIv äufixavoS atvvTo Ovuav? 

And in a lovely voice he sang along, 
A full account about the deathless gods and murky Earth, 

How first they came to be and how to each there came his lot. 

Memory he celebrated first in song of all the gods, 
Mother of the Muses, for the son of Maia was her lot. 

And the deathless gods-the splendid son of Zeus gave honor 

Each according to their age, and manner of their birth, 

Reciting all in proper fashion, instrument upon his shoulder. 
And in his breast a helpless love possessed Apollo's heart. 

As the infant delights in his new plaything, this song within a song is a query to the 
powers that be: Hermes ponders his place within the wide world, knowing that a new 
line must be added to the poets' list of allotments, for he is latest and last "according 
to age" (KaTä Trpioßtv). 

5.5 Apollo, of course, has his own domain prior to Hermes' birth. According to the 
poem's internal chronology, he is already a musical god, as we learn from Hermes' 
description of him as "knowing how to sing beautifully and well, in the proper 

2 H. Merc. 426-434. 
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fashion" (KaAä Kal EÜ Ka-Tä Kbßuov iTUOT611EVOs äyopevEty) 3 In response to his 

brother's prodigious musicality, Apollo himself asserts-somewhat petulantly, one 

might imagine-that he is already an attendant of the Muses: 

Kal y&p kyw Movanoºv'OavuTrtäSEoaty 6TM86s. 

Tijaº Xopoi TE u aoUat Kal äyaabs oTuos äoºSfs 

Kal Flo%1T TEea&Ula Kal luEp6EºS ßp6poc a Mjv 4 

For I too am a follower of the Muses of Olympus, 

To whom the splendid path of song and choruses are dear, 

And flowering lyre-play [pokmj] and the lovely rumble of auloi. 

The antithesis of uoairy and a-Uc v strongly suggests that the former be understood 

as lyre-music; its more usual (but vague) translation as "song and dance" is further 

excluded by the otherwise redundant mention of xopol and äotSns in the preceding 

3 H. Merc. 479. 

4 H. Merc. 450ff. 
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verse. 5 What is strange, as Gemoll (1886) noted, is that stringed-instrument music 

should be acknowledged here when Hermes has only just invented the lyre16 

5.6 In fact, we have Apollo's unambiguous testimony that Hermes' lyre is not the first of 

all stringed instruments. Worried that the precocious toddler will usurp his own birth- 

right, Apollo bursts out: 

SciSia MatQSOS Ult SIäKTOP£ TTOtKlAOufjTa 

Ili JIOI &VClKXity c KIOapLV Kai Kajxrr1lAa T6 as 7 

Son of Maia, wily-minded messenger, I fear that 

S Gemoll (1886) ad loc.; cf. 475f.: rAA' kirEl oüv Tot Ouubs kITIMet KIOapltcty, / 

ijO rrco tcoti KtOäpiCt:. Bielohlawek (1924-5) showed that the radical meaning of ioATrtj 

is "play", as can still be seen from Il. 13.233: KVVC. V tt AiriiOpa yt`votTO (cf. 17.255). 

Later the word came to be used more freely, and in Homer is variously seen to mean 
"dance", "song", or "song and dance". By the Archaic period, uokirtj means specifically 

"song" (where stringed music is often implicit). I can find no parallel where poXntj must 

mean stringed-instrument music only without song. However, such a restricted meaning is 

not required here since the antitheses (avails music, dancing and &otSi'j) will admit the 

music of the citharode as a distinct category. The following passages illustrate the overlap 

of usage in the various terms for song, stringed-instrument music, and dance: Od. 1.152: 

11oam'1 T' öPXT1aT1% TE; Cf. Il. 13.637; Oct. 8.248: aclEl S' riuty Sa(s TE qRn KiOacp(S 

TE XOpol TE; Od. 8.253: 6pXr1QTUT KQ1 6ot8q; cf. Od. 14.464f.; 17.605; 18.304; h. Ap. 

149; Od. 21.430: uoATrq Ka l pbputyyt; Od. 4.17ff.: pETQ 86 opty I1ArrETO Oclos 

6ot56S / copu[twv Sotea St KUßtoTrr r iPE KQT' a, To c, / uoktrns kýd(PXOVTOS; 

Od. 21.407: &%n) p cbPutyyoc kTrIOTäuEVOS Kac1 &otSns; Ii. 13.731: [SCZKE e£hS] 

äAAw S' 6PXn0TVV, LTipw K(8cxpty Kacl &otSAv; 11.7.241: oTSat S' 61 aTaS(q Srllca 

iO%TrEoOat 'Apnt; Il. 16.182f.: lEAirouivrloty / iv Xopc; ý; h. Ap. 188: c11TIKa S' 

äOaväTotoi AEI idOapts Ka äot6rj. 
6 Gemoll (1886), 244, which bears quoting in full: "Was hier unter molpe zu verstehen ist, 

kann kaum fraglich sein. Die Verbindung mit der Flötenmusik macht es wahrscheinlich, 
dass hier das Saitenspiel gemeint ist. Da nun aber das Instrument des Hermes offenbar das 

erste sein soll, so könnte man vielleicht annehmen, dass molpe hier s. v. a. tanz sein soll. 
Weil aber Chorreigen und Gesang in vs. 451 schon erwähnt sind, bleibt nur noch die 

Instrumentalmusik. Dass nun von Apollon ausgesagt wird, dass er sowohl Saitenspiel als 
Flötenmusik liebte, ist nicht wunderbar, aber dass, wo die Kithara eben erst erfunden ist, 

schon des Saitenspiels gedacht wird, das ist das Merkwürdige. " 

7 H. Merc. 514f. 
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You might steal from me the idOapis and angled bow. 

Apollo's anxiety over his younger brother's acquisitiveness recalls a moment in his 

own prodigious childhood, recounted in the Hymn to Apollo, when he leapt from his 

crib to stake his own claim among the gods: 

aVTQp kiTEl Sf 'DO ßE KaTißpWS äußPOTOV EiSap. 

OV 09 y' ¬nEtT IGXOV XpvQE01 QTpögot cccnraipovTa, 

oÜS' ZTI SEQW Q' ZpVKE. AÜOVTO Sb lTEIpaTa l hVTa. 

aITiKa S' äOavcc ai iETnv6a Doi os 'A1T6Xawv" 130 

EITB 901 K'LOapis TE cIAn Kai Kaum, Xa Tö a, 

XPAQw 5' äv0pcbTrotot Albs V11IEpTia ßouAýv 8 

But Phoebus, when yoü d finished off the godly provender, 

Then the golden blankets could not hold yam} back, 

And no bond restrained you any longer, and all ties were undone. 

And at once to the immortals Phoebus Apollo pronounced: 

Let me have as mine the KiOaptc and angled bow, 

and I shall proclaim to men the unerring will of Zeus. 

5.7 Apollo's defensive assertion in the Hymn to Hermes that he is the god of the 

KdOapts-fittingly expressed in the same formulaic language with which he staked his 

original claim in the Hymn to Apollo, and epitomizing the ancient harmonic association 
of bow and lyre (4.14)-is echoed by the striking use throughout the poem of the verb 
(ky)KtOapiýew ("to play the KdOapts/KIOäpa"), despite the fact that, organologically 
speaking, it is actually the tortoiseshell avpa that has been invented and is being 

played. 9 In the Nicomachean catalogue (4.28), the same careful qualification was 
made: it is not the lyre as a class that Hermes invented, but "the one made from the 
tortoise" (iv Avpav Thv K TfJs xEXCbV ls). Other sources credit Apollo with playing a 

8 H. Ap. 127-132. 
9 H. Merc. 17,423,425,433,455,475f., 510; cf. 499 and 509, where the Avpa is called a 

K(Oapts. Aristoxenus fr. 102, from his work on instruments (TTepl bpycivcav), 

distinguished the KLOapts from the K Oäpa, equating the former with the Avpa, probably 

on the basis of these passages, and wishing perhaps to account for its seemingly 
interchangeable use in epic with p6putA. 
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`lyre' before Hermes finds the tortoise. 10 This mythological conflict is reflected in 

two of Pausanias' descriptions. An altar at Elis was shared by Hermes and Apollo, 

the one having invented the avpcl, the other the KtOäpa, while on Mount Helicon there 

was a bronze of Apollo and Hermes "fighting for the lyre" (uax6icvot ircpl Tfis 
Avpacs). 11 

5.8 The tortoise-shell lyre was at least as ancient as other members of the family. Though 

it once seemed that the word was younger thanK[Oap1s or cbpwyý, being attested in 

Alcman and Archilochus, 12 the word for lyrist (XvpäTas) has now come to light in a 

Linear B tablets from Thebes'3-still more intriguing is its dual form ru-ra-ta-e, given 

the common Assyrian depiction of harp players in pairs. While it is likely that `lyre' 

should be understood generically here-for the palace musicians are never depicted 

playing the tortoiseshell variety-actual fragments date the instrument to the 

Mycenaean period. 14 Thus the organological distinction can hardly conceal any 

historical significance per se. And yet it is clear that the poet has contrasted the two 

instruments purposefully, and that a chronological point is being made. For in poetic 

diction it is the KtOapLs or cbpuiyý, not the avpa, which is intimately associated with 

the epic singers, of whom Apollo was patron. This is apparent throughout Homer, and 

is strikingly emphasized by the formulaic utterance Kt6apºv Kal Kaum; Aa T6ýa used 
by Apollo to describe his own musical activities, in which he follows the Muses-the 

Muses of Olympus. Since the poet could hardly have claimed that Hermes invented 

all stringed instruments, it appears that, for the purposes of dramatic or rhetorical 

contrast, he has used an organological distinction as a means of further marking the 

actual KatVOTOuta of the instrument-the seven consonant strings. Consider the 

problem from the opposite point of view: the use of seven strings was never restricted 

to the tortoiseshell lyre. Archaic vase-paintings, like the seventh-century Melos 

10 Lucian DDeor. 11.4, cited below; Paus. 8.31.3f. describes a relief of Pan with syrinx and 

'Air6AAc v iu6acptýwv, bearing the inscription that "they are of the first gods" (cTva t 

a(päs OECOv rC3v rrptTCav); [Orph. ] A. 282; Isid. Etym. 3.22.2: juxta opinionem autem 

Graecorum citharae usus repertus fuisse ab Apolline creditur ("But according to the 

Greeks' belief, the use of the cithara is believed to have been invented by Apollo"), 

afterwards mentioning Hermes and the Avpa (3.22.8). 

11 Paus. 5.14.8-9; 9.30.1. 
12 [Hom. ] Marg. fr. 1.3 (West); Alcm. 140 PMGF: KFpKOAvpa; Archil. frr. 54.11,93a. 5 

(West); Sapph. frr. 44.33,103.9,208 (Voigt); Alc. fr. 307c (Voigt); Stesich. 278.2 

PMGF. 

13 See Aravantinos (1996); Younger (1998), 18 n. 42; Janko (communication). 

14 See Younger (1998), 17f. 
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Amphora, regularly show the heptachordal c6puuyy and K166(pa. 15 Terpander too uses 

kTTT&TOVOs cp6piny , placing himself (as Pindar would do two centuries later) in the 

tradition of the Homeric singer-though he too must have known avpa in a generic 

organological sense. For the word was not restricted to the tortoise-shell variety, as 

shown, for instance, by the fact that a Avpoirotdc made all types of lyres, there being no 

word *KiOa pa rrotbs. 

5.9 Again, as argued in the last chapter, the lyre and its tunings must be regarded as 

separable. The actual construction of the instrument detailed in this Hymn, with the 

physical &puovla of shell, arms, and yoke (cf. 4.16-18), was doubtless a traditional 

theme; with its preponderance of complex detail, the scene is likely to be a relatively 
fixed, formulaic set-piece. 16 Being concerned with the physical construction of the 
instrument, string number need not have been mentioned; as such the Tdiros is of 
indeterminable age and potentially even Mycenaean in its ultimate origin. And yet 

string number is mentioned, and after all the #uovkx of the strings-whether seven, 
four, or some other number-is also a physical force, and was regarded, as we have 

seen, as the last stage of the instrument's construction (4.17). Many strands may be 

interwoven in oral-traditional compositions-this Hymn combines lyre, cattle-theft, 
and prophecy themes-and the resulting fabric need not be entirely consistent. Such 

compositions never exist in isolation, but belong to a network of related songs, each 
with its own complex history within the larger history of the tradition, and all 
continually growing together and separating. '? With no regard for historical 

chronology, the Hymn may fuse a standard lyre-building scene with the further 
invention of "seven consonant strings"-which is, after all, the final touch of the 
instrument. '8 

15 See Aign (1963), 100 fig. 69 = Anderson (1994), 16 fig. 13 = Wegner (1949), pl. lc. The 

distinction between Apollo-KLOc pax and Hermes-Avpa reappears in e. g. D. S. 5.49.1-2, 

where Hermes gives a Avpac at the wedding of Cadmus and Harmonia, while Apollo plays 

the KtOäpa; Hygin. Astron. 2.7: Apollo lyra accepta dicitur Orphea docuisse, et 

postquam ipse citharam invenerit, illi lyram concessisse; Lucian DDeor. 17.1; [Orph. ] 

Arg. 382f.; Aristid. Quint. 2.19 (91.1ff. ); Isid. Etym. 3.22.2 and 3.22.8. 

16 On formulaic scenes, see Lord (1991), 88-91. 

17 Lord (1980), 97; cf. 101: "The result is a fabric of great complexity and richness, when the 

weaver is sensitive to the nuances of his inherited material and the full possibilities of its 

poetic art. " 

18 This may account for the variant OfAuTiptA)v over auw(p6vouc (H. Merc. 51). Hom. Od. 

21.406-8 shows that sheepgut was a traditional technical detail within the lyre Tönos, but 
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5.10 We encountered the very same device in the Nicomachean lyre-catalogue (4.28-32). 

Once the distinction between the tortoiseshell avpa and the lyre as a class has been 

made, the instrument is fitted out with seven-strings (KaTaatuäoavTa L, rTaXopSov). 
The failure to mention any aotSds before Terpander shows that this is not an idle 

detail, but rather the essential point which binds together the various mythological and 

historical variants. (This is all the more intriguing now that the Mycenaean seven- 

stringed instrument is known to have been called avpa, in sharp contrast to Homer's 

exclusive use of (p6pii yt and KiOapts; but this is probably an illusion of the evidence. ) 

As in the Hymn, it is Hermes, not Apollo, who is the inventor. A related tradition is 

found in Diodorus Siculus, whose rationalizing account is, however, somewhat 
inconsistent. Hermes is said to have created a three-stringed avpa, Apollo the 

iuO61pa. 19 Yet elsewhere Hermes is made the inventor of the KtOäpa, "which Apollo 

first used in proper fashion". 20 Apollo's musical improvement must involve a 
different way of tuning; for, repenting his actions after the contest with Marsyas, the 

god "ripped the strings from the K166(pa and destroyed the 6ipuovia he had 

discovered" (TjS taeäpas iKpnt al Tä5 XopS&S Kal -njv evpfuivrgv ä puoviav 
h(pavtaal). 21 This tuning is then lost to the world, as Apollo "stayed away from the 
instrument's music for some time" (J Xpt TLvbs Xpdvou TfiS iv atTý uouaiKýS 
äTrooTnvat). 22 Thereupon Hermes creates "the avpa which is made from a tortoise" 
(rf v &Trb -Ms XEXtvns Avpav)-shades of Nicomachus-and eventually Apollo's 

&puovia reawakens as the Muses, Linus, Orpheus, and Thamyris rediscover four of 
the lost strings. 23 Thus Apollo had destroyed a heptatonic &puovia, while Hermes' 

epic themes and formulaic scenes still have all the flexibility of the individual formula, 

admitting a range of variation from performance to performance: see Lord (1980), 27. 

19 D. S. 1.16.1,5.74.5: TrtS tuO61pac t: vpETfiv. For the archetypal three strings as the 

schematization of the Archaic heptachord, see further 9.39. 

20 D. S. 3.58.2: Ti V KtOapav. fv'Epunv cirpeºv paoty, 'AndAAwva U TrpC)TOv ai1Ti 

KaT& TpdTrov XPfioOat. 

21 D. S. 3.59.5; cf. Call. Del. 253f.: i`vOev 6 na-15 Toaoä6ße Avpn kvE61 oaTO XopSäS / 

vOTEpov, 450a61Kt IO'JKVot krr' 6Siveaaty äretaav ("Hence the child [sc. Apollo] later 

bound that number [sc. 7] of strings to the lyre, as often as the swans sang upon his birth"); 

Avien. 2.618-622. 

22 D. S. 5.75.3. 

23 D. S. 3.59.6: TavT11S S' vOTepov Movaac utv d vevpeiv TAv uiarly, Atvov St ThV 
XIXavov, 'Oppia Si Kal Oauvpav vrreTrly Kal irapvnäzTrly ("But of this [sc. 

&puovia], the Muses later rediscovered ii ori, Linus Xtxavos, and Opheus and Thamyras 

v rä n1 and lta puTracTrl"). 
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original trichordal version-and the KIO ipa itself-endured. The reintroduction of the 

k1rTc TOVOS &puovia is thus once again allied with a dubious organological point, the 

invention of the tortoise-shell avpa. Finally, Lucian agrees in making Apollo a 

citharist before Hermes' invention; the new-born god plays so well that "even I am 

jealous of him, though I have been pursuing the Kt9Qpa for ages" (th a rr4 4pOovETv 

1r&aI KtOapiýEty &aKOvvTa) 24 

5.11 We may suppose that these sources are all more or less dependent upon the Hymn to 

Hennes. That presents no surprise in itself. But, very importantly, it reveals the larger 

`historical' context in which these authors thought the Hymn to Hermes should be 

interpreted. Even in later antiquity, the poem was believed to describe the invention of 

heptatony as against an earlier tradition of idOapic music. The recovery of this 

perspective is essential, for it is usual to deny any relationship between the seven- 

stringed lyre of the Hymn and the historical innovations of `Terpander'. According to 

this view, the mention of seven strings reveals the poet's assumption that the lyre must 

appear thus. u Some scholars go on to infer, with circular logic, that the Terpandrean 

tradition itself is false; the final proof of this is seen to be the Mycenaean instruments 

of seven strings. 

5.12 This reasoning is fallacious and begs the question. Why should Hermes' seven- 

stringed lyre not correspond to some new musical development? After all, this is 

exactly how it is presented. Obviously the poet's mention of seven strings must post- 
date the existence of seven strings. The dating of the Hymn is uncertain, but though it 

may have been composed as much as a century and half after Terpander's floruit, the 

uoeos itself may be older-indeed, given the nature of epic, this is perhaps more likely 

than not, and this may take us back the necessary number of generations to the 

introduction of heptatony. Indeed, the last to forget a novel musical movement would 
be the &oºSot. We have seen in the catalogue of Nicomachus an astonishingly deep 

account which was nevertheless written down seven hundred years after the Hymn to 
Hermes, and which very probably contains a true grain of Mycenaean memory. We 

must not assume, therefore, that the poet of the Hymn is not trying to tell us something 

of historical importance. 

24 Lucian DDeor 11.4. 

25 Barker (1982-9) 1.43 n. 18: "the present hymn must be considerably later than Terpander, 

since it assumes that a lyra will have seven strings"; cf. Allen/Halliday/Sikes (1936), 274- 

5; "the writer could not have attributed the seven strings to Hermes had not the cirhara been 

long established in that form". 
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5.13 If in fact the Greeks' first encounter with stringed instruments was in heptatonic form 

(4.6), then the Hymn cannot recall Mycenaean heptatony, given that Apollo already 

claims to know the Kleapts. That the Nicomachean compiler has Hermes give the 

heptatonic lyre to Orpheus need not distract us from this reading; clearly a divine 

inventor must be placed before all semi-divine and human figures, and that the 

instrument passes directly from Orpheus to Terpander with no mention of Apollo or 

Homer more than counters this issue of poetic license. Indeed, it appears that 

Nicomachus knew a complete mythological replication of the sequence usually 

associated with Terpander, for Boethius reports his view that, prior to Orpheus, music 

was simple and of four strings. 26 Here too the seven-stringed lyre is not the first 

stringed instrument, but an innovation against an early citharodic tradition. 

5.14 Further internal evidence confirms that in the Hymn to Hermes it is not the lyre itself 

but its seven-strings which are novel. Take again Hermes' description of Apollo as 

KaMt Kal fV KaT& K6Quov k r1aT& 1Evos xyopE kiv. The language is formulaic, 

belonging to a larger family of expressions-what may be called a `multiform 

phrase' 27 Describing good workmanship generally, eÜ Kai knOTauivws must be 

regarded as a technical phrase in that it describes the "well and knowledgeable" 

execution of a TE Vrl28 KaTÜ KÖotIOV ("according to the cut") conforms to the image, 

but also has a specific musical application to the telling of Iirrt29 Variations of 

kTrtoTäcuevos/-wS ("knowledgeable/-ably") also appear in passages of epic-hence 
lyre-expertise. Alcinous likens Odysseus to an äotSds who has told his tale 

kTrIaTa hVG)S 30 This musical simile predicts the archery contest, where the Odysseus, 

26 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (205.27-206.2): simplicem principio fuisse musicant 
Nicomachus refert adeo, ut quattuor nervis constaret, idque usque ad Orpheum duravit 

("Nicomachus relates that at first music was so simple that it consisted of four strings, and 

this lasted until Orpheus"); according to Nicomachus this four-stringed lyre was also 
invented by Hermes: Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (206.7f. ); likewise, Macr. Sat. 1.19.15 

contrasts the four-stringed lyre of Mercury with the seven strings of Apollo. 

27 Lord (1991), 27ff., 76. 
28 Cf. Hom. Od. 19.47,20.161,23.197; Hes. Op. 107. 

29 Hom. Od. 8.489: KQTä K6apov 'AXalCjv OTTOV 6c(Scts; 8.492: '(TrnOU K60VOV 

&toov; h. Bacch. 59: Koopla t äOtST'v. 

30 Hom. Od. 11.367f.: cot S' ¬Trt uýv uop(pfi i1r&)V. ¬VI St ppivES &o6Aat, / u0Oov 6' 

ws &r' &otSbs ITrtOTauivwS KaTOic as; compare 19.457: Sfjaav k tot vc S. 

&iraotSý S' aTpa KEaatvbv / i`aXEOov ("they bound [sc. the wound] knowledgeably and 

with an incantation held back the black blood"). 
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bending his bow, is compared to a "knowledgeable" citharist stringing his lyre-the 

Heraclitean exemplars suggesting perhaps that the hero's success will restore his 

house to harmony: 

d)c ÖT' äVfip p6pu1yyOS kn(OTäkl VOS Kai ä0t3ns 

AflLSkWS iTäVUOOE VSG) 1TEpl K6ÄXO1T1 XOpSIiv. 

10 a4ac äupOTdpci6EV kUOTpE(p$S gVT£pOV O16S. 

i: )S äp' &TEp 01T0USIj5 TcXVUQEV J ya TÖCOV 'OSUQQEUs. 

S£ýLTEpi a» pa XEtpi Aaßcv Tretp1' QaTO v£Upfis" 410 

1i S' 1ITTb Ka%ÖV &£IQE. XEXISÖVI EIKD%fl a11StiV 31 

As when a man, who knows both singing and the cbputy>;, 

Lightly stretches a string around a new tuning-strip [K6AAoy], 

Fastening the well-turned sheep-gut from both ends, 

So Odysseus, in no great hurry, strung the giant bow. 

In his right hand grasping it he tried the string; 

And, like a swallow's voice, it sang a beautiful accompaniment. 

5.15 Here we find another technical formula which also appears in the Hymn to Hermes: 1 

S' vnb Kaabv &EWE(v) 32 The expression is mostly used of a "singing under" the lyre, 
i. e. with its accompaniment or along with it, as in the Hymn. This sense is inverted in 

the Odyssey, where it is the bowstring, rather than the performer, which is said to 
"sing under"; clearly the phrase was stable enough to support this sort of word-play. 
The invertibility of the expression is reflected in a variant reading of the Iliad which 
goes back to a learned debate of the third century B. C. between Alexandrian editors of 
Homer. Zenodotus' emendation AtvoS S' vnb Kaabv äELSE ("the flaxen string sang 

along beautifully") parallels the Odyssey passage, while Aristarchus championed what 
may be taken as the standard usage-and what actually appears in the manuscripts of 
Homer: atvov S' vnb KaAbv actSE ("he sang the Linus-song beautifully to the 
instrument's accompaniment"). 33 

31 Hom. Od. 21.406-11. 
32 H. Merc. 54,502. 

33 Hom. 11.18.570 with scholia (512f. Bekker). As Aristarchus pointed out, the same 

ambiguity appears in the expression "to sing the paian/to sing Paian" (e. g. Horn. 11. 

1.472ff. ). 
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5.16 The testing of the bowstring in Homer is paralleled in the Hymn, for when Hermes 

finished constructing his lyre, he "tried it with a pick" (TraAirrpw f1rEtpfrrt E). In each 

case the purpose is clearly to determine whether the string is properly strung (see further 

7.48-52). This action is encapsulated in the fundamental definition of &puov(a as "for 

the string to be well and knowledgeably" (TS f ü Kal k rtaTauivws ETvaL -njv vEupäv), 
considered in the last chapter (cf. 4.17). Most astonishing is the dactylic rhythm of the 

phrase as a whole (u I- uul- uul- -I- -I--), and in particular 6v Kcal kmaTa uivws, 
with its attested epic parallels, in yet another technical musical context. This singular 
fusion of the poetic and the technical is, to the best of my knowledge, without parallel 
in the extant music theorists, nor is there any notice of a musical treatise written in 

poetry rather than prose. rv Kal imQTauivws is the key, a technical epic expression 
which gives us a rare glimpse of musical vocabulary from the oral period. 

5.17 Is the overall dactylic rhythm of the definition coincidental, and only that of the 
formula significant, a sort of quotation or curious fossil situated within the more 
prosaic articular infinitive? Might one suppose the existence of technical definitions in 

verse, a canon cast in metre for mnemonic purposes by the äotSo(? The parallels then 

are to the small handful of technical details in Archaic poetry, like those considered 
above, and the lyre-invention scene in the Hymn to Hermes. Even the Terpander 
fragment might hint at the existence of such a lost `genre'. When such epic 
expressions seem to be merely quasi-technical, or completely untechnical-like kirTä 
St ßvuccävouS otC3v fravvooaTO XopSdis-it is not because the poets were groping 
towards an as yet unformed OEc p(a. They are making quick and casual allusions 
which would, for other poets, call to mind a body of technical language and concepts; 
for the general audience these details would impart a technical flavor without 
obscuring the narrative. Analogous technical themes in epic are, for example, those of 
arming and ship building-like the lyre-building scene, these are also `harmonic' (cf. 

4.19-20). 

5.18 But what is the ultimate source of the definition preserved by the Aristophanic 

scholiast? A music theorist or &puov1K6c might quote an epic formula simply as a way 
of enhancing the tone of a discussion; such may have been the case with kITTam Xovs 

TäS Ofißas c; )KOSbunarv in the Nicomachean lyre catalogue (cf. 4.29). But if is right 
that 65 Kal h, rIaTauivwc has some specific relevance to the TtXvn of music, the 
d puovtK6c could be integrating such vocabulary to maintain some continuity with 
earlier tradition. This curious definition of &puovIa might ultimately recall a shift 
from an oral to written Occapla, a transition which seems to have begun in the late sixth 
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century with the writings of Lasus of Hermione 34 Martianus Capella, who purports 

to represent the contents and organization of this work, implies that it brought the 

study of #uovia to a wider, more popular audience; 35 and apuovia as a musical 

tuning is first securely attested in a fragment of this author (cf. 4.14). Is it possible, 

since Lasus was himself a poet, that the metrical definition came from this very work, 

whether cast in verse by the author himself or simply committed to writing in 

traditional form? Musical literacy itself may well have begun in the Argolid at this 

time, as is shown by certain distinctive letter forms in the ancient core of the Greek 

notation system. 36 This is also when traditional oral composition was being 

transformed by the art of writing. The poet of the Battle of Frogs and Mice, for 

instance, makes a point of revealing his literate method. 37 Among the Hymns, the 

clearest example of literate interference is the Hymn to Hermes itself. 38 

5.19 Taken together, these technical details hint at an oral Ocwpia of the Archaic period 
(with roots in the Dark Age as attested by Homer), known to musicians who had 

mastered the pursuit of their TriXvrt-what Alcman described as Tb Kaac. s KtOapiaSev 
(cf. 2.24). It is not simply the case, then, that Apollo already "knows how to sing 
well". He is master of an existing idiom, characterized with special epic language 

reserved by his tradition to describe performers, performance, and other musical facts. 
In this light, consider a similar description of Hermes, who makes his debut "reciting 

all in proper fashion while playing the cithara from his shoulder" (1rävT tvi, rcav 
rcaTCC Kdauov kTrwMvLov KLOagwv) 39 Thus Hermes himself, despite being an 
innovator, sings his theogony within the bounds of established epic technique-the 
Hymn itself being, of course, a post-Hesiodic composition. Note that it is equally 
possible to construe I ZTä K6auov with both KLOap[Ccav and Lvinwv, so that proper 
instrumental performance is included in the epic TiXvr1-exactly as we find in 
Homer's bowman-citharist simile (&A p pdpuryyos inIQTäcuEVOc Kal &OLSf ). 

34 Suda s. v. Aaoos: TrpC. TOS Si ovTOS Trepl t. tououd s A6yov i`ypat 
. Note that the 

title of this work, often given as TTepl povaud c, may not be specfied by the Suda. 
35 Mart. Cap. 9.936: me Lasus, ex urbe Hermionea vir, mortalibus divulgaret ("Lasus, a man 

from the city of Hermione, revealed me [sc. Harmonia] to mortals"). 
36 West (1992), 261ff. Cf. 7.57. 
37 [Hom. ] Batr. 3. 
38 Janko (1982), 41f., 149. 

39 H. Merc. 433. 
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5.20 This fusion of old and new leads to a world of snarled styles. That Hermes first calls 

upon Memory as his patroness-"for she had the son of Maia as her lot (t yäp aäxc 

MatäSos vl6v)40-locates his novel performance squarely within the ancient tradition 

of aotSt -already in Apollo's domain, as we have seen-while kvinwv lends it an epic 

tone. The newcomer is thus fusing the ancient epic style with his new seven-stringed 

tunings, just as Terpander is said to have set the Irn of Homer to "music", i. e. the 

uOan of Orpheus (cf. 2.33). And yet, though the poet describes heptachordal melic, the 

Hymn itself was composed within the living epic tradition. The composer's 

perspective then-along with that of his audience-is exactly that of Apollo, regarding 

the seven-stringed novelty as a threatening intruder. At the time when the Hymn was 

composed, of course, the seven-stringed lyre was standard, and the epic tradition well 

on its way to being fossilized by the rhapsodes, the Homerids who merely recited oral- 

traditional texts which had been fixed in writing in earlier generations (cf. 2.36). This 

passing of the torch is reflected in the Hymn itself where, at the end of the `epic', 

Apollo overcomes his suspicions and receives the seven-stringed lyre into his domain 

Of Ki0aPIS Kal Kau1Tl, Aa TÖýa just as elsewhere he led Camus and Harmonia to their 

wedding with heptatonic accompaniment (2.19), and in Theognis the Muses claimed 
the beautiful bride as their own with an ¬Tros (2.30). The poem represents the official 

sanctioning, from within the inherited tradition, of a musical trend which had, by the 
date of our composition, already saturated Greece. It bestows upon the new musicians 
the blessing of the elders. 

5.21 There are a few precious details in the lyre-building scene which may help to link the 
Greek 6cwpta of the Classical period with the imported diatony (see further 7.47-52). 
But there is less technical material in the Hymn which is relevant to the Orientalizing 

music. Speculation about the melic revolution is made less rampant if, as it seems, the 
Mesopotamian diatonic system was restricted to certain genres of music. As we have 

seen, in the song catalogue VAT 10101 the phases of the Symphonic Circle are 

associated with only two classes of composition, sitru and irtu (cf. 1.18,6.17,7.61). 
We do not know what sitru songs were, except that they could be performed by girls, 

and are associated in one text with the number seven-referring presumably to 
heptatony or even to the seven phases of the tuning cycle 4' 

5.22 But Mesopotamian heptatonic music was not limited to female performers or the irtu 
love-songs: the Assyrian victory parades from the Nineveh reliefs show curved harps, 

40 H. Merc. 430. 

41 Kilmer (1984), 75 n. 22. 
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angled harps, and winds playing in concert. This processional music must have been 

as elaborate and artificial as the site u and irtu songs, composed within the conventions 
of the classical system of music glimpsed in the tablets. Further, we find the ZA. Mf 
(Akkadian sammfi: cf. 6.3) mentioned in connection with songs of divine praise, 42 and 
this is confirmed by the Hurrian tablet fragments, of which the one complete 
composition is a cult hymn to the goddess Nikkal. 43 In Greece too this genre was 
considered proper to the lyre? 4 It is important, then, that the opening hymns used by 
later Greek citharodes were attributed as a corpus to Terpander (cf. 2.29). 

5.23 Clearly the irtu lovesongs, which explored the complete rotation of the Symphonic 
Circle, will have been a type of personal lyric poetry. This is an important area of 
overlap with Archaic Greek melic, also associated predominantly with stringed 
instruments, and characterized by personal expression and innovative composition. 
Here too, where Erato was the presiding deity, lovesongs loomed large; according to 
some, the Lovely Muse also created hymns to the gods, 45 and this helps illuminate the 
curious dual nature of the Homeric Hymns, with their ancient diction now deployed in 
a melic context. In the Hymn to Hermes, fpws features as one of the new seven- 
stringed lyre's three primary associations: 46 

äTp£K WS yäcp äua Tpla 1r VTa näpEOTIV 
Ev(PpOO IVnv Kal IpWTa Kal 7j6tiuov tTrvov cOal47 

For truly there are all three things to choose from at once: 

42 Kilmer (1994), 463. 

43 Laroche (1968), hymn 6. 
44 Cf. Procl. Chr. ap. Phot. Bibl. 320a19f.: 6 St KUplws vuvot irpbs KtOäpav 4SETo; 

schol. Hom. Il. 18.570 (512f. Bekker): of 1rpC. Tot TOTS OEoTs PET& C 6Sgs 
vnoKIOap1CovTEs. For "sweet" string music, cf. Hom. 11.13.637: tto? TrfjS TE 
yAUKEpfjs; h. Bacch. 59: yAUK£ptjv Koaltfoat äotSi'v; Pi. N. 9.3: aAA' kTriwv 

yAUKÜV OPVOV TrpäooETE. 
45 Anth. Pal. 9.504.6ff. (Anon. ): vuvous &6av&Twv 'EpaTW noAUTEpTr&as E ipEV 

... 
&ppovirly Traorlat TToAvuvta Sc7. v &oiSais. 

46 Compare Cleonides' tripartition of 11EaoTrotfa into three characters (fjOn): StaoTaATtKöv, 

ovaTaATIK6v and AavXaOTtK6v at 13 (206.3ff. ), where the expressive range of each 
reveal some overlap with the functions given in the Hymn to Hermes; cf. also Aristotle's 

tripartition of music at Pol. 8.4.1339a11ff. 

47 H. Mere. 447ff. 
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Ease of mind, love and sweet sleep. 

5.24 Evppoovvii-which, according to Pindar, Cadmus enjoyed from his wedding to 

Harmonia48-anticipates the frequent distinction in later sources between the edifying 

and mind-soothing powers of the Apolline lyre and the orgiastic Mats of the vagrant- 

pitched a 6s a9 "Sleep" (thrvov) is a somewhat less common association. 50 There 

is besides the variant vuvov, a genre proper to citharodes. But the erotic aspect of this 

tripartition is emphasized through an extended trope, whereby Apollo enters into a 

passionate love affair with the Heptatonic Lyre. The conceit begins at 423, when 

Hermes first plays to himself: avpn ö' tpa-r v KtOa p(ýwv. 51 Apollo comes upon them, 

and it is love at first hearing when his newborn brother delivers his Hesiodic theogony 

in a "lovely voice" (ipaTh ... cpw0) 52 Apollo is overmastered by "inescapable 

love"-a common melic trope emphasized by the framing device ipai ... 
gpos53-and his musical tastes undergo a sea change: 

48 Pi. P. 3.98. 

49 Cf. [Hes. ] Sc. 281; A. fr. 57 TrGF; S. fr. 849 TrGF; Ar. Vesp. 131; E. Hel. 1351f., Ba. 

120-34, HF 871-879; Hp. Epid. 5.81; PHib. 13.33f.? (cf. West [1992b], 21f. ); Pl. Smp. 

215b-c, Min. 318b-c, Cri. 54d, Arist. Pol. 8.6.1341a21f.: O *K IGTIV 6 ac iMs 1 OLKöv 

äAaä vdUov bpytaoTUCdv; cf. 8.7.1342b1ff.; Thphr. frr. 726a-c (Fortenbaugh et al. ); 

Men. Theoph. 27-28; Anth. Pal. 9.216.5 (Onestes): cn A6s 8vaiouooS; Ath. 14.623f- 

624c; Aristid. Quint. 2.18-19; [Longin. ] Subl. 39.2; Galen Smpt. 7.60f. Kühn; Aft. 6.8. 

For the Apolline vs. Dionysiac in general see Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy; Brown 

(1959), 157-178; in music specifically, see Dodds (1951), 64-101; Anderson (1966), 151f. 

In Tenedos it was allegedly unconstitutional for an aulete to enter the temple of Apollo: 

Heraclid. Lemb. Exc. polfit. 22 (Dilts). 

50 Cf. perhaps Alcm. 3.1.5ff. PMGF, with Page's conjecture KaMv vµvtotoäv iXos / ... 
/ [vnvov 1s]Tr6 yXEpäpwv oKES[a]oei yavKVv; Ion of Chios 19F22 TGrF: &AX' Ela. 

AvSal WäATptat. 7raaaLUTwv / vuvrav &ot6o1, TbV Eivov KOLpAGaTE [v. l. 

KoaIn aaTE] ("Come then, Lydian harp-girls, singers / of archaic hymns, send the guest to 

sleep"); Xenophon connects the hypnotic and erotic powers of music (Smp. 3.1-2); Aristotle 

reports the common association of sleep, music, and drink (Pol. 8.4.1339a14ff. ); Callistrat. 

Stat. 7.3 describes lions lulled to sleep by the lyre of Orpheus. 

51 Cf. Stesich. fr. 278.2 PMGF: kpaTat 4P6Eyyou><va avpat. Earlier the tortoise has been 

called kpcZTEtvbv &Ovppac, "lovely toy" (40), and XAvv kpaTtjv (52,153). 

52 H. Merc. 426. 

53 H. Merc. 426,434. 
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alA' oü 1rcb Ti Pol %LSE hETCC ppEaiv äAAo ii Arl6Ev 

oTa v9wv 8aAin5 ivSiýta gpyac , rdaovTrat 

Oavuäýw at6S vit TäS' c: )5 kpaT6V KLOclpit; ctS54 

But my heart never felt like this for anything else of the type 

That are tests of skill for young men at parties; 

I am amazed, Son of Zeus, at how gorgeously you play these pieces! 

5.25 Despite his ancient patronage of music, QKdata or party-songs had never been much to 

Apollo's taste, a mythological reflection of their vulgar status and unworthiness of 

attention by the serious musician. 55 By contrast Apollo's protection of the epic TiXvf 
is well attested. 56 The seven-stringed lyre brings with it a more estimable form of 

popular music, for Apollo's sudden love-affair is occasioned by Hermes playing in 

the very manner of the young men who had previously won only disdain. 57 Naturally 

the Greeks had always had feasts with entertainment. 58 But the symposium in its 
Classical form appears to owe a considerable debt to the seventh-century fashion of 
imitating Assyrian aristocratic life. 59 Such events are frequent in Assyrian art, and 
musicians-string players in particular-are a typical feature; the court minstrel was 
held in high esteem. 60 Likewise, from the early Archaic period onwards, lyre and 
aM are essential trappings of Greek and Etruscan banquet scenes. These 
instruments almost invariably have a complement of seven strings, and here there is 

every reason to suppose that the artists have taken care to render the instruments 

accurately. In a scene where Oriental trappings were a mark of status and distinction, 
heptatonic instruments were an important and authentic detail. 

54 H. Merc. 453-55. 
55 For kvSiýta 1pya as aKöata see Allen/Halliday/Sikes (1936) ad loc. 

56 Cf. Horn. 11.13.731: [sc. S(Ur; OEbs] äAaca S'bpXrlaTiJV. fTtpca K(OaptV Kal äotSrjv; 

Od. 8.488: f ai yE Mono' SiSaýE. At6S Hals, n of y' 'ATrcAXwv; Iles. Th. 94f. K 

yap Tot Movo&wv Kal iKrlß6Xov 'Arrdaawvos / a"vSpcs ao(So1 ¬aoty kirl XOdva 

Kal KtOaptaTal: h. Ap. 188: aÜTCKa S' ZZOaVaTOtOI ltl<AEt KdOapts Kal &OISA; Call. 

Del. 5: Doºßov &0t66(wv iESiOVTa. 
57 H. Merc. 55f.: kE aITOOXESL nc TrElpc iEVOS. A4TE Kovpol / tjßrjTal OaAtrlat 

irapatpöaa KEpTOuI`ovßly. 

58 See e. g. Hom. Od. 1.152; cf. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1146e-1147a. 
59 See West (1997), 32. 

60 See e. g. Farmer (1957), 237ff. 
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5.26 Pindar's testimony that Terpander invented QK6XIa now becomes much more 

suggestive 61 Perhaps this is related to his portrait of Terpander at Lydian banquets, 

where the gleeman seems to have acquired, and doubtless exchanged, new ideas about 

music (cf. 2.15,3.1,3.9). Perhaps he contributed to the feast novel heptatonic music in 

Assyrian style. Perhaps both Greece and Lydia were caught up in the same 

Assyrianizing fashion. Alcaeus, one of Terpander's successors in the Lesbian yvos, 

was likewise renowned for his drinking songs 62 Naturally, love-poetry would be 

appropriate in a symposiastic setting; or rather, these erotic drinking songs belonged 

to the larger domain of Erato. 63 The Hymn's association of the seven-stringed lyre 

with the erotic and symposiastic finds a distinct echo in a oK6AIov of Bacchylides who, 

addressing a loved one in a symposiastic context, apostrophizes the seven-stringed 
lyre-and invokes "well-lyred Apollo" 64 Similarly, the author of another oKbatov 

wishes he were a lyre, so that beautiful youths might embrace him. 65 More generally, 
however, much other Archaic lyric was composed for sympotic occasions. 

5.27 Apollo, long a follower of the native Olympian Muses (Movototy 'OavurnäSEoaLv 

6mMS6S), 66 has found a new art and a new Muse-one not previously known in 

Olympus: 

Oauuao(nv yecp T1 VSE VEfIpaTOV oacav äKOiºw. 
fiV OÜ 1TCJ 7TOTi gTJJU SaAtlEvat OOTE TtV' &VSp[. V 67 

O(TE TtV' 1sOav6TUwv of 'OA lTta Sc)I. taT' IXOVQt. 445 

vdopt o OEV prlanTa Atbs teal MataSos vtf. 

TIS TiXVT . T(S MoOaa äG, nXaviwv jEAE5&vcav; 68 

61 Pi. fr. 126a (S-M) = ps. -Plut. De mus. 1140f: KaOänep TT(vSapbs 4Pnat. Kai ýrav 

OKOXLC)v ucawv TipiracvSpoS evpE rijc ijv. 
62 Ath. 15.693f-694a; cf. 13.598b = Hermesianax fr. 7.47f. CA. 

63 Cf. Aristox. fr. 125 from the L 11tKTa OUunOTIKh (= Suda s. v. oKOXtdv) t Sov 

yvcwuaS Kal kpwTtKh avvTOva; note that avvTOva is suggestive of diatony, which 

was surely the easiest style for a Greek of basic musical education (cf. 7.20,7.53-56). 

Plato's Symposium was the best setting for a continuous encomium of Love. 

64 B. fr. 20B. Iff., 50 (Snell). 

65 Carm. conviv. 17 (PMG 900). 

66 H. Merc. 450. 

67 Cf. S. Ichn. 144 (Maltese): y6pc . Tbv ovSe[1IS 0n, [C)1TOIT' f KOVOev ßpoT&v. 

68 H. Merc. 443-447. 
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For this new voice I hear is marvellous- 

A voice I say no mortal ever learned as yet, 

Nor any of the gods who have Olympian homes, 

Except for you, you son of Zeus and Maia. Thief! 

What art is this? What Muse of inescapable cares? 

OOTE TIV &Oav&Twv 01 'OAvu-rria Swi, a-r' IXouai recalls the epic invocational formula 

Moüoai 'OavuTrta StuaT' 9XovoaL, typically used when the poet is requesting 
information. 69 That is, the Olympian Muses represent the store of knowledge 

available to the singers' collective Memory-Mv ipoavvn, mother of the Muses. The 

immediate appearance of Tis Mooca after this invites us to read the word literally as 
"Muse", rather than merely the poetic "music"-although this meaning is clearly 
operative too. Apollo declares his ignorance about a form of music previously 
unknown to the reservoir of traditional Greek lore, a new Muse to inspire him. 

5.28 Typical melic love causes as much grief as joy, while music brings evgpoa, rvrl, peace 
of mind. The poet of the Hymn has amusingly combined these tropes. Answering to 
fpoi äinixavos ("inescapable love") at 434-and noting Hermes as the "deviser" 
(unXav«Ta) at 436-Mouaa &ui xavicwv JJEXES6vwv, describing the new instrument, 

must mean "Muse who causes inescapable cares". The old Olympian Muses, by 

contrast, were, in the words of Hesid, "forgetfulness of evils and stopping of 
troubles" (Anauoovvnv T$ KaKC. v äuTrauuä Te uEpurJp&cc. v) 7° As he sang in his own 
theogony: 

EI yap tic Karl irivOos gXwv veotcr1Sit hui c 
äýrlTat Kpa&inv äKaXALIEVos. avTäp äot&&S 

Mouoäcav OEpäTrwv tc/cTa TrpOTipwv avOpwirwv 100 

v tVAaEl I Kapäc TE Ocovs 01 'OAuunov ¬Xouaty. 

aTy' ö yc Suagpoauv&. v intAAOETat ovU Ti KrS: swv 

uiuvnTacl71 

69 See Janko (1992) ad 16.112f. See e. g. Hom. Il. 2.484,11.218,14.508,16.112; Hes. Th. 
114f.: TQVTä io! IOT1ETE MoOcat 'OkÜpirta SWl aT' Ixouaat / iC &PXT)c. Ka 

ETiTa9' ÖTt TrpiaTOV 'YiVET' ac Tc. v; fr. 1.1f. (M-W): Nvv Si yvvactKC. V ? vaov 
zdCaTE. ASViTTEtat / MoOoat'OÄUuTTI&SES. 

70 Hes. Th. 55. 

71 Hes. Th. 98-103. 
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For even if a person lives with sorrow in his freshly-grieving 

Soul and stabbing heartpain, still, a singer, 

Servant of the Muses, will sing the famous deeds of 

Ancient men, and the blessed gods who hold Olympus, 

And all at once that man forgets his worried mind [Svappoovvkwv] and does not 

Think at all of troubles. 

5.29 The idea recurs in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo. This scene, which also contains the 
harmonic circle dancers-the ßnT&PtIOV S of the Odyssey (cf. 4.22)-enhances our 
appreciation of the inverted T6nos in the Hymn to Hermes. For here we find Apollo 

accompanying the Olympian Muses as they once again soothe mortal cares: 

ETUI St cpopu(ýwv A11TOU'S kpLKVS9oc ulbs 

pbpuuyyt yaapupij Trp6c TTvß nETprjEOOav. 
&GIßpOTa EtuaT' ¬Xwv T£8uwu9va" TOO St göpunyg 

Xpuoiou vTrb 1rX1' KTpou Kava)(v ¬XEi 1uEp6E0aav. 185 
Zv6EV S Trpbs "OXuunov äith XOOVbc i: 2S TE v6ri a 
Etai i td irpbc SCua 6EC. v uEO' 6in'yuPIV &aawv 
a*T(Ka S' crOaV&TOIQI G1AEl K(Oapls Kal MOIST. 

MoOoat 119v 0' ifita iräaat äuEtß61JEVaI bnl KaXi 
JL VCOQ(V Aa OEC)v SCap' äcu(3pOTa AE' äv0pcTrwv 190 

TÄT1poßvvac, öd iXOVTES ÜTr' ä0aVäTOIUI 6EOia1 

ýäOVG' äppaSi£S Kal &u xavoI, oOSt SvvavTat 

EVpiu£Val 0aV6CTOI6 T' äKOS Kc1 yýpaOc äAKap 72 

The most glorious son of Leto goes 

Towards rocky Pytho, playing on his hollow phorminx, 
Wearing clothes divinely fragrant; and his phorminx 
Has a lovely sound beneath his golden plectrum. 

Thence as a thought he goes Olympus-bound from earth, 
To Zeus' home amid the gathered group of other gods; 

And all at once the gods' concern is only kitharis and song. 

The Muses, all together, answer him with pretty voice, 

And sing the gods' divine advantages, and all the 

Sufferings which humans get from the immortal gods: 
Unwitting and unable to escape, they live and cannot 

72 H. Ap. 182-193. 
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Find a cure for death, nor shelter from old age. 

5.30 In this vision of eirppooüvr1, Apollo and his phonninx dart to heaven "like a thought" 

(ws -rr; vönua), and the gods dance far from mortal cares. The old Olympian Muses 

now seem content to share Apollo with his new mistress. This is not meant 

facetiously; for, returning to the Hymn to Hermes, as the theme of musical and 

sympotic eros is brought to its climax, Apollo takes the seven-stringed Muse, like a 

courtesan (kTa fpn), in his knowledgeable embrace: 

E ,w ATrEt PET& XEpOiv ¬X ' Atyvqiwvov iTa(pfly 

KaAä Kai EÜ KaTä KÖOliOV i1TLOT6pEVOS &YOpELrEIV 73 

Holding the clear-voiced companion in his hands he played her sweetly, 

Knowing well and beautifully how to sing in accord with the art (KaT X Kdo tov). 

5.31 The image of the instrument with its seven-stringed music as a iTa(pn, along with its 

quality of Evcpow; vrt, might suggest the later contrast between the avAnTpis who was 
hired cheaply for an evening's entertainment at a symposium, and the more cultured 

courtesans with whom the wealthy dallied for months or years. 74 As we see in New 

Comedy, these geishas often entertained with the sophisticated music of the KL0äpa75 
We recall Aristoxenus' opinion that stringed-instrument music was a more refined 

and demanding art than that of winds. 76 No doubt the rustic musics he dismissed 

were, like the bucolic tradition adapted by Theocritus, fascinating in their own right, 

governed by their own laws and with very ancient repertoires. But Aristoxenus reveals 
the station of citharodic music within Greek musical life as a whole. Already in the 
Hymn to Hermes, there is emphasis on the training and skill required if the instrument 

were not to babble meaninglessly?? Central to this knowledge is the musical reality 

underlying Hermes' testing of the seven consonant strings (see further 7.47-52). Like 

the ancient epic tradition, the new art is something to be learned KaTC K60uov, 
according to the formal conventions of the TtXvºI: 

73 H. Merc. 478f. 
74 See West (1992), 26. The distinction was not absolute, for we know of cheap hired girls 

who played the sambyke: see West (1992), 77. 

75 E. g. Terence's Phormio, adapted from the Epidikazomenos of Apollodorus. 

76 Aristox. fr. 95 = Ath. 4.174e; cf. 1.22. 

77 H. Merc. 486-8: ös U KEv avrrt v/ vnis iwv Tb lrpc TOV kntt acpEACS iptEivrl, / 

pd y a1Tws KEV I1TEtTa ucT opä TE OpuAtl ot. 
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ös -rtS äv aui tv 

Tn Kai aopin SCSanuivoS Z; EpEEtvq 

pOeyyouivri TravTola vow Xap[EVTa StS&OKEi? $ 

Whatever person makes 

Their inquiry with skill and training (oo(pia, -r-9Xvrl), learning her, 

She teaches, sounding out all sorts of things which please the mind. 

5.32 With the sudden switch to indefinite statement (öS TtS xv), the poet looks past Apollo, 

broadening the audience to include those whom the god of K18apIS Kal Kaumraa T6ýa 

represents-6rotSoi raised within the inherited Greek tradition-in an instructive 

proclamation. With patient study, the musician could become 05 KaTf Kbouov 

kTrLaTäIEvoS in the new art. The new heptatony is versatile, and can be used for 

lravTOia. "all sorts"-theogony, lovesong, divine hymns, aKdaia. and more 79 With 

Udram. the seven-stringed lyre becomes a teacher, foreshadowing its nearly exclusive 

role in the fifth-century music lesson, where intellects like Damon taught well-bred 
Athenians to recognize fundamental musicological issues, like those to which Plato 

and Aristotle so lightly allude. The lyrist becomes an inquirer into a TiXVT1 whose 
intellectual delights are emphasized by vdw XapievTa-Apolline ideas which reach for 

the heavens, &S it vdnua, through the teaching of the seven-stringed lyre. Here is an 

early archetype of the musica speculativa commonly associated with the seven- 

stringed lyre in Pythagorean tradition, and predicted as an Orientalizing `science' by 

the mythological symbolism of Cinyras and the marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia 
(cf. 2.10,2.19). 

5.33 As for the heptatonic T XVT1, Greek music was so enriched by the seven consonant 

strings that in the late fifth century the comic poet Eupolis could still declare that 
"music is a rather deep and devious business" (uovoud Trpäyf WTI PaOLJ TI Kal 

KaIim, Xov), 80 while Anaxilas exclaimed: 

78 H. Merc. 482ff. 
79 Cf. Pi. N. 5.24f.: ydpplyy 'AnöXawv iTrräyawooav Xpvoiw 1rAäKTpc 81c)KwV 

ayEITO TTaVTOIWV v6pc v. 

80 Eup. 366 K-A Note that KaprlXov glosses povaunj specifically in terms of stringed 

instruments and consonance, for Ka to rac I were modulations occurring at consonant 'mod 

junctures": see further 7.17. 
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fi Gtouau d S' wairep At q. rrpbs Tav 6Ewv. 

al£I TI KaIVÖV KQT' v(auTbv Oppiov 

TIKTEI 81 

Music is like Libya, by the gods! 

It always produces some novel animal 

Every year. 

By then Terpander's heptatonic u Aq had long since absorbed and been absorbed by 

the inherited xotS1 of epic. The new art was a fusion of Oriental and Greek elements, 

with the imported practice persisting as the foundation of apuovud , which had become 

synonymous with the Muses' art itself just as the Spartans were said to have been 

ignorant of `music' prior to Terpander's sojourn there (2.38). 82 The Greeks had 
invented Music. 

81 Anaxil. fr. 27 K-A 

82 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 9.1134b-c; Ael. VH 12.50. 
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PART TWO 

THE SYMPHONIC CIRCLE 
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6.0 The Babylonian Tuning Cycle 

6.1 Part One presented the historical evidence in favor of an Orientalizing musical 

movement, and identified this with rapid innovations evident in the Greek melic music 
of the Archaic period. This led to the diversification of the inherited Greek tradition, 
broadly tripartite as typical of musical syncretism: the fossilization of Homeric Iiu ; 
the incorporation in its pure form of the imported diatony; and the eventual 
development of syncretic forms determined by the imposition of native features onto 
the foreign system. This lays the foundation for the more detailed correlation of the 

cuneiform musical tablets with the testimony of the Greek theorists and those 

musicographers who preserve evidence of technical nature. Until now I have argued 
as generally as possible; the following chapters are, unavoidably, quite technical. 

6.2 Over the last forty years, a handful of scholars have collaborated in the discovery and 
reconstruction of an ancient Mesopotamian theory of music. The cuneiform tablets 
express formally a system of practical music, and are the oldest such documents yet 
known. Codified no later than the beginning of the second millennium B. C., the 
tradition has clear antecedents in the third millennium achievements of Sumer. 
Predominantly Akkadian, the tablets still make regular use of Sumerian terms, some of 
which are known from other musical contexts in the earlier period, such as the Shulgi 
praise hymns. ' 

6.3 This stratification is seen most clearly in U. 3011, a lexical list which places Akkadian 
terms side by side with their Sumerian equivalents. Although each of the tablets 
contributes more or less to the understanding of the others, U. 3011 (see Appendix B for 
text) was fundamental in providing the names and arrangement of the strings of the 
sammü (Akkadian) or zä. mi (Sumerian), without which none of the other tablets could 
have been deciphered. 2 (Whether this instrument was harp or lyre is still debated, 3 

See Krispijn's (1990) edition of Shulgi B; cf. Shaffer (1981), 82-83; Gurney (1994); Kilmer 
(1965), 261. Note also the Sumerian expression "tigi-7 music", which may refer to 
heptatony: cf. Kilmer (1984), 75 n. 22. 

2 British Museum. Publication history: Kilmer (1960); Kilmer (1965); official publication 
by Gurney (1974) as no. 126 of Ur Excavation Texts VII, British Museum (1974); 

Finkel/Civil (1982); Kilmer (1994). 

3 See Duchesne-Guillemin (1969a), 10f.; (1969b); Lawergren/Gurney (1987), 40ff.; Gurney 

(1994), 104; Crocker (1997) 19 1f.; new evidence for the sammll as a lyre was presented in a 

paper by Kilmer at the Ninth International Symposium of the Study Group on Music 
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but this is unimportant for the present argument. ) Discovered at Ur and dating to the 

neo-Babylonian period (c. 400-300 B. C. ), U. 3011 is among the last generations of 

cuneiform tablets. But the text itself of column 1 was shown to be much older by the 

discovery of a duplicate fragment from Nippur, N4782, dated to c. 1800-1500.4 In 

fact, U. 3011 and N4782 are but two exemplars of the thirty-second and last surviving 
(i. e. identified) volume of a much larger work known as Nabn tu ("Creation" or 
"Creature"), an encyclopaedia of the Old Babylonian period (c. 1800) which treated 

all aspects of human action and creation .5 
While the first thirty-one volumes were 

devoted to human physiology, Nabnitu XXXII marks a sudden change in direction, 

containing a variety of musical terminology, much of which is fragmentary and as yet 

undeciphered. It is thus the oldest known example of music lexicography .6 

6.4 The first column of Nabn tu XXXH is best preserved, being witnessed by two of the 
three exemplars. The text seems to be divided in halves, the first containing the string 

names of the nine-stringed sammü. These are subdivided into two groups and given 

numbers from one to five, one set being distinguished by the label "behind" or 
"back". The two groups share a single fifth string upon which the lower-numbered 

strings converge. This arrangement of strings, often represented as 123454321, may be 

termed `epicentric'. The second half of the text is generally considered a section 

apart-or rather, no attempt has been made to correlate the two halves. But a close 
relationship between the two is, I shall argue, important for a fuller understanding of 
the system (10.37). 

6.5 Following the nine epicentric strings is what appears to be a summary statement in 
Line 10: 

Sumerian: Akkadian: Translation: 

[9] SA. A 9 pi-it-nu "nine strings" 

Archaeology (1998), the proceedings of which will be published by the Deutsches 

Archäologisches Institut (Berlin). 

4 University Museum, Philadelphia. Publication history: Shaffer (1981); Finkel/Civil 

(1982); Kilmer/Crocker (1984); Kilmer (1994). Shaffer, who published the tablet, 

considered it Old Babylonian, while Finkel believes it to be Middle: Finkel/Civil (1982), 

250. 

5 For Nabnitu as a whole see Finkel/Civil (1982). The subsequent volumes cannot yet be 

identified, since the colophon of U. 3011 does not survive. 
6 Cf. Coover/Franklin (2001). 
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Akkadian pitnu corresponds to two Sumerian words. Here and in other texts it is seen 

to be synonymous with Sumerian SA, the musical string; it can also mean both 

"interval" and "tuning", as seen from the other tablets? But pitnu also has a 

common non-musical application, corresponding in this sense to Sumerian GI8. NAS: a 

well-attested but "as yet undetermined wooden piece of craftsmen's equipment and 

certain parts of furniture and other furnishings ... the relationship between the 

stringed instrument and the wooden furnishing remains unclear. "8 Based on the 

pictograph of NA5, Kilmer (1965) suggested that GI8. NA5 might mean the rungs or 

staves of wooden furnishings, since this could serve as an appropriate metaphor for 

musical strings .9 

6.6 This dual application to woodworking and musical strings finds a striking parallel in 

the Greek term &puovta, leading to a metaphor of "musical joinery". We have seen 
that the 6puovia of the strings' tuning is quite literally equivalent to the overall 
harmony of the instrument (4.17). The precision required to `build' a tuning upon the 

narrow resonant nodes is aptly paralleled by the delicate balance required in complex 
joinery work, often associated with &puov(a (4.19-20). Where many such consonant 
`joints' are involved, as in the diatonic method, the image becomes ever more apt as 
the tuning comes to be seen as an elaborate, mutually supporting structure. Here the 
semantic overlap of &puovia and Akkadian pitnu, both of which may pertain to a 
variety of composite wooden objects of some complexity, including cross-supports in 

chairs and beds, is especially intriguing (cf. 4.18). In this light we should entertain 
Kilmer's proposed derivation of pitnu from '/ptn, "to strengthen". lo 

6.7 The use of Akkadian pitnu as both "a tuned string" and "an interval comprising two 
tuned, i. e. consonant strings", is closely paralleled by the two musical uses of 

7 See Kilmer (1960), 278,281,298-300; (1965), 262-265; (1971), 132. 

8 Parallels where pitnu is equivalent to GIS. NA5 collected by Kilmer (1965), 262ff., 

supplementing Landsberger (1934), 155f.; Salonen (1963), 207f.; cf. Kilmer (1971), 133 

n. 1, which also gives the NA5 pictograph. 

9 This might find a parallel of some sort in Telest. fr. 4.2f. (PMG 808) = Ath. 14.637a: 
"magadis in five-rodded juncture/harmony of strings" (uäyaSty / irev-rapp64Sca 

xopSäv &pOut? ). I am not suggesting an immediate relationship between the five rods of 
Telestes and the five strokes of the NA5 sign, though it is a curious coincidence. The point 

of interest is rather the conjunction of woodworking and musical imagery. 

10 Personal communication. 
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l puovia recorded in the Suda (Tb eü Kat knturauivws F. TvaI rtjv vwwpav and ¬aTI St 

fpuovia auupwvia T&V xopSC v: cf. 4.17). Moreover, the common use of drpuovia as 
"tuning" matches the tertiary sense of pitnu as "a full tuning using consonant 

strings". As far as we know, pitnu always describes a diatonic tuning, and this 

provides an important precedent for the early use of &puovia as "diatonic octave 

species". As we have seen (2.20-21), Tövos has a very similar range of meaning-also 

with diatonic overtones-from "pitched string" (Täots) to "interval" (St6arriua) to 

"tuning", applying to both the diatonic tuning and the octave species. St rovoc itself 

is revealing in this light, for the word has a literal use in construction contexts, and 

refers specifically to strengthening devices, applying for example to a particular type 

of stonework or to the stays of furniture. I i 

6.8 Though U. 3011 was not formally published by Gurney until 1974, Kilmer (1960) 

was able to consult his hand-transcription for her work on CBS 10996, which would 
have been all but unintelligible without the string names. (See Appendix B for text. ) This 

was an Akkadian mathematical text from Nippur, an important scribal center, dating to 

the middle or late first millennium B. C. 12 Such coefficient lists, as they are called, 

were not uncommon; but CBS 10996 was unique in that its partially destroyed first 

column contained a list of musical strings, in a mysterious but obviously purposeful 

arrangement. 

6.9 Each string name appeared in company with a number; but these numbers did not 
always correspond to those upon which the strings' names were based in U. 301 1. 
Front-string, next-string, third-thin-string, Ea-creator-string (equated with Sumerian 
fourth-small-string in the lexical list of U. 3011), and fifth-string were predictably 
answered by 1,2,3,4 and 5. But for some reason fourth-back-string and third-back- 

string were given the numbers 6 and 7; moreover, the remaining two strings known 
from U. 3011-second-back-string and back-string-were not to be found. Equally 

curious, the string names and their attendant numbers appeared in various pairs, 
compiled in list format; each had a unique and mysterious label, such as "upright", 

11 Vitr. de Arch. 2.8.7; cf. Blümer (1884), 3.144f. Cf. 2.26. 
12 University Museum, Philadelphia. Publication history: Kilmer (1960); Kilmer (1965); 

Gitterbock (1970); Kümmel (1970); Kilmer (1971). Originally thought to date from the 
Kassite period, mid-second millennium B. C. (Kilmer (1965) 273), a Neo-Babylonian date is 

now accepted on the basis of orthography and other internal evidence: Kilmer (1974) 70 n. 4. 

Its provenance is given erroneously as Sippar in Kilmer (1974), 70: see Kilmer (1984) 69 

n. 1. 
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"flute", and "covered", though many of these could not then be securely read. 
Indeed, these words continue defy interpretation because musical terms are are often 

subjectively created "on a far-fetched or whimsical basis". 13 

6.10 Further restoration of this difficult text clearly depended on an understanding of its 

musical and/or mathematical content. The first breakthrough came with M. 

Duchesne-Guillemin's hypothesis, based on the appearance of seven string names in 

lines 11-24 (rather than the full nine known from U. 3011), and the lack of any 

corresponding number above 7, that the tablet concerned a heptatonic, diatonic scale. 
Such scales may be created by the process called-anachronistically, as it would turn 

out-Pythagorean tuning: that is, through the concatenation of consonant fourths and 
fifths or fifths and fourths. This procedure yields a scale which is more or less like 

the ones used in our own classical music, small details of intonation and temperament 

aside. But since many other heptatonic scales have been documented, most notably by 
Aristoxenus for the Greeks, this was a rather bold initial assumption-its eventual 
correctness notwithstanding. 

6.11 Now, according to Duchesne-Guillemin's hypothesis, it followed that the string pairs 
should be intervals drawn from the diatonic scale. With these assumptions, the 
previously baffling internal evidence was now constrained by several parameters, and 
this soon led to the realization-and, happily, proof of the initial assumption-that the 
sequence of interval pairs proceed according to a heptatonic cycle, discussed below. 
When once this cycle was detected, J. Duchesne-Guillemin could notice that the 
numbers in lines 6-10 were largely the same as those of lines 20-24: it seemed that the 
first part of the text originally contained at least one repetition-or rather 
prediction-of the complete interval cycle seen in lines 11-24. This was shown to be 

correct as comparison of the two halves of the text, each partially damaged, led to 
improved readings throughout. '4 

6.12 The interval list of CBS 10996 is constructed as follows. 15 The first interval in the 
cycle (line 11) is one of five strings or a fifth: front-string (=1) and fifth-string (=5). 
The second (line 12) is of three strings or a third: fifth-string (=5) and third-of-the- 
behind-string (=7). Note that the same string serves as both the second string of the 
first interval and the second string of the second interval (fifth-string). Following this 

13 Crocker (1997), 190. 
14 See Kilmer (1965) 265f.; (1971), 134. 

15 Duchesne-Guillemin (1963); (1965); Kilmer (1965), 265f. 
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are six other such pairs, the first string of the first interval in each beginning 

successively on strings 2-7, that is, on each succeeding step of the diatonic scale (lines 

13-24). 

6.13 But it is in the other strings of each interval-pair that the heptatonic cyclicity is clearly 

seen. As the sequence progresses, the numbers assigned to these strings ought 
quickly to have exceeded seven, if the pattern of the first interval-pair were to be 
followed strictly on each of the seven steps. That is, where the first interval pair of 
fifth-third is 1-5 and 7-5, we should expect the second pair of fifth-third to be 

numbered 2-6 and 8-6. But this is not the case; rather 8 is replaced by 1. Likewise in 

the third pair we have 3-7 and 2-7 rather than 3-7 and 9-7. All numbers have been 
`reflected' at the octave to stay within the span of the diatonic scale. Clearly, two 

pitches an octave apart were regarded as the same in some sense, a natural enough 
perception of the first resonant interval-one shared by ourselves and the Greeks, 

whose term for this phenomenon was &VTfgwvos, "responding" (cf. 8.42-48,8.56, 
10.6). 

6.14 This octave-responsion has a further aspect: where one of the intervals in the list 

contains such a reflected pitch, the effect is, in our terms, the inversion of the interval. 
Thus, as the list progresses, the fifths and thirds are replaced respectively by fourths 
and sixths. Like the antiphonal octave, these must have been seen as equivalents in 
some sense or for some purposes, an inference which is proven by UET VII 74 col. ii 
(see below). Realize that, in order for the structure of each interval pair to remain 
parallel through the course of the cycle and across the octave-reflection, the heptatonic 
scale in question must be derived from a concatenation of consonances: that is, it must 
be diatonic. 

6.15 Given the state of CBS 10996, fragmentary and corrupt as it was, these first 
breakthroughs should not be underestimated. Yet many questions remain about this 
text. Why does the cycle repeat twice? Why only twice? Or was there a further 
repetition or prediction in what has been lost? 16 Why does the first cycle simply 
contain numbers while the second also has the string names? Why does the tablet 
give thirds, fourths, fifths, and sixths but not seconds and sevenths? 17 What do the 
strange names of each interval mean in connection with the music system as a whole? 

16 Cf. Kilmer (1965), 267.1 

17 Cf. Crocker (1978) and below. 
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Most important, what was the purpose of the text? 18 Why is a cyclical interval 

sequence found among the coefficient lists? Is it itself a kind of coefficient list? (see 

further 10.7-10). 

6.16 It is important to remember that, as with U. 3011, what can be deduced about CBS 

10996 is not necessarily its original purpose or meaning. Probably it is not. To date, 

U. 3011 has only served to apprise us of the string names, knowledge which led in 

turn to some understanding of other texts which use those names; this makes it an 

important text for us. But obviously one cannot assume that the text was important to 

the Babylonians for the same reason-to set forth the names of the musical strings to 

assist in reading the other tablets. Likewise, CBS 10996 has been useful for 

understanding the larger system because it is the only text which defines the interval 

names, found in other texts, as exact positions within a diatonic pitchset. We use it as 

an interval list; but that cannot be its sole purpose. 

6.17 The next advance came with Kilmer's discovery that seven of the interval names from 

CBS 10996 were also to be found in VAT 10101, a tablet which had been known 

since 1919, but whose connection to a larger musical system had naturally not been 

recognized when it was first published. 19 A Middle Assyrian tablet from late second- 

millennium Assur (c. 1100), 2° VAT 10101 is a long catalogue of more than 360 

musical titles, both songs and instrumental compositions. These titles, Akkadian and 
Sumerian, are divided into thirty-two types. In the eighth column of the tablet is a 

section (lines 45-52) which summarizes the total number of songs belonging to the 

category of "breast songs" (irtu), which, judging from the titles themselves, are 

personal lovesongs. 21 This total is further divided into seven subtypes whose names 
had remained a mystery since the tablet was first published. As it now turned out, 
these seven names were, with some orthographical differences, the same as the seven 

18 Smith/Kilmer (forthcoming) argue that the text is used for establishing a kind of equal 

temperament. 

19 Pergamon Museum, Berlin. Published by Ebeling (1919), no. 158, whence it is referred to 

as KAR 158 in much of the earlier musical bibliography cited here. Further restorations by 

Kilmer (1965), (1971). For this text in general see Kilmer (1965), 267; (1971), 138; 

Kilmer/Crocker/Brown (1976), 5; Kilmer (1994), 468,475. 

20 Kilmer, Crocker, and Brown (1976) 5. 

21 On "breast-songs", see further Held (1961); cf. Kilmer (1971), 138 n. 24; (1994), 475. On 

the place of these diatonic songs in the larger musical tradition, see also 1.18,5.21-3,7.60- 

61. 
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consonant fifths and fourths (i. e. inverted fifths) known from CBS 10996; 

comparison led to better readings in both texts. 22 The catalogue is in the form 

(number)+(irätu, "of love songs")+(tuning name): 

VAT 10101 col. viii. 45.52 

TEXT: 23 TRANSLATION: 

45.23 irätu sa e-s"tr-te Akkadi KI 45.23 love-songs in isartu tuning, Akkadian 

46.17 irätu Na ki-it-me 46.17 love-songs in kitmu tuning 

47.24 irätu Na eb-bu-be 47.24 love-songs in embübu tuning 

48.4 irätu Na pi-i-te 48.4 love-songs in Attu tuning 

49. [] irätu sa of-id MURUB4 49. [] love-songs in nid qabli tuning 

50. [] irätu ka ni-is GAB. RI 50. [] love-songs in nis gabart tuning 

51. [] irätu sa MURUB4-te (= gabtite) 51. [] love-songs in qablitu tuning 

52. [naphar x irätu Ak-ka-d]u-ü 52. [total number of love-songs, ] Akkadian 

6.18 Though the names do not occur in the sequence of CBS 10996, the order in which 
they are listed does exhibit a pattern relative to it. VAT 10101 begins with isartu, 

which appears in CBS 10996 as the second interval of a fifth. The list then proceeds 

as though every fifth interval were being extracted from CBS 10996, counting 

continuously around the octave-reflection. To view it another way, the names are 

chosen by alternating fifths and fourths; and this order seems somehow significant, 

echoing as it does that of the diatonic tuning process. Thus, each list followed its own 
logic, and though neither could explain the other; the two hinted at some larger, unified 
system. 

6.19 The more pressing question at the time was why a musical composition should be 

classified according to the name of an interval from the diatonic scale. The natural 
inference was that the songs had been grouped by some `tonal qualifier', analogous 
perhaps to our ideas of key or mode; 24 but how and why this classification could be 
based upon a single interval remained a mystery until the discovery of UET VII 74. A 
fragmentary Akkadian text from Ur, this was the oldest musical tablet yet discovered 

at the time of its publication in 1968, dating to the Old Babylonian period (c. 1800 

22 Kilmer (1965), 266 n. 41; Kilmer (1971), 137f. 

23 Text and translation following Kilmer (1971), 138. 

24 Kilmer (1965), 268 n. 60; Duchesne-Guillemin (1965), 272, (1966), 154-157. 
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B. C. ). 25 Since UET VII 74 shared much of the terminology found in the younger 

tablets, it proved conclusively what had merely been inferred, the astonishing 

continuity of Mesopotamian classical music as expressed through a corpus of 

technical terms virtually unchanged over a millennium and a half or more26 

6.20 Parts of two columns survive, both substantially effaced, and each containing the 

remnants of a musicological ̀ treatise'. These texts are distinct, but share kinship with 

the larger system hinted at by CBS 10996 and VAT 10101, as shown by common 

terminology; the immediate relationship between the two columns-if there is 

one-has remained unexplored, but may be a rewarding area of study. The left-hand 

column (col. 1), elucidated by Crocker (1978), is a catalogue of intervals-the fifths, 

fourths, sixths, and thirds known from CBS 10996-organized by common strings; it 

is suggested that these have been listed together as being the more resonant intervals. 

Any specific musical function remains obscure, although all the interval types occur in 

the undeciphered Human Hymns, where they have been interpreted for instance as 

simultaneous dichords. 27 We might seek a parallel in the Indian classification of 

intervals into the samvada or "consonant" (i. e. the fifth and fourth) and the less 

resonant anuvada or "assonant" [sic], which described all other intervals-including 

perhaps the resonant major and minor tones (7: 6 and 8: 7)-besides the semitone, 

which were called vivada or "dissonant". Fox-Strangways (1914) held that these 

terms were "survivals of a theory of consonance (samvilditva) now forgotten", 

predating Bharata's Nätyasilstra where they are first attested 28 This is conceivable if 

one accepts Picken's argument that India-or even the Indo-Iranians in the second 

millennium B. C. 29-fell within a continuum of Mesopotamian musical influence (cf. 

1.10). 

25 Publication history: Gurney (1968), editio princeps; Kümmel (1970); Gurney (1974), 

handcopy; Kilmer/Crocker/Brown (1976); Crocker (1978) with Kilmer; Shaffer (1981); 

Krispijn (1990); Gurney (1994). The tablet will be found as U. 7/80 in much of the past 

scholarship: this original British Museum designation became obsolete when the tablet was 

returned to the Iraq Museum in Baghdad, where it was renumbered: Gurney (1994), 101. 

26 UET VII 74 was later joined by other Old Babylonian tablets, N4782-according to 

Shaffer's (1981) dating, see above-and the "hymnodic instructions": Kilmer/Civil (1986). 

27 Kilmer (1974). 

28 Fox-Strangways (1914), 108. For this treatise, see 3.26. 

29 We find a seven-stringed vna already in the R. gveda, and nine-stringed instruments regularly 

mentioned elsewhere (Bhattacharya [1968] might point back to early Bronze Age-i. e. Indo- 

Iranian-contact with Mesopotamian music. 
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6.21 The right-hand column (col. 2) is by far the better preserved, and Wulstan (1968) was 

able to offer a cogent musicological analysis in time to accompany Gurney's initial 

publication of the tablet. Divided by line 12 into two `chapters' (see Appendix B for 

text), 30 the first contains a formula for changing the sammü from one tuning to 

another. According to Gurney's (1994) revised scheme: 

If the sammü is (tuned as )X 

and the (interval) Y is not clear, 

you tighten the string N 

and then Y will be clear. 

The second chapter reverses the process, guiding the reader backwards through the 

tunings of the first: 

If the sammü is (tuned as) X 

and you have played an (unclear) interval Y, 

you loosen the string N 

and the sammü will be (in the tuning) Z. 

6.22 Here were found, in positions X, Y, and Z, the same peculiar names that had qualified 

consonant fifths and fourths in CBS 10996 and groups of lovesongs in VAT 10101. 

Moreover, it could be seen from what remained that these names occurred in the same 

sequence as they had in VAT 10101. Since the instructional quatrains followed a 
consistent pattern within each chapter, and since the list of VAT 10101 was complete, 
it was possible to reconstruct the text in its entirety-noting the disagreement as to 
how extensive the entire text should be (cf. 6.31,10.35-37). The mystery of VAT 10101 

was now resolved, since here it could be seen that the seven consonant interval names 
known from CBS 10996 could also designate tunings; and this would be a useful 
criterion by which to classify songs and compositions. Yet the mystery was only 
displaced, since there was now the problem of how the same name might designate 

both tuning and interval. 

6.23 This problem did not prevent a full understanding of the treatise itself. Indeed, in the 

single most impressive musicological breakthrough the subject has seen, Wulstan 

30 For the controversy surrounding line 12, see Gurney (1994), 101f.; Crocker (1997), 189-92; 

Gurney/West (1998). 223f. 
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(1968) demonstrated that the "unclear" interval must mean the tritone, and that 

"clearing" the tritone by making it consonant signaled the conversion of one diatonic 

tuning to another. The triton is a series of three wholetones (hence its name) or six 

semitones31 which occurs as a sort of nonconsonant remainder between the first and 
last of seven pitches tuned by the diatonic method. For instance, if one begins tuning 

from B3, proceeding through the alternation of ascending fourths and descending 

fifths, the following series of pitches will be generated, in this order: 

B3 >E4 > A3 >D4 > G3 > C4>F3 

Among the various `fourths' and `fifths' of this set-that is, those pitches which are 
four positions away from each other-the interval B3-F3 is alone in comprising three 

wholetones; the rest are consonant. This unique tritonic interval may be better seen 

perhaps when the series is rearranged in order of pitch (here shown descending), 

though in general it may be better to avoid such scale-like representations: 32 

E4-D4-C4-B3-A3-G3-F3 

6.24 We would call such a tritone an augmented fourth, since it comprises four steps of a 
scale; the other consonant fourths also span four steps, but comprise two wholetones 
and a semitone (five semitones rather than six). Now, if the same pitch-series is 

continued through a further octave another tritonic interval is found as the inversion of 
the first (F4 + E4-D4-C4-B3-A3-G3-F3). This is in keeping with the octave-reflection 
acknowledged by CBS 10996, and accordingly the Mesopotamian musician called 
both intervals by the same name, as can be seen from UET VII 74 col. ii (see below). 
For our part, we distinguish the augmented fourth from its inversion, calling it a 
diminished fifth, since it spans five steps of a scale rather than four; the other fifths in 

the pitchset are perfect or consonant, also spanning five steps, but comprising three 

wholetones and a semitone (seven semitones). 

31 The definition of intervals by semitones is artificial in the context of a single heptatonic 

scale. But in the course of the tuning cycle the pitch continuum is in fact divided evenly by 

semitones. It is, therefore, a useful and non-anachronistic unit of measurement. 
32 Cf. Crocker (1997) 194: "Scales are a way of displaying the results of a tuning process-a 

simple way, with pitches arranged in ascending and descending order ... In the tuning 

systems used in Mediterranean-European tradition, the tuning is produced by some order 

other than the scalar one: in the diatonic tuning assumed here the order is by fifths, and this 

is the real determinant of the pitches; the scale is merely the result". 
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6.25 Since the tritone is, relative to the consonances, much less resonant-it is in fact one 

of the more dissonant intervals--the metaphor of "clear" and "unclear" is aptly 

chosen: like undisturbed water, consonance is clear of the non-resonant rippling that 

clouds other intervals. A similar metaphor is found in the Greek term Xpcaua 
("coloring"), which marks a deviation from an "uncolored" norm, i. e. the diatonic 

scales which were, as I shall argue in the next chapter, the basis of the earliest Greek 

theory. This is important for understanding the syncretic interaction of the Greeks' 

native tradition with the Orientalizing heptatony, as codified in the doctrine of the 

genera. 

6.26 Wulstan's achievement was to show how the tablet instructs the reader to proceed 
from one diatonic tuning to another by clearing the unclear tritone. This is done by a 

semitone adjustment of one of the interval's two strings, and its resulting resolution to 

a consonant interval: a diminished fifth is widened to become a perfect fifth, or an 

augmented fourth is narrowed to become a perfect fourth (depending on one's place 
in the tuning cycle). Clearing the tritone has the corollary of creating a new tritone 
between two strings that were previously consonant, since, axiomatically, there can and 

must exist one, and only one, tritone in a diatonic pitch-set. When the tritone migrates 
to its new location and the overall interval structure of the pitch-set shifts, a new 
diatonic tuning emerges. 

6.27 In gabhtu tuning, for example, which starts the first chapter, the tritone is found as a 
diminished fifth between front-string and fifth-string. Since the treatise uses the nine 
strings known from U. 301 1, the total range of the pitch set covers more than an 
octave; therefore the tritonic inversion of this interval, an augmented fourth, is also 
found between fifth-string and second-back-string. Here it can be clearly seen that 
there is no terminological distinction between an interval and its inversion: both are nis 

gabarc. The tablet instructs us to tighten the front-string and the second-back-string, 
thus widening to a perfect fifth the diminished fifth between front-string and fifth- 

string, and narrowing to a perfect fourth the augmented fourth between fifth-string and 
second-back-string. The pitch-set has changed, and qablitu tuning passes to nis 

gabari. In the case of the new n s'gabari tuning, the interval ncd qabli (4-1), which in 

the previous tuning of gabhtu had been a perfect fourth (with the perfect fifth between 
fourth-string and second-back-string, according to the octave-reflection), has now 
become a tritonic augmented fourth (accompanied by the tritonic diminished fifth). 
Resolving now this unclear interval leads in turn to nid qabli tuning and a new tritone 

at the pitum interval between third-back-string and Ea-creator (4-7). In this way, the 
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text leads the musician from one diatonic pitch-set to another, until the tritone has 

appeared in each of its seven possible positions. These tunings advance in chapter 1 

from gabiltu through to isartu, and retreat in chapter 2 from isartu back to gabttu 33 

Since there can be only one unclear interval in each tuning, and since we know which 

this is for each, it is possible to determine the exact pitch structure of all seven tunings. 

The exact identity of each tuning further depends on whether the strings of U. 3011 

are ranked in ascending or descending order (cf. 6.30). 

6.28 The question remained, however what is the relationship between the homonymous 

tunings and intervals? UET VII 74 col. ii is clearly relevant to this semantic riddle, 

since the names are used in both senses simultaneously, designating the successive 

tunings (X and Z) as well as the "unclear" interval (Y), to be adjusted in each 

modulation. The obvious approach was to examine each scale against its eponymous 
interval for some shared structural feature. Now, the tritonic interval in a given tuning 

is also found as the name of the subsequent tuning (in the first chapter; in the second 
it is reversed). This datum is obviously relevant, since the series of tritonic interval 

names adheres to the same cycle as the series of the tuning names, though the two are 

out of phase. At first glance, one might suppose that the unclear interval, once cleared, 

gives its name to the new tuning thus established. But this rather ungainly 

explanation, which would be still more tortuous for the retreating second chapter, 
yields to a more elegant solution. 

6.29 Ktimmel (1970) showed that, in order to establish a given tuning, one might begin the 
diatonic process from the interval of the same name; when this is done, the last interval 

tuned, the tritone, is found just where the text says it should be in each quatrain of 
UET VII 74 col. ii. 34 The synchronized cyclicity of interval and tuning names is also 

explicable in this light: since the tritone is the last interval created in the tuning 

process, it follows that, when the tritone is resolved, the newly consonant interval acts 
as the `first' interval within the new diatonic pitch-set, and the newly-created tritone 
the `last'. Thus the apparent cause-and-effect relationship between the clearing of the 

unclear interval and the homonymous scale which results was specious. 

6.30 With this discovery, the decryption of the treatise is largely complete. The exact 
pitchset of each phase of the circle depends on the order in which the strings of 

33 This depends on the extent of restoration, whether through seven or eight phases: cf. 10.35. 

37. 

34 Kümmel (1970) 259ff. 
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U. 3011 are taken, ascending or descending. This question, long a subject of 

controversy, 35 has now been resolved philologically; my diagrams reflect this 
development. 36 One important uncertainty remains, however, namely the extent of 

restoration. Should the Retuning cycle be complete after the enumeration of seven 
distinct phases, or should it be carried through to an eighth (that is, a repetition of the 
first at a semitone difference). Since I take this issue to be central to the question of 
Greco-Mesopotamian kinship, I leave it until 10.35-37 (but note that my text reflects 
my belief in seven rather than eight phases). 

6.31 UET VII 74 col. ii fulfilled the promise of CBS 10996 and VAT 10101, that these 
tablets belonged to a larger, unified system. It proves Mesopotamian musical mastery, 
by the Old Babylonian period at the latest, of one way that resonance can be treated. 
And yet, despite the tuning cycle's attested applicability to practical music, UET VII 
74 col. ii is nonetheless a polished theoretical text which maps the permutations of 
certain acoustical relations and presents them in a coherent system. As such it is as 
much a scientific treatise as anything else, and documents the Babylonians' command 
of what I shall call, embracing its musical, scientific and philosophical aspects, the 
Symphonic Circle. 

6.32 This cyclicity of the diatonic method may provide another point of contact with the 
language of xpuovia. The wheel must be regarded as one of the most important 
harmonic devices possessed by the ancients, deeply embedded in the semantic history 

of rpuov(a, which was formed from Mycenaean a-mo, meaning "a joined thing" and 
by extension "wheel" (cf. 4.19 and Appendix A). This is not to say that the later Greeks 

remembered anything definite about Mycenaean vocabulary, merely that the older 
stratum of meaning may have left its mark on Archaic and Classical usage. It may be 

ultimately responsible for the prevalence of circular concepts in the harmonic thought 
of Heraclitus, Parmenides, and Empedocles. Earlier still are the ßnrapuovts, the 
"step joiners"-perhaps "wheel-dancers"-of Mycenaean antiquity who dance in a 
circle around Demodocus and Apollo (cf. 4.22,5.29). Since we find other cyclic 
phenomena described by derivatives of Proto-Indo-European *ar-seasonal and age 
cycles for example, 37 or the Vedic depiction of Rta as a wheel38-it would not be 

35 Vitale (1982) 243f.; Krispijn (1990); West (1994); Gurney (1994); Crocker (1997). 
36 Gurney/West (1998), 223f., with contribution from Th. Krispijn. 
37 For the seasonal cycle as harmonic, including the `Chaldean' division of the year by the 

musical ratios, see for example D. S. 1.16.1-2; Plut. De anim. procr. 1028f: XaASaiot Se 
AJyoVQl TÖ gap kV T[3] St& TETT&pGJV yfyvEoOat trpbs Tb uETdnwpov K. T. Ä., 
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surprising if the diatonic cycle would be assimilated thereto. This aspect of musical 

äpuovia might add further weight to the argument for lraa(vTpo1roS in Heraclitus fr. 

51 (cf. 4.14). 

6.33 This chapter has presented the key musical texts and what has been teased from their 

internal evidence, with observations of my own. In the absence of new data, the 

subject has seemingly reached an impasse. But more might be extracted from these 

documents by comparison with the Greek evidence, if once the two traditions can be 

bridged. In principle, at least, it is possible, if the proposed syncretism is well-enough 

understood, to see certain aspects of Greek music as a palimpsest in which traces of 

the Mesopotamian TiXvTl might still be discerned. This is most likely to come through 

clarifying the musical function of the epicentric conception. This is explored in 10.0. 

6.34 What is clear at this point is the refinement of the system, both in the highly stylized 

presentation of the data and in the exhaustive exploitation of consonance according to 

the method of `Pythagorean' tuning. The musical tools which result from the system 

are the seven diatonic scales, within which each interval relationship would have, 

according to the laws of resonance, a characteristic tonal force which might be 

deployed musically in a variety ways; this may be ultimately reflected in the Greek 

conception of Svvauts (cf. 10.30-33). Further musical potential comes from the 

modulatory process of "clearing" the triton, thus providing a means of 
interconnecting the seven individual musical tools into an integrated tonal kit. How 

exactly these tools were used in the Near East is entirely unknown at present, since the 

one complete score that has survived has yet to be convincingly deciphered. It appears 
from VAT 10101, however, that tunings were not combined within the same piece; the 

same was true of Greek heptachordal music in its classical, Terpandrean form (cf. 

7.60). Despite our general ignorance of Mesopotamian practice, the structure of the 
diatonic tone system is well-enough established and sufficiently distinctive to allow its 

vestiges to be traced into the Greek material. 

Aristid. Quint. 3.19 (119.10-20); cf. 3.7 (105.5ff. ); Macr. Sat. 1.19.15; Boeth. De inst. 

mus. 1.2 (187.24-188.25). 

38 Rgveda 1.164.11,9.70.1,10.123.3. For Rtd, see 4.23. 
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7.0 The Diatonic Genus 

7.1 As we have seen, the diatonic or `Pythagorean' tuning process-the heart of the 

Mesopotamian musical system-was also known in Greece. If it is right that the 
Terpandrean seven-stringed lyre is best understood in relation to an Orientalizing, and 

specifically Assyrianizing, musical movement, it follows that the diatonic component 

of Greek music must have had a continuous history from the early Archaic period 

onwards. This chapter presents the evidence for the history of the diatonic in Greece 

as it can be reconstructed through extant Greek material. I argue that the fundamental 

importance of diatony in pre-Aristoxenean theory has been largely overlooked due to 

the relative lateness of our sources. For we have lost nearly two centuries of written 
6ewp(a from the so-called TTepl uouaud s of Lasus in the late sixth century' down to 

the Elementa Harmonica, which saw the effacement or transformation of older terms 

and conventions. All the same, it can be shown that Aristoxenus saw &puovIK6 as an 
essentially diatonic art, and that the genera which were not strictly diatonic were 
nevertheless obliged to adhere to certain minimum diatonic principles. Other 
historical testimonia support the idea that diatony was an important-perhaps the most 
important-component in the very earliest layers of the Greek evidence. Moreover, it 
is possible to detect in some of this evidence indications of a circular conception, or 
details associated with such a conception in later sources. Taken all together, the 
Classical and Archaic antecedents of the ova-Muoc TACLOV suggest a point of departure 
that is entirely compatible with the Symphonic Circle and its seven diatonic phases. 

7.2 Other types of tuning were more popular in the late fifth and fourth centuries, namely 
those classified within the enharmonic and chromatic genera. 2 But according to 
Aristoxenus, who devised the system as we know it, the diatonic was older than either: 

ITpCDTOV uN OÜV Kai TTpCO TaTOV a*TG)V OET><OV T6 SIä6TOVOV. npCSTOV yap 
aOTOV h TOO ävOpwnov ovals npoarvyX61vEl, SEVTepOV Sk T6 XpwuaTLKbv. 

Mart. Cap. 9.936; Suda s. v. Maos; cf. 5.18. 
2 Without going into detail, the various genera and their shades (Xpbat) were catalogued by 

the position of pitches which were 'movable' between the 'bounding' tones of the 

consonant fourth (ol 1TEptiXOVTCS (p06yyot): see first Aristox. Harm. 21-7. 
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TptTOv St KQl äVCJTQTOV TÖ ivapp6vioV. TEAEUTakW yäp a1ITci Kai p6M5 4. IET& 

iroAAoo ir6vou ovvEBilcTat A aioOgatc 3 

Now, the diatonic must be put down as the first and oldest of them [Sc. the genera], for the 

natural state [(pvots] of man comes across it first, and afterwards the chromatic, and third and 

finally the enharmonic, for it is the last to which the perception grows accustomed-and 

with difficulty at that, after much labor. 

7.3 It might be thought that Aristoxenus introduces pvatc here as a way of theorizing 

about the forgotten origins of the genera, just as Aristotle offers neat but overly 

simplistic accounts of the origins of tragedy and comedy .4 Yet the appeal to nature is 

somewhat more complicated, for elsewhere Aristoxenus seems to have qualified this 

position. This emerges from a passage of ps. -Plutarch, which almost reads as a 

continuation of the one just cited: 

SET yap brlAov6Tl KaTÜ ThV TfiS ävOpc rrIVns (pVQEGJS hVTEUýIV Kal XpfQIV Tb 
? TPEQ f vTEPOV atyEIV. KaT& yap airs v TtJV TC)V ytV(2)v (PLlalV O*K IOTIV 9TEPOV 

iTipOV 1rpEaßVTEpOV 
5 

For it is clear that we must say `older' in accord with the discovery and use of by human 

nature; for according to the nature itself of the genera no one is `older' than another. 

Thus, Aristoxenus did not believe that musical history merely played the design of 
nature; otherwise he would surely have placed the most `natural' structure at the 
pinnacle of the evolution. This is precisely what is done when one sees the diatonic 
basis of the Perfect System as the ultimate systematization of earlier defective tone 

structures (cf. 1.12). A persistent tradition does indeed describe the diatonic as more 
natural than the other genera, and given its systematic dependence on consonant 

3 Aristox. Harm. 19; the formal sequence is followed, without chronological context, by e. g. 
Anth. Pal. 16.220.5f. (Antipater); Cleonid. 3 (181.12ff. ); ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1142d; 

Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 53.17-565; Gaud. 5 (331.8f. ); Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.15 (200.25f. ), 

1.21 (212.25). The sequence is reversed by Bacch. 21 (298.6), Vitr. de Arch. 5.4.3, as it is 

(more or less) in Aristoxenus' presentation of the xpdat (Harm. 21-7). 

4 Arist. Po. 1449a9ff. Cf. Pickard-Cambridge (1962), 89-97,132ff. 

5 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1137e. 
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intervals, this is a crucial point .6 And yet Aristoxenus himself makes the `natural' 

diatonic the oldest of the genera, at the same time denying that the later types were any 

less natural than it. This will be important for understanding the diatonic basis of the 

other genera (7.26-39). Thus, the development of music was not dictated by nature, but 

resulted from the control of nature through human invention. The question was 

concisely posed and answered centuries later by Bacchius, who summarized 

Aristoxenean material: 

TICS vnäpXEI [sc. Tr KQTCl Täc uEAG)SIac QUußa1VOVTa]; - "A JAW (P&M. ä Sý 

Ti hPETipa XPAQEIY 

How do [sc. the phenomena of melody] come about? - Some arise from nature, others 

from our own use. 

7.4 In his ranking of the genera, then, it seems that Aristoxenus has in mind a clear picture 

of historical priority. There is good reason to believe that 6 pOLMMbs should be taken 

at his word. Obviously we cannot expect Aristoxenus to have a perfectly accurate 

picture of the state of Greek music from three centuries earlier. Nevertheless, if the 

diatonic was in fact of great antiquity, one may at least credit the musicians of the 

fourth century with a general awareness of the fact. 

6 This may be inferred from Philolaus' and Plato's preference for the diatonic, but is made 

explicit by Vitr. de Arch. 5.4.3: diatoni vero, quod naturalis est, facilior est 

intervallorum distantia ("indeed, because it is natural, the distance of intervals of the 

diatonic is easier"); Nicom. Ench. 7 (249.1ff. ): Ttjv Si Trpbßaaly &VäyK>1 Tlv1 quati . 

.. KCtT& TOÜTO T6 SlaTOVLKÖV yiVOc K. T. A. ("the progression by some physical 

necessity ... in the diatonic", etc. ); Aristid. Quint. 1.9 (16.10ff. ): TOÜTCav S>` 

gUOIKd TEpOV P4V LQTI T6 SIäTOVOV K. T. A. ("Of these, the diatonic is more natural" 

etc. ); Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.21 (212.26): diatonum quidem aliquanto durius et naturalius. 

Plato Lg. 657a-b calls for music which follows the laws of nature (uiAq Tä ThV 

6p66TfTa 4pvaEt'rapEX6pcva), and this can be loosely connected with the diatonic 

given his preference for it in the Republic and Timaeus; cf. Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 56.3-5: 

Tb St SIdITOVOV Y4VOS &Tr%ovv TI Kal yEvvactov i&Aov KaT z 4P6oIw SLb II&MOV 

TOOTO TTapaAal 46vct TTaäTCav (`"The diatonic genus is somewhat simple and more 

noble by nature; for this reason Plato embraced it the more"); cf. Macr. Somn. Scip. 2.4.13 

diatonum mundanae musicae doctrina Platonis adscribitur. 

7 Bacch. 2 (292.7f. ). 
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7.5 A number of arguments confirm this view. First, while the diatonic may have shared 
the Classical stage with the chromatic and enharmonic genera, it must have constituted 
the foundation of the new ovorflua TO CIOV. The TbvoI or `pitch keys'-by which 
Aristoxenus organized and interrelated the various octave species (oX1 iaTa) of each 

genus and the smaller fragments (ouoT uaTa) thereof for the purposes of modulation 

and interconnection (ue-raßoXi)-were essentially diatonic in nature. This follows 

from the fact that the term Tbvos in this usage seems to derive from its more basic 

meaning, "the difference between a perfect fourth and a perfect fifth" (cf. 2.21). As 

we saw in the Mesopotamian system, it is through the continuous alternation of these 

two intervals that the diatonic scale is generated, and consequently a series of Tdvot in 

the earlier sense of the word. Since these pitches were the same Tdvot "upon which 
systems are placed and sung", 8 we may exclude a direct etymology from Tbvos as 

Toots ("pitch"). Ptolemy considered this a likely explanation of the ancients' 
coinage, though the exact derivation of this layer of meaning had been forgotten by his 

time. 9 There were in fact thirteen TbvoI (and later fifteen), rather than seven or eight, 
in the ava111I. ac TOaeiov. 10 But this came about merely as an extension of the diatonic 

process through two cycles of alternating fifths and fourths, rather than one, so that all 
possible modulations could be accommodated by an underlying grid of semitones. 

8 Cf. Aristox. Harm. 37: 1T TCTOV S' iOT1 TcV uEpC3V T6 TrEpi TOV'S TÖVOUS Lp' cäv 

TtNueva Ta OUaT>'juaTa pEAcpSrtTat (`°The fifth subtopic [of &ppovuo ] is that 

which concerns the T6vot, upon which the systems which are sung are placed"). 
9 Ptol. Harm. 2.10 (62.21f. ): T6vca Staq povTaS &AAAACav OiroUuevot. Kal St& 

ToOTO TocaS T6vous aOTo S 6vou6coaVTtS ("assuming these to differ from each other 
by a Tövos, and perhaps for this reason naming them T6vot"). 

10 Aristoxenus' theory of the T6vot is alluded to by Cleonid. 12 (203.4-204.15); Aristid. 
Quint. 1.10 (20.5ff. ); cf. ps. -Censor. de Mus. 6.609.17ff.; Isid. Etym. 3.20.7-8; see also 
the criticisms of Ptol. Harm. 2.9-11. 
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Hence the TbvoS in this sense derives from the wholetone's function as a useful unit 

of sonic measurement. 11 

7.6 That the oso-Mua TOac1ov had a theoretical precursor in the diatonic has been further 

obscured by a passage of the Elementa Harmonica in which Aristoxenus, in 

criticizing the diagrams of his predecessors, says that they concerned themselves only 

with octachords in the enharmonic genus. 12 This allusive and punning account was 

already confusing in antiquity. As Proclus commented, "Aristoxenus is saying 

something incredible here, that the ancients did not know the diatonic diagram", 13 

reporting also the older gibe of Adrastus, elicited by this same problem, that 
Aristoxenus was generally "concerned to seem to say something brand new" (önws 

tt Aristox. Rhythm. 2.21 yvcbptuov KaTä i1 yE6oS. A TOI cbS Ta TE avucpWva Kai 6 

TdvoS n C)S Tix TO ITOIS of WCTpa (". .. 
intelligible in magnitude, either like the 

consonant intervals and the TövoS, or like those intervals commensurate with these"). 

Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 53.3ff.: KaHcTrEp 6 TtilXuS TOO KvpiWS TOMKOO 

StaOT>SuaTOS 
... 

ZGTt Si: yvwptuc: )TaTOV Tb TOVtaºov StäOTnua. kTrEtStj TCCV 

TrpCTWV Kai yVWpIuC+JTC(TG)V OVIIpWVtC)V LOTI Stacpopd ("just like the cubit for 

literally spatial intervals ... the T6VoS is the most intelligible interval, because it is the 

difference between the first and most intelligible consonances"); cf. 66.19-67.3: of & 

iraaatol TrpwTOV StäOTrlpa Tr1S (pWVfS i`Aaßov Tbv Tövov... ÖTI uiXpt TOIJTOU 

KaTaßalvovaa li gWVh TOO Stac n UaTOS (YTr)%aVfj T7ýV &KOhV (pUXaOOE1. Tb & 

tIETÜ TOOTO O*KiTI OYa TE h &Ko TrpOS fKpl3Etav AaPEN TÖ S1( oTTIUa ("and the 

ancients took the tone as the first interval of the voice ... because, as the voice proceeds, it 

safeguards the hearing as far as this interval, but after this [i. e. with smaller intervals] the 
hearing is no longer able to take the interval with precision"). 

12 Aristox. Harm. 2-3: TO JS J AV ovv Iirrpoo6EV <tjuuJvovS TfiS äpuovIKfiS 

TrpayuaTEtaS avpPtDr1KEV cs Xr Occ, restituit Marquard ex Procl. in Ti. ) 

6puovIKoüS ETvat povAEoOat udvov. avTijS yip Tf s apuov(aS f 1TTOVTO udvov, 

TG)v S' aXAc v yEvC. v oOSEulaV Trc TroT' Ivvotav EIXov ("Now it happens that those 

who previously set themselves to the endeavour of 6rpuovtK6 truly wanted to be only 
`&puovKOC, for they grasped only the enharmonic [&ppovia] itself, but never yet had any 

thought for the other genera"); cf. the summary, with some additions, in ps: Plut. de Mus. 

1143e-f. 

13 Procl. in Ti. 3.192a (2.169.21-29 Diehl): W otS Kal MyEI TI 6auuaaT6v 6 

'AptoTö EVOS, ÖTl TO StaTOVLKbv Stäypappa OvK iSEoav of na1atol ... IT&S 
OÜV TaciTa Ä! ̀yEI KaCTOt Kai TOV fh TWVOS KaTä TÖ SIaTOVIKÖV yiVOS 

LKOq voV Tb Stäypappa Kai T4)V Xup1 TÖV Tivatov, Bau i6oat & iov. 
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av Sb 1) Tt Katvbv Myero TrEgpovTIKCas). 14 For the diatonic had been the subject of 

close scrutiny by Philolaus, Plato, and-in his wish to make it conform more closely 

to the resonant ratios-Archytas. 15 Indeed the statement, according to the usual 

interpretion, would scarcely accord with Aristoxenus' own chronology of the genera. 

7.7 The solution to the riddle must be that Aristoxenus, in focusing on the new system he 

is forging, neglects an older, established Occ pia as not needing any redress, and saves 

his criticism for the architects of its change. Aristoxenus brought to completion what 

had long been sought, a new system which could accommodate the innovations of the 

late fifth and fourth centuries. What he has taken for granted, then, is the phase of 

music and its theory preceding these trends, which, relative to the New Musicians, will 
have been classical forms. Thus, when he complains that 

'EpaToKMMS l< TExEfprnOE Ka6' tv yl`vos Lýapt%jr oat Tä oX lpaTa TOO Sic( iraaCv 
&va1TOSEIKTWs TTY 1TEplpop4 TCVV SIaaTri TWV SEIKVtiº5.16 

Eratocles attempted to enumerate the octave-schemes of one genus [sc. the enharmonic], 

showing it, without formal demonstration [äVaTroS£IKTWS], by the rotation of the 

intervals. 

we should not conclude that the enharmonic genus was the first melodic style ever to 
be subject to theoretical scrutiny. It was rather the first to be analysed with an eye 
towards comprehending in a single system the innovative practices that were then (in 

the second half of the fifth century'7) being developed, what would eventually 
culminate in the new a rr ac TOEtov. Eratocles is criticized for not having done this 
well or completely enough, and for doing it &va1roSC[KTws ("without formal 
demonstration"), that is, without "the logical derivation of propositions from 

appropriate principles". 18 

14 Aristox. fr. 8= Adrastus ap. Prod in Ti. 3.192a (2.169.29ff. Diehl). 
15 Philol. fr. 44B6a D-K (see 8.5); Archyt. fr. 47A16; P1. Ti. 35b-36b. Cf. Burkert (1972), 

ch. 5 sec. 2; Barker (1978), 3; (1982-9), 2.59f.; West (1992), 165. 

16 Aristox. Harm. 6. 

17 Eratocles' dates are unknown, but the resonance between his theory of road junctions and 
Ion of Chios fr. 32 (West)-for which see below and cf. West (1992), 226-as well as his 

use of octachords (see 8.0) lets him be dated approximately to the second half of the fifth 

century. 
18 Barker (1982-9), 2.130 n. 25. 
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7.8 The phrase Tý -mrpu(pogc TCJV S1aOTTjuRTG)V is crucial. This "interval rotation" has 

always been seen as Eratocles' great achievement, a breakthrough in the cyclical 

synthesis of disparate tunings. But given the opprobrious tone, it makes more sense 

to understand the phrase as belonging to the complaint of &vairOBE1KTwS. Since 

Aristoxenus' criticism of his predecessors was tied to their failure to produce 

sufficient diagrams, ti i ptgopä should be a means of demonstrating species without 

recourse to diagrams, and so presumably could be executed on the instrument itself, 

with one tuning succeeding another in a visibly and audibly coherent sequence 
(Srucv 1s, "showing"). It was a processual cycle which `brought one back around' to 

the starting point, exactly as , rEptpopä suggests. It was thus a familiar technique that 

could be used without the more rigorous methods required by Aristoxenus-not 

needing, for example, the linear interval map of the o aTnua TAnov. The underlying 

principle of scales linked in a cyclical system would have been the same, but the two 
forms of presentation are quite distinct. To take full account of the complex musical 
developments of the late fifth century, a more graph-like approach was needed to 

assist the ears. This was the function of the musical diagram, as Bacchius explains: 

Atäypauua Si TI kQT1; 
- lvQTfiuaTOs i Tr6ktyua ... StaypäuuaTt Sk 

XpwueOa. Yva T& Tf äKoi SvaAglrTa irp6 &pOa)gi v ToTS tiavOävouat 

palVnTat. 19 

And what is a diagram? A representation of a [sc. musical] system. And we use a diagram 

so that, for students of the subject, matters which are hard to grasp with the hearing may 

appear before their eyes. 

7.9 Thus Eratocles did not produce a sufficient account by Aristoxenus' latter-day 

standards, but merely used a rotational process which did little to transform a no- 
longer-adequate method of musical analysis. Given that the QvoTnua TOlctov reveals a 
diatonic substructure in the TövoL, and that Aristoxenus accepted the diatonic as the 
oldest of the genera, the easiest solution is to suppose that h nepI(Pop& TG, v 
&acoT71 IäTC, wv reveals a thorough familiarity with the cyclical properties of the diatonic 

method as the basis of pre-Aristoxenean Oecapiac-a long-familiar, not novel, 
approach. It is important, then, that Bacchius defines a diagram as "a flat chart on 
which all the genera could be sung" (axfiva en(ircSov, fls 6 1rdv ytvos utAwStTTai). 20 

19 Bacch. 62 (305.16-20). 
20 Bacch. 62 (305.16-20). A diagram with all the genera is found at e. g. Nicom. Ench. 12 

(264.6ff. ). 
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7.10 Plato, who was only interested in the diatonic, serves to unite this tuning method with 

the cyclical in his elaborate Myth of Er, where the eight tones (Tdvol) all partake in a 

cyclical cosmos. 21 The old usage of Tdvos as "tuning" (cf. 2.25) clarifies the word's 
later meaning of "octave species": that is, these TrdvoI were "the tunings"-i. e. the 

standard tunings-and they were created by cyclical transformation; compare the 

synonymous term Tpd, rot, which may thus be rendered as "turnings" of the musical 

circle 22 The link between these cyclical TdvoL and the diatonic method is established 
by the intermediate application of Tdvos, "tuning", to mean "diatonic tuning" 

specifically-an ancient and somewhat untechnical usage, documented from the 

Classical period (cf. 2.26). Eratocles therefore showed how the enharmonic could be 

schematized according to a classical, diatonic, and fundamentally circular approach. 

7.11 In the light of the foregoing, one can see, in a criticism of his predecessors where 
Aristoxenus' new, unaddressed harmonic concerns dwarf those of an earlier period, 
the strata of the evolutionary process which led to the oivaTrj. ia TO%ctov : 

TiTapTOV S' aV EYn uýpOS Tä QvoTAuaTa OECapfjaat Trdaa T' iOT1 Kal iroi 

QTTCa KQl 7T(Z5 ZK TE TC)V S1aOTfluäTWV Kai cO6yyWV QVVEQTflKÖTO. OVUTEpOV 

yizp TC V Tpblrwv TEOECbp11Ta I Tä uipOS TOOTO inrb TC)V 9141rpoa9EV" OTTE yäp 

El TTäVTa Tp61TOV iK TCJV SIOQTT1u&TWV UUVTIBETaI Tä ouoT1'LIaTa Kai 

IBSEu(a T(Zv avvOtOEwv nap& cvaty &oTiv kTrtatyyEwi TEn)(11KEv. ovO' al 
Stagopal iräuat TC3v QUOTnuäTwv nt' ovSEV4S iýnp(O ir1vTat. 1rtpl viv y&p 
IuuEAoüs n iKuEaoüS 6TrA(Z5 ovSiva aöyov TrE7ro(rlvTat of Trpb hP(ZV. TO V St 

OUOTIWu Twv Täs SIapop&s 01 LI V 0')%w5 ovK iTruXE(povv &ýapIO Eiv-6Wr 1rEpi 

aITC3V uövov T&V eTrTaX6pSwv ä tKäAovv äpuov(as T>tiv in(anyrty 

k1TOlOVVTO-Ol & LTTIXEtpAQaVTEs o1iSiva TpoTTOV LýTJptO{. IOOVTO. KaOCx? TEp at 

TrEpl lTuOaybpav Tbv ZatcvvOtov Karl 'Aytjvopa Tbv M. Ttarjvaiov 23 

21 P1. Resp. 10.616b-617d. 
22 For Tp6no5 as T6voc, see e. g. Plut. An seni 793a: T6vcwv Kal -i'p6nwv ... ovs 

6puovtac of uova1KOl KaAovot; De E Delph. 389e: E'ITE T6VOUS A Tp6noU5 EYO' 
6puoviaS Xpll KQAETV: cf. West (1992), 188 n. 103; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 18.1137b: 

noAuTp61rcp; Bacch. 46-7 (303.3ff. ), etc.; Gaud. 20 (347.22): Tp61rov tj T6vov; Aristid. 

Quint. 1.6 (8.20), 1.10 (20.1-4): T6vov ... Tp6Trov ovoTTWczTtK6v, oTov XvSjov n 

cpvytov, etc.; Alyp. 3 (367.20): Tp6TTOVS TE Kal T6vovS. 

23 Aristox. Harm. 36-37. 
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The fourth topic would be to observe the systems: how many they are, what type, and how 

they are composed from intervals and musical tones. For in neither of these ways has this 

topic been observed by the earlier harmonists: for the question of whether systems are 

composed from intervals in every manner, and whether none of these composites run 

counter to nature, has not met an examination; nor have all the differences of the systems 

been enumerated by anyone. For concerning what is properly melic and what is not [1rEpi 

uiv yip kuiEaoOS i KucAovs], our predecessors have simply made no account. Some 

made no attempt at all to enumerate the differences between systems, but made examination 

only of the heptachords themselves, which they used to call ääpuoviat. Those who did try 

were in no way exhaustive, i. e. Pythagoras of Zacynthus and his school, and Agenor of 
Mytilene and his. 

7.12 The key phrase here is lraaa rrepl aOTC)v ubvov Tc v kTrTaX6pScav ä kKäAOUV 
bcpuovIcts Tt vk riaKEynv hrotovv ro. The MSS reading hTrTaX6pSwv must be retained 
against Marquard's proposed emendation of 4iiTä öKTaxdpSWv. which has been 

adopted by all editors since 1868. In M, kirT& xopScv had been corrected to 
iTr raX6pSwv; wishing to account for this, Marquard saw a parallel in Aristoxenus' 

criticism, mentioned above, of his predecessors who "only spoke about enharmonic 
octachord systems" (trepl QvoT1ju6[Twv &KTaX6pScav Lvapuoviwv udvov ¬JEyov). 24 It 
is generally accepted that the Elementa Harmonica is, as we have it, a later compilation 
of two independent drafts; there are a number of parallel topics that are repeated 
between books 1 and 2.25 Deeming then that the two passages in question were 
essentially identical critiques, Marquard suggested that &KTa- had been omitted in a 
sort of numerical haplography, whereupon the editor of M closed the gap between 
4ITTx and XopSeav in a false emendation. 

7.13 But this cannot be right. First, kwr& xopSav is more economically explained as an 
erroneous division of ETUTAXOPAWN at the time when word breaks were first 
introduced to a text without accents, a very natural er or for which there is an exact 
(but inverted) parallel in Nicomachus 26 Second, with ä ithXOVV apuovias ("which 
they used to call &puoviat"), Aristoxenus is evidently drawing a distinction between 
an older use of the term äpuovia and that of his own day. Now, with the exception of 
this passage, Aristoxenus always uses &puovia to mean a scale in the enharmonic 
genus; the enharmonic, so popular in the late fifth and early fourth centuries, had 

24 Aristox. Harm. 2. 

25 Cf. Barker (1982-9), 2.120; West (1992), 4; contrast B61is (1986). 
26 Nicom. Exc. 1 (266.7). 
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become the "tuning" par excellence. 27 Thus the predecessors here criticized cannot 
have been talking about the enharmonic. Consequently the first passage cannot be 

adduced as a parallel, and the supposed haplography vanishes-a lesson not to 

underestimate the disjunction between the first two books of the Elementa Harmonica 

when attempting to draw "internal" analogies. 

7.14 This passage gives us a glimpse of the earlier practical and theoretical norm of the 

seven-stringed lyre which had been current in the Archaic period and well into the 
Classical. 28 It is clear from the phraseology that Aristoxenus saw these heptachords 

as a fixed, finite set, as shown both by the definite article and still more so by the 
intensive pronoun (Trcp1 ac rcäv udvov TcJv k1rTaX6pSwv, "only about the heptachords 

themselves"). This would naturally precede the work of Eratocles and others, whose 
octachord diagrams were the first steps towards the ßvauua T AEI0V. Moreover, 
these ancient &puovkxt must have been more orderly than the odd tunings, seemingly 
from the high enharmonic period, preserved by Aristides Quintilianus, which show 
sometimes more, sometimes fewer than seven pitches. 29 For they did in fact have 

seven pitches-exactly as we should expect from early literary evidence and the 
consistent representation of seven-stringed lyres throughout the Archaic period 30 

7.15 This ancient heptachordy began to undergo a permanent change at the professional 
level in the first half of the fifth century (probably in c. 480-460), 31 with a decisive 

27 Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 55.15-56.1: KaA6o6at 8 cprloty 'AptaT6ýEVOs TOOTO T6 
TrpoEtprluAvov yivos äpuoviav SIä Tb Eivat äploTOV. 1ZTTEVEyK6 EVOV TOO 
navTbS i puooii you Tfly irpoorlyoplav ("And Aristoxenus says that this, the 
aforementioned genus, is called &puovla because it is best, taking this title away from Tb 
hpuoauivov as a whole"); ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1143e-f. See also Henderson (1957), 388f.; 
West (1992), 164f. 

28 Cf. Laloy (1904), 101. 

29 Aristid. Quint. 1.9. On these scales generally, see Winnington-Ingram (1936), 55ff.; West 
(1992), 174f. and n. 47 with literature cited there. 

30 Terp. fr. 4.2 (Gostoli); h. Merc. 51; Pi. N. 5.22: pöpwtyy' ... tnTCiyawooav; P. 
2.70f.; Ion of Chios fr. 32 (West), quoted below. For the ceramic evidence, Maas/Snyder 
(1989). 

31 This crucial issue has not been adequately addressed; see first West (1992), 63f. A thorough 

study of the ceramic evidence is needed; initial indications of my own ongoing survey am 
that eight-stringed instruments become the most common configuration in professional 
contexts between 480-460; but note that an accurate typology, could it be established, 
would itself prove an important dating criterion for the vases. Corroborative literary 
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turning point being Phrynis' victory at the Panathenaea in 446/5 with his modern 

iroXuXopSIa. 32 Yet the heptachordal norm must have persisted at the popular level and 
in the music lesson, for non-professional lyres are still commonly so depicted 

throughout the period of the New Music and beyond, and the seven strings of the 

ancients are still clearly recalled in much later sources. 33 Aristotle treats it as a matter 

of fact that there were seven strings in the old &puovfat, while the Aristotelian 

Problems, compiled well into the octachord period, nevertheless report heptachords as 

standard in an earlier OEwpia. 34 Nicomachus clings stubbornly to the memory, loyally 

but wrongly attributing the eighth string to Pythagoras (see 8.8-29). We are thus 

evidence is Pliny N. H. 7.204, who credits Simonides (traditionally c. 556-468: see West 

[1971]) with the eighth string-or T6V TpiTOV q 0öyyov as the Suda puts it (s. v. 

ltuwv(Srls): see further 8.78-while ps. -Plutarch reports (de Mus. 1136c-d) that 

Lamprocles added a disjunctive tone at the top of the conjunct heptachord (see further 8.32- 

33). Nicomachus' attribution of the eighth string to Pythagoras in Ench. 5 (244.14ff. ) was 

in his time already an old tradition, which may be dismissed as having ulterior motivations 
(cf. 8.8). The tradition of Terpander's eighth string is equally false: see 8.49-69. 

32 Ister FGrH 334F56 = schol. a ad Ar. Nub. 971: 6 Dpvvts KIOczpuaSbs ... 
SOKET 

TrpC)TOS Kleacpiaal Trap' 'AO vatots Kacl vud as t TTava9ýva tac knl KaXXt<wdrX)ou 

&pxovTOs. For Phrynis, see further 2.38-40,8.63. 

33 E. Alc. 446f.: hhTTäTOV6V T' bpt: tav / XAvv; Ion 881; Call. Del. 253ff.: irvOev 6 tiais 

ToQOäSO airpn fVESt aacTO XOp861S / vaTepov, 8OO6Kt KtKVOI l: 1r' d)StVWQIV 

&Etcav 6ySoov O*KW dct: taecv ("Hence the child [sc. Apollo] later bound that number 
[sc. seven] of strings to the lyre, as often as the swans sang upon his birth; an eight time 

they did not yet sing"); forged Laconian decree, Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.1 (182.7ff. ); Verg. 

Aen. 6.646; Thrasyllus wrote a work called TTFpI TOO ktrTa X pSou probably in the early 
first century A. D. (Porph. in Harm. 5 [91.14]; for dates see Barker [1982-9], 2.209f. ) and cf. 
8.68; Anth. Pal. 9.250 (Onestes); Nicom. Ench. 3 (242.5): Iv yE Tf tt1TTaX6pSL3 KcTä 

Tb raXatbv, cf. 5 (245.4), 7 (249.15), 9 (253.4), 11 (256.5f. ): Ti Totvuv 
icpxatoTpötrw avpac. TOUTiQTI Tý hTTaX6pSGJ; Exc. 1 (266.3), 6 (277.9-10); Paus. 

3.12.10: XopbaiS krrT E TaTS zpXatatS; Lucian Astr. 10; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1141c: 

kTrTap06yyou TiS Avpas v-rrapXovans 9035 EIS Tiprravbpov; Exc. Neap. 23 

(418.10ff. ); Prod. Chr. ap. Phot. Bibl. 320a33-bll; Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 1093a13; 

Clem. Al. Strom. 6.16.144; Isid. Etym. 3.22.4; Suda s. v. TiprravSpoS; etc. 
34 Arist. Metaph. 1093a14: &1rT XR xopSal tj lrppovla; ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.7: of &pxaiot 

1rTaX6pSouS lrotovVTES 6ppovlas ("the ancients, making their heptachordal 

6 ppovfat"): 19.47; 19.25: LnTäXOP Ot f oav at &puoviat Tb naAatöv; 19.32: 
jTrT& ijaav at xopSai Tb &pxaiov; Cf. 19.44. 
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justified in regarding Aristoxenus' T&V i'rTax6pSc v as comprising a coherent 

collection of some sort associated with this ancient phase of Greek music, just as the 

Aristotelian problems cited refer in the plural to heptachordal appovlat. For 

Aristoxenus the term äpuovki was closely associated with the tunings of this 

heptachordal "system", not used as "attunement" in some more generic sense which 

might include a variety of other tunings with more or fewer than seven strings, such as 

those in Aristides Quintilianus. For Aristoxenus this set of heptachordal tunings 

comprised the äpuoviat. 

7.16 Thus two broad groups of &puovLKot may be detected in Aristoxenus' critique. Like 

Eratocles, the schools of Pythagoras of Zacynthus and Agenor of Mytilene, while 

aware of the subjects which needed discussion, addressed them inadequately. But the 

unnamed adherents of seven-stringed classical music never even attempted an 

investigation. It was not the concern of the earlier codified heptachordy, widely taught 

in the TratSetac, to incorporate new features which would catalyze a breakdown of rules 

and conventions which had been handed down from the Archaic period. 

7.17 This conservative force, and the coexistence in the later fifth century of an old 
heptachordal discipline with its modification by avant-garde musicians, is well 
illustrated by Right Logic's resentful account of the contemporary music lesson in 

Clouds-a passage rife with musical puns. 35 Scandalously, young students are 

35 The general image of the melodic road (see below), raised by Kä 14)C1 v -civa KaG1trity, 

d(ac of vvv, Täs Kath CDpovty TaVTac T(S SUOKOAOKCIflTTOUS, is elaborated 

throughout. The phrase ETTa [ISct] ßaS(ýELv fv Talc 1V ö6ois EJT6KTCas refers to the 

orderly, i. e. traditional, pursuit of melodic pathways-note that TciýtS is the technical word 

for the pitch of a string (cf. 9.31). There may be a similar joke in the ßa6iýovorl of 

Pherec. fr. 155.24 K-A (cited below). Even i TrETpi(3ETO may have a double meaning, 

punning on TpißoS ("path"), which would ameliorate the repetitiousness of 91TETp((3ETO 

TUTTTÖIEVOS: if a boy turned aside from the melody, he trod his devious path with a 

beating from the teacher. TC unpin iit fUV )(OVTaS must have some relevance to the 

cardinal rule of avvixeta (discussed below), though it is unclear to me how the joke works. 
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introducing fashionable modulations-Kocuna I or "bends", 36 a term which derives its 

meaning from the ancient image of the melodic "road"37-into the older style on 

offer from the KL6aptcT, S: 

ETTa ßaSl1£tV iV TaIQIV bSols £1JTÜKTWS EIS KlOapIQTOO ... 

ETC av TrpouaOsiv (Qp iSISQQK£V Tc1 grape ph FvviXOVTas 
... 

LvT£ivauivous Thv 6puoviav nv of naTipES 1rapiSwKav. 

36 Cf. Ar. Nub. 333: #paTOKäXTrTas ("song-benders"); fr. 753 K-A: (pwv&ptov c; )StKöV 

Kai KaPTrTtKÖV; Tim. fr. 26.3 (PMG 802) of Phrynis: lc vothlnrTav; Pherec. fr. 

155.15 K-A = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1141d-1142a of Phrynis: K W1TTG)V We Kai OTpicpwV 

öAnv Si (pOop£v ("he destroyed me [sc. Music] utterly with his bending and twisting"); cf. 

1142a, a fragment attributed to Aristophanes (953 K-A) but possibly a continuation of the 

Pherecrates fragment (cf. Barker [1982-9], 1.237 n. 204): Lýappovlovs virEpßoXatovS TE 

äV0010us / Kai vtyaäpouc. [ý]QTrEp T£ T &S Sapä vouc 8XTIV / Kaprav (v. 1. 

Kd[wTrTWV) PC KaTEW&OTWOE ("out-of-the-6puovia, high-pitch, unwholesome / and 

whistling; and he [sc. Philoxenus or Timotheus] stuffed me full of bends like a cabbage"); 

Eup. fr. 366 K-A: tj uouau d Trpäyu' LOT1 ßa8ü Kal KaumrXov ("Music is a deep and 

devious business"); Poll. Onom. 4.66: CDpvvty 
.... iA£ot TroXuKapriot ... KEXPnaeat 

Myova tv. 

37 Cf. Hom. Od. 8.73f.; 8.481; 22.347; h. Merc. 451: oTpos &otS f s; Pi. 0.1.110: 686v 

Mywv; Pi. 0.9.47: f rric wv ... oTuov Atyvv; cf. Pi. N. 6.45,54: öSÖv paý1T6V 

Evpov; Pi. P. 4.247f.; 9.45; Pi. 1.4.1: KiXEVOos; cf. B. 5.31; Pi. N. 7.51; fr. 6.118 (S- 

M); Ion of Chios fr. 32 (West), cited below; Ar. Av. 1374, cited below; Aristox. Harm. 5 

and 67 (see below); cf. 69 et passim; Call. Jov. 78: moi(3ov St ) pr t £ü E1S6Tas 

o1 ious; cf. Del. 9; A. R. 4.150; Anacreont. 34.14 (West); Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 54.12- 

15; Nicom. Ench. 6 (245.21), 12 (261.20); Gaud. 6 (333.28) et passim; Anon. Bell. 3.78 

(25.8). The increasingly complex rules for choosing one's route accounts for the curious 
descriptions of modem melodies as "devious ant-paths": Ar. Thesm. 99f. of Agathon: 

(Euripides speaking) Ilya* IEAc)SEºv y &p 1rapaoKEuä ETat. / (Mnesilochus responds) 

WIºPlunKOs 61TpairovS, f if Stautvvptý£Tat: Pherec. fr. 155.22-5 K-A = ps. -Plut. De. 

mus. 1141d-1142a of Timotheus: &TravTaS ov"s Uyw / irapEatj)u9Ev, äywv 

JKTpaTTAOuc PVp; I11Ktäs. / K&V VTV)(Tý ITO* pot ßa&tt ovoTj ubvrl, / hnjSVQE 

K Vi, NVC£ XopSaTS 5c SEKa; cf. Psell. De trag. 5: lsv&TpnTOS ("bored through and 

through") of the new music, with Winnington-Ingram's comments ap. Browning (1963), 

77. The road image survives into modern Greek, where Sp6uos designates "mode" (Beaton 

[1980], 9). It is also found in ancient Indian music theory, where antaramarga is "the path 
between the notes": see e. g. Widdess (1995), 264-7. 
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El Si TLS X%JTC)V ßw IOAOXEVQQIT' Ti KCii. IyEliV TIVCY KQGITrfiV 

ÖCOS Oj VvV, Tä5 KQTQ (DpVVIV arras Täs SUOKOÄOKäIATCTOUs, 

k1TETpißETO TU1rT6IEVO5 nOAXäS cws TäS Movoacs äpaviýwv. 3ß 

And then [sc. they had] to walk in good order in the streets to the citharist's ... 
And then in turn he taught them to learn a song by heart, not holding their thighs together . 

Tuning the 6 ppovia which our fathers handed down. 

But if one of them played the fool or effected some modulation- 

Like musicians nowadays do, those difficultly-bent modulations ii la Phrynis- 

He got a good long thrashing for doing away with the Muses. 

7.18 Note first that here in the music lesson, where we must assume a seven-stringed lyre, 

the term for the tuning is again &puov(a, as in the Aristoxenus passage. The 

conservative musical taste underlying this passage-perhaps not entirely shared by 
Aristophanes, who indulged in New Music himself (if ironically)-is found again in 
Frogs. When Dionysus brings Aeschylus back to earth as the greatest tragedian, it is 

the return of an old celebrity who learned his craft in the classical seven-stringed 
phase of music. As another Aristophanic character complained elsewhere, "they sang 
everything all alike-on seven strings" (i5Sov i1rTäXopSac , r&vO' 61Aoia). 39 Thus, in 
Frogs, Euripides charges Aeschylus with "always composing the same things" 
(TrotovvTa TaOT' ad), 40 while Psellus attributes to Euripides the introduction of 
noavxopS(a to tragedy 41 The well-known vase-painting by Duris, showing the music 
lesson in its classical form with boys studying the lyre and epic poetry at the house of 
the KIOapto1 s-and no fewer than four carefully rendered seven-stringed 
instruments-is from this same Aeschylean period 42 One boy is shown with a tablet 
on which he has written down a hexameter invoking the Muse; it belongs to the 
traditional prelude style attributed to Terpander-the Aeolic form Mo as is not 
accidental 43 

38 Ar. Nub. 964-972. 

39 Ar. fr. 467 K-A. 

`a Ar. Ran. 1250. 

41 Psell. De trag. 5: ovoThIjaOL & of jAv naXa tol I UKp0 c &XpC. WTO. EvptTr(Sr1S 

npOTOS noauXopSiac kXpAoaTO. 

42 Berlin F 2285. See West (1992), plate 11. 
43 See West (1971), 308. 
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7.19 This "&ppovia which our fathers handed down" does not suggest the usual picture 

of chaotic evolution used to explain the apparently aberrant evidence of Philolaus fr. 

6a, the Libation Style of Olympus, and the äpiiovta L of Aristides Quintilianus (cf. 1.4, 

1.12,1.25). On the contrary, since &puovta and hTrTäXop&z in the Aristophanic 

passages clearly do not refer to one tuning only, it indicates a well-defined convention 

of tuning which had been stable for generations 44 This is confirmed by another 

music lesson scene where Aristophanes recounts how the boorish Cleon made little 

progress in his music lessons because he would only learn the Dorian äpuovta; 45 the 
implication is that mastery of the Dorian led on to a more involved knowledge of 
tuning. Hence these passages, taken together, refer to a tradition of tuning which was 
formal, ancient, had several stages of which the Dorian had had some primacy for 

generations before Aristophanes, and was properly heptachordal. 

7.20 What role did diatony play in this period of the classical-i. e. Archaic-heptachord? 
Was the diatonic, as in the later fifth century, largely overshadowed by what would 
become known as the enharmonic and chromatic genera, or by some other tunings of 
which we have no notice, like those of Aristides (though these themselves are 
predominantly enharmonic in character)? Or was the Terpandrean heptachord proper 
to a classical form of diatonic music which endured throughout the Archaic period? A 
scholiast, commenting on the "äcpuov(a which our fathers handed down", asserts that 
"the ancient tuning was avvTOVOc"a6-the very term used by Aristoxenus to describe 
the diatonic in its normal form. 47 In the music lesson, the diatonic was surely the first 
tuning method to be learned, since, as Aristoxenus says, it was oldest and first found 
by human nature. It was, besides, the easiest to learn, since the ear could readily trust 
the consonant intervals, and the diatonic was tuned by a very regular progression of 

44 Cf. Hp. Vict. 1.18: &puovins ovvTä tES ("the arrangements of ääp. iovla"). 
45 Ar. Eq. 985-96. 

46 Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 968, glossing kvTEtvauivovS Tv apuovlav: 65 ovvTdvov ovarlS 

TfjS naAatäcS apuoviaS. 

47 Cf. Psell. De trag. 12 npoarlvaovv avrraTS of KpQTLoTOI a1XT)Tal. 6 jAv Tfiv 

Xpw1jaTtId1v 1reptoSov, 6 Si: ThV bapuövtov. 6 Sý Thy avvTOVOV; Winnington- 

Ingram, ap. Browning (1963), 71, wished to supplement this as Qt VTOVOV <SI&Tovov), 

but the text should stand because avvTovov would have been more likely to drop out than 
SläTOVOV. 
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these 1rpCjrat ovugcvkxj48 The enharmonic, by contrast, cannot be established solely 

through A anyts sip avupwvias 49 Requiring years of practice, it belonged to the art of 

the professional citharode 50 It is unlikely, then, that the citizen-choruses of tragedy 

would have been called upon to make quarter-tone discriminations. As Aristides 

Quintilianus wrote: 

cUQIK[: ]TEpOV $1 V tOTI TÖ &I TOVOV (IräUl yäp KQl TOTS &7TaLSEÜTOIS 

7TQVT6rlTaOL LIEAWSTlTÖV 4(3TI) 
... 

äKptptaTEpOV & Tb ivapu6Vtov- TTOpü y&p 

TOTS iTrt(paVE13TaTO1S tV JOUOIKý TETÜ)(11KE irapa6OXfIS. TOTS & TTOXXOIS tOTIV 

ZSÜVOTOV. 51 

The diatonic is more natural, for it can be sung by everyone, even those who are altogether 

uneducated ... But the enharmonic is more exacting; for it has won acceptance from the 

most illustrious men in music, and is impossible for most people. 

48 Cf. Aristox. Harm. 55: TroXv pi-Mov TOTS TC., )V auupwvcav tEy 6Eat 1tIOTEVEt h 

a'I08TrwS i TOºS TC. V SIa(ptVWV' &Kpt EOTC(TTl S' QV EITI SIapc you SIaQT1 1aTOS 

Xrtyis r Slä ouuq)wvlaS ("our perception is much more trusting of the consonant interval 

sizes than the non-consonant, and the tuning of a nonconsonant interval would be most 

precise when it is arrived at through consonance"). Cf. Vitr. de Arch. 5.4.3, cited above; 

Adrastus (ap. Theo Sm. 53.3ff), cited above. 
49 Ps, glut. de Mus. 1145b-c, esp. Tb Ph SvvaoOat AgqOfivat St& auucwvlac Tb 

ViYE005. KaOCtlTEp T6 TE hPLT6VLOV Kal TÖV T6VOV Kai TX AoITrä St TC)V 

Toiovrr av StaoTnuaTtav ("the magnitude [sc. of a quarter-tone] cannot be taken through 

consonance, like the semitone and tone and the other such intervals"). 

50 Aristox. Harm. 19: TpITOV St Kai &VWTaTOV T6 ivapuövlov, TEAEUTak) yip 

aÜTGJ Kal p6XLS PET& TTOAAOO 1r6vou OUvEOIýETa1 A alaOrlaiS (`Third and last 

comes the enharmonic, for the perception becomes accustomed to it last and with difficulty 

after much labor"); cf. Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 56.1ff.: IOTI St SUauEAG, J5T1T6TaTOV Kal, 

WS kKElv6S chjat, qhtX6TEXVOV Kai TTOAMS SE6pEvoV OUVTneEIat, öOcv o, S' EIS 

Xp? OIV f5¢SIkS i<pXETat ("it is very difficult to sing and, as he [sc. Aristoxenus] says, 

artistic and requiring much habituation, whence it does not come easily into use"). 

Consider Plato's portrait of musicologists straining to distinguish between such closely- 

packed intervals (Resp. 7.531a-c); as Barker (1978), 8, points out, 'ruKVtauaT' aTTa 

bvouätovTES provides a verbal link to the KaTac Tr JKVwats mentioned by Aristoxenus 

(Harm. 7,28,38,53), which relied on quarter-tone discriminations and seems to have acted 

as musical graph paper for measuring very fine intonational shades. 

51 Aristid. Quint. 1.9 (16.11-15 ); cf. Vitr. de Arch. 5.4.3. 
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7.21 It is true that the enharmonic was considered proper to tragedy in the Classical 

period. 52 Its original defining feature, however, was not the difficult quarter-tone 

, rvKvdv. but the consonance-derived ditone, which the choruses would in fact have 

been able to sing. As Aristoxenus believed, this basic form of the enharmonic had 

been drawn by Olympus centuries earlier-in the Orientalizing period in fact from 

the diatonic. 53 There is no problem, then, in allowing the enharmonic its attested place 

in tragedy, while at the same time conceding that the further refinement of the quarter- 

tone discriminations was less essential to its popular character than the 

underlying-and readily singable-diatonic substrate. In fact, this three-pitched 

version of the enharmonic is attested in the Paean of Athenaeus, one of the Delphic 

hymn inscriptions of the Hellenistic period, 54 which shows the enduring and popular 

appeal of this style over the centuries since its invention. Thrasyllus too treats this as 

the essential form of the enharmonic. 55 

7.22 It is no accident, then, that Aristoxenus lists the diatonic before the enharmonic and 

chromatic genera. It formed the core of an earlier system, before the modulating and 

chromatic New Music, before the challenging enharmonic in its heyday. This must be 

what lies behind his distinction of two ancient phases in Greek musical history: 

ÖTl S' ¬aTl Tic $. EAO1ro1fa1 SIT6VOU alXacvov SEOthvrr Karl oO <h gauXoräTTJ yE 

äMer QXESbV rj KaXA[OTn. TOTS utv iroAAoii TC V vvv aTrro vwv uoUQLKIIs ov 
TtäVV EÜST1X6V kOTI. y volTO 4. IEVTaV bbTaXOE1atV QÜTOIS' To-15 Shti QVVEiOIQ1J9V0t5 

TG]V bcpXalKC)V Tpö1TCWV TOIc TE TTp6TOts Kai Toil SEUTI<pOtj 1KaVC)S SfXÖv OTI 

TÖ AEy6liEvov 
... ll1 AtoTa PW y&p Kal irXt oTOV Xp6vov Lv T4) XpcbpaTI 

StaTpipOUaty. &rav S' ä(cIKWVTa( TTOTE EIS T1 V aptIOVIaV. Lyylfs Toth xpcJGlaTOS 

irpoaäyovat auvEtnanwubOV TOO i AouS 56 

But, that there is a certain style of melic composition [uFXonotta] which needs a ditonic 

Atxavbs, and that it is not the worst wEXolrotta but quite the best, is entirely unclear to 

the many who undertake music these days, but would be if they applied themselves. But 

what I am saying is clear to those who are accustomed to the first and second ancient styles 

52 PHib. 13.20f., cited below; cf. West (1992), 164. 

53 Aristox. fr. 83 = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134f-1135b: xvaoTpEcp6IEV0V TöV "OAvurrov tv 

T SLaT6vc) K. T. A. ("Olympus was roaming about in the diatonic, " etc. ). 

54 For this hymn, see now Hagel (2000), 38-89; cf. West (1992), 288ff. 

55 Thrasyllus ap. Theo Sm. 92.27-93.2. 

56 Aristox. Harm. 23. 
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... For they [sc. musicians today] spend most of their time in the chromatic, and if at 

some point they end up in the enharmonic, they lead it near to the chromatic, the melody 

being drawn along. 

7.23 Of the two archaic styles, one is associated with the enharmonic genus, thought to be 

the most lofty and beautiful by those who were familiar with both and with 

contemporary practice. What distinguished the other ancient style? Certainly not 

chromaticism merely, 57 since this was practiced by those who were unfamiliar with 

and intolerant of the older styles-effeminate louts who would vomit bile when they 

heard enharmonic music, as Aristoxenus memorably put it 58 Although he does 

equate one of the earlier styles with the enharmonic, it might seem facile for us to 

associate a different genus to each phase of music. It is logical to assume, however, 

that the diatonic played some role since it is not otherwise assigned by Aristoxenus. 

In fact, it is said that the chromatic was first introduced into tragedy by progressive 

musicians of the later fifth century like Euripides and Agathon, earlier composers 

using either the enharmonic on its own-or combining it with the diatonic 59 

7.24 It appears then that the diatonic occurred in one or both of the two earlier styles, and 

this is hardly surprising given Aristoxenus' assertion of the diatonic's historical 

priority. It is only to be expected that a more difficult and refined style like the 

quarter-tone enharmonic should be a secondary development. Quite possibly the first 

style also saw the enharmonic in its more archaic form without the quarter-tone 
divisions, as established centuries earlier. 60 Yet this, too, leads us back to the diatonic, 

which Aristoxenus believed to be older still, and the point of departure for the 

enharmonic. So either the first ancient style was largely diatonic; or, if it was mixed 

57 That is, chromaticism as currently practiced. For evidence of early chromaticism, sce 
below. 

58 Aristox. fr. 85 = Plut. Quaest. conviv. 711c: of S' ävavSpoi Kai StaTE6pU1JuiVOt TBC 

C 6Ta St' lruoualav Karl &nEtpoKaAlav, oüs Pnoly 'AplaTdýEVOs xoXfiv tuEiv ö rav 

ivapuovlov äKOVawaly. 

59 Plut. Quaest. conviv. 645e: 'Ay6Owvos. 8v npCTOV Eic Tpayc; )Slav caoly 
&. 43aXEiv Kal varo. i at T6 XpcauaTlKöv; Psell. De trag. 5: tj St naXatäc Tpayud 
icAoirotia yivEt p iv Tea ivaptiovi) kXpT OaTO xutyEl Kal uIKT4 yl<VEt Tfjc 

äpuoviai Kal SlaT6vcav, xp&paTt St ov8els yatvETat Kt: Xpnudvos TC3v 

TpaytKG)V äXptc Evpar(Sov; cf. West (1992), 351. 

60 As Professor West suggests (correspondence); cf. West (1992), 35 1f. 
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with the enharmonic-for Aristoxenus recognizes music of mixed genera61we may 

suppose an anterior phase of diatonic music, according to the Aristoxenean view of 

musical development. 

7.25 How then were diatonic tunings approached, practically and theoretically, in this 

earlier period? Were "the heptachords which they used to call the ap uov(a t" in fact 

the species of an integrated diatonic cycle as in Mesopotamia? It is certainly tempting 

to infer this from the cyclical interval procession known to Eratocles. Indeed, with a 

modification of Marquard's theory of numerical haplography, one could suppose that 

1repi aI av u6VOV TCv kTrTaXbpSwv once read ltEpi aüTCv iit vov TCv (knTx) 

mraXbp&wv. Yet, although this is as plausible as Marquard's conjecture, it is hardly 

necessary, since the complete 1replpopc of a heptachord must yield seven 

permutations, no more and no less 62 This makes it especially important that a 

sevenfold division of the `citharodic vbuos' was attributed to Terpander himself (see 

further 10.38). Ptolemy's insistence on seven Tdvot (cf. 10.37) thus shows him a more 
faithful heir to the ancient heptachordal music than modernists like Phrynis and 
Timotheus, or their successors who used the pitch-keys of Aristoxenus. 

7.26 In fact, it can be shown that, for all their microtonal variation, the Greek genera were 

required to conform to a basically diatonic structure. This emerges most clearly from 

two points in combination. First are the names of the principle consonances-the 
resonant fourth and fifth-called respectively ry [avugwvta l St z TET-r6pCA V, "the 

[consonance] through four [sc. strings]", and h [ouupwvtal St& TTiVTE, "the 

[consonance] through five [sc. strings]". Clearly these intervals-which derive from 

61 Aristox. Harm. 7: utyvvubwv iräaiv TCJV yevC. v; 44: iräv uAos IOTact f rot 

SI6(TOVOV. fi XP 81ftT1KÖV fi ivap16v ov fl tJIKTÖV & TOVTWV A KOIVÖV TOVTWV 

("every i Aos will either be diatonic or chromatic or enharmonic or mixed from these or the 

common-ground of these"). 

62 Cf. the M. at Arist. Metaph. 1093a14 (itrT& St XopSal n &puovtat rather than kirr x 
Si: xopSal t &puovia), with the comment of Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 1093a13: enTä & 

(p06yyot rf S Eta iraoCav teal apuoviat Tooavrat ("Seven are the pitches of the 

octave, and the harmoniai are the same in number"), which shows that, if the variant is not 
in fact the correct reading, the mistake was made already in antiquity, and was besides readily 
intelligible in its own right. Similarly, in one manuscript of Porph. in Harm. 5 (96.16), 

the title of Thrasyllus' work is given as T1ep1 kTrTaX6p8wv, as against TTfpl 

&Trrax6p6ou at 91.14-which itself rests upon an emendation: see further Daring's 

apparatus ad 91.13. 
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the heptachordal period (cf. 8.45-47)-were so named because they typically occurred 

across four or five strings respectively. Second is Aristoxenus' cardinal rule of 

ovviXEta-generally translated as "continuity"-which dictated the minimum 

conditions for the proper construction of all the genera. This entailed the `consonant 

responsion', to its counterpart a perfect fourth or fifth away, of every note, regardless 

of its microtonal shading. Only when this condition was met could a scale or tuning 

(u aos) be considered "joined/tuned" (ýpuoauivov). The precept is clearly presented 
in two passages of the Elementa Harmonica: 

vTro , Ow U Kal TC3V kýnS KEtuivwv (p96yywv KacT& uAoS v kthUTQa yiv£t 
ATOI TOÜS T£TCTpTOVS St& T£TTQpWV QVupCG)V£IV f$ TOÜS ? TiP7TTOUS SIX TTiVT£ fl 

ZIPOTipwS 63 

And let it also be laid down that, for notes which are "continuous" along the t Aoc in each 

genus, either every fourth note is consonant at a fourth, or every fifth note is consonant at a 

fifth, or both. 

ov SET S' acyvocºv. 8Tl O JK ¬QTIV a OTapKES Tb Elpnuivov Irpbc TÖ kUUEX )S 
QUYKETQOQl TQ OUQTftaTQ iK TCJV StaQTr1WCTG3V' 0Ü& V yXp KWÄVEI 

QUucC VOI VTWV TCV pe6yyc v KaTQ TOYS ElpnuiVOVS &piOuovs &KuE)1C)S TQ 

QUQTý{1aTa QUVIQT6VQI. äXAQ TOVTOV 41A ÜTrapXÖVTOS o iUV ITl YIYVETat T&V 

AOITTCV 6cEÄO5. OET OV OÜV TOOTO TTpCJTOV EIS &pXTiS T&EIV Ov uh vTrapxdvTOS 
&vatpETTaI T6 rjpuoauJvov 64 

It is essential to realise that the aforementioned [principle] does not guarantee that systems 

will be properly assembled from intervals. For nothing stops a tuning from being put 

together improperly even when the notes are consonant according to the aforementioned 

numbers [i. e. every note being consonant by a fourth or fifth (or both) with every fourth or 
fifth note from itself]; but if this condition is not fulfilled, there is no use bothering about 

the rest: and so this must be made the first principle (OcTr`ov ovv TOOTO 1rpCTOV tic 
&pXnS rcc Iv), without the fulfillment of which, attunement (Tb tjpuoouAvov) is 

destroyed. 

7.27 With these conditions met, the names of the consonances are fairly accurate. Either 

every four strings will comprise a consonant fourth, or every five a fifth, but not 

63 Aristox. harm. 29. 

64 Aristox. Harm. 54. 
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necessarily both. This either/or approach to is able to account for the various 

enharmonic and chromatic scales, which, while the "movable" strings of each 

tetrachord can be any number of pitches, depending upon genus and shade, still fulfill 

ouviXeia by virtue of the fact that the tetrachord as a whole responds to another 

tetrachord either by conjunction or disjunction, but not necessarily both. 

7.28 Only with the diatonic genus do the interval names make consistent sense. With one 

exception (see below), every fourth and every fifth is consonant and the tetrachords 

both conjunct and disjunct simultaneously. This results immutably from the 

consistent alternation of fifths and fourths. The harmonious semantic agreement of 

the Greek interval names and the diatonic method shows that this genus was the 

standard by which the others were judged. These genera, which did not match all the 

structural characteristics of the diatonic, were nevertheless required to match some of 
them. That ovvWXELac was an essentially diatonic precept finds confirmation in 

Ptolemy's qualification of the structure as S1aTOVIKoo ouwxovs, "continuous 
diatonic"; this is shortly followed by an example of modulation between a structure 
consonant at the fifth to one which is consonant at the fourth-a sort of bifurcation of 
the "continuous diatonic" into its two less continuous offspring 65 More obliquely, 
Plutarch describes the Sirens of Plato's diatonic scale as "holding together 
(avviXovat) and safeguarding the harmony" 66 

7.29 Finally, to the usual division of intervals into ovupwvos and St(icwvoc, Thrasyllus 
introduces a distinction which is nowhere else attested. Intervals like the Shafts, those 
microtonal divisions of the chromatic and enharmonic genera which cannot be 

established through h Xnyts W( ovupwvkzc, could still be considered "consonant in 

65 Ptol. Harm. 2.6 (55.12-15): OTOV ÖTav &ITÖ StaTOVIKOÜ ouVEXOOS ajTOKAIVTI rrou Tb 

yivos kTrl XpcauaTtK6u. fi &Tacv &1r6 uE%oUS knl TOVs S16c ttME ovupc woos 

EICJ06TOS 7TOlEloOal T&S JETaßäOEIS LTrI TOliS 5161 TEOOäpwv y vr)Tal TIS 
JKTpO1TA ("As for instance when [sc. the uAos] turns aside the genus a bit from 

continuous diatonic to the chromatic, or when there is some diversion from a uixos 

accustomed to make the steps of its course upon [sc. notes] which are consonant at a fifth 

to those [sc. which are consonant] at a fourth"). 

66 Plut. Quaesr. Conv. 746a: at uiv ov'v 6KT6 TrEpt6Sots L(PEOTG oat ThV Tf. V 

TrAacvc ii vcav &OTpwV irpbS T& &TrXavr' Kal npbs &AATIaa ovviXovot Kai 
Staowgovoty äppoviav ("the eight [sc. sirens], standing over the rotations 'hold 

together' and preserve the äpuovfa of the movable towards the immovable stars ones and 
towards each other"). 
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accord with ovvixs1a" (avupwva Si Kara QvvWXEIav) 67 In other words, the rule which 

governed the properly heptatonic u aos i puoouivov was concerned that all cOöyyot 

should occur within a minimum consonant framework-with the framework of the 

diatonic the most completely consonant. On the other hand, Thrasyllus' pairing of 

Sieats with Tövos encourages us to read the former as "semitonal interval", the 

Pythagorean usage of Philolaus fr. 6a (cf. 8.5,8.36). This is perhaps the easiest way to 

interpret his description of these intervals as "the first principle of consonance, but 

not actually consonance" (&pXt jAv avu(pc vtas. ovlrw St avupwvta). If this is right, 

then Thrasyllus has only the diatonic in mind here, not the other genera, and this too 

would reveal its close connection to avv eta. 

7.30 For his part, as we have seen, Aristoxenus made ovv cta the "first principle" (xpXý ) 

of c puovuai. 68 Thus Ta hpuoauivov, which is generally translated merely as 

"attunement", may be more exactly defined as "attunement according to ouvixeia", 

while awWXeta is better translated as "cohesion"-i. e. "diatonic cohesion". Since 

this principle of attunement is said to be "of an elemental character" 

67 Thrasyllus ap. Theo Sm. 48.16-49.5, esp. 48.20f.: o ipwva S KaTCC QuviXEtav o%v 

Tbvos. SIEats ("consonant by ovviXEta, like the tone and quarter tone"). 
68 Cf. Aristox. Harm. 19: iroAA c i`XOVTOS SlapOpQs TOO ýpi. 10OPiVOV KaTQ ThV tc. v 

StaOTTIJAITWV QÜVOEQIV, IOTI TI TOIOVTOV Ö KaTCZ 1TaVT6s tipIOQut`VOU 

ST1el'IQETat t<V TE Kal TcZOT6V, TOtaiºTnv i<xov Svvauty öiav av-njv äValpovufvrly 

&valpEiv T6 tjpuoo vov ("although attunement [Tb fippoapivov] has many 

differences with respect to the composition of intervals, for attunement as a whole there is a 

certain something which will be stated, a single unitary principle having such a force that if 

it is removed, attunement is also removed"); ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1144b: npCJTOV oüv nEp1 

OUVEXEtaS yVCG)aTiOV' avayKaIOV yap &OTIV *IThpXEIv TT KprTIq Suv6I. EI 

ouviXEtav ("So first one must know about ovvi<XEta; for it is necessary for our critical 

faculty that ouvlXEta be present"). 
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(QTOIXEIWSEaT61Tflv), 69 it is allied with the title of Aristoxenus' work 

itself-APMONIKA T-TOIXEIA. That Aristoxenus understood &puovudj as a whole to 

be an art stemming from and based upon -rb t puoou vov, as he conceived it, is in fact 

stated explicitly by later sources which depend upon the Aristoxenean tradition 7° For 

all the complexity that could be created through the mixing of genera and modulation 

between Tbvot, nevertheless heptatonic structures, with their prescribed use of 

consonance, provided the raw material the harmonic elements-from which the 

modem tunings of the late fifth and fourth centuries were built, and into which they 

should, according to Aristoxenus, be dissolvable. 

7.31 When combined with the Aristoxenan chronology, auvixcia opens the possibility that 

the enharmonic and chromatic were not merely analyzed against a diatonic norm, but 

represent its historical modification. Easy and reliable to tune, the `clear' consonant 

intervals of the diatonic could serve as a point of departure for the quarter-tone 

dissections and whole-tone omissions of the enharmonic, and for the `coloring' of the 

chromatic-much like the `blue' notes of the African-American syncretism, or the 

octatonic structures of diatonicized Slavonic folk music. 

69 Cf. Alyp. 1 (367.1-4): T-'S IOUOIKISS LK Tp1CJV ... 
&pGwviKnS l VOI UKfiS lIETptKfjjS. 

1TpWTTIV TE T&ýEl Ka OTOIX£IWSEOT&T-nV VOgT9OV Tf V TTEpI Tb rjpuoauiVOV 

TrpaypaTEiav ("Music [sc. being comprised] of three subjects, harmonics, rhythmics and 

metrics, one must consider the activity which concerns Tb tjpuoauivov to be first in 

order, and of an elemental nature"); Anon. Bell. 3.29 (9.10f. ): 1TPCYTT1V TE Ti T&ý£t Ka 

OTOIXEIWSEOT&T IV VOTlTiOV ThV TTEpI TÖ t pIOOuiVOV Trpa'ylaTEIav. Cz(TTi St 

&puovwK KaXETTat ("One must consider the practice which concerns Tb fipuoou9vov to 

be first in position and of an elemental character. And this practice is called &ppoviio "). 

Compare to these the close linguistic parallels at Aristox. Harm. 1: Thv &ppovti fv 

KaXOUuthVTlV ... npaypacTElav. Try TE Ta EI irp4)TTIV OÜOCXV IXOUO&V TE & vapty 

0TO1XEt6Sn ("The practice called 6pl. ov1K1 , 
being both first in order and having an 

elemental significance"). 

70 Schol. ad Ptol. Harm. 1.1 (3.1): &puoVºKfj LOTIV kTrIaT>'jurl 6EWpr)TIKt'1 TfjS TOv 

hpt_1oOpJvOV gVO£WS Ti 9 15 OEWpTgTudtl TOO SIaOTTUUaTIKOV $ AOVS Kal TC)V 

TOÜTG) aVppaIVÖVTWV ("&puoviic is the science which regards the nature of Tb 

tpuoouivov, or the domain which regards the intervallic t oc and those things which go 

along with it. "); the first part of this is repeated verbatim at Exc. Neap. 7 (413.4f. ); cf. 

Alyp. 1(1-4), cited above; Anon. Bell. 3.29 (9.10f. ), cited above. 
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7.32 In fact, a persistent tradition treats both the enharmonic and chromatic as derived from 

the diatonic, in contrast to the Aristoxenean classification into three independent 

genera. This orientation surfaces in one of the anonymous musical treatises unearthed 
by Bellerman, which contain, besides a bulk of conventional material, a few real 

treasures to survive the onslaught of Aristoxenus' followers: 

xpapa bi 1ITOl TTQpäI TÖ TETp(T OCtl 1TWS K TOO StaTOVtKO17 n Trap& Tb 

XP6ýEIV uV a*T, T& (XXa QVQT1iuaTQ 71 

And the chromatic [sc. is so-called] either through having been converted somehow from the 

diatonic, or from its coloring of other systems. 

7.33 In this and other details, the anonymous treatise closely echoes the curious passage 

which has been interpolated into Aristides Quintilianus' De musica, and which 
defines both chromatic and enharmonic in terms of the diatonic: 

TÖ XpcovaTIKÖV Yl`VOS SlaTOVIKÖV k(YTIV Tel Z; T)PI`VOV Kal 1TE1rUKVG, )G1iVOV 

hPITOVtOts TÖ S' ivapp6vtov SIaTOVIKÖV UTI T6vc v iv SmAaalaoe v, T43 S' 

fiwTOVtct) Stxa Sºnpnutvov ... XpwuaTUKbv Sý KaAETTat napbc Tb xpcýEly avTh 
Tä aofTrä StaoT1'juaTa. ph SETOOat Si TIVOS a~KEtvwv72 

The chromatic genus is the diatonic augmented and packed and condensed with semitones; 

and the enharmonic is the diatonic doubled at the tone, and divided in two at the semitone .. 

. And the chromatic is so-called from its coloring of the other intervals, when it does not 

actually need some one of them. 

Note how both passages contain a double explanation of the chromatic, one described 

as a structural shift from the diatonic, the other as a milder sort of variation-as 
though two distinct musical practices were described by the same or similar 
terminology, or in crisis as to whether the chromatic deserves to be given separate 
classification. One thinks of Lysander of Sicyon's use, in the late Archaic or early 

71 Anon. Bell. 2.26 (7.17f. ). 

72 [Aristid. Quint. ] 2.19 (92.19-25); for the interpolation of this passage, see 2.21. 
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Classical period, of Xp6vaTa El poa ("colourful shadings"), a mysterious phrase 
which might also suggest some dichotomy within the chromatic 73 

7.34 The passage from Aristides Quintilianus also introduces ethical descriptions of each 
of the genera, the diatonic being "masculine and quite severe" (&ppevcwirbv S' IaTl 
Kal aVQUlpÖTEpov), the chromatic "sweetest and plaintive" (TiStaT6v Te Kal yocpÖv), 

the enharmonic "rousing" (SteyepTtKbv). The same conjunction of ideas is found 

again in Theon of Smyrna, where the source seems to be Adrastus. Here the diatonic 

is defined as "somewhat majestic, powerful ... a bit simple, and noble" (oquvdv TI 

Kai Lppcauivov ... & rrXOOv Tt Kal ytvvaiov), 74 while the chromatic is then presented in 

relation to it: 

KaAETTal s iraAiv Tb yivos TmS TOIaÜTflS I EAWS(as XpwuaTtKbv 816 Tb 
TrapaTETp6rgOa1 Kal k;, rjaMXOat Too irp6o6Ev yoEpc)TEpbv TE Kal 
1raOnTIK6TEpOV fjOoS fucafvety 75 

The genus of this sort of melody is in its turn called chromatic through having been altered 
[napaTETp&pOaI] and transformed and from showing a more plangent and plaintive 
character than the previous genus [sc. the diatonic]. 

7.35 Note the verbal reminiscence here between irapaTeTpapoat and -Trap& T6 TETp&cpOat 
in the Bellerman's Anonymous quotation. With both of these compare TrapfTpCWCV 
in Nicomachus' roughly-contemporary explanation that the chromatic "diverges a 
little, only one semitone, from the diatonic" (ulKpbv y &p TrapiTPCWEV. Iv ubvov 
t' irr6viov. a1T6 TOO StaTOVIKOV) 76 This, or something similar in his lost work, is 
clearly the model for Boethius, who, after describing the diatonic as "harder and more 
natural" (durius et naturalius), derives the chromatic from it as "breaking from that 
natural tuning, as it were, and slipping into the more slack" (quasi ab illa naturali 

73 Philoch. FGrH 328F23 = Ath. 14.637f-638a. For the dates of Lysander, see West (1992), 
69; Barker (1982-9), 1.300 n. 205. On Lysander's contributions to music, see Barker 
(1982a). 

74 Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 54.14,56.4. 

75 Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 55.4-7. 

76 Nicom. Ench. 12 (263.9f. ). 
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intentione discedens et in mollius decidens). 77 Elsewhere, he too gives a dual 

explanation of the chromatic 78 

7.36 The same conception of the genera-their derivation from the diatonic combined with 

ethical properties appropriate to each-can be deduced from the Hibeh Papyrus: 

A yOUal Si GAS TC V PE%GJV T[ä] t AV iyKpaTEIS, Tä. S ppOVIuOUS. Tü Se SlKalous. 

Týl St äVSpEIOUc, Tä St SEIXO S TLOIEI. KaKCJS E186TES O'Tl OÜT£ Xpc. ' a SE1AOÜs 

OÜTE (SpuOVIa a(V aVSpEIOUc TTOtAGELEV TOYS aiYr Xpc8 'OUs. TIs yüp OÜK OTSEV 

['AtT]caaovs Kat A6)orraS Kal ncivTaS TOYS Oivj[ovTaS OEpuom0%]1rjat1 

SiaTövt; w uW Tý uOJOLKi xpw[uiVOUS, rroaü] & TG)V TpayCI Scäv övTas 

äVSPEIO[TiFOUS TG. V Six Tra]LVjTbS EIWe6TWV gyp' ä pltovias CSEty; [cäaTE SnaoV 

ÖTl OOTE] Xp[. 31ia SEIAOÜs OtTE 6cpuovIa äV [&vSpEIOUc TTOprjoEtEV. ]79 

And they say how some u Arl make for self-controlled people, some thoughtful, some just, 

some courageous, and others craven, little knowing that the chromatic does not make those 

who use it craven, nor the enharmonic courageous. For who does not know that the 

Aetolians and Dolopes and all who sacrifice at Thermopylae make use of music which is 

diatonic-and they are much more courageous than the tragedians, who are accustomed to 

sing in the enharmonic every time? So it is clear that neither the chromatic would make 

people craven, nor the enharmonic brave. 

This curious passage has aroused considerable surprise for its seemingly 
interchangeable treatment of the diatonic and chromatic as against the enharmonic. 80 

77 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.21 (212.26-213.1). 

78 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.21 (213.8-10): chroma autem, quod dicitur color, quasi ! am ab 
huiusmodi intentione prima mutatio, cantatur per semitonium, semitonium et tria 

semitonia ("But the chromatic, which is to say `colour', now a sort of alteration from the 

first method of tuning [i. e. the diatonic], is sung by semitone, semitone, and three 

semitones"). He continues (213.12-14): tractum est gutem hoc vocabulum, ut diceretur 

chroma, a superficiebus, quae cum permutantur, in alium transeunt colorem ("but this 

term is drawn from surfaces which, when they are altered, go over to another color, so that 

it is called chroma"). 

79 PHib. 13.13-22: text West (1992a), 16f.; for KaKias EISÖTES, see the parallels cited by 

West ad loc. 

80 See the comments of Anderson (1966), 151; Barker (1982-9) 1.184 n. 8; West (1981), 117; 

(1992), 247 n. 84; (1992b), 20 ad 21-22. 
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A coherent reading is possible without this. That is, by showing that courageous 

peoples have resulted from diatonic rather than the enharmonic music espoused by the 

&puovIKOI who are under attack, their position as a whole is undermined, the alleged 

ethical properties of both enharmonic and chromatic collapsing together. 81 But given 
the context, xpw(uivous at ii. 19-the restoration is certainly correct given Xpwuivovs 
at i. 17-is punning on Xpwucz. The sense would then be: "Who does not know that 

the Aetolians and Dolopes use/colour the diatonic (Xpwujvous)? And they are 

courageous. So, clearly, the chromatic does not make one cowardly". The speaker 
himself may have adduced this argument ironically, merely to make his point. But if 

the interpretation is correct-or simply if one accepts the communis opinio that the 
diatonic and chromatic are treated interchangeably-we may infer a contemporary 
conception quite close to that which underlies the other passages: the association of 
diatonic music with the manly, and the chromatic as a modification of the diatonic. 

7.37 These passages share enough common detail, conceptual and verbal, that they must 
derive from a single theoretical position; this comprised at least the two subjects which 
the sources show to be inseparable: a definition of the genera as derived from the 
diatonic-including a double explanation of the chromatic-and an ethical property 

associated with each. At the same time these exemplars are rather diffuse, not being 

explicitly ascribed to any single theorist, and not showing the same well-drawn lines 

that we see in the repetition of Aristoxenean ideas. This suggests that they are 
fragmentary survivals of an early musical taxonomy which was partially obliterated by 

the success of Aristoxenus' revisions. The ethical material, at any rate, derives from a 
fifth century trend, of which Damon is the notable representative; by association, this 

approach to generic analysis may be equally old. If one accepts an early fourth 

century date for the text of the Hibeh Papyrus, a solid historical foundation emerges 
for this strand of pre-Aristoxenean 6rwpla. 82 

7.38 At the same time, the explanation of the genera as diatonic modifications is consonant 
with Aristoxenean avviXEta, with its imposition of minimum diatonic standards upon 
all heptatonic scales. The two positions are not opposed, then, but approach the same 
musical facts from different directions. The structural priority of the diatonic is also 
loosely recalled elsewhere by Nicomachus, who attributes to Pythagoras the analysis 

81 For an alternate interpretation, see West (1992a), 20 ad loc. 

82 For Damon and the dating of the text, see 2.37. 
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of the enharmonic and chromatic in light of what was known about the diatonic83-the 

type of activity which, with better historical justification, may be attributed to Eratocles 

with his enharmonic octachord analysis on the basis of a diatonic cycle. Likewise, 

when Euclid presents only the basic procedure for establishing the diatonic tuning in 

the Sectio Canonis, one can assume that this provided only a rough preliminary 
framework for the other genera. And again, Ptolemy tells us precisely that "this is 

7.39 

how the citharodes tune" (ouTca y& p ä1pu6ýOVTOCL of Kteapcasoi). 84 

Thus, within Aristoxenus' definition of apuovw , the diatonic, being structurally 
fundamental, is justly described as the oldest of the genera, despite the fact that we 

must suppose the existence of non-diatonic lyre tunings as characteristic of the 

Homeric period-tunings which may themselves have dictated later syncretic forms. 

This may shed light on a curious statement in ps. -Plutarch, which seems to derive 

from Aristoxenus: 

KtOäpa Si , roaaais yev£aTs irpEoPuTipa TpacycaSias ovaa ký &pXns kXPfiaacTo 
[SC. T[J XpWuaTIKW y vEI]. Tb S Xpwua ÖTl 1TpEQPÜTEp6V iaTI TfjS 1piOVtac. 

oasis 85 

And the cithara, being many generations older than tragedy, used the chromatic genus from 

the beginning. And that the chromatic is older than the enharmonic is evident. 

This agrees with Aristoxenus' statement elsewhere that, prior to Olympus' invention 

of the enharmonic in the early Archaic period, all music had been either diatonic or 

chromatic. 86 It seems to conflict, however, with the Aristoxenean chronology cited 

above, which made the diatonic older than the chromatic. But this might merely mean 

that, while the diatonic was original from a structural point of view, and `natural' in its 

exclusive use of the primary resonant intervals, heptatonic shadings were part of the 

83 Nicom. Ench. 7 (249.4ff. ): Tb yäp XpwuaT(KOV Kal ivacpii6vtov yivos acv6(S 1TOTE 

K To11TOU SIETpäVWCEV ("for from this [sc. the diatonic] he [sc. Pythagoras] clarified the 

chromatic and enharmonic at some later time"). 

84 Ptol. Harm. 2.1 (44.1ff. ); cf. 1.16 (39.17f. ): Situ yap notovot Tons tjyovujvovs 

T6voUS Kal Tb AotTrbv, c: uiv aiTO1 vouiýovaty, ti r6vtov ("for they make the 
leading intervals two tones and the remainder, as they consider it, a semitone"). 

85 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1137e. 

86 Aristox. fr. 83. 
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T¬XVTJ from the start-whether from the influence of native Greek practice, or because 

this was part and parcel of Asiatic music, or both. 

7.40 To return to the Trpc. TaI auugwviat, there is another point which is sympathetic to the 

Mesopotamian tradition. It was stated above that h [ouupc vial Six 1riVTE and h 

[ßuupcavia] Six TETTCipwv make consistent sense only in the diatonic genus. To be 

precise, however, the names almost make sense. For, as in the Mesopotamian system, 

one fourth or fifth in a diatonic tuning must always be the non-consonant, ̀ unclear' 

tritone. It is for this one interval that, besides the need for legitimizing the conjunction 

and disjunction of the microtonal tetrachords found in the enharmonic and chromatic 
genera, Aristoxenus must allow that "consonant responsion" be by fifth and/or 
fourth. Of course, this one exception would not prevent the creation of the terms h 

[auuq)Wv(a] Sßä nivTE and i [ouupcav(a] S« TETTcpwv. since the one non-consonant 
fourth or fifth is greatly outnumbered by the remaining consonant intervals. 

Nevertheless, it was necessary to recognize that an interval of four or five strings 

might not actually be a `fourth' or `fifth' in the usual sense, and for this Aristoxenus 

used the expression Tb [sc. St&aTghlc! ] Siä TriVTE. 87 

7.41 Thus the very names assume that intervals of five and four strings will be consonant. 
The one non-consonant fifth which must arise is excluded from this classificatory 

norm and put into a sort of onomastic isolation. This is in fact the precise dichotomy 

we find in the Mesopotamian labels `clear' and `unclear'. Although the terminology 
is different, it as though we were glimpsing the Mesopotamian conception through a 

palimpsest. For the Greek names of the consonances exclude any original 

relationship with what we consider to be the characteristically Greek tunings. The 

generalizing nature of the terms implies that it would be normal to find consonant 
fifths or fourths in any and every position of a proper ii Aos >tipuoo vov. As a 

consequence, the non-consonant interval which must arise in diatony may also appear 
in any position. This is oblique confirmation that the diatonic phases were in fact 

known in the heptachordal period. 

87 Aristox. Harm. 48; cf. 21-2: SET Si: vofaal TCV GU cbvwv StacßTrluäTwv <Td) 

Ä iXLQTOV TÖ KaTEX6lEVOV T6 TE 1TAEIOTCt vita TETTäcpc., )v pOÖyyc v. ö0EV 6 

Kac1 T? v irpoonyoptacv verb Tc)v 1raAatcv IoXE ("And it is necessary to consider the 

smallest of the consonant intervals, that which is comprised for the most part by four notes, 

which is in fact why it had this name from the ancients"). 
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7.42 This conclusion cannot be dismissed simply on the grounds that such a binary 

perspective is in the nature of the diatonic tuning method. It is true that the process 

universally yields the same general type of pitch relationships-that is, scales of tones 

and semitones with consonant parallelism and a single unparallel tritone. But it does 

not follow that two musical traditions should develop identical musical and 
terminological perspectives, since this would depend on the musical use to which these 

scales are put. Other viable perspectives which are excluded here are, for example, an 
Archytean `tempering' of heptatony towards the finer resonant intervals. Once 

tempered, intervals might be classified by relative resonance, with an eye towards 

heterophony, as Crocker (1978) argued for UET VII/74 col. i. As in CBS 10996, 

each interval might be given a separate name so that in a written description of a tone- 

structure, such as the Retuning Text, the exact position of the tritone might be 

specified-such an innovation would not be necessary for the aurally-inclined 

practicing musician, for whom `interval rotation' was demonstrable without any 
diagram. Or one might expect to find a nomenclature which could acknowledge a 

relationship between the very particular diatonic pitch-structure and other tunings that 

were in use; and yet the genera themselves exhibit essential diatonic charcteristics. 
But perhaps the most important point: to dismiss such terminological and conceptual 
parallels by appeal to the `universal' properties of diatony is to ignore the fact that this 
tuning method is not itself universal. It is not, as Aristoxenus would agree, 
predetermined by nature but culture-specific and idiosyncratic; its very exstence in 

more than one culture being evidence of historical relationship. 

7.43 Tc return now to the process of interval rotation known to Eratocles and his 

contemporaries, there is another important fact that reveals the foundational 
importance of the cyclical conception both for and before Aristoxenus. This is the 

term OU )(Eta itself, which came to Aristoxenus via Aristotle, for whom `the 

continuous' was a key critical concept: 

Myw S' ETVat QUVE)(iS ÖTaV TQVTÖ yiVTITat Kal tV TÖ kKaTiPOU it pas OTS 

aTLTOVTaI Kal CJQTTEp QT14Aa(VEt TOVVOGIa. QUVixTjTar' TOOTO S' OÜX OTQV TE SUOIV 

6VTOIV ETVal TON L())(ä TOIV. TOÜTOU St Sic ptautVOU 'aVCpbV ÖTl kV TOÜTOIS 

iOTI T6 QUV£XiS. tý [LV 9V TI TLi(PUKE y(yvEQeaI KaTCL TtIV QVVaylV. Kal 4)S TTOTE 

y(yvETaI T6 QUViXOV V. OOTGJ Ka% Tb ÖAOV foTai gV 88 

88 Arist. Ph. 5.3.227a11-16. 
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I mean to say that 'continuous' is when. for things which are touching each other, the 

boundary of each is one and the same, and, as the name suggests, is `held together' [ouv-cx- 

= together-hold]. And this is not possible when the extremes are two distinct things. When 

so defined, it is clear that the continuous exists only in those things from which one thing 

can naturally arise through being in contact. And however the continuous becomes a single 

thing, that is how the whole too will be a single thing. 

7.44 Scholars have explained musical avviXcLa as describing the component pitches of a 
tuning, that is, Tb fipuoau vov is `continuous' because no other pitches can be 

inserted between those which compose it: each interval shares a single string with the 
two adjacent intervals. 89 This is certainly true, and derives from the literal adjacency 
of strings on a heptatonic lyre (cf. 9.32). But I believe this is merely a corollary of 
what is intended. For avvýXna cannot be created without "consonant responsion", 
and yet fulfillment of this rule does not alone guarantee ovWxcta: imagine a ti os 
which has consonant responsion, but for which the interior "movable" pitches 
((p06yyot Ktvovucvot) do not constitute a recognised genus. Yet such a tuning would 
still exhibit `continuity' according to the usual interpretation of avvWXna. 

7.45 I suggest, therefore, that ßwiXEL governs not merely the continuity of pitches within a 
scale, but the continuity of the scale as a whole in reference to something larger than 
itself. The key evidence here comes from a corollary of ouv ta: 

6 S' CN TC]V pe6yyC. )V 1r SSV 4 TOVTWV QUi. I4E3TnK65. kKPEXA TOVTOV ETvat Tp 

<TO1»TOus oTs auVupcv6c &QTIV 90 

And for whichever of the pitches none of these conditions apply, this pitch is eKjIr: Xl 

towards those pitches with which it is not consonant. 

iuuta and kKu£l%Is normally refer to the individual pitches of a tuning which 
conforms to ouviXEia; they are either "in" or "out" of the i Aos hpuoauivov. Thus 
the terms appear frequently in Book 3, where Aristoxenus gives pitch-by-pitch 
accounts of the genera. While this meaning obtains in the present passage, there is a 
further dimension. The immediate focus is on a single u Aos Apuoauivov: properly 
`continuous', each of its pitches must enjoy consonant responsion to some other pitch 
and so be ku 1Eafis in the primary sense. But the qualification is introduced that a pitch 

89 Cf. Barker (1982-9), 2.101. 

90 Aristox. Harm. 29; for -rov-rovs vs. Tons, see Da Rios' apparatus. 
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may be kKWEM c towards any of its companions if there is no consonant responsion 

between them. Clearly, this corollary looks to the interrelationship of more than one 

u aos. The two pitches which are ui Xn in the context of their own u aoc are hKPEAi 

in the context of another u Aos, by not exhibiting the consonant responsion which 

would define it. 

7.46 Hence, auvixEta governs not merely the cohesion of pitches within a utXos, but that of 

au Xoc within a system of uiA -as made possible by rules of consonance ultimately 

dependent upon diatony. It is, moreover, in complete accord with the process of 

interval rotation; for, according to Aristotle's definition, only circular motion can be 

truly `continuous' 91 But cyclical auvýXEta has its roots in pre-Socratic thought, as an 

essential aspect of Parmenides' sphere, for example: 

oiS SIc11pET6v iQTiv. iTrEi Trän kOTrm buoiov 

oxU TI Ti uäiAov. T6 KEV ETpyOl u1V QUW XEQOaI. 
O* TI XEIp6TEPOV. Trän S' f{JiTAE6v kOTIV 16VTOS. 

TCJ OUVE)(tS TT¢V kUTIV' t. bv yäp k6VTI irEA&ýEI 92 

And it is not divisible, since it is all the same; 

And it is not somewhat more in this place, which would prevent it from being continuous, 

And it is not somewhat less in that, but the whole is filled with being. 

In this way it is all continuous: for that which is moves towards that which is. 

7,47 While Aristoxenean ovviXcta thus represents the late development of an ancient 

concept, we may find a hint of the musical reality which auv x to describes as early as 
the Homeric Hymn to Hermes: 

91 Arist. Ph. 8.8.265a8f.: KQT' OMEpfaV KdVYIQtV VSiXETQI KtVE10OQl QUVEX&S IyC) Tfs 

KnKAw; 8.8.264b9 fi S' iTrl Tits 1rEplcpEpoüs IaTal utac Kai QUVEXAc; cf. Heraclit. fr. 

22B103 D-K: EUvbv Yxp rpX Kai Tripels f1r1 K JKAOU 1rEplpcpE(as ("in the 

circumference of a circle the beginning and end are common"); ps. -Arist. Mech. 848a6ff.: 

Lý ov yäp äcpXETact T61rov Tb iripaS a1JTfj [sc. Tf S ypau ifjc1, EIS Tbv ctvrbv 

TOOTOV TÖTrOV IPXETQI iräXIV OUVEXwS yäp KIVOMVnS avTfS Tö IQXaTOv 

irc 1 tv ääTIfiAQE TtpC)TOV ("For from whatever place the boundary (of a drawn circle) 

begins, it goes back again to the very same place: for when it moves continuously 
[avvEXnc], the final point arrives back at the first point"). 

92 Parm. fr. 28B8.22-25 D-K. 
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Kal mjXEIS kV O1K. iTr1 Si luybv jpapEV d iu oiv 

fTrTä S 6uup6vouS 6twv iTaviioaaTO XopSäs ... 
TrXAKTPGJ TTElpliTICE KaTä uJAos 93 

And he put in the arms, and joined (jpapEV) a yoke upon them both, 

And stretched seven consonant strings of sheepgut ... 
He tested it with the plectrum KaTä u XoS. 

The MSS have KaTä p9pos here, but the same phrase recurs at 419 and 501 where the 

reading is in both cases Ka T61 utAos. Allen/Halliday/Sikes (1936) thus gave Kar& 

pAos "the balance of evidence" 94 As Cassola (1975) pointed out, this is 

counteracted by the fact that u Aoc. in a musical sense, is not Homeric 95 Nevertheless, 

the parallels at 419 and 501 are persuasive since an error of uipos for uaos would be 

easy to make. The real question, then, is whether i Aos makes better sense in the 

context. 

7.48 Since the testing is done specifically with the plectrum, the reference must be, whatever 
the reading, to the tuning of the strings, to see whether they are ci Kacl kTrioTatdvC)c" 
This was precisely what Odysseus did to test his bow, when the string sang like a 

sparrow in the returning spring (cf. 5.16). Accordingly Cässola, who reads KaT X 

pipos, takes it to mean that Hermes checks the tuning string by string. 96 But here the 

reading uaos is greatly preferable since it, rather than uýpos, can denote a musical 
tuning-in fact it seems to have been the word of choice at this period, in preference to 
&puovfa. 97 Now, if it is right to allow avuccbvous its usual technical sense (cf. 2.24), it 

follows that Hermes is testing that each string is "well and knowledgeably tuned" in 

some consonant relationship. We can take Lucian effectively glosses the Hymn when 
he replaces bItTX R ovupcbvovs 016V kTaVIIOOaTO xopUrs with kvTEIVÜjEVOS k1rTiZ 

XopSäs ucXcp8 ... ivapudvtov ("stretching seven strings thereon, he sang ... 
precisely in tune") 98 That is, each consonant string (avu(pwvos Xop6) is just as it 

should be (ivapubvtot). 

93 H. Merc. 50-53. 

94 Allen/Halliday/Sikes (1936), ad loc. 

95 Cässola (1975), ad loc. 
96 Cässola (1975), ad loc. 

97 See West (1992), 177 and n. 57. 
98 Lucian DDeor. 11.4. 
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7.49 What is the purposeful manner of tuning implied here? The phrase KaTä iOaoS is the 

key. In Classical times a technical expression in its own right, occurring four times in 

Aristoxenus (thrice in the Elementa Harmonica, once in the Elementa Rhythmica99), 

where it is closely allied with the rule of avviXCta. Significantly, all three examples in 

the Elementa Harmonica come from the same discussion. The first of these was 

quoted above; the remaining two I give here: 

OV Sli TCpOOEKTiOV EI Tb OUVEXIS ÖTE 9tV kg 16WV ÖTE SCJ kg äVtaWV yFyVCTC(l. 

&AA irpbs Tfiv TnS IEAC)SIas 'pvaly 1rElpacT9OV ßA TrEIV KCCTQVOEIV TE 

TCpOOU00ÜuEVOV Ti IETä Ti TthpUKEV ý pWVii St&OTTlIC( TtO VQI KQTQ u AOS. 100 

Do not be alarmed if "the continuous" arises sometimes from equal [intervals] and 

sometimes from unequal: one must try to look to the nature of melody and be ready to 

understand which interval naturally comes after which when the voice puts them together 

katA m°low. 

v1rOKEtQOw & Kai To1S Toil ifs pOöyyots avupwvovvTas Stä Tns a ftr s 

auupc v(aS kýfjS a , TOTS ETvat. &G*VOETOV & 1nTOKEIaOW kV iKäOTGJ )' VEt ETval 

SIQaTTjua KQTt u Aos Oh qcw iEAWSOVQa ph SvvaTaI Statpeiv EIS 

SLaaTl'jltaTa. 101 

And let it also be that those tones which are consonant with "continuous" tones, each 

through the same consonance, are continuous with each other. And in each genus an 

interval will be "incomposite" kati m°low when the voice in singing cannot break it apart 

into [smaller] intervals. 

7.50 The diatonic essence of Qvvixeta is further corroborated here by Aristoxenus' appeal 

to "the nature of melody" (T, 1v Tns uracpSlas (yvotv), recalling his description of the 

diatonic as open to discovery by human nature (h TOO &VOpwnov coots). Elsewhere 

he states that there is "a certain nature of the cohesive/continuous in melody" (Tts 

(PüOLS ... 
TOO OVVEXOVS kV Ti WEXc S(a). 102 Likewise, he criticized his predecessors for 

not showing which sequences would be "contrary to nature" (irapäc cpvatv), in other 

99 Aristox. Rhythm. 2.21; the examples from Harm. are given below. 

100 Aristox. Harm. 28. 

101 Aristox. Harm. 29. 

102 Aristox. Harm. 27. 
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words, for not formulating the rule of Quvxe1a. This explains his statement that none 

of the genera is any more natural than another, for all rest upon the same natural 

foundation-the diatonic. Nicomachus too described the diatonic progression as 

dictated by "a certain natural necessity" (6CV6[YKTl T11it (Puou i ). 103 Intervals of au Aos 

i puoai vov conforming to avWXEta occur in certain sequences "along the tuning", or 

which are "in the pAos", where KaT Zu aos may be contrasted with the phrase 1rapix 

ti Aos. "missing the u Aos". 1°4 The exact sequence will vary with the genus, but in 

each case `symphonic responsion' is observed Kath j Aos. It is this structure which 

Aristoxenus described as "a certain marvelous arrangement of the nature of the iOaoc 

i puoauivov" (Tcfiv ... Ttva ... -ms p CCcas TOO i puoouivou Oauii xoTtjv). 105 Thus 

uaaos hpuoauivov and vAos itself emerge as technical terms expressly allied to 

diatony, and being continuous/cohesive Kath p os assumes these diatonic structures 

as an underlying norm, generic variations notwithstanding. 

7.51 Can one read a similar technical meaning into Ka rä i Aoc in the Hymn to Hermes? 

Not that there is any awareness of Aristoxenean QvviXELa per se. But the reverse is 

conceivable: the Aristoxenean rule made the u Aos hpuoouivov conform to a certain 

standard of construction which was of fundamental importance in practical music, one 

which could be implied in the Hymn. For "testing it along the pgAos" (6TElpATlýE 

KaTä u Aos) clearly shows that some definite tuning is intended, i. e. that which is 

implied by kIrTZc & Qvupc wovs bfiwv fTav\woaaTO XopS6s. Compare MXosl 

pupwvov in Sophocles' adaptation of the tale, which-if Wilamowitz' conjecture is 

correct-serves to bridge the two phrases. 10 7-4vpc wvov uiaos is perhaps unspecific 

enough that it could equally describe the other purl fipvooutva allowed by 

Aristoxenus, enharmonic and chromatic. But, as I have argued (2.25), kTr r 

Qvugwvovs xopSäs has a collective implication which suggests that the seven strings 

are linked throughout by mutual consonant relations, as opposed to the isolated 

103 Nicom. Ench. 7 (249.1-3): Ttjv St Trp6(3aoty &väyKtl Ttvl cpvoIKi ... Kar& TOOTO 

Tb SIaTOVLKbv yivos ("the progression by some physical necessity ... along this 

diatonic genus"). 
104 Variations of the phrase appear in similar contexts: Nicom. Ench. 7 (249.1ff. ), quoted 

above; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1140f.: AcSpiov vit1Tnv irpooeT[Ocoav, ov xpnoaubwv 

aOTi T&V IurrpooOev KaTCC Tb p Aos ("[sc. Terpander] added Dorian vAT11, his 

predecessors not using it in the udAos"); Pl. Lg. 801c uses KaTC( uAos differently, to 
describe composition "in music". 

105 Aristox. Harm. 42. 

106 S. Ichn. 319 (Lloyd-Jones); contrast 327 (Maltese). 
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consonant responsion that characterizes the non-diatonic genera. The diatonic 

proper-oldest and most natural-may be safely inferred here as being the utAos 
hpuoauivov par excellence, the prime exemplar of ouv Xeta KaT& P A05. 

7.52 Far from being untechnical (cf. 2.24), the invention scene in the Hymn to Hermes 

attests the harmonic construction of the lyre (cf. 4.15-18), the association of ouu(pwvki 
and &puovix (cf. 4.17), and an implicit understanding of how consonance is to be set 

up and tested, and what sort of tuning should properly result all this before Lasus 

committed his 6Ewpia to writing. With these details and its fragments of epic 
technical language (cf. 5.14-19), the Hymn bridges the gap between the seven-stringed 
lyre of the Orientalizing period and the codification of avvix to by Aristoxenus. The 

period between Terpander and the Hymn itself-whatever its exact date-is spanned 
by the Lesbian school, whose dynasty reigned supreme into the sixth century, 
preserving the first principles of the Orientalizing musical movement in its classical 
form, as symbolized by Terpander. Against this background we can understand better 

the terse detail of the Hymn. The poet is not uninterested in or unknowledgable of 
technical musical material. Rather, the full reality of contemporary practice would be 

readily evoked in the mind of the musically knowledgable by a few sure strokes. And 

who would better know such things than the lyre-playing &otSös himself? 

7.53 The testimonia which concern uETaßoaý provide further evidence that the o zauwac 

TtAmov was founded upon an earlier diatony, the `continuity' of whose scales had 

already allowed them to be fully interrelated. According to an earlier precept which 
Aristoxenus attributed to Eratocles, acceptable modulation (uETaßoXA) could only take 
place at consonant "intersections": 

Xnb TOO Sic TEOQapc. )v kp' iKQTEpc SIXa QX(ýETQI TÖ i AOS 

From the fourth the melos splits in two in either direction. 107 

zitb 1rtKVOv S' ivaVTIWs LTC JAV TÖ ßapv Svo 6So1. Ltrl Si Tb 6E ij fa 

After the pyknon [sc. when descending] there are, in opposite directions, two roads 
continuing the descent and another one that goes back up. 108 

107 Aristox. Harm. 5. 

108 Aristox. Harm. 67.1 have expanded the translation to make the laconic wording clearer. 
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7.54 An important fragment of Ion of Chios confirms that this approach to modulation was 

standard practice not later than 422 B. C., when Ion died, and probably by his floruit 

mid-century: 

kVSEKäXOPSE )«vpct, SEKaßäuova Tä LV 9Xovaac 

Täs avupcavovaac äpuovtas TptöSovs- 

IrplV 99V ß' ilTTäTOVOV tycAAOV 815 T&QQOpa TChVTEs 

"Eaarlves alrav(av ltoooav 6[EtpaPEVOI. 109 

eleven-stringed lyre with a ten-stepped arrangement- 

the three-way, consonant crossroads of äcpuovia. 

Hitherto all the Greeks played you heptatonic-two tetrachords- 

summoning up a sparse Muse. 

This is the earliest testimony for the tetrachordal perspective, fundamental to the later 

theorists. It corresponds very closely, moreover, to the Eratoclean conception of 

. ETapoX as a melodic road which splits at consonant intersections, with three choices 
(besides the one just travelled). Once again, of course, there is the conjunction of 

#uovia and avupwvkx. A careful analysis of Aristotle Physics 8.8, which addresses 
linear and rotational motion, `continuity', issues of `middle-point' and "deflected" 

(ävcxKäuTrTov) movement, would doubtless help to elucidate further Aristoxenus' 

conception of musical ouv acta, as well as the crucial issues which concern the ancient 

6ewpfa-in particular, musical `middle-point' and the bending of the melodic path 
(Kacuir ý), by which the basic form of modulation was effected. 

109 Ion of Chios fr. 32 (West) = Cleonid. 12 (202.14-17). 1 prefer Sls to St because S1S 

THoaapa more clearly glosses kirTCCTOVOV. A number of sources describe the old 

heptachord as consisting of two tetrachords sharing purl as a common tone (i. e. II-PH-L- 

M-PM-PN-N); in the oldest of these sources it is not necessarily the later conjunctive 

paradigm-where the strings are consonant S&iz TEOU&pwv-which is intended: see further 

8.36-38. Cf. ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.47: Sib Kal i oiiv avTi1v, 1TpoßnybpEUaav, 8Tl ljv TOO 

p iv ZVW TETpaX6PSOU TE%EUTý, Tov St Kc TC #Xtj ("which in fact is why they 

called it uioq, because it was the last string of the upper tetrachord and the beginning of the 

lower"); Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (207.29ff. ): mesen nervum secundo numeramus. Atque 

ideo duo tetrachorda per mesen coniunguntur. Arist. Ph. 8.8 also discusses in non- 

musical terms the use of a mid-point as both a beginning and an end. 
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7.55 According to the rule of melodic `junctures', modulation in the enharmonic and 

chromatic genera can only take place at the consonant "bounding" notes of each 

tetrachord (ol nEPL XOVTES q 6öyyot), not from the variable, "moving" inner notes (ol 

KtvovucvoI) whose intonation was so often microtonal. In the &6-rovov yivos. 
however, each opMyyos is by definition such an intersection, and so can serve as a 

departure point for E-ra oA i. Created by the strictest application of 

ouviXEta-Ptolemy's SIaTovLKoo auvEXoos-the diatonic served as the skeleton of the 

QvaTrwua T Auov, regulating, indeed enabling, modulation between the various 

OUOTAPaTa of the enharmonic and chromatic in all their shades. Thus the fragment 

implies knowledge of the complete diatonic connectability of all the species, at 

approximately the same time that Eratocles was rotating the enharmonic octachords. 

Once again his researches are seen against a diatonic background. 

7.56 Given that Aristoxenus was musically conservative, railing against the practices of his 

day and prepared to sacrifice popularity for purity of technique, "" it follows that his 

contemporaries, for whom the New Music was now becoming mainstream, " were 

pursuing modulations and joining pitch systems that transgressed the rule he lays 

down. If this is right, his allowance for modulation represents an older, classical 

practice known to Ion and Eratocles. What is surprising about this is that scholars 

generally assume that the New Music was objectionable because it involved 

modulation. It now appears that modulation was a regular part of music prior to this 

movement, and that the New Music was controversial because it used too much 

modulation, or/and modulations which were improperly constituted. 

7.57 In fact, as early as the early sixth century (! ), according to Heraclides of Pontus, the 

aulete Sacadas of Argos-a renowned musician from a musical city, with three 

consecutive Pythian victories under his belt-was modulating with each strophe of his 

Tp1IEMs v6uos ("Etude in Three Tunings"). 112 Lasserre (1998) made much of this, 

110 Cf. Aristox. frr. 70,76,85. 
111 West (1992), 371f. 

112 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134b. According to ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1131f-1132c, Heraclides, for his 

7-vvayC)ytj TC Vv uovotK ("Compilation of Musical Matters"), drew upon a document 

preserved at Sicyon which contained a list of poets and musicians from Argos (fr. 157 

Wehrli). Sacadas' victories began in the third year of the forty-eighth Olympiad (thus 586, 

582 and 578): Paus. 10.7.4-5 (cf. 2.22.8-9); ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134a; cf. West (1992), 

212. Argos, which was home to Aristonicus, a contemporary of Archilochus who 
pioneered the art of solo-cithara playing (Menaechmus FGrH 131F6 = Ath. 14.6370, 

seems to have enjoyed a musical efflorescence in the sixth century. Herodotus (3.131-2) 
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noting that, despite the fact that the ethnic names Dorian, Lydian and Phrygian suggest 

prima facie independent geographical origins for these tunings, they must 

nevertheless have been somehow mutually compatible, implying a unified musical 

system which could accomodate diverse tunings. 113 We cannot say certainly what 

"Dorian, Lydian and Phrygian" mean in this context. "" Nor do we have any precise 

information regarding the "multiplicity of a*X65 notes" (Ti TC. )V aÜAC. v 'TToAuopWVIc) 

used in the late sixth century by his countryman Lasus of Hermione. lls Yet both 

testimonia are clear evidence that the particular acoustic properties of the avaös 

profoundly affected the course of &puovw (cf. 1.24). A lyre used for such 

`polyphonic' pieces, if it were to avoid retuning between strophes or elaborate 

mechanisms like the "tripod" of Pythagoras of Zacynthus, 116 would require more 

strings than the traditional seven-nine in the case of the TptucMic vduos. In fact, such 

an instrument is already attested in the mid-sixth century. ' 7 At any rate, we have here 

good evidence for modulation well back into the Archaic-indeed, at approximately 

the same time that avupwvot XopSat and KaT& uiAos surface in the Hymn to Hermes. 

reports that, in the time of Polycrates, "the Argives were held to be first among the Greeks 

in music" ('Apyciot f KOUOV uovawdv cTvat 'Eaaijvcav irpc Tot). Sacadas and 

others established at Argos the festival called Tä vSu i TLa (ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1134b-c). 

It may have been at this time that the Greek musical notation first took form, since a 

number of its peculiarities are best traced to the archaic Argive script: see West (1992), 

261ff.; cf. 5.18. Lasus of Hermione, who emerges as an important and innovative musician 

at the end of the century, was also from the Argolid, as was Telesilla. 

113 Lasserre (1988), 82: "[il trimeles nomos] presuppone, accanto ad una tecnica relativamente 

facile da mettere a punto sull'aulo, una teoria della scala musicale the identificava giä 

perfettamente la funzione degli intervalli nella trasposizione. Questa teoria presuppone a 

sua volts una struttura comune ai tre modi armonizzati da Sacada, in altri termini un'origine 

comune". 
114 It is not clear whether these three names were preserved with the original tradition, or have 

been introduced anachronistically. Ps. -Plut. (de Mus. 1134a) claims that these were the 

only three tunings known at the time, a belief attested in other late sources, e. g. Ptol. 

Harm. 2.6 (56.4ff. ), 2.10 (62.19f. ). Thus these specific tunings may be mere inference 

from the name TpIIEAtS v6uoc. Curiously enough, Heraclides of Pontus, who seems to 
be the source here, insisted elsewhere that the three true b puovictt should correspond to the 

three Hellenic races, Dorian, Ionian and Aeolian: see Atli. 14.624c. 

115 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1141c. 

116 Ath. 14.637c-f. 
117 Paris E643; cf. Maas and Snyder (1989), 38,51 fig. 15a; West (1992), 62. 
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7.58 It would seem then that Pindar-who also celebrated the , raupwvia or iroavpwvia of 

the acvMs118 and musical rrotKtala (a word glossed by ps. -Plutarch as rroauXopS(a119), 

and was said to have been a student of Lasus120-was no stranger to ICTapoxh. Even 

the austere, heptachordal Aeschylus may well have used modulation. This would have 

been under certain well-defined conditions at first between strophes for instance, 

following the example of Sacadas. In a well-known fragment of Pherecrates, Music 

complains of the progressive indecencies she has suffered during the course of the 
fifth century from the likes of Melanippides, Cinesias, and Phrynis-with her ultimate 

violation at the hands of Timotheus who, with Philoxenus, was the quintessential New 

Musician. These crimes are recounted in language rife with sexual and musicological 

puns. Of Cinesias, the effeminate dithyrambist of the later fifth century, she says: 

Kivgc3lac SL< <u'> 6 KQTÜpaTOS 'ATTIK6s, 

kýacp"OVIOuS KatlTräs TrOLC)V 4V TaTS oTpopa TS. 
! itoAthAEX' OVTWS, 4)(M TfiS TCOl1'QECA)s 

TCv Sl6vpä 4c wv, KaO&Tr£p kV Tais äcanlaly, 

äcplaTip' alsTOO ga[VETaL Tä SEF161.121 

And Cinesias, that damned Athenian, 

Making exharmonic bends in his strophes, 

So destroyed me that in the composition 

Of his dithyrambs-as with [the reflection of] shields- 

The left appears in the same spot as the right. 

7.59 It is universally acknowledged that kýapuoviovS Kaupräs are modulations; as 
`exharmonic' suggests, these are pitches which do not occur within a given zpuovia; 

a apuovia which, on the basis of the Aristophanic material discussed above (7.18), we 

may presume to be heptachordal. If interstrophic modulation was accepted practice 

since the time of Sacadas, the criticism kv Tais OTpopa s becomes intelligible as a 

118 Pi. L 5.27,0.7.12, P. 12.19: ac, Aav ... TräIPwvov u4XoS; cf. Adesp. 29b (PMG 

947): noaimopboc a*X6S; Pl. Resp. 3.399c-d. 

119 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1137a. 

120 See West (1992), 344 n. 68- 

121 Pherec. fr. 155.8-12 K-A. 
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violation of convention. 122 Moreover, the images of invertibility and reflection fit well 

with a circular conception of ucTaßoXT and avv Xeta. In Birds, Aristophanes brings 

together the image of road and circle in his travesty of Cinesias and the modern 
dithyrambic style. 

KIN.: TriTouat S' 6S6v äcAAoT' iir' &aaav IEX& v ... 
PEIS.: rcairaýo wOa ptAvptvov Ktvnaiav. 

TI Sevpo ir68a av KvAAbv txvä icOAov Ku AETc; 123 

CIN.: I fly on first one and then another road of u A11 ... 
PEIS.: We welcome thee, lime-wood Cinesias. 

Why do you come here circling your lame foot round the circle? 

The language is complex. Though the primary reference of TI Seopo iröSa ßv KUAAdv 
ävä K Aov KuK)E s-with the punning language of KuAabv ("lame") and K Aov 

("circle")-seems to be the halting, modernist dance of a circular dithyrambic 

chorus, 124 it combines with 666v uEA wv (the melodic path) to form a gloss on the 

modulatory nature of the music (TrftouaI S' 656v äaaoT' i'r' &Mav). This serves to 

confirm the interpretation of Pherecrates' KaOä1rep kV TaTS dcairfaiv, / äptaTip' avTOv 

ca(vETal T& SEt tdr and the familiarity of cyclic modulation prior to Aristoxenus, as 

emphasized by the pleonastic and frequentative &vä K Xov r=Xc s. 

7.60 Thus what distinguished the interstrophic modulation of Sacadas from the uETaßoafI 

of the later fifth century was not the basic principle of an interrelationship between two 

tunings, but the reckless abandon with which the New Musicians crossed from one to 

the next, breaking down all distinctions in the &puovlat. Sacadas moved from one 

122 Cf. D. H. Comp. 19 (194.5-196.7 Roberts): TOTS Si T& Purl yp6povoIV Tb uiv Tav 
aTpOpc. )V TE Kai avTIaTpÖpWV OöX OTÖV TE afW at WAos, x) A' tüv T' 

ivapuOV(ovs kQV TE XpWuaTIKäS UIV TE SIaTÖVOVs nroO 
. vTaI ilcAWSIaS, kv 

TTC(aatS SET Tals OTpOpalc TE Kai &vTtaTpbpolt T&S airtht äyc y&s quA&TTEty . 

.. of Si yE SiOvpau¢O1TO101 Kai TOÜS Tp61TOVS IIETipaAAov. &WptouS T£ Kai 

cDpvytOVc Kai AvStovs kV TC aÜT4 zouaTL TTOIOVVT£S, Kal T &S ucAWSIas 

i XAaTTOV, TOTE IEV ivapiOVIOVS TTOIOÜVTES, TOTt St XpWuaTIKQS. TOTi= & 

StaTdvovs ... ö( y£ Sij KaTä OA6£vov Kal Ttu66£ov Kal TEA£a n v. &ir£1 Tra pcz 
YE TOis äpXa(ois TETayuivoS iTjv Kal 6 StOvpa 43oc. 

123 Ar. Av. 1374-9; cf. Anacr. fr. 33 (PMG 378). 

124 See Dunbar (1995), ad 1379. 
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6rpuovia to another; the New Music was `exharmonic', not belonging to an 
identifiable heptachordal acpuovia. We learn from ps. -Plutarch that 

Td S' öAov fi v iv KaT& TipiravSpov KtOapwSta Kal PiXpt f1S OpvvLSOS r1XtKtac 

TravTEACS äiran TtS oÜaa STET AEt" ov yap ii nv Tb 1raXat6v ovTCas 1roEiaOat 

TxS KlOapcl)S(ac c. )s UCJV oV& {. IETaq pCIV T&S &puovias Kacl Toüs AuOpo)c tv 

)'&p TOTS Vbliols kKhQTW SiETApoUV Ttv okKE[av TQQtV. 125 

In general, the style of citharody practiced by Terpander persisted even unto the time of 

Phrynis as one which was altogether simple. For in the old days it was not allowed to 

make citharodic compositions like today, nor to transfer the apuoviat and the rhythms [sc. 

beyond their proper boundaries]. For in the nomoi they guarded the proper tuning for each. 

7.61 As we recall, the practice of adhering to one diatonic tuning for each piece is attested 
in the Assyrian song catalogue VAT 10101 (1.18,5.21,6.17); the same was probably 
true of the Human hymns, to judge from the cult song to Nikkal, which was in the nd 

qabli tuning (cf. 2.9,5.22). But though the Archaic composers' were reluctant to 
"transfer the apuovfai", it does not follow that they were unaware of how the tunings 

were structurally interconnected just as the compilers of VAT 10101 knew of seven 
distinct tunings, whose connectivity was celebrated in the Retuning Text (cf. 1.20). 
Again the reference is to al &puoviat, the tunings. (Note too that ps. -Plutarch's 
source did not use the normal Aristoxenean term for modulation, IETac XEºv. ) Thus 

we read later in the same treatise: 

Ka1 Cl Traaatol St 1r61VT£S. OÜK &TrCipWS IXOVTES TraoC v TC V apiiovtC v. kviatS 
kXPAßavTO. ov yäp A &yVOta TfjS TOtaüTI1S QT£VOXWpiaS Kal batyoxopSias 

aiiTOls alTia y£yivfTat. oJS& 6t' &yvotav of trEpi `OAvGt-trov Kal TipiravSpov 
Kal of &KOAouO oaVTEc Ti ToÜTWV Trpoatpi<oEI TrEpIE %OV TI V TrOXvxopSiav TE 

Kal TTOIKIAiaV. 126 

And all the ancient poets, though not without experience of all the äppov(a t, only used 

some of them. For it was not ignorance that was responsible for such narrow melodic range 

and the moderate number of strings they used, nor was it through ignorance that the circles 

125 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133b-c; for T&Mv read perhaps TL tv, which can apply to rhythmic as 
well as tonal arrangement. 

126 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1137a-b. 
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of Olympus and Terpander, and those who followed the preference of these men, rejected a 

large number of strings and complexity. 

7.62 Interestingly enough, ps. -Plutarch goes on to illustrate the ancient 6ALyoxopSia by 

reference to the "three-noted" (TpiXopSa) music of Olympus' Libation Style (cf. 3.5). 
In the context of these musicians knowing iräoat al 6cpuovtai, such `gapped' or 

`defective' tunings emerge against a diatonic backdrop, exactly as seen in the Balkans 

(cf. 3.49). Likewise, the scales of Aristides Quintilianus might represent the 

enharmonic and polychordal development of diatony in the later fifth century and the 

mixing of the two genera which Aristoxenus attests. With their frequent quarter-tones 

they are in fact largely enharmonic in character. Yet they show sometimes more, 

sometimes fewer than the seven pitches which were standard throughout the Archaic 

period. Like the Libation Style, these pitch structures may merely have been selective 

against a diatonic background. Indeed, it is hard to see how they could have been 

preserved in written form without knowledge of diatony, since the notation system 
itself presupposes this method. 127 

7.63 Without going further into the development of the ovo1uac TOaEtov and the nature of 
its antecedents, we get some idea of the important role of diatony in the fifth century, 

and even a distant memory of it in the Archaic period. The diatonic, an essential 

theoretical precursor to any more elaborate developments, appears in the earliest 
fragment of music theory, Philolaus fr. 6a, and was still presupposed in most of the 

relevant Aristotelian problems with their fundamental musical study and test questions 
(see further 8.0). The process of interval rotation, mentioned in connection with 
Eratocles, would in fact be easiest to effect with the diatonic for, as we saw in the 
Mesopotamian system, this method of tuning both derives from and gives rise to 

cyclical properties which are latent in the phenomena of resonance. Moreover, if it is 

correct that this process predates Eratocles, the `road map' conception should 
represent an early stage of the cycle's conversion to the graphic two-dimensionality of 
the a ioiiiuac TO IOV. By contrast, h 1reptcopä was demonstrable solely with the lyre, 

with each species or axfuac transformable into another in some progressive fashion. 

7.64 Thus the evidence suggests the early existence of an integrated system of diatonic 

tunings, what Aristoxenus remembered as "the heptachords which they used to call 
the dcpuovfai", and Aristophanes as "the method of tuning (&puovia) handed down 
by our forefathers". The modulatory relationships between these ipuoviat were seen 

127 See West (1992), 262. 
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in circular terms by the later fifth century at the latest on the traditional interpretation 

of Eratocles' 1rEpLpop6c; but more probably Eratocles provides the terminus ante quem 
for the conception. That Sacadas modulated between three tunings, and so knew in 

the Archaic period some larger structural conception that could link these together, 

tends to confirm the suggestion that Aristoxenus' fundamental rule of diatonic 

"cohesion" (auvixeia) is foreshadowed by details of language in the Hymn to 
Hermes. This does not necessarily exclude other approaches to practical and 
theoretical lyre music in the early Classical and Archaic periods; it may have been only 

one tributary to a complex music-stream (cf. 1.12,1.22,2.11,2.15). Nevertheless, the 
diatonic component at least emerges as a self-sufficient and definite TiXvn, with the 

ßvQn a TiacLov encrusted thereupon as being a robust and indispensable 

substructure. Since these were themselves required to follow diatonic structural 
principles, the achievement of the Aristoxenean system was to allow an intrinsically 
diatonic interconnection of the various microtonal genera. Thus he succeeded in 

protecting the heptachordal, ̀Arcadian' integrity of apuovuay. 
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8.0 Quaestio Errorum Plena: The Archaic Heptachord 

8.1 Shadowy as it is, the Greek evidence points to an important diatonic phase prior to the 

musical developments of the mid-fifth century, and this persisted into fourth-century 
ücpuovuu and beyond in the form of Aristoxenus' cardinal rule of ovvgXeta. Two 
bodies of Greek evidence are now converging. The one is early, general, historical, 

and points forward in time. The other is and technical and late by comparison but 

still the earliest such material available-and reaches back, becoming progressively 
more misty but still yielding valuable clues. Taken together, they provide a rough 
framework for understanding how the `interval rotation' known to Eratocles could in 
fact be a direct descendant, albeit remolded by more than two centuries of Greek 
handling, of the diatonic cycle known to the Assyrians. 

8.2 Before we can proceed to a direct comparison of the Greek and Mesopotamian textual 

evidence, it is first necessary to establish the identity of the seven Archaic Greek 

strings; for it is in the older heptachordal nomenclature that any parallel to Oriental 

practice will be found. The study of Greek music and theory prior to Aristoxenus is 

vexed by the issue of `thetic' versus `dynamic' nomenclature, most cogently 
discussed in our sources by Ptolemy. ' The thetic values are obviously the older, 
referring merely to the relative positioning of the strings on a lyre; as such they are 
each capable of a range of pitch values. But after the development of the avo nwa 
T AELov, the names acquired their secondary or `dynamic' use (KaTQ Svvautv), 2 
designating the value they would have if a lyre was tuned to one of two chosen 
reference structures: the disjunct `Dorian' octachord (8, &ýEvýts) or the conjunct 
`Mixolydian' heptachord (ovvayA). Even here the pitch value of the names could 
vary with yvos, though relative to each other the strings maintained a definite 

sequence of pitch. 

e 

Ptol. Harm. 2.5. 

2 The common translation of Svvauic as "function" is best avoided, since this inevitably 
implies that the Svv&iwtc had some prescribed role in actual music, like the modal 
determinants which Winnington-Ingram sought but did not find apart from l orl; moreover, 
such 'functional' considerations were beyond Aristoxenus' stated limits of äpuovIKc 

, 
which did not extend to how musicians used the harmonic elements (Harm. 1). Thus, 
Siva uic is better understood as the 'tonal character' or 'tonal potency' of one pitch in 
relation to another, referring to the phenomenon of harmonic relationship between musical 
tones-that of &vTipcavfa or avupcavfa for example. See further 10.30-33. 
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8.3 This may be represented as follows, with the diatonic values in boldface, since it is 

with these that the current chapter is mostly concerned: 

auvaq) ('Mixolydian') StäýE JEtS ('Dorian') 

yboc y vos 
Di. Ch. En. Di. Ch. En. 

vi rri auvnu i vwv (N. s) D3 D3 D3 

irccpavi u avvrli vwv (PN. s) C3 B2 Bb2 

TpITTI avvn w vwv (T. s) Bb2 Bbl A2ý 

E3 E3 E3 OTTj SLEýEV)/uiVWV (N) 

D3 C# C lra pav1 n1 StEýEVyuivwv (PN) 

C3 C3 B2+ TphTTJ St cvypbcav (T) 

B2 B2 B2 tta pa uiQrt (PM) 

< disjunctive tone > 

A2 A2 A2 uißyl (M) 

G2 F#2 F2 Atxav6S (L) 

F2 F2 E2+ ira puithiit (PH) 

E2 E2 E2 * r&Tn (H) 

8.4 As we have seen, the development of the Qvon1ua T AEtov and the standard dynamic 

values involved a conceptual reorientation from the* cyclical and visual to a linear and 
diagrammatic representation of the phenomena. The Aristoxenean usage which is 

found in most sources will therefore tend to obscure any original sympathy between 

the Greek and Mesopotamian string nomenclatures. The most important step in 
r 

dismantling these octachordal dynamic values is to ascertain which of the eight string 

names was an addition to the Archaic heptachord. A number of sources bear on this 

problem. It is important that none of these purports to know certainly how the 
transition was effected; for we cannot then expect to reconstruct this fully ourselves. 
Nevertheless, the material yields some important clues. 

8.5 The oldest authority for the string names is Philolaus (floruit c. 4303) who, in the 

earliest testimonium which can be counted as music theory, gives a mathematical 

analysis of the scale-the diatonic scale: 

&puovias Sj Ii yE6oS kaTI QvAXacßä Kacl St' b Etäw Tb Si St' 6ýEtäv ucTTov Täs 

avAXaßäs iTroySdw. fcTL yap nth vnäTas hurl uioaav ovXAaßä, hitb St 

uiooac kirl veäTav St' 6EEIäv. ITr Si VE&Tas IS TpLTaV QvAAotßä. &Trb St 

TpCTac IS lnTäTav St' 6 Etäv. Tb S' Iv J QC; ) wioaaS Kal Tp[Tas kiröySoov a Bt 

GVAAatßä 1TETptTOV. Tb St St' 6 Etäv tjutbatov, Tb Sta Trczaäv Se SttrAöov. 

3 Philolaus was born no earlier than c. 470 B. C., and possibly later: Huffman (1993), 1-6. 
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ovTC)S &puovia TTiVTE knoy56fl Ka SUo v SL QLE . Si' 6EEOXV & Tpla kndySoa 

Kci1 S(EQis, ouAAa pß rS Su' knbySoac Kac1 Steßis 4 

The size of arpiiovia is a fourth plus a fifth. And a fifth is greater than the fourth by the 

ratio 9: 8. For there is a fourth from nrä Tq to pion, and from picq to vt'j-rrl is a fifth, 

and from vi ni to rpiTTI is a fourth, and from TptTTI to vrräui is a fifth. And the 

interval between TpiTTI and uiorl is 9: 8, and the fourth is 4: 3, and the fifth is 3: 2, and the 

octave is 2: 1. Thus 6Cpiiovia is five intervals of 9: 8 and two remainders. The fifth is 

three intervals of 9: 8 and a remainder, and a fourth is two intervals of 9: 8 and a remainder. 

8.6 Philolaus thus outlines an octave division in which Tp[TTI has a pitch value-let us say 
B2-which in later usage was always designated by Trapa aq. For, as we have just 

seen, the central ̀ Dorian' octave of the Aristoxenean system was arranged as follows: 

H PH LM PM T PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3 D3 E3 

8.7 From this fragment scholars have drawn far-reaching conclusions. Because he did 

not use , rapauton, it is thought, Philolaus must have known only the seven ancient 
strings, whose names would therefore have been: 

vrjrrl bottom 
rrac pavATTI alongside bottom 

TpiTn third 

uforl middle 
Atxav6S licking finger 

irapuncii alongside top 

*Trärrl top 

Consequently the tuning described by Philolaus, which spans an octave, must have 
been ̀ defective', omitting one of the other eight steps that would normally be needed 

4 Philol. fr. 44B6a D-K, quoted by Nicom. Ench. 9 (252.17-253.3) and now generally 
accepted as authentic on the basis of its peculiar terminology, idiosyncratic placement of 
Tp (Tq, and because the 'Pythagorean' tuning method is presupposed by Archytas and Plato: 

see Burkert (1972), 386ff.; Huffman (1993), 147ff. 
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to fill the intervals Support for this reading has always been drawn from 

Nicomachus' own discussion of the passage. Yet this interpretation cannot be right, 

and it is necessary to reassess his true stance before considering the fragment in 

isolation. 6 

8.8 One of Nicomachus' chief aims in the Enchiridium is to show that Pythagoras 

introduced a new eighth string, and "made the octachord obey the consonant ratios" 
(rv 6KT6(XOPS0v äpL6uois Qvu(PthvotS v, rftaEE)? This invention is certainly 
legendary: it is the wrong way around to suppose that the octachord known to 

Aristoxenus' predecessors arose for philosophical rather than musical reasons; and 
there is more realistic evidence to support the advent of octachords in the early fifth, 

rather than late sixth, century (cf. 7.15). Like so much else in the Enchiridium and 

Excerpts-the seven strings answering to the seven vowels (criticized already by 

Aristotle8) and seven `stars', the catalogue of lyre-invention myths, and the erroneous 

account of the discovery of the consonant ratios-this tale was traditional, for 

Nicomachus reports the general speculation surrounding the issue, and gives an 

alternate account alongside his own which he concedes is "not implausible" (ovK 

&irtOä vws) 9 But this fiction is easily explained if octachords had become standard 

within a few generations of Pythagoras, for the sage was unanimously associated with 
discovering the ratios of the consonances-the octave being first, and holding within 
itself all other harmonic relations of interest. 10 

8.9 But if Nicomachus believed this Pythagorean octachord to be historical, he must 

equally have believed that Philolaus-described as "the disciple of Pythagoras" (6 

5 Jan (1895), 81; Burkert (1972) 391ff.; Barker (1982-9) 2.37 n. 34; West (1992), 219f.; 

Anderson (1994), 63f.; Huffman (1993), 154ff.. 

6 In a neglected article, Chailley (1968) gave a problematic but ultimately adequate 

demonstration that Philolaus fragment 6a and related passages from Nicomachus, the 

Aristotelian Problems, and elsewhere do not in fact envision a defective octave but relate to 

the transition from the seven-to eight-stringed norm. I differ from his readings in many 
details, but credit him with perceiving the unity of these sources. 

Nicom. Ench. 6 (248.24f. ). 

8- Arist. Metaph. 14.1092b26ff. 

9 Nicom. Ench. 9 (253.14ff. ). 
10 Cf. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 37: QÜTapK95 T' MnnýE W)(Pl TOO Sl& Tao u oTfioal ThV 

TjS povotKns tiriyvwoly ("[sc. Pythagoras] also thought that it was enough to let the 

study of music come to an end with the octave", trans. Barker). 
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iTveaybpov SiäSoXos)11-was also working with eight strings. After all, he adduces 
the fragment to illustrate the very numbers that the master was believed to have 

imposed upon the octachord. A careful reading will show that his explanation of the 
Philolaus fragment conforms to this historical picture. Prior to Pythagoras' 

transformation of the heptachord, he tells us, uiar was "distant from either extreme 
by a fourth" (Siä TEOOapcav 1Tp65 äwpp TEpa äKpa ... StCOTc. 0a). 12 Since he 

expressly uses the term cvvac, 5, it is clear that this tuning is identical with the two 

conjunct tetrachords which form one of the two key structures in the later oivoTqua 
TtAEtov: 

E2 F2 G2 A2 Bb2 C3 D3 

8.10 The confusion begins with the description of how Pythagoras added the eighth string: 

irapEViGfKEV 6ySo6v Tiva 966yYOV 4. IETaýv p OrIS Kal irapauiorIS eväcwaS Kai 

äTroaT1 aaS &nb uýV TfS as öaov Tbvov. ! Trb St TES , rapauians ýutTbvtov" 

cjOTE TIjv lAv irpoTtpav kv Ti iTrTaX6pSc) irapau¬arrv ovßav TpfTrly ITt 6M6 
Vi riiS KaAETOea( T£ Kai oV&V 1 TTOV K£lceat ... Trap£VT£8£(aflS. 6vouaOOE(Qn5 
St äVTI TfIS npOTipas TracpauianS ... 

13 

He inserted a certain eighth note [pOöyyos], joining it in between uiorl and Trot pa upon 

and stationing it a wholetone from pion and a semitone from trapa orl, so that what 
had previously been trapacuion in the heptachord, since it was still the third string 
[TplTY1] from vrjrrl, was so called and lay in that position no less ... the inserted string, 
being named instead of the previous Tra pa titan ... 

A tone is said to have been "inserted" (irapcviOrjav) between the strings or and 

irapauion. Confusingly, these names are used in both a functional and positional 
sense. For in terms of function, the two stood apart by a semitone in the old 
heptachord, and this interval has now in effect been shifted upwards by a wholetone. 
Yet now the positional sense reasserts itself, for what was first given the dynamic 
description of new "note" ((pobyyoc) now appears to be also a new string which 
comes between (positional) mail and 1rapauian. ' As a result, the old semitone 
(formerly A2-Bb2), now occurs between the new and as-yet-unnamed note/string 
"standing a wholetone from pion" (B2), and what is still called napauiorl but has 

11 Nicom. Ench. 9 (252.13). 

12 Nicom. Ench. 3 (242.4f. ); cf. 5 (244.14-17); 7 (249.15ff. ); 11 (256.5ff. ). 
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now lost its positional sense of "alongside uian" (C3). The following scheme will 

make this clear: 

H 

E2 

PH LM new string PM PN N 

F2 G2 A2 < inserted > B2 < displaced > C3 D3 E3 

wholetone semitone 

8.11 The new note/string, being now "alongside purr", appropriated the original positional 

name irapauýanj for itself, while TpFrfl was introduced to designate the string that 

preserved the semitone relationship with the string below, and which is now-as 
indeed it always was-the third from the end. The result is as follows: 

H PH LM PM T PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3 D3 E3 

As difficult as Nicomachus has made it, it is clear that he envisions the transformation 

of the old heptachord as a change from the conjunct to the disjunct structure of the 

avßrnua TAEtov. The whole process is, of course, suspiciously anachronistic. 

8.12 What is important for the present purpose is Nicomachus' exclusion of Tp(T T1 from 

the seven original names. This point of view is confirmed by a passage two chapters 

earlier, which gives the correspondence between the heptachord and the seven stars; 

there too Nicomachus used, rapauian rather than Tp(TTI. 14 Yet here he has introduced 

a subtle piece of evidence, for the phrase oüaav Tp(Tv ITS 1sir6 vlr rns ("being still 
third from vITn") naturally suggests that in the old heptachord irap«uian was 

sometimes conceived as, and perhaps even called, "third" (Tpltrrj). 

8.13 Indeed, in one of the Nicomachean Excerpts we find an alternative derivation of the 

ancient heptachord from the celestial bodies-and this time it is TpiTri which is named, 

not lrapauißn. 15 Since the astral identifications differ from those of the Enchiridium, 

this might belong to the several passages in the Excerpts which derive from another 
hand'6-although Nicomachus is here explicitly stated to be the author. Thus, either 
there was confusion between authorities as to whether Tp(TTI or 1rapa avian was the 

novel eighth string, or the two could be used indifferently. 

13 Nicom. Ench. 5 (244.22-245.11). 

14 Nicom. Ench. 3 (241.18-242.11). 

15 Nicom. Exc. 3 (272.5f. ). 

16 For which see Jan (1895), 225ff. 
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8.14 In fact, the latter is shown to be the case from within the Enchiridium by Nicomachus' 

"very tortuous"17 apology on behalf of Philolaus, which must be taken step by step: 

VEivf oOat St SET. ÖTl TPIT1V VÜV KaXE T1 V kV Tfj kTLTOX6P8W irapapicyrv. TLPÖ 

TfiS TOO SlaCEUYVÜVTOS T6VOU TrnpEVeioEWc TfIS kV 6KTaX6PSc). '8 

But one must remember that here Philolaus is using TptTTI to designate the irapa ii arl of 

the heptachord prior to the insertion of the disjunctive tone in the octachord. 

Here Tpinl is equated with irapauion as it was in the ancient heptachord before the 
introduction of the disjunctive tone. For npb -rfj TOO SlaýE UyV rVTOS T6vov 

1rapevO& ECas qualifies Thv &v Tý krrTaXÖpSw hope aqv and shows only 
Nicomachus' belief that Philolaus is using terminology in a way which was proper to 

the heptachord, not that he was working with a heptachord itself. Quite the contrary: 
the very fact that he bothers to mention it, as well the verbal correspondence between 

impevO occw here and TrapcWW6rJty in the earlier passage, shows that Philolaus is 

working with the octachord that Pythagoras invented. 

8.15 This passage conforms, then, to the previous reports of irapa on as belonging to the 

original seven strings, and the suggestion that it was somehow interchangeable with 

Tpi-M. It is also implied that, after the introduction of the disjunctive tone, Trapapiaq 
came to mean something new. Recalling the first version, the disjunctive tone 
displaced napauion upwards by a tone to C3, whereupon this position was renamed 
Tpi-m and the new tone was given the title irapauian as still being next to uior1. With 

ThV kV Ti i: TrTaX6pSw Trapauienv, Nicomachus excludes TpiTrt from equaling 
irapauiort in either of these post-heptachordal senses. This is curious, for Philolaus 

obviously sees his Tpl-m as having precisely the pitch value which Trapauian 
ultimately held in the octachord (B2), and not that which it held in the heptachord 
(Bb2). Hence, the two can only be equivalent in a non-dynamic sense, and this must be 

the positional sense within the heptachord: that is, the string in question is both "next 
to uiari" and "third from vn-m". Leaving aside for now the issue of historicity, it is 

clear that Nicomachus believed the two names to be equivalent in the heptachord, and 
that for some reason Philolaus has chosen to use Tpi-rrl rather than 1rapauAan in the 
octachord. 

17 Burkert (1972), 392. 
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8.16 Yet the "next to uian" string which Philolaus calls Trp(T-n no longer has, in his usage, 
its ancient (i. e. Nicomachean) heptachordal pitch value (Bb2). Rather, it has taken the 

pitch of the disjunctive tone (B2); therefore, in Nicomachus' mind, Philolaus is using 

TptTn in reference to the disjunct octachord invented by Pythagoras. He must then 

understand the name, rapauian to designate one of Philolaus' other eight strings; and 

after all, Tpt-rr1 has freed it from its old heptachordal function (ryv kV Ti k, rTa X pSw 

irapauißnv). If the Pythagorean octachord is to be complete, this can only be 

C3-precisely the pitch value Nicomachus assigned to it in the first version, when the 

inserted disjunctive tone pushed Trapau ßrß from Bb2 to C3. Note that, in this retelling, 

unlike the original version, he does not describe Tpftr1, in Philolaus' usage, as "third" 

from the end. This is no mere argument from silence, since the original account leads 

us to expect some such aitiology; and TptTrr is presented in such terms when it is 

given the position "next to uiori ". 

8.17 In the first account, Nicomachus imagined an indeterminate period after the creation of 
the octachord, but before the renaming of strings, when irapautori was not "next to 

uiar" and had the value C3. He did not mention any name for the new disjunctive 

tone/string during this transitional phase-which is probably as imaginary as the rest 

of the legend but moved immediately to the time when ira pa pion (C3) was renamed 

Trpftfl. and the so-far anonymous disjunctive tone (B2) was renamed napauian. His 

rationalization of Philolaus provides the missing piece, rescuing the disjunctive tone 
from anonymity by assigning it the name Tp[TTJ. Thus Nicomachus believed 

Philolaus to be writing after the invention of Pythagoras, but before the names came to 
have their final (Aristoxenean) values, and to be referring to the following octachord: 

H PH LMT PM PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 < tone > B2 <semitone> C3 D3 E3 

So far, then, there is no difficulty, other than the extremely difficult and elliptical way 
he presents the matter, in crediting Nicomachus with a consistent `before' and `after' 

view of the heptachord/octachord. 

8.18 The following material, however, in further elaborating this imagined intermediate 

stage, introduces a view of the disjunction which is slightly at variance with the earlier 
account: 

1S Nicom. Ench. 9 (253.3-6). 
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&TrEiXE yäcp a 71 Tfjc iracpa VEäT>1S (Tptn11IT6vtov19 do JvOETOV. q)' ov 
StacTIijuaTOS Ty PW TrapEVTEOEIOQ XOp8h TÖVOV &. TC AQ4c. TÖ S ÄOITChV 

h{. UT6VIOV {. IETa r Tp(T-qS Ka irapapicTIS älrEAEIcOn20 JV Ti SIQýEÜýEI 21 

For this [sc. the inserted string B2] was distant from rrapavrjTn by an incomposite 

interval of three semitones. From this interval the inserted string took back a tone, and the 

remaining semitone between rp(T and irapac . iiaq was recovered in the disjunction. 

The "incomposite trihemitone" mentioned here has been taken as evidence in support 
of a defective octave heptachord for Philolaus. But again, Nicomachus himself can 
hardly be suggesting this without contradicting his own Pythagorean position, and 
with a little care this passage too can be made to yield a consistent reading. Chailley 
(1968) argued that avni should refer to the closest feminine noun, Tfis TOO 
Staýcvyvi1VTOs r6vov , rap£vO aEc c, the disjunctive tone, rather than to the earlier 
feminine TptTr1. Since in Philolaus TplT 11 actually has this pitch value, it may seem an 
unimportant distinction. But it is in fact vital, for the usual reading has Tpt-rll stand an 
"incomposite trihemitone" from napavriui in ancient heptachordal practice. 

8.19 By contrast, the proposed reading has the TpLIU UTdvIov xairvOeTOV come about with 
the introduction of the disjunction-which in the earlier account was the very 
development which transformed ancient heptachordal practice. Therefore Nicomachus 

19, Meibom's emendation to <Tpt>rlutTövtov is necessitated by aavvOcTov: see Burkert 

(1972), 392 n. 31. The error is easily explained by the possibility of confusing 'rpt with 
rrl in certain hands (Janko, communication), and by the word's technical nature and much 
less frequent occurrence than tjutTbvtov; there is corruption around the same word at 
Cleonid. 11 (201.20ff. ) and 12 (204.12). But TptrluLTövtov &Q V6CTOV is paralleled at 
Ench. 12 (262.18) as well as Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 54.23ff.; Gaud. 5 (331.14f. ); Mart. 

Cap. 9.957; Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.23 (216.24ff. ). 

20 The emendation of äircMp0r1 to dclreaelpOrl is convincingly supported by the verbal 

reminiscence of Tb Si Aot"rrbv rjuiTdvtov with the usual'post"Philolaan term for the 

semitonal remainder in the Pythagorean conception of the diatonic, the Wippt (see Jan's 

apparatus). This interval is a passive result of tuning "through tones", arising here between 

the inserted string which "took away" Grit aßa) a `Tbvos from the incomposite 

trihemitone and the TbvoS which was made by' disjunction (v Tý StatEVfEt). The 

parallelism with dcrrO%aßt: "easily accounts for the reading &ITEXApOrl, but this would exalt 
Tb S1 AotTrbv tjutTbvtov to same level of `activity' as the T6vot, creating a false 

equation. - 
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does not present a post-Philolaan development which rendered obsolete his usage of 
heptachordal terminology, but a pre-Philolaan development which engendered his 

novel usage of heptachordal terminology which had already become, in the 

philosopher's day, obsolete or transformed. That his innovative usage became 

obsolete in its turn is beside the point-or rather, this is exactly the point Nicomachus 

is trying to explain. 

8.20 In the first account, the disjunction was seen as displacing irapauion upwards by a 
tone to C3. Consequently, though it is not stated there, -rocpavij-m and viy-rq would 
have been displaced by a like amount, and this would give 1rapav1 -m the value of D3, 
three semitones from the disjunctive tone. This is just the interval given in the new 

version; what is mysterious is that this interval should be now be called incomposite 
(&avvOcTOV); for in the first version, no distinction was made between the "insertion" 

of the disjunctive tone (TrapsviOit v 6ySo6v Tivac (p66yyov) and the "insertion" of the 

eighth string (i Trapev-rEO oa [sc. XopShv]): they were one and the same. Here, 

however, Nicomachus separates the two, imagining a state before the new "inserted 

string" (, i napEVTEOEbQa XopSi) but after the existence-note that he now no longer 

says "insertion"-of the disjunction, held now by the old heptachordal Trapauian 

rather than an inserted string. In this scenario, where disjunction exists but there is 

not yet an eighth string, there is in fact a `defective octave': 

H PH LM PM PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 < tone > B2 <3 semitones> D3 E3 

8.21 But such a state of affairs is never imputed to Philolaus himself. On the contrary, 
Nicomachus is only describing a passing phase-again, doubtless as imaginary as the 

rest of the legend-in the creation of the Pythagorean octachord. For the eighth string 
is now said to be inserted into the TptnurTdvLov aovvOcTOV created by the disjunction, 

which lies between the until-this-very-moment-still-heptachordal nac pa uton (B2) and 
irapao-M (D3). If the Pythagorean octachord is to be completed as before, as it must 
be, this new string will have the value C3. Thus it is rightly said to "take 

away"-äTroaa . 43ävEty is used in other technical contexts involving the division of 
the pitch continuum22-a tone from the trihemitone (i. e. the tone between itself and 

rrapavi'rn1 (c3-D3). There is then a semitonal remainder (T6 S AotTrbv rjutrdvtov) 
between the new string (c3) and the old heptachordal string whose value changed 
from Bbl to B2 "in the disjunction" (W Ti Staýci ct). 

21 Nicom. Ench. 9 (253.6-10). 
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8.22 Since Philolaus calls this old string TpiTri, while according to the original account 

era pa u an was moved upwards by a tone during the disjunction, it makes perfect 

sense that Nicomachus locates Tb Ao«rbv ý pt-rövtov "between TpiTil and napauir i": 

H 

E2 

PH LMT 
F2 G2 A2 B2 <Tb Aottröv> C3 <Tbvos> D3 E3 

PM PN N 

fiImTdvtov 

That Nicomachus sees Philolaus as working with this structure prior to the renaming 

of the strings is proven by the sequel: 

EvA6yws ovv rj Tr& al TpiTTI SL TEac6pWV ä7TEl)(E Tfjc virrTTnc. öirep SLäaTnua 

vüv aTrV%aßev i napauian ääVT' iKEivns 23 

And so with good reason the old TpiTn was a fourth away from vi'j rrl. which interval 

TracpauiarI now took over in that string's place. 

The reference to irapauißn taking over the function of the disjunctive tone clearly 

recalls the first account (TrapEVTEOetonIc. 6voua(3O6a71s U &VT1 -rýs -rpoTipas 

irapauiens), and dates the renaming after Philolaus (vüv &Tr Oaßev). If Philolaus' 

Trphll is now renamed Trapauien, it follows that the name Tpirn is free to designate 

the other string: the two names exchange positions exactly as in the earlier version. 

8.23 A consistent picture also emerges from a third passage, an alternative account known 

to him of Pythagoras' invention, which, to our dismay, he admits to be as credible as 
his own tale which seemed so authoritative: 

äAAot St OÜK ýtmO vWs -r-äv TTaPEVTEei`VTOI gOÖyyov 01lXI ýtETQýÜ 9913T15 Ka 

TpfTlls itvTEOfjývctl paaty, äXA& PETQgV TPfTTlS Ka TLC(paVEäTTic' KC XI kltV 

TPITT1V äVT' iKE(VTls kTrtKÄTleijvat. TV St TräXat TptT IV irapauiaTjv ! ̀v Tß 

Sta EijýEI yEViaOa 24 

But others say, not implausibly, that the inserted note was not put in between Pion and 

Tphrl, but between Tp(Tq and Trapavtj i and that it was called TpITn in place of that 

22 Ptol. Harm. 2.2 (48.15), etc.; Aristid. Quint. 3.2 (97.11,98.5ff. ). 
23 Nicom. Ench. 9 (253.10ff. ). 
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[sc. string, i. e. the ancient TPITn], while the ancient Tp(Tq became Trapauiorl in the 

[sc. process of] disjunction. 

8.24 Here again, Nicomachus uses iracpa i th i and Tptrl interchangeably and without the 

slightest twinge of conscience. For these others reject the explanation already given, 
saying that the inserted tone was not in fact between i an and TrpE-rrl. Yet when 
Nicomachus himself first presented this now-rejected explanation, TptrrI was never 
mentioned-the insertion was stated to be between pion and irapapiaq! These other 
scholars maintain that the insertion took place rather between Trpi T1 and Trapavr5 1. 
At first glance this appears to be identical with the process described in the second 
version of the first account, just considered-the insertion of the new string into the 
trihemitone between Tpi-tf and irapavAyn . But clearly the two cannot be equivalent 
since we have been promised a new explanation. Therefore, while the two are indeed 

alike from a strictly positional point of view, a different set of pitch values must 
underlie this scenario. 

8.25 Nicomachus has not in fact specified any pitch values. Yet because the finished 

product must eventually yield Pythagoras' disjunct octachord, we may deduce that the 
"inserted note" (Tbv TrapCVTE9 vrcc (p66yyov) displaced , racpavAr and vATrl upwards 
by a wholetone: 

H PH LMT new string PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 Bb2 < inserted > C3 < displaced > D3 E3 

Tövos by Tdvos 

and that once again there is an exchange of string names, with TpiT-n being transferred 
to the new string-which after all is third from the end-and irapa a taking the 
former position of TpFTn "alongside mart" and acquiring the pitch value n2 it has in 
the new disjunct octachord (Lv Try StaCc El): 

H PH LM T>PM new string>T PN N 
E2 F2 G2 A2 Bb2>B2 C3 D3 E3 

According to this version, Philolaus is once, again imagined as postdating the 
Pythagorean invention, but predating the exchange of string names: 

24 Nicom. Ench. 9 (253.14-19). 
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T6v Si cDtXöAaov TC) 1 POT pct) 6v6paTt Tjv irapauißnv TpfTIJv KaMQaI 

KaITOL Sta TCßßapwv ovoav &rrb TýS vATTIs 25 

But Philolaus, they say, is calling [sc. what is now known as] irapauiar by its former 

name, Tpt-rrl, even though it was four away from 0-m. 

8.26 Thus Nicomachus' three accounts are in accord, inconsistent only in how they present 

the insertion, whether it be viewed as a new string or the disjunctive tone. The 

passages are, moreover, highly elliptical, the second for instance needing the first to be 

understood. Most confusing of all is the interchangeable use of Tpt-nJ and Trapauian, 

which is never stated explicitly. These problems are of course not unique to my 

reading, but have long been recognized as a constant obstacle to any interpretation. It 

is important that the Enchiridium can be reconciled on the basis of internal evidence 

alone. Despite his dissolute prose style, Nicomachus reveals an underlying unity of 

conception-as though alluding to some more cogent discussion elsewhere. 

8.27 That such a treatment existed is seen from Boethius, who offers a lucid, succinct 

version of the Pythagorean octachord. 26 To begin with, Boethius explains carefully 

that in the heptachord "Trapauicn, since it is third from vi r, i, is also called by this 

same word TpNTn" (paramese vero, quoniam tertia est a nete, eodem quoque 

vocabulo trite nuncupatur). 27 Here, then, irapauiorq is clearly regarded as the more 

proper term, with Tp(TTI an alternative of secondary status. Having first established 

this-a courtesy which would have made Nicomachus' own extant account much 
easier to follow-Boethius proceeds to relate Pythagoras' transformation of the 

heptachord: 

25 Nicom. Ench. 9 (253.19-254.2). 

26 This involves a chronological problem. As published, the lost work must postdate the 

Enchiridium, since in the latter Nicomachus promised it to his patroness at some future 

date: see 1 (238.6ff. ); 12 (265.1ff. ). But since he also refers to lessons he has given her, of 

which the Enchiridium is a mere ßvvoWLS (238.3) and preview of the coming textbook, it 

is clear that his account of the Pythagorean octachord was already formed. Perhaps his more 
detailed later treatment already existed in draft form. At any rate, it is more economical to 

suppose that Boethius has reproduced a cogent'discussion from elsewhere, than that he 

himself has extracted a unitary account from the jumbled evidence of the Enchiridium. 

27 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (206.27ff. ); cf. 207.8f.: paramesen, quae etiam trite dicitur; 

207.27ff.: in eptachordo enim est ... mese paramese paranete nete. 
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His octavam Samius Lycaon adiunxit atque inter paramesen, quae etiam trite dicitur, et 

paraneten nervum medium coaptavit, ut ipse tertius esset a nete, et paramese quidem vocata 

est Bola, quae post mediam collocabatur. Trites vero nomen perdidit postea quarr inter earn 

atque paraneten tertius a nete locatus est nervus, qui digne trites nomen exciperet. 28 

To these [sc. seven strings in a conjunct heptachord] the Samian Lycaon [i. e. Pythagoras] 

adjoined an eighth, and linked together a middle string between -rra pa piaq, which is also 

called TpI'M, and Tratpotv1 u, so that it was third from v1 rr1. and the string which was 
located next to piari was called solely 1rapauian, naturally. The name of TpITrl, 

however, it lost after the string, which rightfully took up the name of TpITf, was placed 
between it [i. e. the old TrapaI aT1/Tp[Trt] and Trapavi n, third from vt r. 

8.28 But what historical value does the Nicomachean material actually have? The Even 
leaving Pythagoras aside, one may be certain that the transition from heptachord to 
octachord, as presented, is a myth, since it is presented so neatly as the difference 
between tetrachords in conjunction and disjunction, the two basic structures of the 

ovaTfluoc T AEtov. We have seen that this distinction formed the basis of modulation 
by the middle of the fifth century, with the `melodic intersections' of Ion of Chios and 
Eratocles (cf. 7.54-58). But since the Aristotelian Problems, to be considered shortly, 
reveal that the historical connexion between heptachord and octachord was already 
shrouded in mystery by the late fourth century, it seems that Aristoxenus and his 
Peripatetic colleagues inherited a certain amount of formal structure whose 
antecedents had already been obscured, and that Nicomachus has himself merely 
inherited a long-standing scholarly debate. In the absence of any conclusive evidence, 
it would quite be natural for these later scholars to extrapolate backwards from the 
disjunct and conjunct structures. As we shall see, this anachronistic approach is 
already evident in some of the Aristotelian Problems. 

8.29 It is very useful, however, to have established a consistent Pythagorean program for 
Nicomachus, for he can no longer be used as evidence in support of a defective octave. 
But given that he himself admits the general uncertainty which in his day surrounded 
the Philolaus fragment, one might wish to dismiss his exegesis as hopelessly 
speculative, and so the question of a defective heptachord is once again raised. Our 
bafflement at Philoaus' odd use of Trptu l comes from reading the dynamic values of 
the ororrtua T AELov back to the time of Aristoxenus' predecessors. Yet prior to the 
adoption of the Dorian octachord as a standard of reference, it is uncertain whether the 
strings had any standard pitch value at all; or whether, if they did, these were the same 

28 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (207.10-14). 
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as the ones that are known from Aristoxenus. After all, if Philolaus were in fact 

working with seven strings, he would necessarily predate the formal conception of 
SL&r Evas upon which the usual Suväias are predicated, since this is inherently 

octachordal. It is perfectly believable, then, that Philolaus should use Tp[TT1 in an 

unfamiliar way. 

8.30 But after all it is much more likely that Philolaus actually does have an octachord in 

mind. To begin with, the Pythagorean usage of bcpuovta as "octave interval"29 

cannot be connected, as it has been, with those testimonia which report 6ppovia as 
"seven-stringed" (see 7.15) in order to justify a defective octave tuning. This would 
involve circular logic; for the meaning of &ppov(a would naturally change as the art of 

tuning itself evolved. We know that Aristoxenus' predecessors in the later fifth 

century made octachords their standard subject of study. As he tells us, "they only 

spoke about octachordal enharmonic systems" (irepl 0vQTn11 TwV 6KTaX6pSWV 

vapuovicav p6vov ¬AEyov). 30 This enharmonic octachord structure came to be called 
&puovia, being "the standard tuning" of the day (cf. 7.13). Similarly Plato attests 
appovta as a diatonic octachord. 31 The same semantic layering is also present in the 

manuscript reading which I argued in the last chapter should be retained; for p6vov 

Tc Vk rTaXbp&wv a> K&Aovv &puovtas ("the heptachords which they used to call 
apuoviat") verifies that &puovia had an older professional meaning during the 
heptachord period. Likewise, the Aristotelian Problems, which use appovtai of 

octachordal tunings, remember a time when the word designated heptachords. 32 

8.31 Here is clear evidence then to connect the Pythagorean meaning of "octave" with an 
historical change in the constitution of apuovia, whereby the word took on an 

29 Beginning with Philol. fr. 44B6a D-K; Hp. Vict. 1.8; Arist. fr. 47 (Rose); Thphr. fr. 717 

(Fortenbaugh et al. ) = Porph. in Harm. 5 (96.21ff. ); Aristox. Harm. 36 is often adduced, 

though I do not accept the necessary emendation (cf. 7.12-13 and below); Plut. Quaest. 

conviv. 746a; Nicom. Ench. 9 (252.5f. ): of 1raXat6TaTOt ... 6Cpuovfav iv 

KaAOVVTES T1 V Slä 1raaC. v; Iamb. VP 18.82 (47.16 Deubner); Aristid. Quint. 1.8 
(15.8ff. ): Trap& Ii VTOL TOTS TraAatOls ... 

kKa. ETTO ... Tb St Stä naoG. v c puovia; 
2.12 (77.24): TOO 81& nacCav, 8 Kai KaAov$EV zpuoviav. Cf. Burkert (1972), 390. 

30 Aristox. Harm. 2; cf. Ps. -Plut. 34.1143e-f. 
31 Pl. Resp. 10.617b: LK iraoZv Sý 6KTc o ioC v ulocv apuovkzv auupc)veºv. 
32 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.7,19.25,19.32,19.44,19.47 (all discussed below). 
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octachordal value. 33 With eight-stringed lyres a professional standard by the mid fifth 

century, knowledge of this semantic development may be safely imputed to Philolaus 

who was a professional contemporary, more or less, of Aristoxenus' octachordal 

predecessors. While he, unhelpfully for us, names only the four strings needed to 
demonstrate the consonant numbers, the philosopher does state the intervals which 

comprise äppovkx as five of 9: 8 and two not-quite-semitone "remainders" (Stiacts). 
One can only understand these seven discriminations as corresponding to the intervals 
between eight strings, rather than abstractly articulating a continuum of tonal space for 

which the actual strings were `not enough'. 34 As Martianus Capella wrote, "the 

octave contains eight notes, seven intervals" (diapason ... octo sonos recipit, spatia 
septem). 35 Such a conception, if expressed with seven strings, could only be an 
anachronism of the octachordal period, in which case we would need to suppose that 
Philolaus has insisted on presenting contemporary knowledge in the antiquated 
heptachordal medium pietatis causa. Yet Plato, whose musical myths in the Republic 

and Timaeus are known to presuppose Philolaus, explicitly describes eight rather than 
seven sounding bodies-one Tbvos per Siren-in his apuovia; so too Eratosthenes 
looked to the octachord in his Hermes. 36 Finally, we may observe that, if Nicomachus 

or some earlier Pythagorean writer had conclusive evidence that Philolaus intended an 
octachord, it may have seemed a plausible enough deduction that he had inherited this 
structure from the master himself; conversely, if it was plain that Philolaus knew only 
seven strings, this would have conflicted with the Pythagorean tradition. We may 
conclude, therefore, that Philolaus' musical discussions extant at the time of 
Nicomachus either specified eight strings, or did not specify only seven. 

8.32 If this is right, we are left with the conclusion that Philolaus has used irapauio and 
Tp(-m in precisely the opposite way that we find them in all later sources beginning 

with Aristoxenus. One must bear in mind that at least a century intervenes between 
these two authors, and another half century precedes Philolaus from the advent of 

33 The explanation of Nicom. Ench. 9 (252.11ff. ) is anomalous and doubtless fanciful: Lt; 

a1TOv Tovrov czpi. tovia th Ostoa, ÖTi TrpwTloTrl etc QvupC VICW auugcavfa 
ApuooOrl ("[sc. the octave] is called &puovia from this very fact, that it is the first 

consonance to be 'harmonized' from consonances"). 

This was recognized by A. Wagener ap. Gevaert (1881), 634f. 
35 Mart. Cap. 9.934; cf. Macr. Somn. Scip. 2.4.9: illi autem octo cursus in quibus eadem vis 

est duorum, septem efficiunt distinctos intervallos sonos. 
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eight-stringed lyres. Moreover, the interchangeability of Trp l-m and ira pa mart seems 

to have been a real fact of heptachordal terminology, as shown by Nicomachus' own 

ambivalent usage in contexts which have nothing to do with the explication of the 

fragment. It appears then that-of all ironies-Nicomachus, at least in this matter, 
knew whereof he spoke. For it is absurd to suppose that he `planted' this synonymy 

elsewhere-in two independent books-merely to bolster an interpretation of the 

Philolaan fragment which he knew to be bogus, for the purpose of glorifying 
Pythagoras. After all, for the average child whose music lesson was conducted on the 

traditional seven-stringed lyre which persisted into later antiquity (cf. 7.15), eight 

names would never have been needed. In this heptachord -rph-q and Ira pa uion would 
in fact have described the string next to uian and third from vº Tq with equal 

precision-exactly as Boethius states-and so it need not surprise us if this doublet 

survived through the natSEta. It might equally endure through Pythagorean channels, 

since the heptachord was so closely allied to the mythology of that cult. So it is that 
Nicomachus, guardian of so much other heptachordal lore, uses the two names 

8.33 

indifferently, with no thought that it might be confusing. 

This much, then, of Nicomachus' account may be accepted as historical. Without 

grasping for any specific relationship between string names and pitch structures, we 

may conclude that at some point in the octachordal period there arose a new usage of 
existing terminology which entailed the bifurcation of an earlier ambivalence. In fact, 

a hint of this former duality may be codified in the avßrua rO tov, where the strings 

of the upper tetrachords used the same names but were distinguished as "conjunct" 

and "disjunct" respectively. In this composite structure 'rct pa ii ar (the disjunctive 

tone) falls between TpiuI auvnuuivwv ("Tpirrl of the conjunct strings") and Tp(Tf 
Steýevyuivcav ("TptTq of the disjunct strings"): 

H PH LMT. syn. PM T. diz. PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 B3 C3 D3 E3 

Here too, then, is an echo of what has been deduced for Philolaus, a usage of Tp1 T as 
between or and 1rapauion. This parallel becomes quite viable when we regard the 

string names merely as a syntactical sequence divorced from specific pitch values. 
Again, these were not certainly fixed in their familiar values, so far as we know, before 
Aristoxenus. 

36 P1. Resp. 10.617b.; cf. Plut. De anim. procr. 1029c-d; Eratosth. fr. 15 CA: 6KT& 8h 

Tä6E nävTa ovv äpuovinoiv 61pApEt. % 6KTc. S' kv agaLpnot K(A1V CTO KvKACA? 
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8.34 A number of the Aristotelian Problems in Book 19 are relevant to these issues. Less 

removed from the archaic heptachord, these contain, despite their own professed 
ignorance, a more historically nuanced view than that of Nicomachus. Here too we 
shall find, centuries earlier, implicit acknowledgement of the convertibility of 

hapax o and Tpi-m. Let us begin with Problem 47: 

Lt& TI Ol &pXalot 1TTaX6p6OUs ? TOIOÜVTES TäS 6cpuovlas Ti)v nthr jv, bcXX' ov 
Tljv V1ITTjv KaTAtirov; - "H ov Thv vrjTnv äWc Thv vüv Trapauionv 
Ka%1OJ VTIV äq pOUV Kal T6 Tovia ov SIQaTr ia; kxp63VTO Si 41&O1 Ti ioX TTj 

TOO kiri Tb 6Ev TruKVOv Ste Kal uianv avýv trpoaTly6pEVaav. ÖTi tjv TOO IAV 
äVW TETpaXopSov TEAEUTij, TOO Si KQTW äPXA, Kal L1ioOV ETXE A6yOV T6V T(]V 

&KpwV 37 

Why, when the ancients were making their heptachordal ap povia t, did they retain *TräT 

but not vArrl. Or was it not v>i rrl but Tra pa I. i on-in its present day usage, i. e. the 

[disjunctive] wholetone interval-which they left out, and they used .i arl as the last [i. e. 

lowest] string of the high cluster [rruKvdv], which in fact is why they called it marl, 

because it was the last string of the upper tetrachord and the beginning of the lower, and 
held the middle position between the extremes? 

1 
8.35 As with Nicomachus, the proper understanding of this and the other Problems 

depends on how the string names are to be understood. Often they denote their 
familiar octachordal dynamic pitch values. Sometimes they take on other dynamic 

values as the author attempts to deduce an older heptachord. In the first part of 
Problem 47, however, when the omission of vn ni is mooted, it seems clear that the 
name is intended dynamically, and that there is no question that a string named vATTI 
did not exist with some earlier pitch value. We know from the word's phonology that 
v1 rrt was very ancient (see 9.20), but even if the Greeks of the Classical period were 
not aware of this, there is clear evidence that vtrerm and vA-m formed a familiar and 
inseparable pair as the limits of apuovia. 38 Thus, the heptachord first envisioned is 

ldvTa. 

37 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.47. 
38 Cf. Pl. Resp. 4.443d: öpovS TpETS &ppoviaS &TExvcZS. vEQTTIS TE Kal OlViTTlc Kal 

marls; Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.44: irrcl Si b3XaTa t 1b kaTIV &puoviaS VECZTrI Kal vlracTrl; 
Thrasyllus ap. Theo Sm. 48.8; Plut. Quaest. conviv. 745b: Tr utv rpcT-nS 'yTr6[ iv. 
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one which is contiguous and lacking the upper octave; to this extent it recalls, or rather 

predicts, the contiguous ancient heptachord of Nicomachus. But note that it is not 

specified that it be exactly the conjunct heptachord of the aivaTnva T aEIOV. If it is 

correct that the existence of v, rrn as a string is not questioned, it follows that one of 

the other eight strings would need to have been omitted, and that vi ni would have had 

some pre-octachordal dynamic value. 

8.36 This is clarified by the alternate solution proposed next, the omission of "lrapauian 

in its present usage and the tone-interval". Here it is made explicit that the modern 
dynamic value is intended; consequently lrapaii, an must have had an earlier 
heptachordal existence. Since no other changes are specified, this suggests at first 

glance a defective heptachord of the following disposition: 

H PH LM PM PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3 D3 E3 

Yet it is clear from the sequel that a conjunct heptachord is envisioned, for uian is 

made the bottom note of the top tetrachord, and the top note of the bottom. 39 Since 

this also involves the loss of the upper octave, Jan wished to supplement the text with 

"H oü -rý v vnjT'nv (ubvov> &W E <Ka» rf v vvv irapauionv KaaotMMvrrv pct povv. But, if 

we are willing to tolerate a certain looseness of expression, a satisfactory reading is 

possible without changing the text. That is, by specifying the removal of the 

'r1S s' koX6cTTK NEhTrty, cf. Plat. quaest. 1007e-1009b. These passages are discussed 

further in the next chapter. 

39 As Jan (1895), 107, observed, the mention of TruKVbv shows that the author probably 

intends not a diatonic but a chromatic or enharmonic series. This does not affect the 

argument, but would be important as revealing a more nuanced view of ancient practice than 

does Nicomachus. There is, however, some evidence that the term had a diatonic usage in 

relation to the semitonal interval, which is where the subdivision of the lruKvöv (in its 

normal sense) occurs: see Bacch. 33 (299.19-300.5); cf. Barker (1982-9) 2.409, n. 55. The 

point of contact may derive from the admixture of diatonic with the other yivrl. To this 

may be related the Pythagorean use of S(Eots to refer to a 'semitone' rather than the 

divisions of the TrlKVdv in the enharmonic and chromatic genera: the certain use by Philol. 

fr. 44B6a D-K lends credibility to passages like Arist. Metaph. 4.1016b22,14.1087b35, 

AN. 1.28.84b38f., where the semitone as np(CTOV IETpov (Metaph. 4.1016b18f. ) 

would reveal the old primacy of the diatonic; cf. Thrasyllus ap. Theo Sm. 48.20f.; Macr. 
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disjunctive tone, the writer understands all the strings above uýaq to be lowered by this 

amount; and since Si x cu tS is inherently a tetrachordal issue, this consequence is not 
difficult to accept. Indeed, this is precisely the same ellipsis, in reverse, that was found 

in Nicomachus when, as a result of Pythagoras' newly inserted eighth string, all the 

strings above wary were displaced upwards by a tone from their former values. 

8.37 Two important points emerge. First is the close connection between the Nicomachean 

material and this Problem, which provides the prototype for understanding the 

transition from heptachord to octachord in terms of conjunction and disjunction. 
Here, however, the process has not yet been associated with Pythagoras; the agent is 

unspecified, but it is clear that the writer is looking back to actual musical changes of 
the fifth century. That it is not the only possibility considered leads to the same 
conclusion. 

8.38 Second is that a clearer methodology is established for reading the other relevant 
Problems; for it allows us to infer, alongside a central operation, collateral details 

which are not mentioned but only assumed. This point allows for a more precise 

understanding of the first heptachord to which the Problem alludes. Since both 

proposed heptachords are now seen to lack the upper octave, we may infer that the 

crucial distinction was rather the presence or absence of Stä cu ts. Hence the first 

might be called a `Dorian heptachord', that is lacking the upper octave but containing 
the pitch which would later be analyzed as the disjunctive tone-that is, by the 

octachordal predecessors of Aristoxenus, but still some generations prior to the 
Problems: 

E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3 D3 

8.39 Now, since napcq-tan is accepted by the Problem as having had an earlier 
heptachordal existence, we must assume that some other string name was omitted. 
Here another precedent emerges for the material in Nicomachus and Boethius, for the 
same ambivalence between impauian and TpIT-n emerges by comparing Problems 47 
and 7. Described as quaestio errorum plena by Jan, Problem 7 poses the same 
question almost verbatim: 

At Ti of äpXa of knTaX6pSov5 noIOvVTES apuovias TýV OlT(TT V. SAX' Ov TýV 
V#TIV KaTAUTTOV; TTÖTEpOV TOÜTO IyEÜSot - äWpOTipaS ß/äp KQTiAlnTOV. T1 V S& 

Somn. Scip. 2.1.23 hoc semitonium Pythagorici quidem veteres Skkatu nominabant, sed 
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-rpirfv Jýrjpouv -n oü. acAX' 6Tt fi (3apuripa IUXEVet Tbv TfjS 6 uripas 

gO6yyov. &oTE u«&Xov h iT hTYJ Z1rEStSou Tö äVTtpwvov nh vYjTTJ40 

Why, when the ancients were making their heptachordal beppoviat, did they retain it hT71 

but not vrjui? Is this wrong-for they retained both but eschewed TpiTq? -or not, but 

[they omitted OT91 because the lower string dominates the tone of the higher string, so 

that *TräTq gives out the tone of its octave-partner [Tb 6cvTipwvov, i. e. v>'jrrl] more than 

vi'jTq does its [i. e. vrr&Tgj? 

8.40 Again it appears, at first glance, that a defective octave is envisioned. Since in the 

question viyrfl is to be read dynamically (as in Problem 47), one assumes that the 

same values should apply in the alternate proposal: 

E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3 D3 E3 

Note first that, as Jan observed, 
41 TTÖT£pOV TOTO INEVSOS-blucpOTipas yxp Kc(TO1tTTOV. 

Tdv St Tp(TIv Lýtpovv reads like an emendation which has been interpolated into the 

Problem. This second questioner seems to have understood the Problem literally in 

terms of string names, and not the modem dynamic values. That is, he quite 
reasonably rejects the idea that either string of the familiar pair vnräTq-v6-m could ever 
have been absent-"for they had both" (&wpoTdpas yäp KaTiAInOV). He refers 

rather to the dilemma of 1rapauian and Tptu-now quite familiar from Nicomachus, 

Boethius, and Problem 47-knowing that the advent of TptTn as a new or independent 

string was related to the octachord. 

8.41 Indeed, the formal parallels between the two Problems are so striking-down to the 

verbal correspondence of äpijpovv and iQpovv-that we are justified in seeking some 

connection between ov Thv vi rqv &M rv vüv lrapatuiarty Kaaouutvnv xq pouv Kal 
Tb Tovlaºov Staun ua in Problem 47 and zwpoTipas yap KaT Anrov. TVR Tpttfv 

Jt rjpouv in Problem 7. If we could equate the two strictly, the name Tph-q would 
become synonymous with the dynamic value of ThV vav napauiarty Kaaouuivnv. 
exactly as in Philolaus. But if the second questioner of Problem 7 envisions only 
names rather than dynamic values, the value of the parallel is more general, 
acknowledging only the onomastic ambivalence of napauian and Tptu. and allying 
this with the transition from heptachord to octachord. In either case, a satisfactory 

sequens usus sonum semitonio minorem SIEQty constituit nominandum. 
40 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.7.1 have repunctuated the text. 
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reading is possible without resorting to a defective octave interpretation. 

8.42 The final part of Problem 7-that is, the answer which goes with the original 
question-provides a precise justification for a contiguous heptachord, without the 

upper octave, based on the principle of &VT1gwv[a, whereby any pitch is functionally 

equivalent to one an octave from itself-what Ptolemy called tooSvvaj1C3v ("having 

the same Svvauws") 42 To have two strings so tuned is therefore musically redundant. 
As Isidore surmised, seven strings "fill in the whole voice" (totam vocem implent). 43 

Moreover, it is understandable that vin should be considered less essential than 
Ürrä-rq, since a tone contains, in its harmonic series, its own upper octave but not vice 
versa; in practice this pitch could be supplied by the first flageolet tone of inrä-m-a 

phenomenon which is discussed in Problem 12.44 Likewise in another Problem we 
read that "it is possible to sing oTn from viräTf" (äTrö TfJS nTrczTTIS Tjv veäTTJv 
SvvacOa t CSeiv)-which might be rendered more generally as "from a lower note one 
can sing its higher octave" 45 The phenomenon is discussed at length in Problem 18: 

kv bi TOI 6rVTIcWVOIs Kal TýV kTipat UQV sSi. J. TÖ aÜTÖ iroLEI. i yäcp pla 

Tp6TrOV TIVQ TOTS (kupOTipWV IXE' cpWV4 S. C4)OTE Kal ptc(S zSo V71S 4V TaÜT1.1 Ti 

ouugwviax CSETat h ovupcavoc. Kal 6 i. poiv CSouivaty A TfjjS uýv CSouivrlS rf S 
Sj avAouuivrjS c'A'3aTrep utav dcupc. CSouaty. Stb uövrl icAc SETTat. ÖTI Iltis IXE' 

XOPSnS pwv1' V Tä ZVTtpwva 46 

With octaves, if one sings the one note, it has the same effect [sc. as the other]. For 

somehow the one has the sounds of both, so that when one is being sung its consonant 
counterpart is also being sung at that consonance [i. e. the octave], and if both are being 

sung or one is sung while the other is played on the avaös, both sing as though they were 

one. Wherefore this is the only consonance which is sung [sc. in parallel motion], because 

antiphonal notes [i. e. at an octave] have the voice of a single string. 

41 Jan (1895), 107. 

42 Ptol. Harm. 2.10 (63.19); cf. 1.6 (13.4f. ), 2.8 (58.21-24); cf. Scheltema (1932). 
43 Isid. Etym. 3.22.5. 
44 Cf. ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.12: Karl IV$OTty kV TC pcyäaw Tb utKpdV. Ko(l Ti Sta XAYEI 

SÜO ufiTat kV TTJ nrQTI) yIVOVTaI ("And the small is contained in the large. And by 

subdivision there are two vT rT1-s in vnäTij"); for Si rlYts as harmonic subdivision to 
produce partial tones, see Jan (1895), 84 ad loc. 

45 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.42. 
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Thus, a seven stringed lyre that spanned only a seventh would be perfectly well 

equipped to accompany songs of an octave or more in range-significantly, the 

Problem discusses vrt(peJ Vz explicitly in the context of instrumental 

accompaniment 4'' 

8.43 Thus the material which concludes Problem 7 answers, quite intelligibly, the 

heptachord posed in the question, and by extension the question posed by Problem 

47, which is identical. Moreover Problem 7, like 47, tacitly acknowledges the 

existence of a Dorian heptachord, since it proposes the absence of an upper octave but 

discusses this entirely using the modem octachordal dynamic values. For those 

strings which are not mentioned explicitly, then, we must assume these same values, 

and the result is the modem Dorian structure without its `výTf'. Conversely, the 

material at the end of Problem 47, which applies to the second heptachord it proposes, 

can be related to the interpolated second question of Problem 47. Both concluding 

passages refer to contiguous heptachords with no upper octave. Taken together then 

the two Problems provide a coherent picture, as though a single discussion has been 

split in two. As in Nicomachus, any idea of a defective octave heptachord disappears. 

8.44 The issue of XVT"pwv(a and its relation to the older heptachord is addressed by three 
further Problems which, in questioning the aptness of the name `middle' in a tuning 

of eight strings, are essentially corollaries of the foregoing. Problem 44 contains 
further details which are relevant to the issue of the epicentric strings, and is discussed 

in the next chapter. Consider here Problem 25, which encapsulates the issue: 

Aiä TI uiOT1 KaAE1Tal V Talc d(ppoviatS. TCJV St 6KTC) O1JK fQTI Ii oov; - 
"H ÖTI 

i1rTäxOpSOI rjaav al dcpuovial Tb Traaaldv, Tx Sý ihr-rä 9XEI {1thiOV 48 

Why is moil so called in the &puovlat, but there is no middle in a group of eight? Is it 

because the &ppovlat were heptachords in the old days, and a group of seven has a middle? 

46 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.18. 
47 Cf. ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.39b: TEAEUTCJQats S' EIS TQÜTÖV 00 TQÜTÖV r oIo mats ZV Kal 

KOIV6V TÖ IpyOV ai czIvEt ylvEoOat. KaOc 1TEp TOTS ÜTTÖ rv cSýV Kpo, ouaIV 

K. T. A. ("since they [sc. the air-impacts of two strings an octave apart] end at the same point, 
even if their action is not identical, their effect turns out to be one and the same, as with 
people who accompany song", etc. ). 

48 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.25. 
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8.45 Already in the fourth century B. C., it was a matter of curiosity that the octave was not 

called r St' 6KTC: ý ("the consonance through eight strings") on analogy with the 

fourth and fifth (A S« T£TTC pC V and A Sßä Tr yr respectively), but rather i Sßä 

iraowv ("the consonance through all the strings") 49 Some later authorities believed, 

on the strength of i Stir Traciav for the octave, that these names derived from the 

octachordal period. 50 But the fact that no certain information on the matter was 

available in the fourth century is enough to show that these names were by then 

already quite old-Aristoxenus attributed them to of iraaai0(51-for otherwise we 

might reasonably expect some memory of this coinage to have survived down to 

Aristoxenus, who clearly had recourse to the ideas of his octachordal predecessors. 

8.46 Now presumably the three interval names should conform to the same semantic logic. 

But since "through four" and "through five" entail inclusive counting of strings, 
does not "though all", if there were only seven strings, imply a defective octave 

scale? 52 Yet this interpretation leaves unexplained a crucial asymmetry. For there is 

no reason that this interval should not have been called "through seven" (i Si' in-r) 

on analogy with the other names; after all a `defective' octave, presumably, would not 
know itself to be lacking! That kTnä was omitted implies rather that an octave was not 
in fact spanned by seven strings-at least, not in the way that the fourth and fifth were 

constituted. 

8.47 This disparity is in fact some of our best evidence for ancient heptachords in the form 

mooted by some of the Problems, namely seven contiguous strings lacking an upper 
octave. For in such a structure the only way to count inclusively to this pitch would be 
to return to the first note-which, as the Problems and other sources tell us, was 
functionally identical with it by passing "though all the strings", &r naacw. 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, commenting on Aristotle's hnTQ Sý xopSal fi &puovlcx 

49 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.32: this passage is further discussed below. 

50 Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 51.10-15: Tf v 6tä rraoc3v, o;; TC npooayop£ve£7, Qav knEtsfi 
TÖ ? TpC TOV ZTTÖ Tis 6KTcXX6pSOU AÜpas b TrpC)TOS Kai papl/TaTOs 

4*6yyoS. 

KaAOI IIJEVOS LITr6 Tfl, T(; ) TEAEUTatCG) Kai 6 UT' TW, TOUTýUTI Ti 17%i7j, C1ýV C(ÜT1ý v 

Evpi6n avviXwv Qvupcwvfav KaT' &VT(pc vov; cf. Iamb. in Nic. 120.10-13: Tb S1ä 

rracav ... knwh v tcal avTb ovTws, ÖTi 'R([aas *irrEpt xEI TäS Tä 6E, raä 
O*p(pC va ä1TOTEAO1roac xopSQs. 

51 Aristox. Harm. 22. 

52 Cf. Burkert (1972), 393f. 
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("&puovia is seven strings")53 says exactly this: "seven are the notes of the octave" 
(k1rT& U p86yyot riS Si Trcza(Zv). 54 Here the use of (p%yyos to gloss xopS, j is crucial 
for showing that a `defective' octave is not meant-for every cp86yyos has a distinct 

Svvapts or `tonal significance' (cf. 8.2,10.30-33), whereas the Svvciucts of notes an 
octave apart were considered identical for all practical purposes. 55 We have seen in 

the Mesopotamian tablets, too, how the upper octave was omitted in the heptatonic 

enumeration of CBS 10996 (6.13). An illuminating and suggestive parallel is found in 

Sanskrit terminology, where saptak ("heptad"), meaning "octave", referred to the 

seven intervals of which it was comprised, whereas "from earliest times the scale is 

quoted as consisting of seven notes, the eighth being a repetition". 56 

8.48 Thus, we can find semantic unity for the three interval names only by supposing that 
they derive from the antique heptachordal period, and that these heptachords were 
contiguous. This may find confirmation in the fragment of Ion of Chios discussed in 

the last chapter, where Sts Tiaaapa is used in the description of the ancient 
heptachordal music (Trply uiv a' kn-rexTOVOV 1410 AAov ... 1r61VTEc). If 615 Ttooapa is in 

fact the correct reading, this passage can only be interpreted as a contiguous 
heptachord lacking a completing octave. As demonstrated in the last chapter, i Mr 

TETTäpc)V and h Stir 1rivTE only make consistent sense within a diatonic framework, 

and other details in the Ion fragment also pointed towards a systematic and cyclical 
diatonic conception. Once again, we glimpse the lost heptachordal6Ewpla from which 

53 Arist. Metaph. 14.1093a14. 

54, Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 1093a13; cf. perhaps Nicom. Exc. 8 (280.1ff. ): &Wr 1rc s 

prIoty 6KTc opatpwv ovßcv eirTh A yovTat tTvat of cp0(Syyot; ("But how can he 

say that the notes are said to be seven when there are eight spheres? "). 

55 See ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.14: laö-rris irri pOdyywv tear. ).; 19.16: &vdcytal yäp -rhv 
kTipocv buocpwvCty. 6aTi: Svo 1rp65 utav pwvty ytv6i cvat &(paviýovat Tiiv 
hipav; 19.17: ti a rr toTty äpa Kal &AArl ("[sc. the octave] is simultaneously the 

same and different"); 19.18: Tb avT6 hroLE! (quoted above); 19.19; 19.39b: S16 Tt 
SuväwEt OIK bat Eloiv [sc. al äAXat ouu4pwviai] ... ZV Kal KOIV6V Tb Ipyov; 

19.42: 6 TfiS VEd(Tfls peßyyos &X6Tpt6s kaTi Kai Myc v Kal äPXÖIEVOS. Tt & 

v rctn Mycav, 6 avT6S; Ptol. Harm. 1.6 (13.4f. ): h Sta iraowv avupwvia, TGCv 
TrOIO VTwv a? Ttjv p66yywv &StapopovvTc., wv KaT& TfiV Svvauty kv6S ("the 

consonance of the octave, whose notes [(p96yyot], in terms of actual function, are no 
different from a single [sc. note]"); cf. 2.8 (58.21-24), where this is related to the cyclicity 
of T6 tjpuocu¬vov, i. e. "attunement" in scales constructed according to the heptatonic 

principles of avviXeta, as codified by Aristoxenus (cf. 7.26-39). 
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Eratocles and Aristoxenus' other immediate predecessors set out. 

8.49 With all this in mind we may tackle the final and most difficult Problem that touches 

upon the issue: 

At TI Mr TraQCJV KaXElTal, ä M' OV KQTä TbV apiOu v St' 61CTc, CýQTTEp Kal 

Stä TETTäpC)V Kal 6L THVTE; - "H ÖTI i`Trrä i'jaav at xopSal Tb äpXaiov, ETT' 

iýEX&V Tf1V TpiTnv Tipiravbpos Tfjv i4rgv Trpoa OnKE Kal kTTI TO1ITOU >`KI%T'IeT, 

Stec TraaCwv, &XX' ov Sl' 6KTt" Sl' k1rTä y&p AV . 
57 

Why is it [sc. the octave] called "through all" but not "through eight" in accord with its 

number, like the fourth ["through four"] and the fifth ["through five"]? Is it because in the 

old days there were seven strings, and then Terpander took out TpITT1 and added v6-M. and 

because of this it was called "through all", and not "through eight": for it was "through 

seven"? 

8.50 This is the final passage which has been taken as indicating a defective octave scale, 

and I have translated it initially according to this interpretation. Jan rendered the 

structure as follows: 58 

H PH LM PM/T PN N 

E2 F2 G2 A2 C3 D3 E3 

This reading does no syntactical violence to the Greek, and so is superficially 
intelligible. Yet it cannot be right. To begin with, this hypothetical defective octave 
scale would not provide the answer sought by the questioner, for as argued above, 
there is no reason this should not be called "through seven". That is, if Si' 6TTä Yap 
Av is really to explain, as yap shows it must, why the seven-stringed octave was called 
"through all", one must impute to Terpander the prophetic knowledge that the octave 
should have had eight strings rather than seven: the name would apologize for its own 
shortcoming. 

8.51 One might suppose the answerer was obtuse enough not to realize this difficulty. But 

consider the close parallels between this and the other Problems considered above. 

- Asking the same question about uiorl as 44 and 25, and sharing with 7 and 47 (and 

56 See Fox-Strangways (1914), 107,142 (quotation), et passim; cf. Deva (1974), 22. 
57 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.32. 

58 Jan (1895), 81. 
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Nicomachus) the crisis between upper octave and absence/presence of an inner string 
(which is either TpfTT1 or rr v vov irapap6Qnv Kaaovuivrlv), this Problem serves to 

unite the two previous pairs with itself in a single scholarly discussion. This alliance 
is sealed by iEeawv, which extends the verbal correspondence between äcprjpovv and 
iQpovv in Problems 7 and 47. 

8.52 There, as here, we saw that the verb was used to describe a feature of current 

octachordal usage which did not occur in the ancient heptachord. This is oddly 

expressed, as Jan observed, by an active verb, as though the heptachord were being 

created from the octachord rather than vice versa. 59 On the strength of the parallels, 
then, the sense should not be that Terpander subtracted something from the ancient 
heptachord, but that he omitted to use a string which was present at the time the 

question was asked. This then forces us to read of FT-rcz not in its primary sense, 
denoting "sequence of time, without any notion of cause", but with the secondary 
force of consequence, where there is commonly a sense of surprise or incongruity 60 

Thus: 

Is it because in ancient times there were seven strings, and so [sc. as a consequence], 

Terpander omitted [i. e. did not have] TpIt [sc. as it is today] and added O q? 

Likewise in Problems 7 and 47, the ancients were said to have ̀ removed' TptT T or 
the Stä Eu is (ol äpXaiot ... v St Tpttv Ali povv) from their heptachord-all three 
Problems realizing, as Nicomachus still would, that Tp1T was not an independent 

string in the heptachord. 

8.53 But how does this comport with the "addition" of O-m? The answer lies in the 

pairing of tEEX &v and Trpoa OT , which exhibit a special relationship beyond the 

confines of this Problem. Isocrates, for example, describes a perfect speech as one in 

which "they were able neither to add or subtract anything from what had been said" 
(Kal irpoaGeivat uAv ovSW ETXov TOTS E1pr vots o*S' &(pehhiv) 61 Thucydides uses the 

59 Jan (1895), 81: venia autem habenda Peripatetico qui ordine rerum inverso (neque enim 
ex octo nervis septem factae sunt) quaerit. 

60 See LSJ II; Smyth (1920), 462f. (2080,2082). 

61 Isoc. 12.264. 
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same words in regard to the potential modification of a treaty, suggesting a quasi- 
formulaic quality to the pair. 62 Thus Aristotle cites the idea as proverbial: 

80EV E160aaty klTI ycty TOTS EÜ 9XOVOty fpyots 8TL OÜTE ipEAEN 9OTty OÜTE 

Trpo0OEivat. as TfjS uýv vttEpßoans Kal T5 AAE(YEws pOEtpovans T6 Eü. TfIs ö& 

IIEOÖTT1TOS oc o oTjs 63 

Whence they are accustomed to say that one can neither take away from nor add to deeds 

which are perfect, because excess and deficiency ruin perfection, while the mean preserves it. 

8.54 This pursuit of the mean is the ideal "of all good craftsmen" who "work looking 
towards this principle" (ol Sh &yaOoi TEXVITQI 

... Trp4S TOOTO ßAUTTOVTEs 

kpyä ovTai). ' He avoids all excess or deficiency in the rules of his craft, and 
"accepts" (alpEºTat) the mean of not omitting (#EA£iv) or adding (Trpoo6Eivat) 

anything. 65 For, as Plato says, "if we take away, or add, or transpose anything ... it 
is immediately something else" (Lcv TI äc awu£v n npo000 iEV n uETaOc iv TI ... 
£VOIJS 9TEp6v OTIV). 66 

8.55 The good craftsman, who neither adds nor subtracts anything in order to preserve his 

Tdxvrj in its pure form, resonates with Terpander's usual association with the 
traditional heptachord, which he established rather than transformed. Thus, when the 
Problem says that Terpander "subtracted TpITTI and added viyu, we must, with the 

curious time inversion that Problems 7,32, and 47 all employ, understand him as 
`undoing' an operation which had already, in the speaker's day, transformed the 
normative heptachord. In effect, then he is subtracting a TptTq which had been added, 
and adding a vATri which had been subtracted. That vfirq could have been subtracted 
in the creation of the octachord is a curious way to view the matter, but is decisively 

paralleled by the material in Problem 47: 

"H ov Thv výTrjv äXVi W IV vvv Trapauianv KaaovuivTly acpi povv Kal Tb 

62 Th. 5.23.6: nv U TI Soq AaiSatuovtotS ical 'A6rlvafotS irpooOctvat Kal (cXeiv 
Trepl VfS avuuaX[aS. ÖTI av SoK. evopKOV äI pOTipotS tTvat. 

63 ̀  Arist. EN 2.6.1106b9ff. 

64 Arist. EN 2.6.1106b13ff.; cf. 8f.: fr äßa rota-rAgrl 
... irpbs Tb uiQOV ßainovoa. 

65 Arist. EN 2.6.1106b5ff.: Tray kntOTrjuwv -rt v ÜTTEppoXl v ihv Kal Tý v ¬AAE, ytv 
p£ÜyEt. TÖ Se i aov ýr1TEl Kai T011S' alpE Tal. 
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Tovia iov St6ra-mua 

Or was it not v1Tn but 'rracpauion-in its present day usage, i. e. the [disjunctive] 

wholetone interval-which they left out? 

8.56 Here the heptachord is described as "not omitting vA r" (o, rv v, 'rrty ... xq pow), 
where the negating of the one verb implies the positive of its proverbial 

partner-exactly what we find in Problem 32 with -rhv O-Mv irpoaiOnit. Thus, 

whereas in the octachord the "addition" of Tptrr] (variably expressed as i Stet cvt is 

or i vº, v Kaaoupivfl lrapauýari) occasioned the `removal' of v>5" from its former 

position-noting now the two senses of this English word-the `removal' of Tptnl 
brings the "addition", i. e. `un-removal', of v, -M to its previous position. In both 

Problems, the extreme string vim is used elliptically to stand pars pro toto for the 

others so affected; likewise, Nicomachus implied rather than enumerated the collateral 
movement of other strings affected by Pythagoras' inserted tone. The antiphonal 
practice of omitting the upper octave, mooted in Problem 7 and resulting from the 
`return' to the Terpandrean norm of the contiguous heptachord, serves well enough to 

explain the final part of Problem 32: "this is why it was called `through all' but not 
`through eight': for there were seven strings" (girl TOOTO kth Ori Bt h( iraaav. &&A' ov 
Si' 6KTC Y Si' kTrT& yäp AV). 

8.57 In Problem 32, then, Terpander functions as a symbol of the traditional heptachord, 

and a spokesman for the ancient musicians who, ps. -Plutarch maintained, used "the 
Terpandrean citharody" which "endured until the time of Phrynis" (i} uFv Kara 
TipiravSpov KtOapc)Sla Kal ' XPI ß"1S CDPvMSos 1ALKiaS ... SIETACI) in the fifth 

century. 67 This accords completely with Problems 7 and 47, which took an historical 

view of the heptachord-octachord transition, not associating it with some legendary 
figure like Pythagoras-let alone Terpander-but clearly viewing the activity of 
previous generations of musicians, "the ancients" generally (ol ä pXa oi). 

8.58 We find then a coherent, if inconclusive, Peripatetic discussion of the transition from 
heptachord to octachord; this is extended by other evidence to be considered later (cf. 
9.36-37). But its refraction into a number of separate Problems altogether obscured 
this unity. In particular, if one were collecting testimonia about Terpander, and looked 
at Problem 32 in isolation, it would be easy to form a false conclusion. This can 

66 Pl. Cra. 432a; cf. 418a: 1rpoaTtOt`vTES ... Kal týatpovvres; 431c: 1rpooTt6EIS n 
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account for a number of later sources, shown to be eccentric simply by their relatively 

small number, which have Terpander modify rather than establish the ancient 
heptachord. Thus ps. -Plutarch states that: 

E'Trol TLS "Cl) TäV. OJS VOV irtrb TCV äpXa(wv 7rpoaEý£vpgTal Kal 
KEKatvoTÖ tT1TaI; " gTlu1 Ka1 a*TÖS. ÖTl 7tpOQEýEVpT1Tal. 6AAQ UETä TOO O£J. IVOO 

Kal TrpiTrOVTOS. of )'äp 1OTOpAoaVT£S Tic TOtaOTa TEplrävSpw PW 'fl V TE 

, 66plov vliTnv -rrpooETiOEOav. ov Xpnoau vwv a1Ti TaV ItA rpooOEV KaTa Td 

i Aoc. Kal TbV Miýoau&lov & Tbvov öaov 1rpoa£ý£vpf oOal MyETal. 68 

Someone might say, "So, my good man, was nothing additional invented or newly-forged 
by the ancients? " I myself admit this, that there were inventions-but in accordance with 

the noble and fitting. For those who research such matters attribute [1rpoatT[Ocoav] to 

Terpander Dorian výTfl, his predecessors not using it in their tuning, and he is also said to 

have invented the whole Mixolydian TdvoS. 

8.59 The phrase Dcpiov v, -Mv irpoacTiOEaav, when compared with rjv vAT-nv irpooiOq , 
suggests the ultimate dependence of ps. -Plutarch's source on Problem 32. But the 
different usage of the verb shows that the author has failed to see the significance of 
its original pairing with týEAcv. As a result the phrase oiv Xpnaauivwv avTi TCJv 
¬uTrpooOcv reveals that EI-ra in Problem 32 has been read temporally rather than 

consequently, and so Terpander's `actions' are seen to postdate and transform the 
traditional heptachord. In sources later than Aristoxenus, `Dorian' refers to the 
central disjunct octachord that provided string names with their normal dynamic pitch 
values, and so "Dorian vrjTrj" here must refer to the octave above inrd ni, and so 
Terpander's invention entails the creation of an octachord. But the next discovery, 
"the whole Mixolydian T6vos", reveals an attempt to rationalize this spurious 
octachord with the "noble and fitting" in music for which Terpander traditionally 

stood. For the Mixolydian TövoS is, with the addition of an eighth note at the top to 
complete the octachord, identical with the conjunct heptachord which is mooted by 
Problem 47 and Nicomachus as the normal form of the ancient seven strings. If this 
absence of Stäýevýis answers to iECAfv ThV Tp(TTIv in the Problem-cf. v vov 
napauionv KaAouuivnv ac(pijpovv in Problem 47-then we might have some further 

evidence for Philolaus' use of Tp(rn as B2. The irony of Terpander, the most 
renowned exponent of the old style of music, being linked with the crucial fifth- 
century development which led to its transformation, is addressed by ps. -Plutarch's 

67 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1133b-c. 
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opening apology that this innovation was made with respect and dignity-as though 

anything done by the great Terpander would be approved by conservative critics, while 

every other instance of , roauxopS[a was unanimously condemned. 

8.60 A passage in ps. -Censorinus may be accounted for in a similar way. According to 

this tradition Terpander, having inherited an ancient conjunct heptachord, "augmented 

this number by introducing the disjunction" (hunc numerum auxisse Terpandrum 

adiectione diezeugmenu). 69 Here then we have a doublet of the sequence found in 

Nicomachus, whereby Terpander stands to his forbears as Pythagoras did to his! 

These misreadings of Problem 32 were probably supported by the problematic 
`historical' relationship between Terpander and Orpheus, both of whom were 

considered originators of the seven-stringed lyre. We have seen one treatment of this 

ambiguity in the lyre catalogue of Nicomachus, where Terpander was allowed his 

traditional association with the instrument , 
but was rejected as the true inventor (cf. 

4.31-35). 

8.61 The rationalizations in ps-Censorinus and several related sources seems to derive from 

a contamination of Problem 32 (as misread) with the well known passage of 
Timotheus' Persians: 

'rp)TOS TrOtKIX611OUoOS 'Op- 

PEUS <X » 1V fTiKVG)OEV 

ul s Kaaatdira<S) TTIEpiaS ¬irt 

TipiravSpoc S' hTrl T4 SE 

KaTTJVýE po aav kv WsalS' 

AioßoS S' AtoXla v<tv) 'Av- 

Tiaag yE vaTO KAEtvdv" 

vvv St TtuöOEoc I Tpotc 
5uOi o15 T(E) kVÖEKaKpOtI A6TOlS7O 

The first devotee of complex music, 
Orpheus, brought forth the tortoise-shell lyre 

Calliope's son, in Pieria. 

And Terpander after him 

Elaborated this music in his songs; 
Aeolian Lesbos begot him to be 

Glorious for Antissa; 

And now Timotheus with measures and 
Rhythms of eleven-stringed accompaniment 

68 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1140f. 

69 Ps. -Censor. de Mus. 6.610.14f. Timotheus is duly mentioned next, and here is yet another 
doublet; for he is given credit for the disjunctive tone (paramesen). 

70 I agree with Janssen (1984) 141ff. that :' vScKaKpovuäTOts tends to downplay the 
controversial issue of Timotheus' lroAuXopSta. But it cannot be completely divorced 
from the eleven-stringed lyre with which other sources connect him (ps. -Laconian decree ap. 
Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.1 (182.7-183.10), improved text in Wilamowitz (1903), 70f., q. v. 
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Kt6aply kýaVaTAAEt Brings to life the ancient cithara [KL9api51 

Oiioavpbv iroAvvuvov ol- Breaking into the many-hymned 

Eas Mouoäv OaaaIEVT6V 71 Treasure house of the Muses. 

8.62 To counter the charges of outrageous novelty and the problems his music had faced in 

Sparta (cf. 2.37-38), Timotheus here aligns himself with the past masters, while at the 

same time promoting his reputation as an innovator. 72 The new music antihero saw a 

double standard in the Spartan devotion to the memory of Terpander, who had been no 

less a musical pioneer in his own day. The Lesbian singer had also vaunted his 

KaIVTOI(a by urging "let us sing new hymns on the seven-stringed phorminx" 
(knTaT6vca (pdputyyt vious KEAaS, ziaouEv vuvous). But when Timotheus brought his 

own "new hymns" to Sparta he is accused of "dishonoring the ancient music" 

(1raAatoTipav v: ̀ots / ii toots uoOaav &TtuC)) 73 He does not deny that his art is novel, 

calling on Apollo "the promoter of the new-wrought Muse/music" (&ýCav Mooaav 

v>: oTEJXn)? 4 Yet, he claims, he is not like the other modernists, "those who pervert the 

ancient music" (Toss Si touoonaAatoAvuas) 75 

8.63 Conspicuous by his absence, Phrynis is tacitly included in these wreckers of the old; 

according to tradition, the grandfather of the avant-garde had fared similarly at the hands 

for Hellenistic dating; cf. 1.20 (209.1f. ); Nicom. Exc. 4 (274.5f. )); and its compounding 

with KpovuäTOIS is perfectly intelligible in terms of stringed-instrument accompaniment. 
71 Tim. Pers. fr. 15.221-233 (PMG 791). My text differs in places from that of Page and 

Wilamowitz: see the comments of Janssen (1984) ad loc. 

72 See for example the reading of Janssen (1984), 151ff. Though his ideas suffer from an 

imperfect grasp of the musicological issues, his interpretation of Timotheus' rhetorical 

stance is, on the whole, convincing. 

73 Tim. Pers. fr. 15.211ff. (PMG 791). 

74 Tim. Pers. fr. 15.202f. (PMG 791). 

75 Wilamowitz (1903), 27, paraphrases this word as Tons &t K(ZS Tfjjt naAatat Tixvrlt 

Xpwuivovs irotrlT&S. West (1992), 361, understands as "those out-of-date music- 

spoilers"; so too Janssen (1984) ad loc. and 151. But 211f. (TraAatoTrrpav 
... uoGoav) 

as well as fr. 20.5 (PMG 796) (Movoa -rraAatä), quoted below, shows that it is not the 
"spoilers" who are 1raAato-, but the music itself. A sardonic pun involving the other 

sense is not out of the question, but the surface meaning of "those who destroy the old 
music" cannot be avoided, since Timotheus goes on to present himself as the worthy heir to 
this ancient tradition. 
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of the ephors. 76 That Timotheus distances himself from his predecessor's crimes is of 

course laughable-no doubt intentionally-for with these pious objections one may 

compare his own shameless boast elsewhere-"I do not sing the old.. . Away with the 

Old Muse" (oiK &EISw -rsc iraaatä ... bnrtTw Movßa iraaaiä ). 77 Phrynis' radical 

approach had in fact paved the way for Timotheus' own successes, as Aristotle 

recalled. 78 In a single stroke, Timotheus betrays the past master and claims his 

leadership of the New Music just as, in another poem, he had exulted in his victory 

over the "Ionian melody-bender" at one of the contests. 79 And there is a further point 

to this usurpation. As we have seen, Phrynis was considered heir to the Lesbian 

citharodic y voc (cf. 2.12-13); Terpander and his heirs down to Pericleitus had reigned 

supreme at the Carneian festival in Sparta, at which Timotheus is said to have 

competed. 80 Timotheus closes the poem as a new Terpander, calling on Apollo-god of 
harmony (cf. 4.15)-to grant the city "peace blooming with good order" (ElpAvnv 

66raaouaav Eirvou(g)81-clearly recalling the Lesbian celebrity's past services to Sparta, 

and answering the charge that he would render the city "dissonant and unharmonious" 
(cf. 2.40). 

8.64 By linking Orpheus and Terpander in an evolutionary sequence, and making the former 

the inventor of the seven-stringed lyre, Timotheus deprives the latter of his traditional 

achievement. What innovation he does attribute to the Lesbian citharode is obscured by 

textual uncertainty. Wilamowitz read the sequence ETTITü. )IDEKATEYiE as iTrl Tc) Ska 

/ i; evýE uovoav kv c baTS ("after Orpheus Terpander yoked the Muse in ten strings"), 

and most scholars have followed suit. 82 The emendation is superficially attractive, 
because the root verb ýcvy- is otherwise prominent in the language of #uovtia. 83 But 
the resulting syntax is less than clear. It is difficult, if not impossible, to equate c ba s 

76 Plut. Apoph. lac. 220c; other sources collected in 2.40. 

77 Tim. fr. 20 (PMG 796). 

78 Arist. Metaph. 2.993b15f.: El uiv y&p Ttp60EoS ii tyivETO. iroXXt v au 

tIEAolTOLIaV OÜK EYXou£V" El & uh Dpvvtc. Tti 6B£oS ovK äu yiv£ro ("For if there 

were no Timotheus, we would not have a lot of music; but if there had been no Phrynis, 

there would be no Timotheus"). 

79 Tim. fr. 26 (PMG 802). 
80 Plut. Inst. lac. 238c: TtuoOiov St dcywvLýouivov T& KäpvEIa; Cf. Wilamowita (1903), 

68. 

81 Tim. Pers. fr. 15.237-240 (PMG 791). 
82 See Janssen (1984), 153ff. for the various interpretations and arguments. 
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with XopSaiS 84 Nor is there any point in specifying "ten songs", as some would read; 

quite apart from being unparalleled by any other source, the musical history sketched by 

Timotheus clearly focuses on string configurations. West has suggested that 

Timotheus could have singled out from tradition the detail that Terpander added three 

strings to an older lyre-thus increasing the number of strings from seven to ten. 85 

8.65 But this would then become the only source to attribute ten strings to Terpander, and 

would tend to undermine Timotheus' own claims to innovation. By contrast, we have 

seen that, in two eccentric sources which made him proceed beyond an older heptachord, 

the increase entailed but a single string, and there are two further sources to be 

considered which conform to this. For this reason, it is preferable to adopt the reading 

of Aron, who makes the division earl TaSE / Kan1výs uooaav v c. SaTS, which may be 

rendered as "After Orpheus Terpander expanded the music in his songs". 86 Parallels 

are found in Theon of Smyrna, who uses the related form bmnu ýný i vn to describe the 

polychordal music which grew from the ancient heptachord; 87 Proclus' use of 

auvauEnoat, and ps. -Plutarch's Yjv" rY i-at, in similar contexts; 88 and also auxisse in the 

ps. -Censorinus passage cited above. 

83 Besides the common terms Staýevýts and Stelevyuivov considered above, there are the 

forms avl evýat, auf vyla, and Trapil Euroar. considered below and at 9.32. 

84 Janssen (1984) ad loc. We might seek parallels in avvcpSia, an alternate for avupcavfa, 

where clearly the root refers to a single voice or sound, and the compounds of -yrlpuv 

considered in 3.7-8; compare also the TETpaoCStov attributed to Terpander by ps. -Plut. de 

Mus. 1132d with TETpc yapvv ... ääotSäv in fr. 4.1 Gostoli, contrasting the comments 

of West (1971), 307f. and Anderson (1994), 62 n., with whom I agree that the comparison 

is strained. 
85 West (1992), 362 n. 22. Cf. for example P1in. N. H. 7.204 septem chordis primum cecinit 

III ad III! primas additis Terpander ("Terpander first sang to seven strings, three having 

been added to the first four"). 

86 This reading is preferred by Janssen (1984), 153ff. and Gostoli (1990), test. 46. 

87 Theo Sm. 51.15-18 (the source is Adrastus): &Trnv;, nujvnS St f1S uouatK lS Kal 

iroauX6pSwv Ka1 1roaug66yywv yEyov6TCav 6py6vwv K. T. J. 

88 Prod. Chr. ap. Phot. Bibl. 320b5-11: SoKEi St TipiravSpos uAv lrpC, TOS TEAEt&aat 
Tbv v6uov. hp c lJ TPw XPnoaucvos. I1rsITa 'Aptwv 6 MnOvuvaTos o1K 6atya 

ouvauEnoat, aOT6S Kal notrirjs Kal KIOclpcaSbS yev6uevoc. CDpvvts St 6 
MITUAI1VaIOS kKaIV0T6IT1OEV a1IT6V" Tö TE yC1cp kýäiETpOV TCc AEXUUJVW 

aUVIYE Kal xOpSals TC? V &TTT& TTXEtooty iXP 0aTO. Tit6eEOs St ÜQTEpCV EIS 

.�i vüv avT6V fyayE Täýty; ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1135d: E1pfKC5 Karä Svvauty irEpl 
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8.66 With Terpander's string number unspecified, Timotheus' picture may still conform to 

the common tradition about Terpander's seven-stringed lyre. In this way the passage 

becomes aligned with the sequence in Nicomachus, where Terpander's heptatony was 

not his invention, but did inaugurate a new phase of music. Thus we can explain the 

tradition that Timotheus added four strings to the original seven, represented by 

Pausanias, Cicero, and most importantly the forged Laconian decree of Hellenistic date 

whose dependence on Timotheus' Persians is evident. 89 As ps. -Plutarch records, 

Timotheus, "though the lyre had had seven notes since the time of Terpander, broke it 

up into many" 90 

8.67 It can equally account for the misreading in ps. -Censorinus. For where Orpheus stands 

for the ancient heptachord, and Terpander for some subsequent elaboration-seemingly 

the completion of the octave according to the misreading of Problem 32-the two may 

be linked in the same evolutionary sequence which Nicomachus associates with 

Pythagoras. That Problem 32 and Timotheus have been contaminated in this way is 

shown by a tradition which surfaces in Plutarch, whereby Terpander, having added one 

string for the sake of 1TOWX(a, suffers at the hands of the Spartan ephors the same fate 

as Phrynis and Timotheus191 Moreover, his instrument is said to have been hung up on 

display-exactly what happened to Timotheus in the account of Pausanias. Further 

duplication occurs between Phrynis and Timotheus, for both are asked on which side 

TE TfiS 1Tpc. )Tf1S I. 1OuOud'iS Kal TCJV TrpGTov £VpÖvTC va rr v Kal ÜTTÖ ttvc v 

KaT& Xpövovs TaºS Trpoa£ý£Up&a£ß1V 710ýfTat. KaTairavOw Tbv aöyov ("Having 

spoken as I can about the first music and those who first invented it, and by whom it was 

increased in time by further inventions, I shall finish my account"). 

89 Cie. Leg. 2.15.39: illa severa Lacedaemo nervos iussit quos plures quarr septem haberet 

in Timotheifidibus incidi; Paus. 3.12.10-11: iVTa00a Kpiuaaav AaKESatuövtot ThV 

TtuoO ov Tov Mtariatov Kt66[pav. KaTayv6VT£S ÖTt XopSaTS k1TT& TaTS 

äpXalatS kq£vp£v b Ti KtOapc)Siac Tiaoapas XopSeis: ps. -Laconian decree ap. 

Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.1 (182.7-183.10); compare in particular Ttu66£oS 
... Täu 

rraAatäv 11(2)&V &TtuäOSrl with Tim. Pers. fr. 15.211f. (PMG 791): naXatoTipav 

.. uovoaV fTLI1(). 

90 ps. -glut. de Mus. 1141c: 6rrap66yyov Tns Avpas vnapXovonS fwS EIS 

TiprravSpov TbV 'AVTtOaaTov. St ppt4£v EIS irA£tovaS 4PO6yyovS. 

91 Plut. Inst. lac. 17.238c-d: XM Kai Töv TipiravSpov. apXaIK6TaTOV Kal 
äpt(3TOV 6VTa T&V KaO' ltaUTÖV Kteapc)baV ... öuws of Iyopot Lýrlu(woav Kal 
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they wish their supernumerary strings to be severed 92 

8.68 Plutarch, who attests this tripartite tradition about Terpander, Phrynis and Timotheus, 

may be taken as a terminus ante quem for the confusion of the sources; Athenaeus also 

refers to the three times the Spartans rescued music 93 Thus ps. -Plutarch cites previous 

scholarship on the subject of Terpander's eighth string (oi yäp iOTOp, 'ßaVTES Ttc 

TotaoTa); likewise Nicomachus mentions "many" and "other" discussions of 
Philolaus' odd terminology, which authors we may infer to have dealt also with the 

Pythagorean octachord. 94 The origin of the Terpandrean contamination should lie in a 

compilatory work which excerpted from their larger contexts testimonia about certain 
figures, making deductions, often false, from their juxtaposition. One possible 

candidate is Thrasyllus, the astrologer of Tiberius, who wrote a TfEpl TO 6rTaX6pSou 

probably in the early first century A. D (cf. 7.15) 95 This work probably collected and 

analyzed ancient testimonia regarding the founders and transformers of the ancient 
heptachord. He treated Pythagorean musical mathematics and the Harmony of the 
Spheres, 96 but since Nicomachus disdainfully rejects his treatment of Pythagorean 

material, in particular the division of the monochord, 97 it may be that Thrasyllus favored 

the Terpandrean rather than Pythagorean invention of the octachord. 

8.69 Thrasyllus is sufficiently late to have lost the more realistic historical perspective found 
in the fourth-century Peripatetic material; for, besides the Aristotelian Problems, there is 
fragmentary material from Aristoxenus which views the matter in a decidedly more 
historical light: 

Kal ý GllýOAVSloS St 1TaOTlTtKA TIS eQTI. TpayQSiats #u6ýovaa. 'AptaTd tvos Si 

(pn0t Mairpw TrptTnv avpaoOat98 Tf v utýoav&QT(. nap' At TovS 

TpacywSOTrotovs uaOFXv ÄQß6VTCts yOÜV a*TOVS OUtEÜýCxt Ti SWptOTI" 

Tijv KI6apav avTOV" 1rpoocTraTTäAEUOav pipOVTES, öTt utav uövrly XopShV 
MTEIVE TTEP1000TipaV TOO TrotKI)OU TfjS (pWVTýS XgpLV. 

92 For Phrynis, Plut. De prof virt. 84a; Timotheus, Plut. Inst. lac. 17.238c. 
93 Ath. 628b. 

94 Nicom. Ench. 9 (252.15,253.14). 

95 Porph. in Harm. 5 (91.14); for Thrasyllus generally, cf. Barker (1982-9), 209f. 
96 Thrasyllus ap. Theo Sm. 85.8ff.; 93.9-11; 205.5f. 

97 Nicom. Ench. 11 (260.12-17). 

98 This might be amended to the perfect middle EvptjaOa l (Janko), but the first aorist is not 
unparalleled: see LSJ s. v. evp[aKw. 
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The Mixolydian too is a rather emotional [sc. äpuovfa], fitting to tragedies. Awl 

Aristoxenus says that Sappho first invented the Mixolydian, from whom the tragedians learned 

it-taking it up, that is, and yoking it together [auýE V"hoc i] with the Dorian. 

This testimonium belongs to a group which report various landmarks in the history of 

tuning; ps. -Plutarch has just compiled a number of these. What historical truth such 

reports conceal in their simplicity is a long-standing scholarly problem. They are 

particularly challenging for the hypothesis that the complete diatonic cycle was known 

since the Orientalizing period, for they seem to support the idea of a gradual evolution. 
One explanation may be that Aristoxenus and subsequent historians, while closer to the 

mid-fifth century changes than figures like Nicomachus, nevertheless did not have clear 
facts at hand about the state of music two or three centuries earlier; it may be, for 

example, that the oldest surviving piece in Mixolydian tuning that Aristoxenus could 
find was from the hand of Sappho. It might also be that the Mixolydian, Dorian, 

Phrygian etc were not always synonymous with the diatonic tunings, but were 

transferred to them at a later stage as being approximations. This represents a 

modification of the conventional view, so that diatonic tunings existed alongside, or even 

preceded, these other structures, rather than emerging later as systematized forms of 
them (cf. 1.12). 

8.70 The material reported here by Aristoxenus is valuable for its historical contextualization 
of the same tonal structures which form the nucleus of the avaTrlua T: <a£tov, and which 
the false legends of Terpander and Pythagoras also address. For the later Mixolydian 

Tbvos is structurally identical with the paradigmatic conjunct structure-if expressed as 
an octachord-which is placed alongside the disjunct octachord as a means of 
illustrating the mechanism of u£TaßoAt. This can explain the curious use, seemingly by 

Aristoxenus, of the verb irapain oauStät£ty to describe the music of those who, in 

Argos of bygone days, "first tried to use more than the seven strings" (Tbv 

LTrIXr; Ip1 QaVTa TTpCJTOV TOTS Tra£1oat T&V knT X XpAaaaOat). 100 Here TroXuXop&la is 

clearly equated with modulation, rather than mere linear expansion of range, as though 
the point of an eighth string were not to provide the missing-and tonally 

redundant-upper octave, but to allow two distinct apuoviat to exist side-by-side, e. g.: 

99 Aristox. fr. 81 = ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1136c; cf. Psell. De trag. 5: TC)V St Tövwv 
TrAEIGTOV výv 1 ? raXat& [SC. TpayIKf ] Kt<xpnITal TC> TE AWp((a KOf T« 
MlýOÄUS[GJ K. T. A. 
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E2 F2 G2 A2 Bb2 B2 C3 D3 

While this `juxta-mixolydianizing' clearly points to modulation from conjunct to 

disjunct as crystallized in the aiva-rnua TAEºov and arises as a corollary to ouv xcta, 
Aristoxenus does not restrict it to a single uETaßoMM. For this would require only one 

additional string, whereas the plural TO-15 TrAEfoot allows for a number of such 

modulations. At the same time, these are seen as conforming to the basic conjunct- 
disjunct relationship, the `crossroads' of Eratocles and Ion of Chios. With 

TrapauwýoauSic ctv. then, we might compare the word ui4oStq, glossed by Hesychius 

with TpioSos-recalling Ion's Täc auugwvovoas äpuovfac Tpt6SouS. 

8.71 It is interesting that Aristoxenus describes the Mixolydian as 1rcxOgTua', for in the 
Elementa Harmonica he defines IE raßoXTI as "a certain nä8os occurring in the 
organization of the melody" (iräüovc Tlv6S QUI4a(VOVTOS kV TT TiS GIEAGJS1aS TäEet), 
while Cleonides labels the unmodulating disjunct octachord Tra6n. 101 It is true that 

elsewhere other tonal structures are described as `pathetic', while conversely TrcOos 
describes a number of melodic `experiences' besides modulation of species. 102 But in 

the present case there is a special parallelism, since in both the Qvo-rnua TAFlov and the 
tragedians' practice alike, hETaßoXA is defined in contrast to the normative Dorian. The 
form auCEVýat. standing midway between Slaýeuýls and auvaq , serves to bridge the two 

structures; we may compare Ptolemy's use of , rapiýevKTal to describe a similar 
historical combining of conjunct and disjunct structures, as well as avývyla in 
Nicomachus to describe the one pairing of blacksmiths' pipes which was not consonant, 
but rather the difference between the fourth and fifth-i. e. the same TdvoS which defines 

the disjunctive structure. 103 

8.72 Ps. -Plutarch goes on to adduce a tradition which is clearly related to this subject: 

100 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1144f. 

101 Aristox. Harm. 38; Cleonid. 11 (201.20); for the Mixolydian as pathetic, cf. ps. -Arist. Pr. 
19.48 (with Jan's supplements). 

102 Aristotle names the Phrygian as pathetic (Pol. 8.1342b1ff. ), Adrastus the chromatic (ap. 
Theo Sm. 55.7); Bacch. 45 (302.16ff. ) lists various irä0q rfjS ucAwSIaS. 

103 ptol. Harm. 2.5 (51.19f. ); Nicom. Ench. 6 (246.5-14). 
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AaunpoKAt`a T6V 'AOnvaiov QvvtS6vTat. ÖTl 0ÜK kVTaOOQ IXET fv StQCEu tv &rrou 

CYXE86V ä TcZVTES 4)OVTO 6äAA' kirl T6 6C%% Totov`TOV arrfjS &-rEpyäßaoOat Tö 

QXnua olov Tb dtirb iratpa it anc k, rl v, rh-Mv vTraTov. 104 

And Lamprocles the Athenian, comprehending that the disjunction was not in the place where 

nearly everyone thought it was, but at the top, worked out its [sc. the Mixolydian's] form 

such that it was like that from iroc pa uian to int6c r ITraTiav. 

Since Lamprocles gives the Mixolydian an eight step range from irapa i. t on to vTräTq 

vTraTC)v (B 1-B2), we may place him among Aristoxenus' predecessors who worked with 
octachords. The discovery relates to the transition from heptachord to octachord 
because in the conjunct heptachord there is no disjunctive tone; only when an eighth 
string is added at the octave does the StaCeuýts emerge ft el Tb 6P. Interestingly enough, 
this is precisely the innovation which, as we saw above, was attributed to Terpander by 

ps. -Plutarch elsewhere in the same treatise-the establishment of the whole Mixolydian 

Tbvos through addition of Dorian vfi n (i. e. by completion of the octave). Thus the 

misreading of Problem 32 had the effect of overwriting the tradition about 
Lamprocles-a good example of fact being assimilated to legend. 

8.73 We may understand this as an advance against an older practice of diatonic interval 

rotation in that A lreptpopä created a succession of different tunings, while the 
business of the new a6aTnua TOCIOV was to track the same reference structure-the 
disjunct Dorian octachord-through its rotational permutations: a fundamental change 
of perspective from the purely cyclical to the cyclical expressed in linear fashion. 
Moreover, on the testimony of Aristoxenus discussed above, we may assume that 
Lamprocles was wrestling with an enharmonic version of the Mixolydian; the quarter 
tones and ditones may well have obscured structural affiliations which were more 
evident in the diatonic ntptgopä. This required the plotting of the Dorian disjunction, 
i. e. dynamic Tra pa uiaq, throughout the previously visual and aural processual cycle. 
Lamprocles' discovery of the disjunctive tone thus marks the successful location of 
this enharmonic octachord within the rotational framework of the diatonic; Eratocles' 

complete enumeration of enharmonic octachords may be seen as the continuation and 
completion of this first phase in the transformation of the older OEWpla. 

8.74 Nevertheless, the tonal reality which underlies the analysis by conjunction and 
disjunction is in essence no different from the modulatory process of the Symphonic 
Circle. Unsurprisingly, this is seen most clearly in the diatonic yivos; for in the other 

104 Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1136d. 
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genera, the conjunct and disjunct structures-showing consonant responsion of 
tetrachords at the fourth or fifth according to auv Eia-are strikingly distinct. In the 
diatonic, however, the tetrachords respond simultaneously by both fourth and 
fifth-with the one exception of the tritone. It is this which determines whether the 

structure is conjunct (E2 F2 G2 A2 Bbl C3 D3) or disjunct (e. g. E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3 D3). 

The transition from one to the other of these, in either direction, involves de facto the 
`clearing' of a tritone. Whether Eratocles or Ion viewed the process in precisely this 

way is ultimately immaterial. Indeed, it is not necessarily the case that the 

Mesopotamian musicians unanimously viewed the process as it is presented in the 

Retuning Text, whose form may owe as much to theory as to practice. 

8.75 I do not wish to venture more deeply into how, in terms of actual pitch values, the 

transition from seven strings to eight was effected. Yet a consistent and coherent 
picture has, rather surprisingly, emerged from the texts considered. Defective octave 

scales are shown to be a misapprehension of modern scholars, while contiguous 
6rpuovfat are the unanimous subject of consideration. The later sources naively 

reconstruct the ancient heptachord by working backwards from the ovaTtmua T XEIOV 

and its conjunct-disjunct , rap6CEvCts. But we should not altogether rule out the 

possibility that there was in fact some normative heptachordal structure, and that this 

stood in some determinate relationship to the normative Dorian octachord of 
Aristoxenus. 

8.76 The most economical solution is to suppose that this was the very structure proposed 
by Problem 47, i. e. a Dorian heptachord without the completing octave (cf. 8.38). In 
fact, this structure might plausibly be deduced from the evidence of Aristophanes, who 
makes the Dorian äpuov(a the `first position' to be learned in the traditional music 
lesson, where seven-stringed lyres were still the norm (cf. 7.19). Yet the comic 
playwright was himself working, as a professional, during the octachord period, and 
so must have known the Dorian octachord which would become the point of reference 
in the QvaTnJucz TAEIOV, since by now, on any interpretation, Eratocles had already 
formulated its nucleus through h TtEpl(Popä T( ZV Staa"uc TWV. It is believable, then, 
that the student's Dorian was structurally the same as the professional's, lacking by 
virtue of &vTlpwvla only the upper redundant octave which the Problem proposes as 
one innovation of the octachord. If it is correct to posit some one basic or reference 
tuning for the ancient heptachord, this seems much more likely than the conjunct 
structure of Nicomachus, and allows besides a much more economical historical 
explanation for the development of the avaTnua TiNEIOV from its heptachordal 
precursor. And after all, the conjunct heptachord is marked as divergent, rather than 
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normative, by serving as the paradigm for modulation: it was the Qvonlua 

I ETaßoXtKdv to the unmodulating Dorian. los 

8.77 At the same time, Aristoxenus and the Problems, as well as Ion and Eratocles, provide 

a realistic historical background which shows that the essential distinction between 

conjunction and disjunction was in fact intimately involved both in the heptachordy 

itself and the new OEwpia which supplanted it. Nicomachus explicitly saw the ancient 
heptachord as diatonic. The diatonic is not ruled out by most of the Aristotelian 

Problems, while acknowledgement of the 1rvKV6v allows for the generic modification 

of these prior to the octachordal period, exactly as we should expect (if this is not in 

fact a diatonic usage: cf. 8.36 n. ). Likewise, Philolaus knew the diatonic-though now 
in octachordal form but most likely treated the other genera as well. 106 The 

antiphonal perspective would in principle permit the existence of more than one 
contiguous heptachord which lacked its upper octave, and so the evidence converges to 

suggest that the ancient heptachordal 6 puov(at were in fact, more or less, identical with 
successive diatonic octave species. This is not to rule out the existence of other tonal 

structures, like those of Aristides Quintilianus. But equally, this motley collection of 

enharmonic-diatonic tunings should not be used to exclude the early existence of a 
coherent diatonic cycle. 

8.78 It is always risky to speak in terms of specific tonal structures at this early period. 
But if one divorces the ancient string names from any consideration of pitch value, 
normative or otherwise, it has been possible to establish one crucial fact. For the 
sources are unanimously agreed that trapatAon was one of the ancient seven strings. 
Nicomachus' belief that TpITTJ was an alternate designation for it, being third from 

vr5-rq, which only came into its own as a string name with the creation of the 
octachord-thus leading to much subsequent confusion-has been confirmed by the 
Problems. The same conclusion may be derived from the two testimonia regarding 
Simonides-Pliny's report that the poet "added the eight string" (octavam 

105 Ptol. Harm. 2.6 (54.7ff. ): gotKE J VTO1 Tb TOtO TO avoTfua 1rapaTrEnotfjoOat TOTS 
? raXatoi Trp6S 9TEpOV EiSOS uETaßoMc. c oaVEt LETQßOAtKÖV Tt Trap' &KEIVO 

& tCTä OAOV ("It appears that this sort of systema was invented by the ancients to 
accommodate a different form of modulation, being treated as `modulating' by contrast with 
the other one which is `changeless"', trans. Barker); for the use of "unmodulating system" 
(ci icrn ua 11ucT&ßoAov) to include the inherently modulating conjunct structure, see 
West (1992), 223; cf. Barker (1982-9) 2.205 n. 65 on Euc. Sect. Can 19. 
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Simonides addidit), and the Suda's claim that he "invented the third note" 
(TrpoosýevpE ... T6V TpfTOV pO6yyov). '°7 With this we can proceed to the comparison 
of the Archaic heptachordal nomenclature with that of Mesopotamia. 

106 Philol. fr. fr. 44B6b D-K. This is rightly deduced by Burkert (1972), 398; Huffman (1993), 
364ff. is too cautious on this point. 

107 Plin. N. H. 7.204; Suda s. v. Luwv(SnS. 
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9.0 The Epicentric Strings 

9.1 The foregoing chapters have, I hope, established the historical and technical 
background against which a Greco-Mesopotamian relationship may be understood. 
By reexamining the history of diatony in Greek sources, and dismantling the relatively 
late theoretical writings with their octachordal perspective, the ancient heptachordal 

practice inaugurated by Terpander, and pursued more or less faithfully for two 

centuries after him by the Lesbian school and others, has begun to resurface. A 

number of arguments lend credibility to the thesis that the irrTäTOVOS pbpuryc allowed 
the pursuit of an Orientalizing heptatony derived from contemporary-especially 
Assyrian-practice. 

9.2 To move now from the probable to the proven, specific parallels need to be 
demonstrated between the facts recorded in the cuneiform texts and those known from 
Greek sources. Not that the Greeks of the eighth and seventh centuries would have 

been interested in written treatments of a foreign system, much less in making 
transcriptions of them. It is hard to imagine such texts leaving Mesopotamia for the 
Levant, Cyprus, and beyond, if the musical system itself could be demonstrated orally. 
In Terpander's time, the transition to literacy had only just begun, and even in the 
Classical period, Greek musical culture seems to have remained predominantly 

epideictic. 

9.3 This is the first stage of removal between our sources, both a disparity of media and a 
geographical separation. One must also consider the amount of time which separates 
the extant Greek material from the Orientalizing period. Even in non-musical terms, 

there is virtually no trace in Greek literary sources to corroborate the Greco-Assyrian 

cultural contact of the eighth and seventh century may be deduced from other evidence 
(cf. 2.18). Not being tangible or visible, music benefits much less from the 
archaeological record; and a tone-system proper to the lyre family would leave no 
trace of any sort. Moreover, in the process of adaptation, a cultural artifact is 

reexpressed in a foreign language and undergoes selective reworking according to the 
needs and tastes of its new owners. And when, in their turn, the Hellenic theorists 
began to commit their musical arts to writing-yet another change of medium-they 
might, in addition to using traditional terms which had undergone two centuries or 
more of evolution, devise new labels and descriptions. 

9.4 Yet all these hindrances can be made a virtue, since there is a tendency for vital 
elements to persist and the incidental to fall away; what parallels do remain may reveal 
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essential conceptions all the more clearly. If it is right that the Terpandrean lyre is to 
be connected with an Orientalizing heptatonic music deriving from Mesopotamia, it 

follows that the data of the tablets should resonate, at some level, with the evidence for 

Greek music in and after the time of Terpander. In other words, with the Archaic 

heptachord. 

9.5 From the start, the most promising sympathy has been between the Greek and 
Mesopotamian string arrangements. We recall the relevant lines of tablet U. 3011 (cf. 

6.3-4 and Appendix B), which show nine strings converging towards a center: 

fore 

next 

third, thin 

Sumerian: fourth, small; Akkadian: Ea-creator 

fifth 

fourth of the behind 

third of the behind 

second of the behind 

the behind-one 

The only detailed comparison of this configuration with the Greek strings is that 

advanced by Duchesne-Guillemin (1967), ' who held that it reappeared in the eight 
standard string names found in Aristoxenus and later sources: 

VATq 

irapavi ui 

TpITn 

TrapaL an 

uian 
AtXav65 

ira pv- räui 

, TTn6mj 

bottom 

alongside bottom 

third 

alongside middle 

middle 

licking finger 

alongside top 

top 

9.6 Wishing to correlate the Old Babylonian date of the Retuning Text with the seven- 
and eight-stringed Mycenaean and Minoan instruments, Duchesne-Guillemin was 
obliged to dismiss as false the ancient tradition of a four-stringed lyre and 

I In this matter, Duchesne-Guillemin was followed by Picken (1975) and L sserre (1988). 
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Terpander's invention of a hTrT&TOVOS qbp nyý. Because the correspondence between 

the Greek and Mesopotamian nomenclatures was inexact, she posited a certain amount 

of `corruption' during the (very many) centuries which intervene between the Bronze 

Age and the Classical period. In terms of the Old Babylonian system, then, the Greek 

strings were to be understood as 123[. ]54x21, where [. ] stands for the missing ninth 
string and AtXav6s, represented by A, answers only indirectly to "third of the behind 

strings", but nevertheless marks its position. upon, so important in Greek theory, thus 

corresponds to Ea-creator, sharing its ambiguity by having a name which calls 

attention to itself, without actually occupying the center of the scheme. Instead, 

irapauian was entitled to this position by being "alongside uioi", just as the 
Mesopotamian fifth string is next to the fourth. (Note in passing that the parallel 

might have been expressed with equal plausibility as 12345[. ]x21 or 12345x[. ]21, with 
marl answering to the central string 5. ) 

9.7 But this equation is untenable as advanced. The fatal objection is that, as we have 

seen, Greek stringed instruments were standardly heptachordal until the mid-fifth 
century (7.15). Any parallel to U. 3011 must therefore be sought in the names and 
arrangement of seven, not eight, Greek strings. But this makes her hypothesis of a 
direct correspondence to the nine Old Babylonian strings even more problematic, 
since one would now need to suppose a still greater degree of corruption; and if one 
accepts the Terpandrean tradition, the hypothesis requires this distortion to take place 

over a mere two centuries. Finally, note that the hypothesis of corruption has the 

effect of divorcing the epicentric arrangement from any specific musical function. If it 
is right to suppose some recognizable continuity of musical practice-as Duchesne- 
Guillemin wished to do over a millennium or more-then this persistent core cannot 
have depended on the epicentric arrangement per se, if this was so clearly neglected. 
Whether the arrangement has any particular musical significance is, in fact, a crucial 

point, and is the subject of the final chapter. 

9.8 With Tpi-M now relegated to synonymy with, or subordination to, rra pa plan, let us 
reassess the relationship between the Archaic Greek heptachord and the 
Mesopotamian strings: 

vAT 

irac pac vArn 

Trapa ii an (Tplrri) 

uian 
AiXacvöc 
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irac pvTrdcTil 
iTräiT1 

As in the Mesopotamian system, the extremes are identified as opposites. The second 
and sixth strings of the Greek tuning are named in relation to the outer strings, and 
this too is like U. 3011 with the strings progressing towards a center, u org. Though 

the fifth Mesopotamian string is not called "middle", it nevertheless occupies the 

central position, and in this sense corresponds closely to piaq. Atxavdc, clearly 

anomalous, does not contribute directly to the arrangement, but nevertheless serves to 

mark the necessary position. irapauýarr is a curious case, for here the Trapä has a 
different force than in Tra pvTräTn and lra pav, Tq, where the primary sense 
"alongside" is qualified by the progressive inward positioning of the strings. Thus, 

while obviously "alongside Pion", papa llian does not advance the epicentry in the 
same way, countering, as it were, the direction of the sequence vin1-Trapav i-n; in this 
sense, AtXavds is equally "alongside uian". 

9.9 Overall, then, there is a distinct epicentric arrangement albeit slightly troubled by two 

strings, nocpapiaq and AtXavös. This is already an improvement over Duchesne- 
Guillemin's hypothesis, obviating the need to suppose any corruption, and with it to 
separate the epicentric arrangement from musical function; for the seven Archaic 

strings emerge as epicentric within the living nomenclature. But if the epicentry is a 
constant with some musical significance, a new disjunction arises which must be 

accounted for: its manifestation in the nine strings of Old Babylon, and the seven 
strings of Archaic Greece (cf. 10.6-11). 

9.10 And yet the inexact correspondence of individual string names is equally striking, with 
no obvious Greek calques. Whereas U. 3011 is consistent in attaching numbers to the 
strings, Tpt-m is the only Greek string so designated. uiQn has provoked frequent 

comparisons with Sumerian MURUB and Akkadian qablitu, but these refer to an 
interval rather than a string. Nor do we find any hint in all the Greek evidence that 
intervals were ever given individual names like those of Mesopotamian theory and 
notation. 

9.11 Deeper analysis of the Greek names brings us back to the Terpandrean tradition; for if 
the hypothesis of a four-stringed lyre is correct-or, at any rate, a lyre of fewer than 
seven strings-one can only assume that the strings of these instruments would also 
have had names. Given the central status of the epic singers-often arranged into 
guilds, the most familiar in later times being that of the Homerids (cf. 2.36)-one 
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would expect this professional class to have been intimately involved with a musical 
revolution. Since the lyre had been, for centuries, the singers' most important tool in 

the preservation of traditional lore and their own ancestral trade, it is reasonable to 

expect that an earlier nomenclature would not have been completely effaced, but would 
persist somehow into a later heptatonic scheme. This provides a concrete musical 
parallel to the survival of fragments of epic musical terminology (5.14-19). 

9.12 Attempts to extract from the standard seven or eight Greek strings a smaller number 
which were more ancient are found already in antiquity. These attempts lack 

plausibility, because they are found in Pythagorean musico-cosmological contexts, or 
try to reconcile conflicting traditions, the result being simplistic lists of progressive 
string-adders. Modem recognition of the problem goes back centuries (cf. 3.3), but 

these discussions themselves begin from the worthless ancient proposals. More 

promising is the approach of West (1981) who, in his attempted reconstruction of the 
epic singer's tuning, proposed the following as the four pre-Terpandrean strings: 

ITräTTl 

AiXavös 

uiQn 
VIT] 

9.13 vlrarr1 and vliTTI seemed good candidates, since the superlatives vira-ros and vWarros, 
attested in Homer, dropped from ordinary speech at an early date. 2 But it is AtXavds, 
the index or "licking" finger, that opens up the most promising line of pursuit, for, as 
West argued, such a name would be most appropriate in a tuning where each string 
corresponded to a single finger. Thus West, including uian because of the 
importance given to it in later music, took it to refer originally not to a central string 
but to the middle finger (uia = middle [finger] string), with an assimilation to the 
feminine gender of XopBA on the pattern of JTrö n1 and vA-m, rather than the masculine 
which would be required by Säicruaos. The same could not happen with AiXavdc, 
perhaps, since there is no parallel for the form *AcXavrj. 

9.14 This is clearly a valuable approach. If it is right to suppose an earlier finger-based 
nomenclature, this would be inherently incompatible with a seven-stringed tuning, 
since the Greek lyre was, as a rule, fingered with one hand only, as vase-paintings 

2 West (1981), 120; (1992), 220 and n. 8; cf. Plut. Plat. quaest. 1007f: Td yap ävw Kal 
7TpC TOV üTiaTov of 1TaAatoi TrPOQTny6p£UOV K. T. A. 
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show. But the argument may be carried further still, for in the Greek finger names we 
find the basis for yet another of the Archaic strings: 3 

uuKpös little finger 

Tra päicooS next to middle finger 

uioos middle finger 

AtXavbs licking finger 

cvTiXEtp or ji yac opposed-to-the-hand or big finger 

9.15 Here is striking confirmation of the historical priority of irapauian over TptT71. 

Trapä1=oc should be a two-termination adjective; the feminine form may be explained 

as an assimilation to XopSýbut one then wonders why a similar form *J%tXav, y could 
not also have been coined. At any rate, here is an explanation for why AtXavds and 

irapauian were anomalous in the epicentric context. The variant Tp(Trt now acquires 

new importance, correcting or clarifying, so to speak, the somewhat ambiguous 

irapcw an. uzen, while explicable in terms of the epicentric arrangement, also yields 

to the finger argument, and is deprived of any original central position on the 
hypothesis of a four-stringed lyre; but as one of five finger names it has an inherently 

centralizing value. Even here, however, we may account for the divergence of ii an 
from the Mesopotamian nomenclature, where the fifth string is not so named, but only 
so positioned. Thus piaq, lrapauißn, and atxav65 share the distinction of upholding 
the epicentric heptachord, while at the same time having alternative values. Assuming 

then a four-stringed norm, three of these strings will have been: 

Tracpapýcq 

uian 
aixacvbs 

9.16 What would have been the fourth string name? On the one hand, we may exclude, 
despite their obvious age, both irnäm and v6rn, for these names take their meaning 
only in relation to each other, and so must be coeval. The same may be said of 
irapavi rn and irapvrräcTn: though these are semantically dependent on Omfrr and 
v6u rather than the reverse, the mutual intelligibility of the four names strongly urges 
a common origin. The tradition that there were three primal strings, v6", uion, and 

3 See for example Poll. 2.145: bvow ovTact Sý of 86KTUXOt utKPÖS, TTapääuEaos, 
uhoos. Atxavös. &VTIXEtp il viyaS. 
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v, r&Tn4 emerges as a schematic outline of the inwardly-oriented conception (cf. 9.38- 
39). Indeed, it is significant that no tradition proposes a trichord based on the three 

extant finger names Trapauiarq-uia i-AtXavds, for it demonstrates the great antiquity of 
this forgotten system. 

9.17 The ceramic evidence shows thumb and forefinger playing an important role in left- 
hand technique .5 Obviously, artistic representations are of limited value for such fine 
distinctions. Yet it would hardly be surprising if this were so. The thumb is strong 

and well-designed to cooperate with the opposed fingers-whence the name äv-rtXEtp. 
The little-finger, by contrast, is weakest and least independent; musicians who wish to 

use it to advantage must take pains to bring it up to strength. It is therefore the most 
likely finger to have been omitted from a four-fingered technique; and in fact the little 
finger is frequently omitted from the fingering technique of living folk-harp traditions. 
Thus a standard four-stringed Homeric p6putA might have used this nomenclature: 

Tracpauian 
1 QT1 
AtXac vös 
äVTIXEIP 

9.18 Yet in the end it is impossible, on the basis of the known string names, to prove the 
ancient tradition of a normal four-stringed lyre; one might equally imagine three- or 
five-stringed lyres as seen in Geometric vase-paintings (cf. 3.5). Whether these 
variations have any bearing on musical reality, one way or the other, is a question best 
avoided. Let us turn instead to the extant finger-name strings and consider their 
relationship to the Archaic heptachord: 

`Homeric': `Terpandrean': 

vATq 

ira pavA-M 

irapauiaq > 1rapapion 

uian > pion 
AtXavös > XtXacv6S 

TratpuTräq 

4 D. S. 1.16.1; ps. -Censor. de Mus. 6.610.1f. 
s Roberts (1980), 44f., 53f. 
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f 

UTräTii 

9.19 The first point of interest is that, within the heptachordal system, the three finger- 

names would maintain their original contiguity, a sort of terminological fragment. If 
four finger names once existed, one must wonder why these three have survived, and 
one has been lost. Here is a productive, if accidental, point of contact between the 
`Homeric' names and imported practice, for if upon already existed as the centerpoint 

on the hand, it might have been pressed to service when it was necessary to distinguish 

a middle string. The same would have been true of AiXavds and irapauiaf, which, 

simply by being adjacent to uian, might now contribute to the inward arrangement; 
and this could account for the disappearance of a fourth finger name, which would 
have disrupted the symmetry. Thus these strings, which seemed to contribute 
somewhat indirectly to the epicentry when compared to inr&-m-Trapv-Trä rq and vt rq- 
impavA-m, are now seen to conform directly to the arrangement-though this now 
appears as the fusion of two distinct units of measurement. 

9.20 The remaining four strings, as I have argued, must be grouped together as coeval on 

semantic grounds. Now the evident antiquity of i, Tr&m and vý Tn plays an even more 

provocative role, for while they emerge as new names in relation to an older system, 
the time of their novelty was still very early indeed. Lasserre (1988)-who followed 
Duchesne-Guillemin in supposing corruption of the centralized scheme (due, in his 

opinion, to transmission via Phrygia or Lydia)-argued on phonological grounds that 

vl rri indicates a post ninth-century Ionian adoption, for vcä'M was contracted at this 
time to vA n, as it appears in Homer. 6 This does not follow, however, for if the name 
vtänj had been created prior to the ninth century, nothing would have prevented it 
from undergoing subsequent contraction to vt-rTl alongside the Homeric forms which, 
after all, normally changed alongside the spoken language? Nor can we localize the 

process to Ionia, for we find the dialectal form veäuj in both Philolaus and the 
Aristotelian Problems, suggesting that the ascendancy of Attic-Ionic musical language 
is a post-Classical phenomenon, perhaps due to the influence of Aristoxenus-and 

even then, this was not absolute. 

9.21 What is important is that both %nj" and vnr&Trl became poetic and ceremonial in 
normal non-musical usage. It is not known when this happened; their attestation in 
Homer proves nothing, since the epic language was still living, and so made regular 

6 Lassene (1988), 77. 
7 Parry (1932), 23ff. 
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use of contemporary diction where possible. The first Ionic prose writers are too late 

to be helpful. But since Terpander serves as a symbol for a larger musical movement 
beginning some time earlier (cf. 2.29,3.11), this may take us within close striking 
distance of Homer himself, and so it is clearly possible that *Trärn-irapu, rccTn and 

vA 1-irapavý1 were coinages of the Orientalizing period. Knowing more precisely 

when the words stopped being current in everyday language would merely let us 

narrow the date range between Terpander and his unknown predecessors; but such 

phenomena are, at any rate, gradual, and do not lend themselves to being pinpointed. 
That the words persisted as musical terms, despite their disappearance from regular 

speech, demonstrates that at least some conventions of heptachordal music from this 

early period had achieved classical status-the "citharody in Terpandrean style" (i 

Kath TipnavSpov KLOapwSta, cf. 7.60). The words became poetic, and as string 

names they also occur in the context of irotnots. 

9.22 It appears, then, that the Archaic Greek heptachord is stratified into two distinct 

nomenclatures, each with its own internal logic, and that these have been harmonized 

in such a way as to work together in a centralized arrangement. It seems necessary to 

suppose a single figure who decided which older strings to keep and how to 
incorporate them so as to fit into a novel and different scheme. One might imagine 

this happening in several places in several ways, but even so the heptachordal names, 

as we have them, must represent the dominance of one adapter's version. 8 It is 

possible that a forgotten figure, on the fringe of popularity as it would have been at 
first, played a key role and was then eclipsed by, for example, Terpander. Yet perhaps 
it is best not to struggle against the great names that were in fact vouchsafed from the 

past; could it not be the heptachord of Terpander himself which survived, as the 

ancient sources claim? 

9.23 At any rate, it is right to suppose a pan-Hellenic musical culture even at this early date. 
Musical ideas were shared on occasions like the annual festival at Delos, where 
musicians from around the Aegean competed in the presence of Apollo 

.9 The same 
would have been true of the Pythian festival, where Terpander reigned supreme in the 
early seventh century. Such events provided a mechanism for the centralization of 

8 Powell (1991) has likewise argued persuasively for a single adapter in the acquisition of the 
Phoenician alphabet, for "the same arbitrary change in a conventional system, when 

many-even innumerable-such changes are possible, will not occur twice, and certainly 

not at the same time in nearby places" (10). 

9 Anderson (1994), 59. 
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musical knowledge and the evolution of an ever-more unified technical tradition. This 

tendency is epitomized by the famed Delian choir, whose maidens "know how to 

imitate the voices and castanets of all men" (1T VTwv St ävOpchnwv pwväs Kal 

KpCii aAtaoTVV / i. ui Tß6' laa(3tv). 1o 

9.24 The argument that an inward arrangement is merely natural or convenient (cf. 10.4) 

now loses much ground. The older strings, though ultimately yoked to the 

centralizing cause, are of a different kind, and this tends to obfuscate the original 

clarity of the scheme. Their survival attests, on a formal level, the continuity of native 

musical practice, and the importance to Greek musicians of preserving earlier tradition. 
At the same time, the larger centralized scheme must have been important to the new 
music, for otherwise why should it persevere so stubbornly against the resistance of 
the finger system? Thus the heptachordal nomenclature is itself syncretic, a 
microcosm, on a technical level, of the fusion of epic and melic found in the Homeric 
Hymns and Terpander's dressing of Homeric in in "Orphic" uAn. 

9.25 If this is correct, it follows that the centralized arrangement must have been a living 

concern throughout the heptachordal period, becoming endangered only in the fifth 

century through the iroavXopSkx of professionals. Moreover, given the persistence of 
the seven-stringed lyre in education and non-professional music, it would not be 

surprising to find some awareness of the approach even in considerably later sources. 
On the other hand, given the conceptual reorientation of the a , oti'wa r AEtov with its 

linear, octachordal framework, the extant theorists will tend to obscure this 
heptachordal perspective and give an impression which may be quite at variance with 
musical reality. Not that they failed to address real musical practice, merely that the 

conversion of the practical phenomena to a literary medium may have created a gulf 
which is difficult for us to span without "the sensation of the music itself"-all the 

more so since the later theoretical system was designed to accommodate post- 
heptachordal innovations. 

9.26 Having said this, there is in fact limited but sufficient evidence-found mostly outside 
the theoretical sources-to demonstrate the centralized heptachord as a living concern 
throughout the Archaic and Classical periods. The fossilization of v7r6rm and vlrrii 
provides a terminus post quem; let us approximate it to the time of Terpander. A 
subsequent reaffirmation is implicit in the name TpftrI, which is of great interest as 
overwriting part of the ancient finger-nomenclature with one which is consciously 

10 H. Ap. 162f. 
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center-oriented. Tpf TI serves this function as well as the pairs vnýrrI-Trapav, '-M and 
*Trä-m-1rapuTrcTn; and yet, as a proper ordinal adjective, it is a terminological 

anomaly; conforming to neither system, it indicates a secondary development. One 

might reasonably expect the same innovation to have touched Atxavös; in fact, the 

alternative name vTrEpuýaq is attested by Nicomachus in two passages to be considered 
below. 

9.27 More concrete-and datable-evidence comes from Aristotle's Metaphysics: 

Tü bi KaT& TälýIV (Ta Ta S' LtOT1v öaax 7rp6c Tt ZV c pto{A! `vov StiOTfgKE KQTä 

Ttvcc Xöyov. oTov napaOT&TrlS TptTO(3TäTOV Trp6TEpOV Kai Trapatn'T9 vi Tns" 

vOcz JAV yirp 6 KopticaTos ¬vOa St tj uior ap i) u 

Other things [sc. are called prior or posterior] with respect to arrangement [Karr Täýtv]. 

These are whatever things stand at intervals according to some numbering with reference to 

some defined point. For instance, the second-man-in-line is before the third-man-in-line, 

and the iracpavi ni is before v>'j-cii: in the one case the chorus-leader is the starting point, 

in the other u: ̀on. 

Much information may be extracted from this brief statement. Aristotle has been 

categorizing the ways in which things may be prior or posterior, each with respect to 

some starting point. When measuring time (KaThc Xpbvov), for instance, the present 

moment (or any other) may be used as a reference point, and of two events which 
happened before this point, the prior will be the one which is the more remote-a 
straightforward concept. The category in the present passage deals with priority 
"according to arrangement" (KaT x Tä tv). Where Kopvpaios means "chorus 

leader", irapacTa-ms and Tp1TOOT6(T7Jc are the chorus members standing respectively 

adjacent and adjacent-but-one. 

9.28 Now-'middle C' notwithstanding-the modern view of a scale tends to be from one 
end to the other, its starting note either the first or last of the series, i. e. from left to 
right, or right to left, ascending or descending. This is also the normal theoretical view 
from Aristoxenus and the a ia"ua TWWEIov onwards. But Aristotle does not count 
towards vTini from the opposite extreme, vTr&-m, but rather from Pion, the central 
string, which he makes the "origin" (&py ). We must assume, then, that piaq is also 

11 Arist. Metaph. 4.1018b26ff. 
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the point from which to reckon the strings 1rocpu1rärrn and viräi, again counting 

outwards from the middle but in the opposite direction. 

9.29 The coupling of choral positioning with lyre strings is anything but idle, for in the 

rectangular choruses of tragedy the Kopvpaios stood in the middle of the rank facing 

the audience as being the strongest singer and dancer, with the others radiating 

outwards in each direction in descending order of ability. The application of this 

arrangement to circular choruses is particularly intriguing in connection with lyre- 

tunings, if we may press the analogy. There is also a third level of meaning in the 

comparison, for musical TýL; tS was involved with the metaphor of military 

arrangement, while there were many literal points of contact between choral and 

hoplite maneuvers. ircpaaT crns. for example, may equally apply to one's choral and 

military rank-mates. Music commonly accompanied martial actions of course, 12 but 

according to Athenaeus many ancient dances "simulated movements under arms" 
(Täcs kV TOI% Ölr%OtS KIV1'lQEIS &1TOpuloOGIEVOV). 13 There was in fact a type of military 

training, common in many parts of Greece from the Archaic period or earlier, which 

took the form of a dance under arms. 14 Sextus Empiricus reports that "those who 
followed the exhortations of Solon used to be deployed to lyre and avaos, making 

their military maneuvers in musical rhythm". 15 The Athenian ephebes who served in 

the dramatic choruses were also undergoing their military training, and the two 
disciplines were fused in the shield-dance or irupptxn, in which the youths displayed 

to the city both their military orderliness and general fitness. 16 Thus Socrates is said 
to have held that "best in war are those who best honor the gods in dance" (ol St 

Xopois KhXXIaTa 6EOVS Triu(Zaiv. äpIOTOL LV troXjuw). 17 

12 Cf. West (1992), 29f. 
13 Ath. 628e; cf. Plyb. 4.20. 

14 See first Ath. 628c-632e. 

15 S. E. M. 6.9-10 (164.25ff. ): Kal of Ta&S L5Awvos Xp6iEVOt 1rapatvioEot Trpbs 
avabv Kai Avpav napETaoa0VTO. IvpvOuov TrotovuEVOt T1V iv6itXtov Kivnoty; 
cf. 6.24 (168.3-6). 

16 Ath. 628f: oXcSbv yäp woTrEp kCo1TXtota TLS fjjv r1 XopEta Ka1 6TISEIýts o,, tövov 

TfiS XOtT )S EÜTaEtas, äXX Kal Tns TG)V QWttäTWV LTttuEXEtas ("for choral dance 

was very much like a kind of armed maneuver, and a demonstration not only of good order 
generally but of care for bodily fitness"). See the brilliant discussion by Winkler (1989), 
48-58; cf. Anderson (1966), 254 n. 75. 

17 Ath. 628f. 
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9.30 The connection of this imagery with the musical begins with the notion of each string 

as a speaking or singing voice, implicit in terms like avupwvos and ouvwSbs. The 

strings were often likened to a group of Muses, Sirens, or heavenly bodies (cf. 4.26), 

and the equation with a chorus is made implicitly by a poem from the Palatine 

Anthology, where the Chorus of Celestial Stars (oirpaviwv Xopbv äcoTpc v) inevitably 

calls to mind the lyre. '8 Now, in both choral and military formation a rank was called 

ývy6v, a file oToT(os; 19 hence the Suda defines one's rankmates, napacrrcrai, as of 
bußCvyot. Since strings were also ranked along the tvydv or yoke of the lyre, this 

gives special point to terms like avýEvýat. SL& EtJ tc. and auývy(a, considered in the last 

chapter (8.71). Indeed, Ptolemy's description of the conjunct and disjunct structures 
having once been "yoked alongside" (TrapiýEuKraL) might refer to their literal 

adjacency on the lyre's crossbar: 20 

E2 F2 G2 A2 Bb2 B2 C3 D3 

Such a structure conforms to the idea that iroAu opSta enabled the combination of 
&puoviat rather than mere extension of `range' (cf. 8.74). 

9.31 Aristotle uses the lyre strings as an example of arrangement KaT& Täýty-normal 
Peripatetic language, but with particular relevance here since TzTTEQBaI ("to station") 
and its relations have common military connotations. Tä tc itself can denote 
"position or place in the line of battle", or be synonymous with ývydv in the sense of 
"rank of a battle line". 21 But Tats had long been the normal term for the specific 

18 Anth. Pal. 9.504.8f. (Anon. ): dcpuovfTjv rr&oi of TToavuvta S6KEv xoiSaTS / 

Ovpavin n6Xov cope Kal ovpaviwv xopbv &CTpwv; cf. also Pl. Grg. 482b-c: 
KaITOI gYWYE oTpat ... Kal Ttjv Avpav pot KpCTTTOV Etvat ZV6p1OOT6v TE Kal 

Stapwveiv. Kai Xopbv cä xopriYo(nv ... uäAAov n 9va 6VTa i pi kuavT 'i 
&OUupwvov ETvat. 

19 Poll. 4.108: uiprI St Xopo0 OTOTXOS Kal l uydv; 4.108-9 for various choral 
configurations. See further the discussion and sources in Pickard-Cambridge (1968), 239- 
242. 

20 Ptol. Harm. 2.5 (19f. ). 

21 See LSJ S. V. TäFts 1.3 and 5. 
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tuning of both a single string or group of strings 22 corresponding precisely to the 

military meanings cited. Aristotle's use of apxý, with its military overtones, serves to 
bind the three images together, and both ii aq and the Kopv(PaioS could be referred to 

as the r'ycuthv or "leader". 23 

9.32 As we have seen, the T&ýts of soldiers could be described by an application of 
harmonic language, while for choral dance we may adduce the very ancient word 
ßnTäpuoves or "step joiners" (cf. 4.22). Like 6u6ývyot, Alcman used buoOTO(XOVS to 
describe "girls choral-dancing in formation". 24 This too is relevant to musical 

conceptions like `harmonic elements' (cf. 7.30), as well as the common association of 
letters (OTOtXETa) with musical notes-most purely expressed in the system of Greek 

notation itself. Such side-by-side deployment created a series of kindred elements, 
whence the close linguistic involvement, attested already in epic, of the harmonic with 
`the continuous'. 25 Thus auvixEtac in Aristoxenus, which sought diatonic cohesion in 

polychordal and modulatory compositions, represents the abstraction of pitch 
structures which were once found in adjacent strings on the lyre's yoke, and which, as 
a series, could be `continuously' converted from one to the other (cf. 7.44-46). In the 

22 E. g. Ion of Chios fr. 32 (West): VaEKhXOpSE Avpa. SEKaßäuova T&EIV Ixovaa; Hp. 

Vict. 1.18: &puoviriS auvTaýtEs; Aristox. Harm. 38: iV Try Tfjs 11EAWSIaS Tä Et, 42: 

-rf S TOO ýpiioo vOU T&ýEC)S. et passim; ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.27: kV Ti TCJV ce6yYGJV 

Täf, Et, cf. 19.36; Cleonid. 9 (195.6); [14] (207-1 If. ): Ta 1S cOdyyov; Nicom. Ench. 11 

(258.11), etc.; Ptol. Harm. 2.6 (55.6), etc.; Aristid. Quint. 1.8 (14.28), etc.; Bacch. 26 

(298.19); Gaud. 6 (331.25), etc.; Suda s. v. v6woS: 6 KtOapwStK6s Tp6TroS Tfjt 

1EawBiaS, äpuOVtaV i`)(GJV TaKThv; duplicated by Phot. Lex. s. v. v6poS. 
23 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.22 of the chorus leader; 19.33 of It on: i yap ii orl Kal tjYEuiaV (Kai 

6ýVTQTTJ TOO TETpaX6pSOU; Ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1135a. 

24 Alcm. 33 PMGF: Kai 'AAKu&V 611OQTOIXOUS K&AEQE TC(S kV TQýEI XOPcuo caaS 

ira pNvovs. 
25 In addition to Hom. A 16.211-217 (cited in 4.24), cf. Od. 2.342: [sc. Tr[Oot] tf, E(rfs TroT1 

ToJXov äpnp6TES, of jars "continuously joined along a wall"; the same idea is implicit in 

city walls which are articulated by gates or towers, Hom. 11.15.737: rr6MS n pyots 
&papuia ("A city 'fitted' with towers"); Od. 7.44f. of the Phaeacian City: TEIXEa uaKp& 
/ vyniA z, QK0A61TEooty äprlp6Ta, Oavua lS oOat ("Walls, great and high. 'joined' 

with look-out posts, a wonder to see"); cf. 11.4.133f. and 14.181: ý6vrl UaTbv 
8uoävotc &papuCr. of a belt 'fitted' with tassels; Aristid. Quint. 3.6 (102.2f): TrävTa 
yap yivEoOat Stä Trjs EIS i=v 6cpuov(ac auvEXÖuEva ("For all things are 'held together' 
through the joining [l puovla] into one"). 
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same way, the ancient interval names, which once referred quite literally to typical 

string spacing, were retained when these were abstracted into absolute sonic 
distances. 26 Once again, the evidence points to contiguous scales as typical of the 

ancient heptachordal art. 

9.33 It is clear, then, that Aristotle intends his examples to be mutually illuminating. They 

are further bound by the verbal parallel between papa oTäTrts and the use of iracpac- 

compounds in the string names. And yet, when this parallel is pressed, some curious 

and valuable disparities emerge. On the analogy of KopvpacioS-i rapa aTäTrts- 

TprTOaT&MS. one expects the äpXý from which iracpav1T71 is reckoned to be vrjrrj, 

and the sequence v, 'iTn-Trapacv1TTj-TptTT1 in the octachordal terminology (or using 

TpLTT1 as the alternative heptachordal name) could have provided an exact verbal 

parallel for all three members of the list. And yet, though the issue of priority is 

relative, Aristotle stated earlier in the same passage that, if in a given genus of thing 

there is some natural starting point, counting will begin thence. This shows that i' an 
has not been chosen at random to be #x1I. but played the normal role in reckoning. 

9.34 In this case, however, one must still wonder why Aristotle gives the discontiguous 

sequence uißn-napav nl-viirm rather than uian-napau ßn-Tphrn in the octachord, 

which would be both contiguous like the choral example, and would also provide a 

precise verbal parallel. But the choral example shows that the ordering applies in both 

directions, so that answering to wa7f-1rapapiorq-Tptrrj would be u orj-XtXacvbS- 

drpvndc". Since the string names and positions were well known, such a sequence 

would illustrate the point quite satisfactorily. Yet the names themselves do not evince 

an outward sequence as clearly as -rpt-roorä-ms-Trapa c-r&-flc-KopvpaºoS- 

26 Cf. Adrastus ap. Theo Sm. 51.4-20: TC)v St KaT& Tb tt;, rls rjpuoopivwv cp06yywv 
Trpc2TOt . 

th) Ot TiTapTot TQýEI auu(Pc voOat 1rp6S &AX XoUS K. T. X. 
... 

J'rMV rluývils St V IS tovau d'l Kal noXuXÖpSwv Kal TroXupObyycav ycyovdTCav 
bpyävwv -r TrpooXrlpOfvat Kai kn' Tb pap i Kal Lirl Tb 6Ev Toil 

'rpoviräpXouaty 6KTw g96yyotc aXXOuS n7E(ovas, öiic c TC V npwTc. )v 

avupwvtc. w al irpoorlyoplal pUXäTTOVTaL, Sta TEOoapwv, St a TthvTE, Stä 

rraaCv. ("Of notes which are tuned [lit. 'harmonized'] in a `continuous' series, first those 

which are fourth from each other in the arrangement (Tät; EI) are concordant [etc., on the 
fifth and octave] ... but with the expansion of music and instruments which had become 

polychordal and many-noted through taking many other notes on the bottom, and on the 
top, in addition to the preexisting eight, still the names of the first consonances were 
protected-'through four', `through five', 'through all"'. ) 
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1rapaOT! -ms-TpITOQTQTTIS. Only the strings explicitly mentioned (0-m and 

irapacvi Tn), or logically implied through lexical symmetry (nrdni and irapuiräTn), 

offer the parallel to both relative positioning and verbal illustration: vnä -rrI-fra puTräTn- 

uiQn-napacv1 TT)-v1ITfl 

9.35 Given the confusion and Peripatetic debate engendered by the addition of rpt i as an 
independent string and its coexistence with -rapauian, we may suppose that Aristotle 

avoided citing these strings for the sake of clarity. This would be especially important 

if it is correct to posit for Philolaus a transitional period in which the relative positions 

of these names were not fixed (cf. 8.32). But this conceals a more vital point. 
Aristotle, in omitting any mention of TpiT11, intentionally referred his example to the 
Archaic heptachordal Tä ts. It was here that the centralized structure-needed to 

parallel the choral example-was operative; the octachord, by contrast, with its 
bifurcation of Tpftn-trapacu ßn, had overwritten this. 

9.36 In this light, consider further the use of irpoo6Eivat and a(pr; x v in the Aristotelian 

Problems discussed in the last chapter. The pair of terms, as we saw, was proverbial 
to mark the deviation from a definite entity, the preservation of which was seen as the 

pursuit of an ideal mean. Thus, in Problem 19.32, the theoretical undoing of 
octachordal "additions and subtractions" was described as a return to the `moderate' 

position of the Terpandrean heptachord. Given that Aristotle presents the lyre strings 
as a paradigm for middle-oriented arrangement, and that this was best seen in the 
ancient heptachordal nomenclature, it seems that the five Problems belong to a still 
broader Peripatetic discussion about the disruption of the heptachord by Aristoxenus' 

octachordal predecessors. 

9.37 For the musician well-trained in the traditional seven-stringed lyre, pursuing the mean 
in his Tixvr1 consisted quite literally in "safeguarding middleness" (IEad-rilTos 

ac Covans). 27 An almost lyrical, image emerges from harmonizing the Peripatetic 

sources-Terpander, the archetypal "good craftsman" of the ancient music, 
studiously "contemplating" and "working" with "the mid-point" of his heptachord 
(ol Sh äyaOo TEXVITaI ... TrpbS TOOTO [SC. T6 03014 PMTrOVTfs &pya OVTaI)2S A 

final Problem serves to bind all the Peripatetic sources together, allying the ancient 
heptachord not merely with uian. but making the other strings look towards it: 

27 Arist. EN 2.6.1106b12. 

28 Arist. EN 2.6.1106b 1 3ff.; cf. 8f.: iracac klTto iwi ... Trp s Tb 1 OOV ßXiTTovoac. 
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Mlx Ti [TCJV lüV iTTTCL secs. Bojesen] 119QT1 KaXEITat. T[JV U ÖKTc. OVK iOTI Gll<QOV; 

- 
"H ÖTt i! 1TT6XOPSOI ijaaV at äpuoviocl Tb iraAa t6v, TBC & i1TTä iXEL 1J9oov. 

ZTl hrCL& TG. V PETa J TGJV &pWV Tä 14900V uövov äpXA Tic kOTly (ZOTL yäp 
TCJV EIS ins. Bojesen) OäTEpov TCJV QKpWV VEV6VTWV 9V TIVI StaanAiicx t &vx 

uioov fi czpxA) 
... 

knE1 U ioXCITa Gt9v kOTIV ä puovtocs vEä-M Kal vrr rrn. 

TOVTWV Se äV& uiaov of Aonrol pObyyol, cLv rj 1J9011 Kac&ouu: ̀vfl udvrr äpX'j 

k0-rt OQT! <pOV TETpaX6p8OV. 5tKatWS 99011 KQAE'TTal' TCJV y&p 1ET(aEV TIVWV 

29 aKpWV T2) 9900V JV äpXl 1J6V0V 

Why is it called I arl, but there is no middle in a group of eight? Is it because the 

äppoviact were heptachords in olden days, and a group of seven has a middle? Further, 

since the only sort of beginning with things between extremes is the mid-point (for within 

some interval the beginning of extremes which point the one at the other is in the middle) . 

.. And since the extremes of &puovtcz are vEäTTI and rrr&Tq, and in the middle of these 

are the remaining notes, of which the one actually called Gnarl is the only beginning of 

either tetrachord, uiorl is justly named; because in a group between two extremes only the 

middle is the beginning (äpXt'j). 

9.38 This passage also helps to elucidate sources which stress the three strings ' r&Tq- 
uiQn-vim, revealing the dependence of this conception on the centralized heptachord. 
By the first century A. D. this trio of names seems to have become conventional, 
Thrasyllus, for instance, citing them merely as typical examples of the "attuned note" 
(pO6yyoc). 30 Even here, however, the non-linear sequence viaTj-tn rrt-vnrät-n suggests 
a conception of attunement in which uian takes a leading part within the boundaries 
set by vA-rn-\Trä-m. 

9.39 Plato, in discussing the tripartition of the just soul, connects it with these strings as the 
"three boundaries of apuovta" (öpous TpETS äcpuovfas). 31 His passing allusion to 
"whatever else happens to be between them" (Kai El &AXa XTTa txraýv TuyXavtt 
övTa) reveals the trio as the schematization of a whole tuning. His sequence v rii- 

29 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.44. 
30 Thrasyllus ap. Theo Sm. 48.6ff.: cpebyyoS ETvat ) yETat ov Träoac gcavf ovSt iraons 

q .w jS TcccLS. &aA' fi ivapuövtoS, oTov i oqS. VCIATr1S. vnärr1S ("not every sound is 

said to be a 'note', nor even the pitch of every sound, but that which is attuned, like Ilion, 
veärrt. vlräTT�). 

31 Pl. Resp. 4.443d: öpouS TpCºS ä pµoviaS &TExvc3S vtjTpS TE Kal vttczTTIS Kal pions; 
cf. Plut. Plat. quaest. 1007e-1009b. 
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ünrexTn-ulan is the reverse of that in Thrasyllus, but being equally non-linear has the 

same effect of advancing upon over its companions. There is no chronological 
difficulty in crediting Plato with the same heptachordal familiarity that is found in 
Aristotle; but it does reveal the extremely fragmentary state of the evidence. His 

concern for music in the proper old idiom, and for 6cpuov(a in both its musical and 
non-musical senses, is ubiquitous in his writings. Yet never is he any more explicit 
about a reality of musical practice which must have been one of the first things taught 
to children by the KLOapLaTr, s. The observation is not limited to Plato, but applies to 

the Classical authorities generally. 

9.40 Plutarch, imitating the Platonic passage, reports that the three strings were enshrined 
as Muses at Delphi, and follows the same sequence vA i-vnäni-ii&ni. Here the 
dominance of uian is emphasized through a rhetorical crescendo, having besides the 

only explicitly described function-namely "holding together" (avvixovoav) and 
nourishing mortals and gods, earthly and celestia132 The relevance of this passage to 
the function of the epicentric string arrangement is considered in the next chapter. Of 
interest here is the preservation of the epicentric perspective well past the onset of the 

octachordal theorists. On the evidence of Dio Chrysostomus, it would seem to have 

survived in practical music at least until the early second century A. D., perhaps 
alongside the seven-stringed lyre (see further 10.16) 33 Its sacred status at Delphi, where 
it was protected by the harmonic god Apollo for its mystical association with cosmic 
apuovia, must have accorded it a rather high public profile, so to speak. When one 
considers the ubiquitous references in the Archaic and Classical periods to the seven- 
stringed lyre of Apollo-not to mention Terpander's four Pythian victories (cf. 
2.3)-Delphi, the `center of the world', appears to be a most secure refuge. 

9.41 It is safe to say, then, that the ancient arrangement was not entirely forgotten by the 
educated. Thus Nicomachus, that curator of heptachordal lore, shows the epicentrie 
conception surviving for centuries in the Pythagorean tradition. Once again, the 
context is one of cosmic #uovia, this time the traditional Harmony of the Spheres, 
with the musical strings named from the seven heavenly bodies. The exact pairing of 
each is unimportant; consider rather the sequence in which they are listed: 34 

32 Plut. Quaest. conviv. 744c, 745b, cited in 10.21; cf. SEG 30.382 A; NITaac / Mloaas 
B: 'YTräTas / 1rpäTac ; ps. -Censor. de Mus. 6.610.1f., where the sequence is Nypate, 
Mese, Nete. 

33 D. Chr. 68.7. 
34 Nicom. Ench. 3 (241.18-242.11) 
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2. v1'jTn 

4. irapav11n1 

7. irac pa uian 
5. uian 

6. AiXavbs/* rEputon 
3. TrapuTräcTTI 

1. vTr6rq 

The list begins from each extreme alternating in an inward progression: (irlrorri, Orr, 

Trapuiic , irapavi rrn), jumps to t, hon, and then completes the heptachord with the 

strings on either side. Overall, the sequence is clearly epicentric, and recalls 
Aristotle's selection, both excluding or subordinating the strings on either side of 

uýen" Can Aristotle himself have used a standard, "Pythagorean" example familiar to 

all the educated from the musical TraiSetac? Can it be that the finger-names were still 
recognized as being of a different sort than those which were properly epicentric? In 

this regard, it is of great interest that Nicomachus uses vTrEpphnl, attested in no other 

author, as an alternative designation for Aixacvbs. Like Tp(-m, it is formally distinct 
from the other two systems, and so probably a secondary development; but its 

conformity to the epicentric perspective is guaranteed by the kinship of nrEp- and 
vrräT. q, so that it fits into the "upper" half of the converging strings. 

9.42 One of the Nicomachean Excerpts presents a different set of associations, listing the 

strings in the following sequence: 35 

2. V1 Tf 

5. Ira pavATq 

7. TpIu 
3. uion 

6. Trtpuian 

4. irapuithrq 
1. vttäT 

The first three strings are the schematic trio familiar from Plato, Plutarch, and 
Thrasyllus, once again presented in non-linear, i. e. epicentric fashion. The remaining 

35 Nicom. Exc. 3 (271.16-272.6). It is tempting to equate one of the two conflicting systems 
debated in 272.9ff. with that of Thrasyllus, mentioned at Theo Sm. 93.9-11; 205.5f. 
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strings are listed inwardly. Of great interest is that the finger names ira pa plan or 
XtXav6s are not given, but rather *inppýaq and wrpfrn, the two variants which `correct' 

them to yield a more explicit epicentric Teas. 

9.43 According to Boethius, Nicomachus knew a tradition which made Terpander complete 

the heptachord in imitation of the seven planets 36 Historically, of course, this is 

worthless-and seems to conflict with the seven-stringed lyre catalogue of the first 

Excerpt-but it does tend to confirm that Nicomachus' epicentric presentation 

elsewhere was part and parcel of the traditional lore of the Terpandrean heptachord. 

Boethius himself goes on to give his own derivative list of string/planet pairings, 37 

which, curiously enough, he presents in a predominantly linear sequence, though a 
hint of the epicentric is retained: 

6. vArn 

7. napavt rl 
5. irapaupon 

4. ial 
3. Aixav6S 

2. 'rift pulthTTI 

1. vnäcm 

In keeping with the left-to-right approach, Boethius uses neither vnepuioq nor Tptu, 
though he does go on to acknowledge the latter as an alternative for Trapapion. 

9.44 Now, Aristotle viewed the strings as running outwards from udan. By contrast, the 
Mesopotamian arrangement of U. 3011 is numbered inwards; yet hehe, because the 
two sets of numbers ascend in parallel, there can be no idea that either of the outer 

strings, despite being numbered "one", served as the dominant point of reference. 
Though fifth and ̀ last', the central string has the only claim to being the formal focus 

of the nomenclature, and is besides the only unique term. Thus, there is no value in 
distinguishing between "apocentric" and "proscentric, " or "centrifugal" and 
"centripetal", perspectives. Whether one counts towards the center or away from it 
has, in the end, the same effect. As Aristotle stated elsewhere, between two extremes 
"the middle point is both beginning and end" (otTCa St Tb uiaov äPX1 ytyvETat Ka 

36 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (206.10f. ): septimus nervus a Terpandro Lesbio adiunctus est 
secundum septem scilicet planetarum similitudinem. 

37 Boeth. De inst. mus. 1.20 (206.12-27). 
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TEAEUTI'1). 38 Accordingly, a term like "palindromic" must be avoided, since the 

nomenclature only "runs backwards" if the strings are read, seen, or understood from 
left to right or right to left. The epicentric scheme is inherently incompatible with the 
left-right or up-down conceptions of scale familiar to us. This perspective begins to 
dominate with the aircTqua TAEtov, after which the theorists list the octave species in 
linear fashion. It serves to warn us that the heptachordal organization of sound is 
likely to have been quite alien to our own musical conceptions, and at least partially 
different from the music made in the time of and after the QvaTrjua Tactov. 

9.45 Aristotle and Plato prove that the epicentric arrangement was not some corrupt and 
forgotten relic of the distant past. It was how the Greeks regarded their strings prior 
to the ßvo-mua TiAEºov, and this appears to have continued, at some level, for centuries 
afterwards. The centralized nomenclature begins to give some musical solidity to the 
Archaic heptachordal norm, "the apuovla which our forefathers handed down". It 

appears as a structural constant where the scales of Aristides Quintilianus and the 
Libation Style-the defective octave scales having now been refuted-had otherwise 
given an impression of chaotic evolution. 

9.46 The epicentric perspective began to break down with the expansion of the traditional 
heptachord. The undermining effect of the eighth string is still visible in the 
alternative values held by TptTrrl in Aristoxenean usage (cf. 8.33). The transformative 

process which culminated in the avcrua TOae1ov, where the disjunct Dorian 

octachord was used as the basis of all tonal analysis, gave the string names a fixed 
dynamic value fundamentally incompatible with the earlier heptachordal usage, where 
the strings could assume a variety of pitches from one äpuovta to the next. This 

radical change of perspective reconciled the fundamentals of Terpandrean 
heptachordal practice with the great array of novelty developed in the late fifth and 
fourth centuries. But the confusion this engendered is attested as early as the fourth 

century in the Aristotelian Problems, where the linear perspective of the avorua 
TOM= stands side by side with vestiges of the epicentric perspective, and the 
transition from the one to the other is already very imperfectly recalled. 

9.47 Nevertheless, references to the heptachordal perspective, both conscious and half- 
conscious, are substantial. Considering that the earliest sources which discuss 
musical OEc.. pk1 explicitly, such as Aristotle and Aristoxenus, were for the most part 
composed a century or more after heptachordal music began to break down, the 

38 Arist. Ph. 8.8.262a25. 
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evidence begins to take on greater weight. When this is allied with the overwhelming 
ceramic and lexical evidence for heptachordy throughout the Archaic and early 
Classical periods, it is necessary to accept a more coherent, well-defined, and 
theoretically formal tradition of music than has been supposed in the past. That Lasus 

of Hermione could write a Tkp1 uovaLKýs in the late Archaic period (7.1), and that prior 
to this there existed a technical vocabulary in epic language (5.14-19), clearly illustrates 

the high development of this heptachordal musical practice. If the epicentric string 
arrangement may be shown to have some specific musical relevance, we may come 

one step closer to understanding, in very broad terms of course, the practical nature of 
this TiXV1. 
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10.0 The Symphonic Circle in Greece 

10.1 The argument used to dissociate the epicentric arrangements of Greece and 
Mesopotamia has been that such a scheme is simply a natural and convenient way to 
identify one out of a large number of strings; ' hence such a perspective could arise 
independently in two places. Where this was the only evidence adduced to connect 
Greek and Mesopotamian practice, this was a useful and sufficient rejoinder. Yet 

several lines of reasoning have now converged to connect Terpander's heptachordal 

lyre with an Orientalizing, diatonicizing musical movement. Given this framework, 

kinship rather than independent development emerges as the more economical 
scenario. 

10.2 And yet there are a number arguments against the mere convenience of the 

arrangement. Instruments with many more than the seven strings of the Greek lyre or 
the nine of the Babylonian sammü were widely used in Mesopotamia from very early 
times: the great harps from the reliefs of Assurbanipal's palace at Nineveh (cf. 1.25), 
the eleven-stringed ̀silver lyre' of Ur, 2 and the thirty-stringed instruments attested in 
Sumerian sources. 3 For these, an inward numbering would be progressively more 
impractical. How convenient would it be to call the seventeenth of thirty strings the 
"thirteenth from the end", if the nine-stringed epicentry is supposed to spare the 
player the difficulty of counting to seven? 

10.3 Moreover, since we see from the Nineveh reliefs and elsewhere that instruments of 
different configurations were played together, imagine the confusion if the second 
string from the front of one instrument were the fourth, sixth, or some other number 
on another. The arrangement is only helpful when the count is made from one or 
other end of the instrument; finding the central string in a large array first and 
reckoning thence becomes unnecessarily complicated. But this would put the idea of 
centralization out of focus, since the method might be applied to both an even and odd 

West (1993/4), 162: "The inward numbering is not unnatural. For the player it was easier 
to identify strings in this way than by counting from one end only. The seventh out of an 
array of nine, for example, was more readily identified as 'third from the end' than as 
'number seven"'. 

2 U. 123554 = BM 121199, early third millennium. 
3 MSL VI 126, line 132; Shulgi B, UET VI, No. 81 rev. 8 (s". SA. XXX); see Kilmer (1965), 
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number of strings; an inward arrangement on a thirty-stringed instrument, while 

providing the desired convenience, would yield no central string, or two central strings. 

10.4 Nor should one suppose that for instruments other than the sammü there would have 

been some alternative nomenclature more convenient to the particular needs of each. 
While many chordophones and their parts are presented in the remaining columns of 
tablet U. 3011, the nine epicentric strings are the only such system given. This, as well 

as its position in the first column, suggests that the scheme was more generally 

relevant-exactly as Greek &puovw, presented by the theorists in terms of strings, 

provided the harmonic material for `music' as a whole. In fact, the Mesopotamian 

string names, as well as the interval and tuning vocabulary drawn from them, are used 

consistently throughout the tablets and in other non-specialist contexts dealing with 
vocal music, wind-instruments, and strings of every description. The epicentric strings 
were thus a universal, standardizing construction, applicable to instruments of seven, 
nine, eleven, or thirty strings-and to the wind instruments that play together with 
them in the Nineveh reliefs. 

10.5 From other examples of imported Asian cultural artifacts, one sees a tendency for the 

unnecessary to be filtered out in the process of adaptation, for the necessary to be 
translated. Where something concrete and previously unknown in Greece was 
adopted, its name was also taken over as a loan-word, filling a void in the Greek 
language; this is seen with a commodity like sesame (onoäuri < Sem. säsam-), or a 
tool like the writing tablet (89A-Tos < W. Sem. dalt or delt). Other cases which were 
more conceptual might still entail the borrowing of a linguistic form, like the monetary 
unit of the uva. With the alphabet, adopted directly from Phoenician, the Greeks did 

not lack equivalents for the literal meaning of aleph, bet, etc., but since these words 
also identified the letters, which were new technical artifacts, they were Hellenized and 
retained. Similar cases are the Hurrian adaptation of Akkadian musical vocabulary (cf. 
2.9), and the Greek and Etruscan use of Akkadian terms in the art of hepatoscopy or 
liver divination 4 Sometimes a Greek word might serve as a calque for a foreign term, 
describing the idea just as well; this happened, for example, with the names of the 
constellations. As I have argued, the same was true of Akkadian pitnu and Greek 
bcpoovia, both drawn from the language of joinery and applied metaphorically of the 
tuning process (6.5-7). As the borrowing becomes increasingly abstract, a more 
general calquing process occurs, as with systems of time, divination, astronomy, and 
other such institutions, where these were merely `retold' in the Greek language. The 

4 Burkert (1992), 46-51; West (1997), 48. 
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logical extreme of this `translation' process is found in the poetic and mythological 
material-a literal retelling in Greek of foreign ideas. 5 

10.6 We may distill from these parallels the general principle that vital signs of a foreign 

conception persisted in transmuted but recognizable form. Consider the relationship 
between the Greek and Mesopotamian strings in this light. While both evince the 

epicentric arrangement, there is no exact correspondence between the individual 

names, though one-to-one equivalents could have been found; that the Greek 

nomenclature includes names drawn from a heterogeneous finger system shows 
further disregard (cf. 9.24). Moreover, the one arrangement is comprised of seven, the 

other of nine strings. This suggests that a centralized organization itself, and not the 

number or names of strings, was the essential feature. The common aesthetic stance 

of ävTtpcavia, the redundant octave, attested in both the Greek and Mesopotamian 

sources (cf. 6.13,8.42-48,8.56), guarantees that heptatonic structures could be exhibited 
in paradigmatic form on seven strings, whereas their expression in nine, equally 
possible, would add no further tonal information. 

10.7 CBS 10996 seems to provide an historical link of some sort between the nine strings 
of the Retuning text and a more streamlined heptachordal expression of the diatonic 

cycle. The tablet belongs to "a category of Akkadian mathematical texts that consists 
of lists of constant numbers, or coefficients which are entered together with the objects 
or operations to which they apply" .6 

Column 2.1-10, for instance, lists how much a 
cargo boat could hold of various commodities, where the vessel is a mathematical 
constant by which the other amounts are measured; lines 11ff. list the capacity of 
other measures or containers.? In other words, these texts are meant to establish 
equivalencies between different standards. 

10.8 Excitement about the musical content of column 1, which provided the information 

needed for deciphering the Retuning Text, has caused the tablet's generic context to 
pass without further comment since its first publication by Kilmer (1960). And yet, 
clearly, the musical text, and our reading of it, should be in harmony with this goal of 
coordination. In fact, two distinct systems of musical measurement are at work. The 

epicentric strings of U. 3011, which derive from the Sumerian period, occur in pairs 
where their names inherently suggest the ancient nine-stringed enumeration 123454321. 

S On these and other adaptations, see Burkert (1992), 28ff.; West (1997), 1.60. 
6 Kilmer (1960), 273. 
7 Kilmer (1960), 274f. 
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But because "second-behind" and "behind" do not occur where expected and are 

replaced instead with "fore" and "next", a seven-stringed perspective has been 

superimposed. 

10.9 The tablet's context make us expect these two measures to be reconciled, and this may 
come from the labeling of the intervals. In the Retuning Text, the diatonic cycle is 

analyzed and presented using these terms to follow the changing location of the 

unclear tritone. Thus, while the Symphonic Circle is expressed in nine strings, a basic 

heptatonic perception is operative already in the Old Babylonian period. CBS 10996 

might therefore serve the function of conversion. Yet this is not a sufficient 
explanation of the text's purpose; its coordination with the Retuning Text is not 
absolute, for the latter makes no use of the thirds and sixths recorded in the former. 
Yet the first column 1 of UET 7/74 does contain all the interval types, as do the 
Hurrian hymns with their clearly practical context. Taken together, these facts attest 
that, despite the canonical nine-stringed presentation of the Symphonic Circle, the 
underlying heptatonic tonal reality was clearly apprehended throughout the larger 
Mesopotamian musical culture from at least the Old Babylonian period. For the 

eighth and seventh centuries, the period of interest for the Greek Orientalizing 

movement, the perspective is guaranteed by the Middle Assyrian VAT 10101 and the 
Neo-Babylonian U. 301 1, both of which imply the terminology of CBS 10996. 

10.10 Note that in the transcription of CBS 10996, because of the antiphonal repetition, the 
strings have been conventionally represented by the ordinal series 1-2-3-4-5-6-7. This 
implies a left-right perspective which is not present in the text itself. According to the 
actual string designations of U. 301 1, the `numbers' involved are 1234543. Yet the 
economical omission of "second-behind" and "behind" need entail no replacement 
of the epicentric approach. A different central string now comes to prominence-the 
fourth of seven, as in Greece, whose Akkadian designation as Ea-creator has always 
marked it apart from the Sumerian nomenclature. It might be that CBS 10996 attests, 
albeit obliquely, the Babylonian adaptation or reanalysis of an older Sumerian system; 
but clearly there is not enough evidence to elucidate any simple historical relationship. 
The existence of two standards means that no equation can be definitely drawn 
between specific Greek and Mesopotamian tunings (Dorian and nd qablim, for 
instances). That is, in the seven-stringed expression of the Symphonic Circle, would 
the same progression of tonal relationships now be organized around the fourth string, 
with the first and ninth strings being cut away, so to speak? Or would the eighth and 

8 Cf. Gurney/West (1998), 224. 
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ninth strings be omitted, as in CBS 10096, changing the identity of all the tunings? At 

any rate, all of the seven tunings could be reached from any other through the process 

of `interval rotation', so that the diatonic cycle could be begun from any position, 

regardless of what was considered normative in the Retuning Text. 

10.11 Thus, in an adaptation where individual string names were entirely discarded, the 

conflict of the nine- and seven-stringed perspectives-which at any rate might have 

been awkward only for the Babylonian theorists-could easily have vanished. The 

very divergence between the particular details of the Greek and Mesopotamian string 

schemes, far from being an obstacle, is a valuable musical clue that the essential 
feature was the identification of a center. In other words, the epicentric structure is, as 
a whole, a kind of calque. Provided that they emphasize this, the exact designation of 
the other strings was unimportant; specific Oriental terminology could fall away in the 

process of adaptation, while the older finger names could be made to uphold the 
centralized perspective. madhyama, the only one of the seven Sanskrit strings that 
supports a centralized approach, might also be understood in this light (cf. 1.1); there 

are, besides, philological arguments in favor of seeing madhyama as a relic, 
"applicable to an earlier state of the scale". 9 

10.12 Nor is there any trace in the Greek evidence of a system of interval naming like that of 
CBS 10996, suggesting that this too was less than vital to the musical art itself. It is 
true that the interval names occur in the practical context of the Hurrian hymns, where 
they serve as a kind of notation. But we have no idea of how this system represented 
the actual music. Since none of the interpretations that have been advanced (cf. 2.9) 
have been able to coordinate the song lyrics completely with the intervals, it is 
probable that the `notation' compressed the music according to some kind of tonal 
shorthand, where the elaboration of the individual musician may have played an 
important role. In other words, there is no evidence to suggest that the interval names 
reflect any crucial musical reality. The Symphonic Circle, in its most practical, 
exportable form, could be learned simply through demonstration on an instrument (cf. 
7.8), while as many foreign words and unnecessary refinements as possible would be 
ignored. Nor are the Greeks of Terpander's generation likely to have needed a 
system of notation, since for centuries their musical culture had been transmitted 
orally. 

9 Fox-Strangways (1914), 142. 
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10.13 These arguments lead to the conclusion that the practice of Mesopotamian diatonic 

music was closely allied to the epicentric arrangement, since this is the one formal 

feature which may be detected in the Greek evidence, and that this was not incidental 

or merely convenient but served some definite purpose. There is, in fact, considerable 

evidence in the Greek sources to relate the centralized heptachord-which is to say 

vtaq-to musical function. 

10.14 Consider again the passage from Aristotle's Metaphysics, discussed in the last 

chapter, which treats ii an as an zpx with respect to priority of position. The parallel 

of the chorus leader proved that the Archaic Greek heptachord was focused on the 

central string, rather than those at either end. But the chorus leader also had a 

dominant function within his group, and this opens the possibility that Aristotle's 

comparison is coherent on yet another level. For though the examples are adduced in 

illustration merely of arrangement, the -r&ýts of the chorus was itself based on the 

function of the Kopvpaios. As the best singer, the chorus leader served to set the tone, 

so to speak, uniting the less certain voices into a coherent group. Thus, according to 

Demosthenes, "if someone takes away the leader, the rest of the chorus is gone" (Tbv 

iyE v' &V &(Piar1 TiS. o'IXc-Tat 6 Ao«ncs X°P6S). 1° 

10.15 This functional dichotomy between leader and chorus finds a striking parallel in one 

of the Aristotelian Problems, which goes on to give some tantalizing details of how 

uian served this central function: 

£ Iä Ti. t&v IAV, u&arl KtVTJO . Kal al &XAal XopSal hxovat cOEtpöiEval. f &v St 
ajA oliv . 

hV1) TCJV S' &XXc v Tic KlvrrOý. h KIVTIOEIaa ti6vri cpeEIpETal; - "H ÖTl 

Tb rjpliöoOal kaTly ättäaats Tb fXEty Trcas ITpbs Tf V uiariv [äTrc oats secl. 

Winnington-Ingram]. Kal t TCk tS tj kK&OTflS ASrl Si' KEIvrlv. tl ipOivTOS ovv TOO 

alTIOV Too" rjpi. tbaeat Kal TOO OUViXOVTOS OÜKiTI biOtWc 4palV£Tal nr pxEIV. 

10 D. 21.60. 

11 Jan's supplements in this sentence ("H ÖTI Tb hpubaOa< <npbs v ujarly> to-rly 

anäoatS, Tö <T6> i`Xety 1rcas irpbs Thu p63TIv ETr6oats, Kal tj T6 1f tj WCaTYlS 

jST SO L ivrty) are unnecessary. Deleting the second 6uT&aats would be better, although 

the tautology does not obscure the sense. I found that I was anticipated in this emendation 
by Winnington-Ingram in a marginal note to his edition, kept, like the rest of his library, in 

the Institute of Classical Studies in London. 
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utäS & (kvapubaTOV oüanS. TfS S uianS u£VOVOns svA6ywS Tö KaT' oc1Trjv 
kKAEhrEt uövov. TaºS Sý &XAats vlräpXet Tb i puöoOat. 12 

Why is it that, if [sc. the pitch of] l. týorj is changed, the other strings also sound spoiled, 

whereas if I OTl remains while one of the other strings is changed, only the changed string 
is spoiled? Is it because for all the strings being in tune consists of having some relation 

towards io -and the pitch of each is already [sc. established] through that string. Thus, 

when you take away the cause of their being-in-tune [ToO ApP60eatt] and that which holds 

them together [TOO ouviXovTOS], it no longer appears to be the same. But if one of the 

strings is out of tune while marl maintains its pitch, it makes sense for that string alone to 

be left out of the tuning, since the being-in-tune persists for the others. 

10.16 The implication here, that each string is tuned in relation to uian, is stated explicitly by 
Dio Chrysostomus: 

XPfi St wanEp kV Avpac Tbv 1J9aov c66yyov KaTaoTAaaVTEc i`TrEtTa Trpbc 

TOOTOV apu«OVTaL Toys äAAOVs" El St: IIT'I. oOSEuiav OÜSiTrOTE &pi. lov(av 

b iroSEigouatv. 13 

And as in the lyre, one must establish the middle tone, and then tune the others to it; 

otherwise, they will never display any &puoviac. 

By the late first or early second century A. D. when this was written, the Platonic 
(perhaps Damonian, perhaps Pythagorean) analogy, between harmony of mind and 
that of the lyre, was a hackneyed conceit. Without devotion to knowledge, rather than 
opinion (ppövrnotc vs. 86ýa), one's life will be "discordant" and "out-of-tune" 
(äväpuooTOV, kKuean). But the passage, unless it be dismissed as pure 
archaism-elsewhere Dio uses the Spartans' treatment of Timotheus as an 
exhortation to virtue'4-is valuable for showing that a centralized approach to lyre- 
tuning persisted into the imperial period. This provides a practical basis for the 
epicentric string/planet lists of Nicomachus (cf. 9.41-42), doubtless to be connected 
with the continued use at the popular level, and despite the theorists' elaborate 
constructions, of the seven-stringed lyre (cf. 7.15). 

12 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.36. 

13 D. Chr. 68.7. 
14 D. Chr. 32.67,33.57. 
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10.17 Thus pion was "the cause of attunement" (TOO cxlT(ou TOO ipu6oOat), and a proper 
äpuovfa was produced only when the other strings were tuned towards this central 
tone. This lets us understand another passage of Aristotle which attributes to apuovia 

an äpXh, proving that for the philosopher uian served an important tonal role, and did 

not merely occupy the central position: 

ÖQQ y rp kK TTAEtÖvc v QUVi(3TTIKE KIXi yIVETQI 9V TI KOIVÖV, ENTE k QUVEXC )V £hTE 

K SLflp luiVWV, kV &rraoIV iupafVETal TÖ äpXOV Kai TÖ 6(pX6IIEVOV. Kai TOTO 

& TfiS &TrcxQT15 (PÜQEWS kVU7r pXEI TO-15 kjlyl1)(Ols' Kai Y&P kV TOTS uh u£T! `XOUQI 

ýWns ? GTI TIS &px 1. olov 6cpuovias. 15 

However many things are composed of a number of parts, whether continuous (ouvEXCCv) 

or discrete, and become some one common thing, in all there appears that which governs 

[Tb dcpXov] and that which is governed [tb ZpXbµevov], and this principle is innate to 

animate creatures from the whole of nature; and even in things which do not partake of life 

there is a sort of äpXtj, as in Z ppovla. 

Aristotle may not be restricting himself to musical &puovkx here, but his statement will 
at least accommodate it. The philosopher uses the word in a number of senses, but, 
broadly speaking, äpXA describes that which begets something dependent, gives it 

contextual meaning, or renders it knowable. 16 As in the Aristotelian Problem, then, 

uien is a sort of leader, while the other strings are those which are led. 

10.18 This passage and Problem 19.36 are of further interest for their use of the Peripatetic, 

ultimately pre-Socratic (7.46), terms ouvc v and Too ovviXovTos, for this shines 
further light on the Aristoxenean rule of Quvixeta. Aristotle allows that a unified 
group (gv TI KoIvbv) may be composed of either discrete or `continuous' elements. 
By contrast, Problem 19.36 defines "attunement" as something which is 
"continuous"-or as I have argued (7.30), "cohesive". The source of this `cohesive 

attunement' is said to be uian. 

15 Arist. Pol. 1.2.1254a28-33. 
16 See for example Metaph. 4.1012b34-1013a23 for various definitions, such as rj R 80EV 

Trpc )TOV yiyVETat kvv1r&PXOVTOc 
... 

hi 80EV yVC OT6V Tb npäypa TtpCoTOV. 
Kal a{TTi &pXh A yETal TOO TrpcyIIaTOS ("[An &pXhl is whence it first begins 

when something exists ... and again whence a thing is first known, this too is called the 
äpxtj of the thing"). 
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10.19 At first glance, there appears to be some disparity between these passages and 

Aristoxenus' use of avvýXna. Aristotle and the author of Problem 36 have made uiar1 

the "first principle" (äpXý) of attunement (acpuovia or Tb rip i6o6at), while for 

Aristoxenus the first principle of &puovti is the rule of avvixEIa, which creates a 

coherent u Aos i puooI vov. Yet Problem 19.36 provides a lexical bridge between 

these two Peripatetic zpXat. Here pion is said to be the "cause" of both "the 

cohesive" and "attunement" (Too QITtoV Tov i pußoOat Kal Tov ouv ovTOs). The 

syntactical coordination suggests that the two gloss each other as parallel creations of 

the generative force of u on" 

10.20 In fact, this linguistic connection between an and auvtsXeta appears to be echoed in 

some dry word-play typical of Aristoxenus. '7 For ouviXeta, he asserts, "must be put 

in the position of a first principle" (6ETiov OVV TOTO TrpcZTOv EIS äcpXffS Täýºv). 18 

While Täýts and &pX1i are common Peripatetic terms, both also have their specific 

uses in musical terminology. As we have seen, TäýtS had long been the proper 

musicological term for the tuning of strings (cf. 9.31), while or was the &pXA in both 

reckoning them (9.28-34) and giving them their point of tonal reference. There is thus 

a secondary, almost allegorical, level to Aristoxenus' phrase, which might be rendered 

(somewhat tendentiously) as "this rule of auviXeta must take the place of the [sc. old] 

position/tuning of uian". Without ouvixEta, he concludes, attunement is destroyed 

(ov ph vnapX6VTOs ävatp&Tat TÖ Tjpuoau vov), recalling the statement in Problem 

19.36 that "if uißn is changed, the other strings also sound spoiled" (khv 11b TiS ThV 

uianV KtvrJ9ij. Kai al äXAat XopSal ixooot p9Etp6itcvat). And elsewhere the Musician 

wrote: 

irOXMS IXOVTOS Stacpop tc TOO 1 WOO VOV KaTä Thv TCv StaoTyl Twv 
QÜVBEQIV. IOTI TI TOIOOTOV 0 KQT4 TTQVTÖS hp{_IoopiVOU 07101 OETat 9V TE KQl 

17 Other examples of such humorless technical punning include the well-known jibe at Harm. 

2 against the &puovtKOi as being interested only in &puovfa in its secondary sense of 

"enharmonic", discussed in 7.6 (cf. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1143e-f); the use at Harm. 1 of 

Svvauty aTOtXet6Srl ("elemental significance") to describe the force of appovu& 
, when 

the art itself is concerned with the specific Svvciuts or `tonal significance' of the various 

`harmonic elements' which result when its own precepts are followed: cf. 7.30; the use at 
Harm. 54 of Tb rrpC TOV Kai (VC(yKaI6T(YTOV T(ZV QUVTEIVÖVTWV ("the first and 

most necessary of the things which apply") to describe the cardinal rule of ovvtXElct, which 
is best exemplified by the "tense" diatonic (St rovOV (3ivTOVOV). 

18 Aristox. Harm. 54. 
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TCtiJT6V. TotavTfV ¬Xov Svvauty dCacv csvrf v &va tpouuivrlv ävalpETV Tb 
Apuoau vov. 19 

Although attunement [T6 rjpitoapivov] has many differences with respect to the 

composition of intervals, for attunement as a whole there is a certain something which will 

be stated, a single unitary principle having such a force that if it is removed, attunement is 

also removed. 

There is, then, strong lexical cohesion among the Peripatetic passages-unsurprising 

given the close professional association of the authors. For the Greek reader of 
decent musical education, it would be clear that Aristoxenus understands his cardinal 

rule of diatonic cohesion in relation to a classical method of tuning which is driven by 

uian. 

10.21 Plutarch provides further evidence for associating uiaq with awiXcta: 

ouvripTnoOat St TräoacS Ka QvvTETäXOaI KacTQ adyouS ivappoviouc. cu 
kKQQTTgS cOAaKQ Movoav ETvaI. Tic uiv Trpc: hTnS 'YträTnv. TfiS 6' JoxacTrjS 

NEäTnv. Mianv Si TfS uCTaE . auv Xouoav 'pa Kal QvvEtnoTpipovoav ... TBC 
OVT1TC[ TOTS OEIOIS Kai Tä ITEp! yEta TOTS o ipavtotS 20 

All are harmonized and deployed together in accord with harmonic ratios, of each of which a 
Muse is guardian= Y1r6rrl of the first, Neärrl of the last, and of the middle there is 

Mori, holding together [sun°xousan] and nourishing mortals with gods, earthly things with 

celestial. 

This passage corroborates the Aristotelian Problems, making the "cohesion" of the 
other strings dependent upon uian: here the inadequacy of the translation 
"continuity" for ovviX«a, at least in its musical sense, is obvious. As argued in the 
last chapter (9.38-39), the mention of only vrrccTn. v4rq. and uian-the last emphasized 
in the tricolon crescendo-serves to schematize the epicentric arrangement, what 
Plutarch had earlier called the "boundaries" (öpot). 21 His language is drawn from 
Plato, who, in comparing musical harmony to that which unifies the tripratite soul, 

19 Aristox. Harm. 19. 

20 Plut. Quaest. conviv. 745b. 

21 Plut. Quaest. conviv. 744c: of Tä SLaaiIjuaTa 1rapiXovrEc spot, ut1TTl Kal uian 
Kal ÜTr6TTJ. 
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states that the three strings are "the boundaries of &puovia"-a11 but ignoring the 

others: 

auvapu6cavTa Tpia 6VTa. C'SanEp öpouS TpEis &puovfas &TE> VCt. VE&TT1S TE 

Kal ÜlTQTIJS Kal {. IýQT1S. Kai El &Ma IXTTa LIETaEÜ Tu»(6VEt 6VTa. Tth1VTa TaVTa 

ouvS1jaaVTa Kal iravT&TraOWv Eva yEv6iEVOV kK IroXX%v, awppova Kal 
1 Puoauivov? 2 

harmonizing the three things which are, like the three boundaries of äpuovia--quite 

literally V1' Tn, v'rräT-n, and Giýori (and if there happen to be some other things in 

between)-binding all these things together and for all becoming one from many, wise, and 

harmonized. 

10.22 The idea of harmonic boundaries (öpouc ... &puovlas) recalls Aristotle's use of the 

epicentric arrangement as an example of something "defined in relation to some one 

thing" (npöS TI ZV wpiouivov: cf. 9.27). The notion of or as a conjoining force 

(ouvSt' aav-ra) is repeated in the Myth of Er, where the central light (KaTQ uioov Tb 

pws) is said to be the "binding agent of the universe" ((3vv&eouov TOO ovpavoo), 
"holding together the entire rotation" ('raoav auv ov -n'lv lrcptpopäv)23-important 
testimony for connecting the diatonic cycle with epicentric arrangement (cf. 10.40). 
Plato's language recalls another of the Aristotelian Problems, where uian is compared 
to a grammatical conjunction (a rv&ai os) in its "binding together" of the other 

strings: 

KaOälrEp kK TCJV A16yGJV vk v kýatpE0iVTWV OUVSio. WV OVK gOTIV 6 AÖyoS 

'EXA jVIKÖS, OlOV Tä Ti Kai TÖ Kai. gvtot Et OÜehV ÄU1TO0Q1, Et äC Tä TOIS ý11V 

äVacyKaciov ETVat XpfioOat TroXX&KtS. El IaTa adyoS, TOTS St urj. OiiTC. Kai TG. V 

(p6 yywv rj uior1 w01rEp GliV8E0i165 kaTt 24 

... just as it is not Greek when some conjunctions are removed from speech, for example 

it and Ka(. But some words cause no problem, since it is necessary to use certain words 

often, if it is to be intelligible speech, but others not. Likewise, of musical notes, uiorl is 

like a conjunction. 

22 Pl. Resp. 4.443d-e. 

23 Pl. Resp. 10.616b-c. 

24 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.20. 
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10.23 The analogy might seem inane and of little help in understanding the function of piaq. 
But the Problem derives from a larger pattern of involvement between the musical and 

grammatical. In the euphonist theory refuted by Philodemus, we find an inversion of 

the analogy in Problem 19.20, so that a musical example is used to illustrate speech: 

when phonological elements are assembled in certain correct sequences, proper Greek 

(Aanvtouos) supervenes as a sort of harmony (cpuoyý T, S) 25 Musical influence on 

grammatical language and concepts has been traced to the atomist and Pythagorean 

theory of the fifth century. 26 This surely derives from the pairing of the two in 

education. Indeed, Archytas and Aristoxenus both held that ypaui crrua was actually 

a subdiscipline of uovat 27 But that the two passages just cited exploit the same 

analogy from opposite viewpoints suggests that the relationship was generally 
bilateral. The Greek notation, with notes designated by letters, is a perfect fusion of 

the musical and grammatical, providing a pre-Democritan archetype which goes back 

to the sixth century (cf. 7.57). In their basic, unmodified positions, the letters follow 

the diatonic progression. 28 This shines light on Aristoxenus' comparison of avviXcia 
to the composition of words from letters, which are combined, not at random, but 

according to meaningful, known sequences. 29 Indeed, Aristoxenus' title APMONIKA 

7-TOIXEIA itself alludes to the notion of musical "letters" (QTOIXETa), so that 

äpuovucý becomes a harmonic grammar in accord with the diatonic principles of 

awiXeta, "the practice concerning attunement" (i v 'rCpl Tb hpuooii vov 

TrpayuaTElav) 30 Thus, in Problem 19.20, vian may be understood as joining 

disparate harmonic `words', formed through the cohesion (auWWXE%a) of individual 

elements (aroiXE1a). These `words' (tetrachords? ) would have a certain independent 

25 Philodem. Poem. 1.94.22-5 (Janko): i' ]v Tr' a VTCaV apOC. s [EVPto1KoutVWV 

JAXnv[wa]ubs &TrOTEAETTat, Kai apuoy Tic iaT1 TOI/TCWV ("when all of which [sc. 

these phonological elements] are correctly found, true Greek is produced, and there is a sort 

of harmony of these"). 

26 See Janko (2000), 173ff. 
27 Aristox. fr. 72 = Quint. Inst. 1.10.17: grammatice quondam ac musice iunctae fuerunt, si 

quidem Archytas atque Aristoxenus [v. l. Euenus] etiam subiectam grammaticen musicae 

putaverunt; cf. Isid. Etym. 3.16.2: eratque tam turpe musicam nescire quam litteras 

28 West (1992), 262. 
29 Aristox. Harm. 27: catvETat U TOIaVT1 TLS Vats ETvat Too ovvEXoOc W Tt 

$EAcaSla öia Kai kV Ti Ä ýEI 1rEpi Tf V TC v ypat1uQTWV O VOEOiV K. T. Ä.; Cf. harm. 

37; Rhythm. 2.8; abstracted at ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1144a-c, where the connection with 
avviXEia is again explicit. 

30 Alyp. 1 (367.5f. ). 
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intelligibility, but would still need a central binding agent (avv6ca ios) to conjoin them 

in syntactically intelligible sequences. When all these elements are present, apuovta 

supervenes. 

10.24 The first part of Problem 19.20, which the grammatical analogy is intended to 

illuminate, proves that uian was not merely a useful `conjunction' in the theoretical 

analysis of scales, or simply a tuning-tone, but served rather a tonal role in both the 

composition and actual performance of music: 

Ata TI. ßäv ub Tic dV 11t011v Ktvrjan rjucýv. äpu6oac Tic äaaas XopSäs, Kai 

XPfTat Tcl opyävcp. oiv uövov ÖTav KaTä T6V TnS uiOns YiVI1Tat cObyyov. 

AUTTE'l Ka1 ga(VETat äVCtpuOOTOV. &Wl Ka1 KaT x Tliv äAATiv ucAWS(av- k&v bi 

Tfiv AtXavöv j Ttva äAAOV cOdyyov, T6TE caivETat Staq pEty udvov. &Tav 

KhKELVT) Tic XpfiTat; 'H E iA6yc c TOOTO ouußa(V£I. TrävTa yäp Tic XpnoT& uAq 

ITOXÄäKIs TTä uiO1, I XpijTal. K[! 1 TTäVTES of äyaOol TTOITJTa1 TTUKVZ Irpbs TfiV 

uiarIv äTravTCaot, Käv äTrtA6wOt. TaXv bravWpXovTat. 1rp6s St ä&Anv O(TC)s 

ovSEuiav 31 

Why is it that, if someone moves upon, after tuning the other strings, and uses the 

instrument, it grates and sounds out of tune, not only when it comes to marl, but also 

during the rest of the melody; yet if someone changes AtXczvös or some other note, then 

the instrument appears to be out of tune only when someone uses that string? Is this only 

to be expected? For all good melodies make frequent use of uioil, and all the good 

composers ... 
if they depart from pion, quickly return to it, as they do to no other string. 

10.25 This passage provided Winnington-Ingram with the only real evidence bearing on his 

criterion for modal function, namely the hierarchical importance of notes within a 
tuning; it clearly shows that uion was "the tonic (or something like a tonic) of all 

good melodies". The question, then, was whether this Problem referred to thetic or 
dynamic upon (cf. 8.2-4). Was the point of tonal reference always "ion as defined in 

the disjunct Dorian octave, regardless of where the structure appeared, for example, in 

a complex Hellenistic composition? Or was it the fourth note from the bottom in any 
species of the octave? Winnington-Ingram seems to have been drawn to the latter 

explanation, for it "at least provides modal variety; and some of the fragments seem to 
support it"-a view which had been held by Westphal, Gevaert, and Mountford. The 

opposite interpretation, embraced by Munro and Macran, was thought to be supported 

31 Ps. -Arist. Pr. 19.20. 
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by the Aristotelian Problems, Aristoxenus, and Cleonides, where only the dynamic 

nomenclature of the ava-mpa TdXElov ever seemed to be used. Yet this, too, was 

unacceptable to Winnington-Ingram, because "it cannot adequately account for the 

differences of character (liOos) so commonly ascribed to them [sc. the apuovkat]". 

This dilemma ultimately led him to reject any original equation between the octave 

species and the Classical &puoviai; Dorian i car. which he saw in Problem 19.20, was 

indeed the Greek tonal center, but this was "true only for a limited period, that which 

saw the systematization of Greek musical theory by Aristoxenus". 32 

10.26 One can only wonder how Winnington-Ingram's views might have changed with the 

knowledge that systematic, cyclical diatony was not first invented by the Greeks in the 

fifth or fourth centuries; for, to judge from his collection of offprints, 33 he was almost 

certainly aware of the cuneiform discoveries. At any rate, the arguments of the last 

two chapters have undermined some of the a priori assumptions he was forced to 

make by the limitations of the evidence available to him. He held, for instance, that the 

original thetic nomenclature "in itself ... implies nothing about the functions of the 

notes", while Aristotle, in the Metaphysics passage (9.27), was merely "contemplating 

the arrangement of notes in a scale rather than their functions" 34 Yet it is now clear 

that Aristotle knew a definite function for ui6n, that this was implicit in his example of 

the epicentric arrangement which looked back to the Archaic heptachord (9.35), and 

that this system of tuning was very much more ancient than the theorists would lead 

us to believe. Likewise, the Aristotelian Problems, though they do use the dynamic 

nomenclature of the ßvaTnua T %EIOV, often do so in discussions about this ancient 

state of affairs; the ambiguities considered in the last chapter derive from a conflict 
between the dynamic and thetic approaches. Thus we arrive at the pre-Aristoxenean 

perspective. The Peripatetic testimony about or as a sort of tonal center cannot, in 

fact, be categorically restricted to pion in the disjunction; Winnington-Ingram himself 

felt that this hypothesis was "perhaps not very likely in view of the general terms of 
the text" 35 And yet how can thetic uiQi, as the fourth string from either end in the 

ancient epicentric heptachord, fulfill a consistent role as tonal center in a variety of 
tunings, if these were not contiguous heptachords? 

32 Winnington-Ingram (1936), 6-9; cf. 81-4. 
33 These are also kept at the Institute of Classical Studies in London and contain, like 

Winnington-Ingram's edition of Jan (1895), valuable marginalia. 
34 Winnington-Ingram (1936), 4. 

35 Winnington-Ingram (1936), 8. 
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10.27 Given the great changes music had undergone since the heptachordy norm of the 

Archaic and early Classical periods, we might suppose that the epicentric method was 

no longer sufficient, or that its simple structure had now been obscured by the tonally 

more elaborate structures of the New Music. iroauxopSkx, I have argued, obscured the 

literal `continuity' or `cohesion' of the ancient seven strings on the crossbar of the 

lyre (cf. 8.74,9.30). The rule of auviXcta let these basic heptatonic structures maintain 

their identity in a variety of modulatory or `polymelic' musical environments, for 

instance in the eleven-stringed accompaniments (SuOuoºs kvSEKaKpouuzTOts) of the 

Timothean lyre. The new approach allowed dynamic vion, as defined in the basic 

Dorian octachord of the ßvcTn is TAEIOV, to be identified in tone-structures of more 

than seven strings; but the ancient heptachordal structures were still seen as 
`circulating' in an abstract tonal realm. Thus we learn from Cleonides that the 

Aristoxenean revision could account for tuning systems (OVOI-AuaTa) containing 

more than one ̀ uQn': 

nCnaä uiv OÜV iGTt Ta Trpbc jAaV u: ̀Qnv t'puoouiva. StirAä St Tic irpbs Svo. 

Tptrtaä Si Ta irpös TpcTS. lroAAalTAc otcc St Täc irpbs irXElovac 36 

Simple [sc. systems] are those tuned to one plan, double are those [tuned] to two, triple are 

those [tuned] to three, multiform are those [tuned] to more. 

10.28 Whether a system was single, double, triple, or multiple depends on how many 
properly constituted u an fipuocuiva of the Dorian type could be detected. In the 

extant work of Aristoxenus, -r6 i puoouivov, the attuned scale, is only ever allied to the 
rule of owiX£ta. In Cleonides, however, hpuooviva shows that similar structures are 
envisioned, yet here ovvWXeia is not adduced; the important thing is rather how the 

other strings stand in an attuned relationship to uiorq. As an Aristoxenean writer, 
Cleonides' statement serves to link the master's definition of "cohesive attunement" 
(Tb fipuoouivov) with the Aristotelian descriptions about the prominence of plan, 
illuminating an aspect of avviXeIa which has been obscured by the fragmentary state 
of the Elementa Harmonica. 

10.29 There is, however, one passage of the treatise which touches on this hidden issue: 

36 Cleonid. 11 (201.16ff. ); cf. Aristid. Quint. 1.8 (14.23-26): Tä Si UETaDc1AAdl1EUa [sc. 

QUQTijllaTa], T61 TrAE(ous EIXovTa u&aac. 
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Sitz TI Y& P uions ViV Kal TrapalliOT1s 9V eQTI SlaOTrjua Kan iräAty a'v "iGTIS TE 

Kal VimiTgS Kal TG]V &AAWV 8001 <> KIVOOVTaI TCJV 4PO6yyc v. TQ Si PiQTIS Kai 

AtXavoa SIa0TýuaTa iroAACI OcTHov ETval37 

For why is it that there is one interval between Wan and Trapauion and again between 

uian and both rrrärrl and as many others as do not change pitch, while it must be ruled 

that there are many intervals between marl and auXavdS? 

Aristoxenus is paraphrasing a common musicological question, which he intends to 

refute. The form of expression (Stör Tt yäp) recalls the Aristotelian Problems, perhaps 
yielding a glimpse of how Aristoxenus' 6cwpla represented a reconsideration of older 
concepts which he needed to justify to his Peripatetic colleagues-who, as we have 

seen, were concerned with the history of the ancient heptachord and its transformation. 
The issue at hand is the intonational variability of certain degrees of the scale-the so- 
called movable strings (oi Ktvovuevot: cf. 7.2), of which XtxavdS is adduced as an 
example-as against the fixed boundary notes upon. napauian, Vn&Tn (and by 
implication OTTO. Aristoxenus imagines all possible intervals that might be taken 

with uiQn, dividing them into those of fixed and variable size, as though this is how the 
problem would naturally be-or was in fact-posed. 

10.30 Since a number of intervals can arise between a fixed and movable string, some 
wondered why a different name should not be devised for each magnitude. 
Aristoxenus rejects the proposal on the grounds that "we will need an infinite number 
of names" (äirEtpwv bvoIACTwv Sena6 Oa). 38 Conversely, such a nomenclature 
could not differentiate between intervals of identical magnitude which were not 
equivalent "with respect to their tonal meaning" (KcXTä Týv Sirvauuv) 39 According to 
the rule of ouviXcIac, for example, a consonant fifth or fourth will occur between 

successive pairs of strings, yet each has a different tonal meaning within the tuning. 
By the same token, a distance of five strings might in one tuning span a consonant 
fifth, but not in another; hence the distinction between Tb [St6aT71ua] Stec 'rivTF and rj 
[ovupwvkx] Stä Tr VTE 40 Aristoxenus insists that, though the moveable strings vary in 

37 Aristox. Harm. 47. 

38 Aristox. Harm. 48. 

39 Aristox. Harm. 47. 

40 Aristox. Harm. 48. 
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their intonation, "the tonal meaning of the notes remain" (Täs T&V gObyywv Suväuets 

Stauiv£tv), 41 and so he is justified in retaining a single name for each string. 

10.31 Clearly, then, the concept of Svvauts is one of mutual relation. Thus Ptolemy defines 

it as "how something stands in relation to something else" (T6 irp6s TI i as ov), 42 

while Aristoxenus says that the names "have been so called in relation to each other" 

(npbs äAArXa Y61P MAEKTaj) 43 But since a collection of variable pitches can evince 

among themselves an infinite number of such dynamic relationships, a limited array of 

tonal meanings can only come through some structural constant. Cleonides provides 

us with the Aristoxenean position, that the S; rvajxS of a note was understood by "how 

it stands" (Tb ... Tr63s ¬XEIv) in relation to upon 44 The notion of musical 

"intelligibility", bestowed by uian. recalls Aristotle's definition, cited above, of an 

bcpXi' as "that from which a thing is known" (ii & ... öOEv yvwOTbv T6 irpäypa). 
We come full circle to Problem 19.36, where the "attunement" and "cohesion" of 

äpuovia consisted in "each note standing in some relation to uiorl" (Tb IXCIV 1rws 

irpbs -nyv pianv). Thus, Aristoxenus concludes as he began, with specific examples of 

Svv6pas calculated in relation to uAan, where "let this be a sufficient response to their 

confusion" (Trpbc uiv Tr v StaTroptav ToaaOTa eip, ioOw) shows that these epicentric 

examples would be readily intelligible to his audience: 

41 Aristox. Harm. 49. 

42 Ptol. Harm. 2.5 (52.10); cf. schol. ad 51.18: Svvctuty Myet Tbv X6yov, öv i`xEt tj plat 

XopSh TrpÖ TÖV 9TEpOV. 

43 Aristox. Harm. 50. 

44 Cleonid. 11 (202.3-5): &irb Si: Tns wars Kal TCjV aolTrav cpObyyo v at SUV(iuEIS 

yvwpltovTact. T6 Y &P nc)S i`XE1V irKacaTOV a &v irpbs tv uIorly pavEpCJs 

yivETact ("And the functions of the rest of the notes are known from uiorl, for how each of 

them is clearly arises in relation to upon"); cf. Aristox. Harin. 36: Tb 1rEp1 Tav 

pO6yyCWV E11TEIV '001 T' E10 Kat TIVI yVC pttOVTat Ka 7T6TEpOV T610EtS TMS 

Etoty, wanEp of noXaoi vnoaaußävovoty, il SvväuEts ("to speak about `notes' 

[(p06yyot], how many they are, by what means they are understood, and whether they are 

mere pitches [Täocts], as most people suppose, or musical functions [SUvelpEts]"); 69: 

KQT& ... TI TC)V q)eÖyyWV TaCEIS L irctp& ? TWS gatVETat ETVOI -rh 1rEpI AoS, 

KC(Tä Si TxS SUV&I-lEtc 
... TTE1TEpaouiva TE KQI TETaypivct ("in terms of the pitches 

of notes, the components of a scale appear to be infinite, but in terms of `tonal significance' 

they are bounded and ordered"); [Cleonid. ] 14 (207.11f. ): SvVaiIS LOTI TAýtS cBdyyOV, 

St' AS yvc pt ouEV T6 V cpeayywv ; <KaOTOV. 
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CA)aTrEp y&p b TftapTOS 676 Tr"15 u ar1S lJ1T&Tn Wpbs u O11V MyETQI. OVTG. )S 

X6uev0S n1S uQr1S AiXavbS TrPbS P 6371V AYETact 45 
li.; 

For just as the fourth note from i orl is called inrcrrt1 in relation to uian, so the note 

adjacent to i arl is called AiXavbs in relation to marl. 

10.32 Since Svvauus is defined by mutual relationship, u¬on must have its own tonal 

significance from its relation to the other pitches of a tuning. Thus Cleonides defines 

the Svvocuns of on as the position it occupies in the Dorian octave of the Perfect 

System. 46 This shows that his statement just cited-Tb yap 's Ix v 9KacOTOV 

a , Twv Trpbs Tv i arly q)avepCs yivETat-refers specifically to the calculation of the 

normal Dorian dynamic values used throughout Arisoxenean theory. In other words, 
for Aristoxenus the structural constant which determines Suva s is not the old thetic, 
but the new dynamic uýOf" 

10.33 Yet it should now be clear from the non-Aristoxenean material that a tonal 

organization around thetic vian preceded the ova"ua TLXCIov, being the essential 
function of the epicentric heptachord. The evidence of Dio suggests that it also 
endured beyond the theoretical innovations of the fourth century, and this is 

corroborated by Nicomachus and Plutarch, who preserve knowledge of the epicentric 
heptachord in cosmological contexts. Taken together, the evidence shows that the 
ancient thetic than provided tonal meaning for a number of heptatonic &ppovlat. 
Variety of `mode'-a better word is now needed, perhaps `tonal 

construction'-comes from the changing Smilms of the strings towards ii on, whose 
pitch is a constant. Conversely, the tonal significance or meaning of uion would 
change from one &puovia to the next, since it would be surrounded in each by a 
different set of pitches. uian was the source of cohesive diatonic tonality, since these 
tunings were the original prerogative of the heptatonic lyre in its classical, Terpandrean 
form. We must accept, in short, that the Greeks knew the diatonic cycle at a very early 
date, and that this was the "&puovla which our fathers handed down". I have 
offered some suggestions as to how the irregular 6pi., ovlat of Aristides Quintilianus 
and the Libation Music of Olympus could have stood alongside this TrtXvr1 (cf. 1.12, 
7.62). Other explanations might be devised. But such tone-structures can no longer 
exclude the co- or pre-existence of the diatonic octave species. 

45 Aristox. Harm. 50. 

46 Cleonid. 11 (201.18ff. ): tort Si ut`arl gObyyov SvvautS. c, ovußttýfKt KaT Z JJv 
5ta cuýIV i`Trl t1kV TÖ 6f V TÖvov IXE[V XOÜVBETOV K. T. X. 
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10.34 The final proof the larger thesis, that the Greeks learned their diatonic cycle from the 

Near East, would be to demonstrate a similar epicentric tonal construction in the 

Mesopotamian musical evidence. It is inconceivable that two musical traditions, 

geographically adjacent, could not only develop, independently , analogous centralized 

string-nomenclatures, but also endow them with analogous musical functions. Indeed, 

given the historical and technical framework that has now been established, even the 

most distant sympathy should suffice to close the case-which is fortunate, because 

very little new information can be bled from the tablets. 

10.35 One issue which has remained open is the extent to which the Retuning Text should 

be restored 47 Gurney (1968), taking a practical view of the text, would restore the 

cycle from isartum to isartum, that is, through eight phases-the cycle being complete 

only when the first tuning has been replicated one semitone higher or lower 

(depending on direction of pitch). A musician could then proceed to any of the seven 

tunings by the most direct route, three strings at the most ever needing to be retuned. 48 

The change of pitch in the repeated first tuning would be unimportant if the musician 

were a soloist, since a pitch standard would not be needed to coordinate several 

instruments. In favor of the practical view, one might cite the text's second-person 
form of address. 

10.36 Crocker (1997), however, sees the return to isartum as redundant; the diatonic cycle 

comprises seven distinct pitch-sets, and when these have been shown, the text should 
be complete 49 I have already argued that the Retuning Text was a universal tone- 

47 See Wulstan (1968), 221; Gurney (1968) 232f.; Duchesne-Guillemin (1969a), 12; Gurney 

(1994), 102ff. 

48 Gurney (1994), 104: "It seemed obvious that without this the cycle would not be complete; 

there would be no instruction for retuning from isartum to gablitunz or vice versa ... This 

text would be used by any solo player who knew he had a particular tuning and wished to 

convert it into another. He was free to choose his own pitch, and with this scheme no more 

than three strings would ever need to be retuned at a time. But without the initial and final 

isartum six steps would be necessary to convert qablitum into isartum and vice versa, when 

it could be done in one". 

49 Crocker (1997), 193f.: "It seems to be essential to the tuning text to proceed by 

consistently tightening strings, or, alternatively, by consistently loosening them ... When 

we execute the procedure in this way, each alteration of a string produces a new 

configuration of tones and semitones within the octave ... Furthermore, while each 
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system useful for all musicians, not merely soloists (10.2-4). It also seems likely that a 

well-trained musician would know how to change his tunings without needing to 

consult a textbook; as I have argued (10.12), the lack of specific Akkadian terminology 

in the Greek evidence suggests that diatonic music could be learned orally, without the 

written documentation of the tablets. Important textual parallels come from CBS 

10996 which, in its omission of the antiphonal octave (6.13), demonstrates a similar 
disregard for the redundancy of heptatonic phenomena; and from VAT 10101, which 
lists only the seven tuning names (U. 3011 cannot be used to support either case, for 

the tablet is incomplete). 

10.37 Beyond this, one can do no better than to cite the Greek view (cf. 7.25) that "Seven are 

the pitches of the octave, and the tunings are the same in number" (hrTä St (pOdyyot 

TfjS SL61 naacav Kai äpuovtact TOQQVTat) 50 The most eloquent statement of this 

position is Ptolemy's argument for seven rather than eight or more Tdvot; the 

technical perspective is different from that of the Retuning Text, but the underlying 

tonal issue is identical: 

c, of L1 V iUSOTýpca TOO Stä Traa%Zv äc(poplýovTES TO V'S äKpOUS TC V TdvWV O%K 

aV ETEV z1TOKaOEaTT1KÖTEc Tb fipuoOu: `VOV-90Tat yap Tls eTttp aÜTO S 

äV611oto5 h7Taat TOI 1TptTOtS-01 St 111TEpEKTr1ITTOVTE5 TOG Etär TTaaCJV TOYS 

äiT' aÜTOÜ T0 Stä iraoCJV äTrc T1<pCa 1TapEAK6VTCW5 flTOT(OEVTat, TOYS aJTO'5 

äE1 ylvouývovs TOis npOE(XTW Vots ... Ov SEdVTCag OvV OOSt of uiXpt U6VOV TOO 
Stec traacw Trpot: a66VTES auyKaTapt69ovat To-5 Tövots Tbv T kfapX? s Stäc 

TTaawV. Tc1 JTÖV yap pavAaovTat TTETTovüÖTEs ToTs *TrEpßalvouoi TÖV 

i`KKEII. IEVOV ÖPOV. 1TÄ V Kae' ÖOOV OÜTOt PhV kg' ltVÖS, kKEºVOt et ilT1 ? rXEI6VCaV ... 

El yap äTraC Aapß(ävETai Tts 6 a1T65 LTrl TCv IrpoKEtuivwv c: 6 Stä trao(Zv 

T4) *ýapX15. Ti KwavEt. q QcZlEV 4&V, lrpOOTt0ECOat Ka1 TOÜS TOTS XOtlTO15 týf5 

6VTa5 xvcXoyov51 

configuration is different from the preceding one in the process, after seven such 
configurations the eighth is the same as the first. The order, then, in which the strings are 
to be altered is of the essence: "Do this, and you will create the seven tunings". We can 
conclude that this most elegant expression of the seven tunings was the intended purpose of 
the retuning text". 

50 Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 1093a13. 

51 Ptol. Harm. 2.8 (59.6-20). 
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Thus, those who define the limits of the Tövot at less than an octave would not have cycled 

through the attunement [äcrroKaOeun1K6TES -rb tipuoouivov]-for there will remain, 

besides them, some one Tdvos beyond, different from all the first ones-but those who 

blunder beyond the octave redundantly hypothesize their Tbvot beyond the octave itself, 

since these are always the same as the previous ones ... And so even those who go only as 

far as the octave ought not to number among the Tbvot that one which is at an octave from 

the first Tdvos. For clearly they make the same mistake as those who exceed the stated 

limit, except that this excess is that of one T6vos, while theirs is of more ... For if once 

some one identical TövoS is accepted in addition to those that have gone before, like that 

which is at an octave from the first, what, they might ask, prevents the next Tbvoi in the 

sequence from being added by analogy? 

10.38 In this light, one should consider a curious, seven-part division of the citharodic vduoc, 
attributed to Terpander himself: 

uipn St TOO KLeapwsLKOO v6i ov. TEpTräcvSpov KaTavEIlia vToc. i1rT6[" &pX&, 

u£TaPX&. KaTaTpolr&. lIETaKaTaTpoTTÜ, bupaAoc. Qcppay(s. i7TIAoyoS 52 

The parts of the citharodic nomos, as apportioned by Terpander, are seven: beginning, after- 
beginning, down-turn. after-down-turn, center (lit. navel), seal, conclusion. 

A number of sources attribute specific compositions to Terpander, allegedly named 
from ethnics, rhythms, and styles. 53 Like other vbuoi of which there is notice, these 
titles probably derive, for the most part, from the musicologists of the Classical and 
Hellenistic periods, on the basis of internal features or scholarly deduction. 54 But the 

passage of Pollux under consideration is somewhat different. It does not seem to be a 

52 Poll. Onom. 4.66. 

53 Heraclid. Pont. ap. ps. -Plut. De mus. 1132d: kKETvos yoüv TovS KLOapwS1KOVs 

TrpöTEpoS d vV halo. BOICVTIÖV Tiva Kal A16Atov TpoXaTdv TE Ka1 
TcpirävSpEtov Kaacv, XX& ufiv Kal TETpao[Stov; Schol. Er ad. Ar. Ach. 13: Tb 
BE BotwTtov . Aos OVTCO KaAot cvov, ö1TEp EVpc TipiravSpoS, CJOTCEp Kai Tb 

Opvytov; Suda s. v. öpOLOV vbltov Kal Tpoxa iov: Tons Wo vduous htrb TC)V 
SuOuC. v d v6uaoE TipiravSpos, btvaTETauiVOi S' 1joaV Kai EÜTOVOt; Phot. Lex. 
s. v. vöuos: 6 K16apG)SIK65 Tp61rOS TT S icXc; )Stas, 6pioviav IXwV TaKThV Kal 

ßuOubv 6ptaii vov" ýaav Si i1rTa of vTrb TEpirävBpou" ccv ETS 6pOtos. TETp&Stos. 
Ws. 

54 See Barker (1982-9), 1.250. 
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case of individual citharodic v6pot, for he has already mentioned some of the more 
familiar Terpandrean pieces. 55 Nor does it seem to be a particular composition with 

many sections, for Pollux speaks of the citharodic vöuoS, as though the sevenfold 
division somehow embraced the genre as a whole. These names are not attested 

elsewhere, but Photius also speaks of "the citharodic style of melody ... there were 

seven according to Terpander (6 KL6apc LKbS TpölroS TfjS IEaws[as ... ijaav St k-rrT& 

of inch TEpTräcvSpou). Interestingly, only three names are given here (6p6Loc. 

TETpQSIOS. 3E6S)-all of which are attested in the other sources as titles of individual 

compositions. Together these sources suggest that Terpander was associated with 

some seven-fold organization of citharodic tuning, even if the precise terminology was 
largely forgotten. 

10.39 And yet the names given by Pollux are quite suggestive in relation to the diatonic 

cycle. This is not to propose a one-to-one relationship with Akkadian 

terms-although KQTaTp07T6( is strikingly similar to ship ("overturn"), which 
separates successive tunings in U. 3011, as though encapsulating in a single word the 

modulatory process which is detailed in the Retuning Text. More important is the 

general sense of progression to the names, with a definite starting point (&pXa) 
followed by something of the same kind but next in sequence (iETapx ); KaTaTpOTrä 
and IETaKaTaTPolrcz lend themselves to a similar motion. This might recall the pairs 
Lydian/Hypolydian, Phrygian/Hypophrygian, Dorian/Hypodorian, the TdvoI separated 
from each other by a fourth in the Perfect System, but with the same structural 
differences as successive tunings in the Symphonic Circle. dupaads, occupying the 
fifth rather than fourth of seven positions, is not precisely the "navel"; but in view of 
the Greek and Mesopotamian emphasis on musical middleness, including the tuning 
gablitum, the term is certainly pregnant. aypayls and tn(Aoyos might seem better 

suited to sections of an individual composition, though iTrIAoyos could be the 
"conclusion" to any type of sequence. Overall, then, Terpander's seven-part 
citharodic vbuoc could distantly attest the full cycle that would naturally accompany 
the heptatonic instrument he is said to have invented. The motley collection of names 
might be accounted for by the same logic used to explain the titles of other vduot; an 
historically accurate sevenfold division could have been filled in with terms cobbled 
together from incomplete information by educated guess-work. 

55 Poll. Onom. 4.65: vduot S' of TEpnävbpov &irb uAv TG. w eOv(Zv ö6EV Av. Al6XtoS 
Ka1 Botd rIOS. 6Tth Si ýuOVC)v 6p6tos Ka1 TpOXaIoS. aTTÖ Sj rp6TTGJv ÖFÜS KCEI 

TETpaOlSLOc. &Trb S' avTOV Kai TOO &pwuivov TEpnäcvSpctos Kal Ka, rk v. 
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10.40 If one accepts that the Retuning Text gave seven rather than eight phases, a provocative 

correlation between the nine epicentric strings and the Symphonic Circle presents 

itself; for in this case, it will be noticed, the fifth string is the only one of the company 

whose pitch does not change (see diagram in Appendix B). This would let us see the 

arrangement 123454321, with all the strings so ordered to emphasize a centerpoint, as a 

sort of illustration of the musical phenomena of the Retuning Text. This would also 

serve to link the two halves of U. 3011 column 1, where the epicentric strings are 

followed closely or immediately (depending on the exemplar) by a list of the tunings 

which they express, in the same order that they occur in the Symphonic Circle. The 

parallels to the Greek material discussed above should be obvious, in particular 
Problem 19.36 with its implication that the pitch of uiorr is not to be moved, lest the 

tuning of the other strings be damaged. 

10.41 The evidence is sufficient, I hope, to prove finally an historical connection between the 
Greek art of &puovt and the Symphonic Circle of Mesopotamia. The evidence 

suggests a centralized approach to diatonic music which goes far beyond a mere 

arrangement of convenience. pitnu, &puovla, and S=rovoS itself reveal a very ancient 

metaphor of tonal construction. This is consistent with the concept of Svvautc, the 
`tonal meaning' which arises from the connection of two pitches. In the Archaic 
Greek heptatonic lyre, this tonality was built up through a tuning's relation to uiQn, 
and this TEXvr1 continued well beyond the polychordal period. Further examination of 
the evidence for "epicentric tonal construction" might yield a more coherent and 
detailed picture. For it is now seen that nearly every key concept of Greek 

theory-Plan. Qvv4XEIa, & vauLS. the TavoI. the mechanism of ucTaßoA1, the process 
of interval rotation, the names of the fourth, fifth, and octave-has its roots in the 
Archaic heptachordal melic. With the diatonic cycle as a constant in the history of 
Greek music from the Orientalizing period onwards, the possible explanations for the 
other phenomena-the scales of Aristides Quintilianus, the Libation music, the origin 
of the yivn, iroAvXopSla, and the contributions of the New Musicians-may be 

greatly constrained. It may even be possible to deduce from the Greek evidence more 
information about the ancient Mesopotamian artform itself-the original Invention of 
Music. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Etymology of Harmonia 

A. 1 The survival of the Mycenaean lyre finds a number of further, specifically harmonic, 

parallels. The PIE root *ar- ("to fit or join") was highly productive throughout the 

Indo-European family, and Greek is no exception; but an important development of this 

root, represented by &puovia and &pudýca, may be traced specifically to the palatial 

culture of the Mycenaean period, where it is most conspicuous in the language of 

chariotry. The fundamental derivative is a-mo (äcptxo), a neuter singular formed on the 

root *äp- with the concrete noun-forming suffix -mn; l the literal meaning of the word 
is "joined object", but in the tablets designates the chariot wheel, because this was the 

"joined object" par excellence. The word usually occurs in the plural a-mo-ta 
(appoTa) 2 as chariot wheels typically come in pairs; but the singular is also attested .3 
Both forms find Homeric parallels in äpua and äpvaTa-with an alternate vocalization 

of the suffix -mn to be considered below-used interchangeably for "chariot". The 

Homeric plural is intelligible enough: one's "wheels", i. e. car, is a familiar expression 
in English. The singular ipua might be explained as an anachronistic back-formation 

from ipucTa" Alternatively one may suppose that the singular "wheel" could itself 

stand for the whole chariot; this is possible plausible, given that these vehicles were 

two-wheeled, and that in the tablets wheels are consistently treated as pairs (where the 

abbreviated ze is equivalent to ýevyoS), 4 frequently described by dual adjectives, while 

with the dual form a-mo-te (= &puoTE) is also attested .5 
The ideogram too, which 

typically designates a pair, appears as a single wheel, as though we were looking at 
them from the side. 6 A third possibility is that *armn had, in one or more dialects, a 
parallel substantival sense, for a chariot is as much a "joined thing" as is a wheel. 

I See Buck/Petersen (1945), 221. 

2 KN So894, So 0437, So 0439, So 0440, So 0430, So 0442; PY SaOl, Sa 02, Sa 787, Sa 793, Sa 

790, Sa 682, Sa 03 (= DMG 278-291). 

3 KN Sg 1811. 

4 KN So 0439 (= DMG 280); cf. Ventris/Chadwick (1956), 54,370; Hooker (1980), 165. 

S KN So 0442 (= DMG 283); cf. Ventris/Chadwick (1956), 370. 

6 Palmer (1963), 320. 
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A. 2 Besides providing specific words for "wheel" and "vehicle", derivatives of *ap- are 
found in more general chariotry contexts. Of the three ideograms for chariot (240- 

242), 7 the verbal form a-na-mo-to (hväpuoaTot or äväpuoTot: see below) accompanies the 

vehicle in its most disassembled state (242), without side-extensions, pole-stay or yoke; 
it is completely "unfitted". 8 a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na (6papuoTtAva) describes the chariot 
in its second state of assembly, without wheels but otherwise "fitted out" (241) 9 The 

completely assembled is shown in ideogram 240; Homer describes the process of 

attaching wheels to the chariot, and wheels and vehicles were listed separately in the 

tablets from the armoury at Knossos. 10 Likewise in Homer we find, in addition to the 

ubiquitous äpua and äpua: Ta, a four-wheeled vehicle (crrn vrj) described as vnnpTep(rl 

äpapvºav ("fitted with a compartment"); " with this one may compare a-ra-ru-ja a-ni- 
ja pi (&papuTa &viapt), "fitted with reins", found in many of the chariot tablets cited. 

A. 3 a-mo, a-mo-ta, a-ra-ro-mo-to-me-na and a-na-mo-to all exhibit the characteristic 
vocalization of the sonant nasal as o-, rather than the a- which characterizes other 
Greek dialects; thus Mycenaean &pt. to/&pGtoTa contrast with the äcpua/apuaTa of 
Homer. 12 Because the same phonetic doublet occurs within the Linear B corpus 
itself-pe-mo alongside pe-ma (<*spermn), for instance-it is necessary to distinguish 
between `normal' Mycenaean, the aristocratic koine which prevails in the tablets, 13 and 

7 Ventris/Chadwick (1956), 51,361. 

8 Ventris/Chadwick (1956), 362; cf. Sf 0421, Sf 0420 (= DMG 272-3). 

9 KN Sd 0403, Sd 0401, Sd 0409 + 0481, Sd 0413, Sd 0404, Sd 0402, Sd 0422 (= DMG 265- 

271). 

10 Hom. 11.5.722-32. 

11 Hom. Od 6.70. 

12 Ruijgh (1961), 204ff., argues that this vocalization was formed by analogy rather than regular 

development. 

13 On the general uniformity of the dialect, see Ventris/Chadwick (1956), 75f. 
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the `special' forms of certain scribes who betray local dialectal differences. 14 The exact 

relationships of the Greek dialects to each other, and how this reflects the historical 

movements of the Bronze Age, remains a matter of debate. 15 It is probable that Ionic, 

Aeolic and Cypro-Arcadian had distinguished themselves as regional dialects by the 
Mycenaean period. 16 Because Mycenaean shows closest affinities with Cypro- 

Arcadian, the most compelling hypothesis is that a ruling dynasty arose from this 
dialectal group; the tablets reflect the linguistic identity of this aristocracy, and conceal 
the dialectal diversity which remained the rule. The position of the Dorians, both 

geographical and linguistic, remains obscure; but the fact that it shares with Ionic a 

number of dialectal features shows that a simple family tree will not suffice to represent 
the complex historical relationships between the dialects: linear and network models 

must be combined. '? The development of a koine is characterized by such non-linear 
developments, and the Mycenaean palace culture, with its unifying force, must have 

encouraged a certain amount of linguistic `cross-contamination'. 

A. 4 One phenomenon which attests this process is the appearance of characteristic 
Mycenaean forms across the later dialectal divisions. apudtw (Doric &pudoSw). 

appearing throughout the later Greek dialects18 but showing the characteristic 
Mycenaean o-, is clearly an example of this, 19 but in other respects the word's relation 
to the attested Mycenaean forms has remained obscure, and its derivatives exhibit a 

14 See especially Risch (1966), 157: "On peut penser, par exemple, que le myc6nien normal 

[reflected in the prevailing orthography of the tablets] 6tait la lange de la cour, ou de 

l'aristocratie, et que le mycdnien special [reflected in certain divergent spellings] Ctait en rCalitd 

la langue des couches inferieures [from which class came these divergent scribes]. L'une est 

tombee avec la catastrophe qui a d¬truit les palais mycbniens, tandis que l'autre a survecu. " Cf. 

Ruijgh (1961); Palmer (1963), 41f., 60-4,320; Hooker (1980), 74f. 

15 See for example Chadwick (1976), (1956); Ruijgh (1961); Barton& (1966). 

16 Ruijgh (1961), 206; Palmer (1963), 62. 

17 See Chadwick (1976). 

18 Chantraine (1968), 110f.; Frisk (1960), 144; Van Herwerden (1910), 204f. 

19 Risch (1966), 157. 
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number of phonological peculiarities 20 Let us begin with the rough breathing. The 

sound ha may be distinguished from a in Linear B by the use of the sign represented by 

a2.21 While the scribes were not consistent in using this, of the thirteen tablets cited for 

a-mo-ta in Ventris/Chadwick (1956), there are no examples of a2-MO instead of a-mo; 

the form a-na-mo-to confirms this psilosis, since otherwise one should expect *a-a2- 

mo-to (aharmostos). 22 In order to account for the rough breathing, which is a 

secondary development to the stem *ar-, it is necessary to postulate the form *arsmn; 23 

-s- would eventually become -h- (cf. iraoXubs < *ploksmos, alXv65 < ai-ka-sa-ma 
[aiksmans]), and then be metathesized to produce an initial aspirate? a (The form 

*arsmn may itself have descended from *artmn, with the dental stop r before u yielding 

0; 25 for PIE *ar- was productive of such derivatives, where a perfect passive coloring 

may often be inferred: Sanskrit rta, Old Persian arta, Latin ars, art-, Greek apzi, vw). 
Because äpua/ ipuaTa shares with the family of &pudýw the rough breathing, but 

diverges with respect to the vocalization of -mn, it is clear that *arsmn antedates the 

separation of the Eastern Greek dialects; and if, as seems likely, the word occurred 

naturally in Doric and was not merely an epic borrowing-compare Mycenaean pe-mo 
(airipuo) with Qnripua in both Ionic and Doric-the form goes back to proethnic Greek: 

apuo and t pua are cognates. The Mycenaean spelling-i. e. not *a-sa-mo-shows that 

the state of the word in the late Bronze Age was *ar(h)mn, with the universal 
development of rough breathing coming after the time of the tablets. 

A. 5 a-ra-ro-mo-to-me-na presupposes the form *ap(h)116T jw, a denominative verb built on 
the plural stem a-mo-t. The usual rendering of a-na-mo-to-& vex ppoatos < *& puoT- 

Tros26-conforms to this, with -Tos denoting perfect passive action, and the double 
dental stop rr yielding QT? 7 Another interpretation of a-na-mo-to is possible (see 

20 See Heubeck (1961), 169f.; Chantraine (1968), 111. 

21 Hooker (1980), 50. 

22 Lejeune (1972), 242-244,287-290; (1982), 90,137f.; See Chantraine (1968), 1.100f. 

23 Lejeune (1972), loc. cit. 

24 For the process, see Wright (1912), 122 (241). 

25 Smyth (1920), 26 (86). 

26 Heubeck (1961), 169f. 

27 See Smyth (1920), 26 (83). 
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below), but the forms a-mo-te-wo (äp(h)uoTnFos < &puoTEVs) and a-mo-te-jo-na-de 

(brp(h)uoTEºwva&E) all confirm the existence of Mycenaean *ap(h)udT-jw. But this verb 

cannot be directly linked with &pw5 c as it appears in the later dialects. The rules of 

Greek phonology predict the form äcpuöTTw in Cretan (with 6cpu6tw also possible) and 

Boeotian, &pu6ac in Attic-Ionic, and ä pubaaw or apudaw in the other dialects 28 A 

number of derivatives do in fact agree with these predictions: &puöaow appears in 

Hippocrates, 29 while *&pudcw in Attic is suggested by the form f1ppoaa. Likewise, 

Doric &ppoaTfip, with the non-Doric doublet &puoaTns, are built on the dental stem 

äpuoT- attested in Linear B, and in fact we find in Linear B the dative a-mo-te-re 

(bcp(h)uo-rr' PE1> &PuocnipEt). Given the conservatism of Spartan culture, it is significant 

that Tip is the more suffix than -Tns (Doric -Täs). by which it was sometimes later 

replaced; 30 of interest here is Hesychius' gloss of &pudouVOt" äpXi' TtS ev AaKESafuovt Lirl 

TfIS EVKoai. iiac TC+)V yuva1KC)V. 

A. 6 Working in the other direction from apudýw, the suffix -ýca could be produced by two 
distinct historical developments, the combination of the verb suffix jo with either a 

voiced dental (-ýw < *-Sjw, cf. Treýbs from *. rrcSj6S) or voiced palatal (-Cw ( *-yjw, cf. 
Sgw > ýiyjw). The convergence of these sounds occurred already in proethnic Greek. 31 

In theory then apu6Cw should derive from either äp(h)uoy-jw or äp(h)uoS jw. And yet 
the members of the word's family do not themselves let us choose between one 
archetype or the other, for both roots are suggested simultaneously. The Dorian verbal 
forms äpuoýa. äpu6X6nv, apuoyuat, as well as äpuoyý, should derive from *&puoyjw; 

Attic ýpuboenv and fipuoouat, besides ap tbStos, require *&puoSjw. A further problem is 

that Attic äpI. IÖTTW cannot derive from either archetype, nor from Mycenaean 

28 Wright (1912), 80 (129.6); 300 (493). 

29 Cf. Chantraine (1968), 111. 

30 On the verbal adjective suffixes -to-, -ta-, see Buck/Petersen (1945), 302,544; Wright (1912), 

126f. (258). The feminine forms could be used as abstract nouns (cf. &pE-n ), and these 

sometimes came to denote persons, becoming masculine and taking the -s suffix in first 

declension. Often --r' S did not replace older forms in -T1 p, but was preferred in the creation 

of new forms. 

31 Wright (1912), 81(129.8). 
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*ap(h)uör -jw, but should have descended from a stem ending in k, q, kh, qh, or gh. 32 To 

suppose a regular historical development for all of these forms would require three 

separate archetypes, none of whose stems are attested in Linear B, alongside the known 

Mycenaean *#p 16Tjw which has in fact left authentic descendants in various 

dialects-the same dialects which are inconsistent in their treatment of &pudýw. Since 

it is absurd to suppose multiple ancestors converging on a single descendant, and 

because the Mycenaean vocalization o- points to a global linguistic phenomenon, the 

inconsistent forms of the Classical dialects cannot be derivatives of äpudtw, strictly 

speaking, but formed by analogy from other verbs in 4w, where the historically dual 

nature of the suffix could produce forms in both 8 and y, as well as Attic &ppdrrw. 

A. 7 It is conceivable that all the later anomalies should be attributed to the single inherited 

*ap(h)u6T -jw, where the absence of the palaces' unifying influence cut the word adrift 

to develop independently in the various dialects by analogy. And yet the dialects are 

unanimous in making äpubýw the basic form, and this cannot descend regularly from 

*ap(h)p6T jw. It seems more economical then to postulate *&pp6tw < *&p(h)ubl; w for 

Mycenaean as a parallel denominative to *a p(h)u&&rjw. Historically, verbs in -jo 
formed on the suffix -mn could develop along one of two lines, depending on the 

degree to which the sonant nasal had been vocalized. Thus övotia yielded both bvouäi ca 

and bvouaivw, Oaüua both Oavu&ýw and Oavuaivw, where the -atvw forms are older, 

being formed when the nasal element of the suffix -mn was still capable of affecting 

the outcome (< *onomn jo); 33 the -&Ccw verbs were formed by analogy from other verbs 

in -ýca after -mp had been fully vocalized as -Pa (övoua-ýw). Mycenaean &pudýw must 

be of this type (ap(h)uo-ýw), for *arhmn jo would have produced the doublets *&puoivw 

(Mycenaean) and *&puaivw (Ionic), 34 whereas Homer only knew &pubtw. 

A. 8 It seems then that there existed two parallel denominative verbs, one formed from the 

plural, the other from the singular stem of a-mo: *ar(h)mo-Zo/*ar(h)motjo). In fact, it 

is possible to interpret a-na-mo-to as *&V&puo-TOI, drawn from lpuo. rather than 
äVQpiOQTOI ( äVQpuOTTO135 Palmer's (1963) proposal of a-na-mo-to to mean "not 

32 Wright (1912), 81 (129.7). 

33 See Buck/Petersen (1945), 221. 

34 Wright (1912), 300 (490). 

35 Chantraine (1968), 111. 
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having a-mo-ta", i. e. wheels/undercarriage, cannot be right. Besides the fact that the 

word requires the perfect, passive sense of the suffix -tos, 36 this interpretation does not 

make sense of the chariot ideograms. The word always describes the simple chariot 
frame; the ideogram showing the next stage of assembly also lacks this wheel 

assemblage, but is nevertheless called a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na. Thus the two terms must 
be coupled as opposites, and designate an assembly process prior to the addition of the 

wheels. Accordingly both verbal forms, though derived from a-mo/a-mo-ta, refer not 
to the specialized sense "wheels", but to the process of joining generally, where 
"wheel" is the special development of äpuo, as neuter verbal adjective from *ap-, and 
the verbs are denominative from äpuo as "joined-thing" rather than "wheel". 

A. 9 It follows that the word &puovia was also extant in Mycenaean times, since it must have 
been formed from *armn-, with the suffix (i)ja, when -mp could be expressed as -on-, 
i. e. before it was fully vocalized as in ap(h)uo. Lack of attestation is often illusory, and 
the tablets are restricted to very specific contexts. 37 Its existence is confirmed by the 
fact Homer knew no form *6puäv1a with which to replace it (hence no proethnic 

archetype *arhmn-(i)ja); and further by the juxtaposition of the short syllable -ov- with 

-sac, which at an earlier stage would normally have accompanied a long syllable. 38 The 

suffix -[a would connote the verbal action of creating a &p(h)uo or `joined-thing', or be 

the concrete agent of that action, rather than or as well as the abstract quality or 
condition of being joined; this is how däpuovia is used in construction contexts from 
Homer onwards (cf. 4.19-21). 39 An alternate derivation from an adjectival form apuwv is 

also possible, where apuovka is the agent of the adjectival state. The name Harmonides 
("Son of a joiner"), presumes the proper or professional name "Apucav. -ovos, with this 

36 See Buck/Petersen (1945), 469. 

37 Cf. Ventris/Chadwick (1973), 90f.: "It is most revealing to find that words we had thought to be 

post-classical are of such venerable antiquity; it should never be assumed that absence from the 

literary record implies absence from the vocabulary". 

38 On which see Wright (1912), 162 (322); cf. 74 (119). 

39 Aristid. Quint. 2.6 (102.2-3) nävTa yäp yiveaOai Sta TfiS Etc $v &puovias avvEX6 va 
("For all things are held together through the joining [d(puovia] into one"). 
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same suffix denoting agent-. 40 a similar form is attested in ßn-«puwv, "step joiners", and 

could have existed alongside the attested ar(h)mn: cf. yvwucav/yvcua. uv cw/uvnua" 

40 Wright (1912), 131 (273). 
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Nabnitu XXXII 
column i 
restored from U. 3011 (-A) and N. 4782 (=C) 

1 

Sum 

sa-di 

Akkadian 

qud-mu-tum l 
2 sa-us id-mu-su-um 
3 sa-3-sa-sig Id-al-iu qa-a[t-nu] 
4 sa-4-tur A-ba-nu-d 
5 sa-di-; 5 ja-am-[! u] 
6 sa-4-a-ga-gul ri-bi sib-ri-i[m] 
7 sa-3-a-ga-gul sal-äi ab-ri-im 
8 lsa-2-a-gaº-gul li-ni d6-ri-im 
9 [sa-1]-lai-ga-gul-la die-ru-um 
10 [9]-1'sal-a 9 pi-it-nu , 
11 [sa]-du-a! pi-is-mu 
12 [sa-si-s]ä i-la-ar-[tum] 
13 [sa. 5ü? -si-s]ä st-bi-ip i-s`[a-ar-ti-im] 
14 [sa]-Jxl' ki-it-mu-[um] 
15 [sa-96? .] -rxl st-bi-ip ki-[it-mi-im] 
16 [sa-gi-g]fd en-bu-bu-[um] 
17 [sa-gd? -gi-gid] rsY hi-ip e[n-bu-bi-im] 
18 [sa-x] [p]1-Ituml 
19 [sa-5ü? -x] [sfhip plum] 
20 [sa-Sub-tnurubJ [nid gablim] 
21 [sa-9d? -§ub-murub4] [slhip nub gablim] 
22 [sa-x-gaba-ri] [nil gabrf n] 
23 [&a-9d? -x-gaba-ri] [sfhip ni gabrfm] 
24 [sa-murubj [gablihm] 
'25 [sa-gd? -murub. ] [gip gabli7im] 

Ac Translation 

+ - front string 
+ - next string 
+ - third-thin string 
+ - Sumerian: fourth-small; Akkadian: Ea-Creator 
+ - fifth string 
+ - fourth-of-the-back string 
+ - third-of-the-back string 
+ + second-of-the-back string 
+ + back string 
+ - 9 strings 
+ - the turnings 
+ + normal tuning 
+ + overturn of normal 
+ + closed tuning 
+ + overturn of closed 
+ + reed-pipe tuning 
+ + overturn of reed-pipe 
- + open tuning 

- - overturn of open 
- - fall-of-middle tuning 

- - overturn of fall-of-middle 
rise-of-the-duplicate tuning 

-- overturn of rise-of-the-duplicate 
"- middle tuning 
-- overturn of middle 

4 (2) A-[tw] Finkel (1982) (A-ba-nu-ü inadvertently left out of Gurney's handcopy in UET VII 126. cf. Kilmer/Crocker (1984) p. 
82 n. 1"S (1) A: sa-di-4 "S (1) G(..... ] (2) Cc 1]I- ml u[ *-. d[h-re-em] Shaffer (1981) "9 (1) A: [.. ]-a-ga-gul-la. C: (.:... ]- 

1, a, (2) C. 0-ru-[ .]" 10-11 omitted C" 10 (1) A. (. ]-[gal-a. " 11(1) A: (. ]-x-y. [sa-]du-al Kilmer (cf. UM 65217 + 66616.14a. 
Kilmer (1984); (sa]-du-xis Finkel (1982) " 12 (1) A: (.. -s]ä Finkel (1982)?; Kilmer/Crocker (1984). C. (.. ]-sa Shaffer (1981). 
[sa-si-s]ä Finkel (1982) (cf. 13M 65217 + 66616.15a, Kilmer (1984)). (2) A: t-J'ar-ti. C: 14a-ar-( . ]. 1-. a-ar+um] Shaffer (1981); 
Kilmer/Crocker (1984) " 13 (1) A: broken. C: [... ]-ixt Finkel (1982) (x: final vertical after break); [ ... -s]ä Kilmer/Crocker 
(1984). (sa-äd? -si-614 Kilmer (1994) (id = sihlp throughout? ); [sa-x-si-314 (Kilmer/Crocker 1984)(x = sibip throughout). (2) A: [s]i- 
(a1-1pl 1-sar-tum (collated with C by Shaffer (1981)); 1v1-ip instead throughout? Kilmer/Crocker (1984) n. 5. C: sf-(+i-1p (-}[a- 1. 

sl-bi-ip 1-1[a-ar-ti-im] Shaffer (1981); Kilmer/Crocker (1984); zi-bi-ip instead throughout? Kilmer/Crocker (1984) n. 5. Finkel 
(1982): st-pip I-far-rum " 14 (1) A: broken. C: [ ... ]4x1 Finkel (1982) (x: tip of final vertical); (. -11d Kilmer/Crocks 1984. [sa- 

1]d7 Kilmer/Crocker (1984Xtd = kitmu). jsa]-tx1 Kilmer (1994Xx = kitmu). (2) A: [k! -I]t-mu. C: ki-it-m[u] Finkel (1982); kl-it-mu- 
(umn] Shaffer (1981). Kilmer/Crocker (1984) " 15 (1) A: broken. C. [ ... ]-(xl Finkel (1982); [... 3]d? Kilmer/Crocker (1984). (sa- 

id?.. ]. fxl Kilmer (1994Xx = kirmim); [sa-x-. -114? Kilmer/Crocker (1984)(x = sihip, äd = kitmim). (2) A: k]i-It-mu. G sf-bi-lp U. 
[ ]. kl-1[t-ml-im] Shaffer (1981. Finkel (1982): s! -j1-Ip ki-it-mu " 16 (1) A: broken. C: (... ]-Ixl Finkel (1982Xx: tip of final 

vertical): [ .... g]fd Kilmer/Crocker (1984). [sa-gi. g]i Kilmer/maker 1984. (2) A: ]-um. [em-bu-bu]-um Kilmer/Crocker (1983). 
C: en-bu-bu-[ . 1. en-bu-bu-[um] Shaffer (1981) " 17 (1) A: broken. C: (..:. ]. [sa-id? -gi-g(d] Kilmer (1994); [sa-x-gi-g(d] 
KilmerlC ocker (1984). (2) A: -ulm. [si-bl-1p em-bu-bu-u]m Kilmer/Crockei(1984). C: tilt-bi-lp e[n" 1. [s]l-bi-ip e(n-bu-bl-i]m 
Shaffer (1981); Kilmer/Crocker (1984); (s](-1,1-ip e(n-bu-bu-u]m Finkel (1982) " 18 (1) A: broken. C: [ .... ]. [sa. x] 
Kilmer/Crocker (1984)(x =pitum. (2) A: broken. (pi-tum] Kilmer/Cracker (1984). C: (xl-[ I Finkel (1982)(x: illegible trace): [pk- 
[j Kilmer/Crocker (1984). (p]i-[tunt] Kilmer/Crocker (1984). " 19Q. A and C both broken. " 19 (1) [sa-ld? -x] Kilmer (1994Xx = 
pTti, n); [sa-x-y] Kilmer/Crocker (1984)(y = pAim). (2) [slbippilim] Kilmer/Crocker (1984) " 20 (1) [sa-äub-murubj Kllmer/Crocker 

(1984) (2) [nTd gablim] ibid. " 21 (1) (sa-sd? -Nub-murubJ Kilmer (1994); (sa-x-lub-murub4] Kilmer/Crocker (1984). (2) [sibip nid 

gablim] ibid. " 22 (1) [sa"x-gaba-ri] ibid. (x = nTs). (2) [nts gabrtm] " 23 (1) [&a-äd? -(z? )-gaba-ri] Kilmer (1994)(x = nis omitted? cf. 
following); [sa-x-y-gaba-ri] Kilmer/Crocker (1984) (2) (sibip his gabrtm] ibid. " 24 (1) [&a-murub. ] ibid. (2) (gablhm) ibid. " 25 

(1) [sa-10-murub4] Kilmer(1994); (sa-x-murub41 Kilmer/Crocker (1984). (2) (sibip gabillm] ibid. 
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UET7174 
Translation (with restoradons) 

[a. If the lyre is in qabli-tu (tuning) ] 

right column [b. (the interval) nil gabart is not clear, ] 
[C. but tighten the front-string andthe second-back-string 
[d. and nil gabarf (tuning) turns over. ] 
[e. If the lyre is in nil gabarf (tuning) 
[f. (the interval) ni'd qabli is not clear; ] 
[g. but tighten the fourth-string ] 
[h. and nazi gabli (tuning) turns over. j 
[i. If the lyre is in nil qabli (tuning) 
(j. (the interval) piZu is not clear. ] 
[k. but tighten the third-back-string 
[l. and pýiu (tuning) turns over. ] 

[m. If the lyre is in ptiu (tuning) ] 

1. [e-e]m-b[u-bu-um la za-ku] 1. (the Interval) embubu is not clear, 

. 2. fa-al-s'Ea-am qd-at-na-am tu-na-sd-ah-mal 2. but tighten the third-thin-string 

3. e-em-bu-bu-u[m is-sa -ha-ap] 
3. and embubu (tuning) turns over. 

4. gum-ma 9z[ä. mf e-em-bu-bu-um-mal 4. If the lyre Is in embubu (tuning) 

5. ki-it-mu-um [la ra-ku] . 5. (the interval) kitmu is not clear; 
6. re-bi d4-ri-im [tu-na-sd-ah-ma] 6. * but tighten the fourth-back-string 

7. ki-it-mu-um i[s-sa-ha-ap] 7. and kitmu (tuning) turns over. 
8. sum-ma s'4iä. mf k[i=ii mu-um-mal 8. If the lyre is in kitrnu (tuning) 

9. i-sar-turn la za-[ka-at] 9. (the interval) isartu Is not clear; 
10. Aa-mu-, fa-am d 96-ri-a-a[m tu-na-sd-al -ma] 10. but tighten the second- and the back-string 

11. i-Jar-turn is-sa3-[ha-apl 11. and isartu (tuning) turns over. 

12. nu-SU-4[U-umj 12. -- TIGHTENING - 
13. sum-ma $'Iiä. m(i-sar-t[um-ma] 13. If the lyre is in isartu (tuning) 

14. qd-ab-li-ta-am ta-at pu-[utj 14. you play (the interval) gabliru, 
15. Aa-mu-sa-am A üh-ri-a-am 15. loosen the second- and the back-string, 
16. (ilzä. mf ki-it-m[u-umj 16. and the lyre is in kitmu (tuning). 
17. [sum]-ma &tzä. m(ki-it-m[u-um-ma] 17. If the lyre is in kirmu (tuning) 
18. [i-Jar-ta-am la za-ku-ta-am t[a-al pu-ut] 18. you play (the interval) iiartu, 
19. [re-bi] üh-ri-im te-ni-el [-no]' 19. loosen the fourth-back-string, 

20. [iä. mf e-em-bu-bu-umj 20. and the lyre is In embubu (tuning). 
[aa. If the lyre is in embubu (tuning), 
[bb. 'you play (the Interval) kitmu, 
[cc. loosen the third-thin-string, 
[dd. and the lyre is in pi? u (tuning). 
[cc. If the lyre is in pitu(tuning), 
[ff. '. you play (the Interval) embubu, 
[gg. ý loosen the third-back-string, 
[hh. and the lyre Is in nä gabii. (tuning). 
[ii. If the lyre is in nid qabli (tuning) 
[[j. you play (the interval) pilu, 
[kk. loosen Ea-Creator, 
[11. and the lyre is In ni) gabart (tuning). 
[mm. If the lyre is in n13 gabart (tuning) 
[nn. you play (the interval) nil gabli. 
[00. 'loosen the front-string andthe second-back-string 
[pp. and the lyre is in gablitu (tuning). 

- [99 . -LOOSENING 
a-m restored from 1-11 (cf. Kilmer/Crocker/Brown (1976) fig. 8) "2 [tu-na-sa-ah-nw] Krispijn (1990) 15; cf. Gurney 
(1994) 101-102; [te-ni-ma] Gurney (1968) "3 [is-sasha-apl after Shaffer (1981), [iz-za-ku] Kummcl (1970) 255 n. 3; 
[izil-, z/; a- .. ] Gurney (1968); [iz-za-az], "will stand", ibid. "6 [tu-na-sä-aj-Hurl KCrispijn (1990). Gurney (1994) ibid.; 
[re-ni-ma] Gurney (1968) "7 i[s-sa3-ha-ap] Shaffer (1981); i[z-za-ku] Kttrnmel (1970); 1[z/-z/a- .. ] Gurney (1968); 
i[z-za-az] ibid. 82.10 [tu-na-sd-alj-ma] Krispijn (1990), Gurney (1994) ibid.; Re-ni-nva] Gurney (1968) " 11; ts-sas[ha- 
ap] Shaffer (1981) 82; iz-za-jku] Kttmmel (1970). izJ¢ x//a-[ .. 

] Gurney (1968): iz-za-[azj, ibid. " 12 nu-su-b[u-urn] 
Krispijn (1990), Gurney (1994) ibid.; au su Gurney (1968); nu su x[? ] Kummet (1970); (X? ] nu. su [y] Kilmer (1971), 140 
nA5; [gal nu. su. s[u] Kilmer ibid.; nu. su(=sb). ud Kilmer ibid., cf. Crocker (1978) 101 n. 9 . 14 ta-alpu-[ut] Gurney 
(1968). cf. Kümmel (1970) 256 n. 1, Kilmer (1971) 140 n. 48.1S te-[ni-e-ma] Krispijn (1990), cf. Gurney (1994) ibid.; 
te-[ni-ma] Gurney (1968)' 16 ki-ir-mu-[um] Gurney (1994); ki-it-n u-[um-ma] Gurney (1968) " 19 se-ni-e! ["nw] Krispijn 
(1990), cf. Gurney (1994) ibid.; te-n[t]-m[a] Gurney (1968) " 20 e-en-bu-bu-um Gurney (1994); e-em-bu-bu-urn-ma 
Gurney (1968) " na-gq restored from 12-20; for qq cf. Gurney (with Krispija) (1994)102. 
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INDEX LOCORUM 

(alphabetized by abbreviation) 

Alcaeus (Alc. ) 
fr. 307c (Voigt): 3.31,5.8 
fr. 424a (Campbell): 2.19 

Aeschylus (A. ) 

Supplices (Supp. ) 

1041: 2.19 
Septem contra Thebas (Th. ) 

165: 4.20 
Fragmenta (fr. ) 

57 TrGF: 5.24 

Apollonius of Rhodes (A. R. ) 
4.15: 7.17 

Adespota (Adesp. ) 

ft. 29b (PMG 947): 7.58 

Adrastus 
ap. Prod in Ti. 

3.192a (2.169.29ff. Diehl): 7.6 

ap. Theo Sm. 
49.7 (Hiller): 4.17 
51.4-20: 8.45,8.65,9.32 
53.3ff.: 7.5,7.20 
53.17-56.5: 7.2 
53.17-54.15: 1.16 
54.12-15: 2.21,2.40,7,17,7.34 
54.23ff.: 8.18 
55.4-7: 7.34,8.71 
55.15-56.1: 7.13 
56.1-5: 2.40,7.3,7.20,7.34 
66.19-67.3: 7.5 

Aelian (Ael. ) 
Varia Historia (VH) 

12.5: 2.34,2.38,5.33 
12.36: 4.20 

Aelius Dionysius (Ael. Dion. ) 
s. v. Maßtov ccSbv 

(127 X7 Erbse): 2.12 

Aetius (AMt. ) 

latrica 
6.8: 5.24 

Alcman (Alcm. ) 
1 PMGF: 2.32,3.31,4.26 
3.1: 2.32,5.24 
14a. 2: 2.32 
30: 4.26 
33: 9.32 
37b: 2.32 
39: 3.31 
40: 3.31 
41: 2.24,2.39 
126: 2.31,2.32 
140: 5.8 

Alexander of Aphrodisias (Alex. Aphr. ) 
in Aristotelis Metaphysica commentaria (in 
Metaph. ) 

1093a13: 4.26,7.15,7.25,8.47,10.37 
Alexander Polyhistor (Alex. Polyh. ) 

FGrH 273F77: 1.22,2.33,4.26 

Alypius (Alyp. ) 
Isagoge 

1(367.1.4 MSG): 7.30 
1 (367.5f. ): 10.23 
3 (367.20): 7.10 

Anacreon (Anacr. ) 
fr. 33 (PMG 378): 7.59 

Anacreonta (Anacreont. ) 
34.14 (West): 7.17 

Anaxilas (Anaxil. ) 
fr. 27 K-A: 5.33 

Anonyma de Musica Scripta 
Bellermanniana (Anon. Bell. ) 

2.26 (7.14-18): 1.16,2.21,7.32 
3.78 (25.8): 7.17 
3.29 (9.1Of. ): 7.30 

Palatine Anthology (Anth. Pal. ) 
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2.126-7 (Christodorus): 4.16 Archytas (Archyt. ) 
6.113.3 (Simmias): 4.16 47A16 D-K: 7.6 
7.18 (Antipater Thessalonicensis): 2.15 
7.19 (Leonidas Tarentinus): 2.15,3.31 Aristotle (Arist. ) 

7.431 ([Simonides]): 4.22 Analytica Posteriora (Apo. ) 
7.709 (Alexander ): 2.15 1.28.84b38f.: 8.36 
9.184.9 (Anon. ): 3.31 de Caelo (Cael. ) 
9.216.5 (Onestes): 5.24 2.9.290b12ff.: 4.17 

9.250 (Onestes): 7.15 Ethica Nicomachea (EN) 
9.504.6-9 (Anon. ): 5.23,9.30 4.2.1123a22: 2.32 

9.584.8 (Anon. ): 4.17 2.6.1106b5ff.: 8.53-4,9.37 
16.220.5f. (Antipater): 2.26,7.2 Metaphysica (Metaph. ) 

2.993b15f.: 8.63 
Apollodorus 5.1012b34-1013a23: 10.17 

FGrH 244F219: 4.26 5.1016bl8ff.: 8.36 
5.1018b26ff.: 9.27 

Aristophanes (Ar. ) 14.1087b35: 8.36 
Aves (Av. ) 14.1092b26ff.: 1.21,2.10,4.26,7.15, 

210: 3.31 7.25,8.8,8.47 
221: 2.23 Physica (Ph. ) 
659: 2.23 8.8: 7.54 
1346: 3.31 8.8.262a25: 9.44 
1374-9: 7.17,7.59 8.8.264b9: 7.46 

Equites (Eq. ) 8.8.265a8f.: 7.46 
531-533: 2.26,4.18 5.3.227a11-16: 7.43 
985-96: 7.19 Poetica (Po. ) 

Nubes (Nub. ) 1447a28ff.: 3.18 
333: 7.17 1449a9ff.: 7.3 
964-972: 2.12,7.17 Politica (Pol. ) 

Ranae (Ran. ) 1.2.1254a28-33: 10.17 
1250: 7.18 8.4.1339a1 1ff.: 5.23-4 

Thesmophoriazusae (Thesm. ) 8.4.1339b2ff.: 2.39 
99-100: 2.12,7.17 8.6.1340b20-1341b8: 1.22,2.37,5.24 
120: 2.14 8.7.1342b11f.: 5.24,8.71 

Vespae (Vesp. ) Fragmenta (fr. ) 
131: 5.24 47 (Rose): 2.19,8.30 
1139f.: 2.15 545 (Rose): 2.12 

Fragmenta (fr. ) F!! G 2 p. 182 fr. 259: 2.13 
fr. 467 K-A: 7.18 
fr. 753 K-A: 7.17 Pseudo-Aristotle (Ps. -Arist. ) 
fr. 953 K-A: 7.17 Mechanica (Mech. ) 

848a6ff.: 7.46 
Archilochus (Archil. ) Problemata (Pr. ) 

fr. 54 (West): 4.16,5.8 
.. r 19.7: 7.15,8.30,8.39 

fr. 93a. 5 (West): 1.25,5.8 19.12: 8.42 
19.14: 2.19,8.47 
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19.16: 8.47 3: 7.6 
19.17: 8.47 5: 7.17,7.53 
19.18: 8.42,8.47 6: 7.7 
19.19: 8.47 7: 7.20,7.24 
19.20: 10.22,10.24 19: 1.16,7.2,7.30,10.20 
19.22: 9.31 21-2: 7.40 
19.25: 7.15,8.30,8.44 21-7: 1.15,7.2 

19.27: 9.31 22: 8.45 

19.28: 3.31 23: 2.41,7.22 

19.32: 7.15,8.30,8.45,8.49 27: 10.23 

19.33: 9.31 28: 7.20,7.49 
19.36: 9.31,10.15,10.31 29: 7.26,7A9 
19.39b: 8.42,8.47 36: 8.30,10.31 

19.42: 4.16,8.42,8-47 36-7: 7.11 
19.44: 7.15,8.30,8.35,9.37 37: 2.2,7.5,10.23 
19.47: 7.15,7.54,8.30,8.34-8 38: 7.20,8.71.9.31 
19.48: 8.71 39: 1.23 

42: 1.25,7.50,9.31 

Aristides (Aristid. ) 43: 1.23,1.25 
Orationes (Or. ) 44: 7.24 

2.336: 2.12, 46: 2.21 
3.231: 2.34 47: 10.28,10.30 
3.242: 2.34 48: 7.40 

49: 10.30 
Aristides Quintilianus (Aristid. Quint. ) 50: 10.30-1 

De musica 53: 7.20 
1.6: 7.10 54: 7.26,10.20 
1.8: 8.30,9.31,10.27 55: 1.14,7.20 
1.9: 1.4,2.26,7.3,7.14,7.20 67: 7.17,7.53 
1.10: 1.9,2.20,2.21,7.5,7.10 69 7.17,10.31 
2.12: 1.26,8.30 Elementa Rhytivnica (Rhythm. ) 
2.14: 1.14 2.8: 10.23 
2.18-19: 5.24 2.21: 7.5,7.49 
[2.19]: 1.16,2.21,7.33,2.40 Fragmenta (fr. ) (Wehrli) 
2.19: 5.8 8: 7.6 ' 
3.2: 8.21 70: 7.56 
3.6: 9.32 72: 10.23 
3.7: 6.32 76: 7.56 
3.19: 6.32 81: 8.69 
3.21-22: 4.26 83: 1.4,1.25,7.21,7.39 
3.23: 4.17 85: 7.23,7.56 

95: 1.22,5.31 
Aristoxenus (Aristox. ) 97-. 4.26,2.19 

Elementa Harmonica (Harm. ) 100: 1.23 
1: 7.30,8.2,10.20 ; 101: 1.23 
2: 7.6,7.12,8.3,10.20 102: 5.7 
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125: 5.26 62 (305.16-20): 7.8-9 

Artemon of Cassandreia (Artemo Cass. ) Boethius (Boeth. ) 
FHG 4 p. 342 fr. 11: 2.40 De institutione musica (De inst. Mus. ) 

FHG 4 p. 342 fr. 12: 4.15 1.1 (182.1ff. Friedlein): 2.40,7.15,8.61, 
8.66 

Athenaeus 1.1 (185.17-20): 2.34 
Paean: 7.21 1.15 (200.25f. ): 7.2 

1.2 (187.24-188.25): 6.32 
Athenaeus (Ath. ) 1.20 (205.27-206.8): 5.13 

Deipnosophistae 1.20 (206.10ff. ) 2.3,2.12,8.27,9.43 
4.174e: 1.22,5.31 1.20 (206.27ff. ): 8.27 
4.184e: 1.24 1.20 (207.8ff. ): 8.27 
13.598b: 5.26 1.20 (207.27ff. ): 7.54,8.27 
14.617b: 1.25 1.20 (209.1f. ): 8.61 
14.618c: 2.13 1.21 (212.25-213.1): 2.40,7.2-3,7.35 
14.623f-624c: 5.24 1.21 (213.1-7): 1.16,2.21 
14.624b-d: 2.2,2.38,7.57 1.21 (213.8-14): 7.35 
14.628b: 2.39,8.68 1.23 (216.24ff. ): 8.18 
14.628c-632e: 9.29 
14.635d-f: 2.3,2.14 Caesar (Caes. ) 
14.636b: 4.26 Bellum Gallicum (B Gall. ) 
14.636e-f: 2.13,2.40 6.13-14: 2.28,3.20 
14.637a-b: 2.19,6.6 
14.637c-f: 1.24,4.15,7.57 Callimachus (Call. ) 
14.637f-638a: 3.35,7.33 Hymnus in Apollinem (Ap. ) 
14.638a: 1.25 18f.: 4.15 
15.693f-694a: 5.26 42-6: 4.15 

Hymnus in Delum (Del. ) 
Avienus (Avien. ) 5: 5.25 

2.624ff.: 4.26 9: 7.17 
2.618-622: 5.10 253ff.: 5.10,7.15 

Hymnus in Jovem (Jov. ) 
Bacchylides (B. ) 78: 7.17 

5.31: 7.17 fr. 654 (Pfeiffer): 2.19 
19.47: 4.20 
fr. 20B (Snell): 3.8,5.26 Callistratus (Callistrat. ) 

Statuarum descriptiones (Stat. ) 
Bacchius (Bacch. ) 7.2: 4.26 

Isagoge 7.3: 5.24 
2 (292.7f. MSG): 7.4 
21(298.6): 7.2 Carmina Convivialia (Carm. conviv. ) 
26 (298.19): 9.31 fr. 17 (PMG 900): 5.26 
33 (299.19-300.5): 8.36 
45 (302.16ff. ): 8.71 Pseudo-Censorinus (ps. -Censor. ) 
46-7 (303.3ff. ): 7.10 de Musica We Mus. ) 
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6.609.7 (Keil): 4.17 Diodorus Siculus (D. S. ) 
6.609.17ff.: 1.16,7.5 1.16.1-2: 3.9,5.10,6.32,9.16 
6.610. lff.: 3.9,4.26,9.16,9.40 2.8.2: 4.20 
6.610.8ff.: 4.15 3.58.2: 5.10 
6.610.14f.: 8.60 3.59.3-6: 2.31,4.18,5.10 

5.31.2-5: 3.20 

Chionides (Chionid. ) 5.49.1-2: 1.25,2.19,5.7,5.10 
fr. 4 K-A: 4.26 5.74.5: 4.15,5.10 

5.75.3: 5.10 
Cicero (Cic. ) 8.28 ap. Tz. H. 1.385-392: 2.12,2.24,2.34, 

de Legibus (Leg. ) 2.38 
2.15.3 8-9: 2.37,2.40,8.66 

Damon 

Clement of Alexandria (Clem. Al. ) 37B 10 D-K: 2.37 
Stromateis (Strom. ) 

1.16.78: 2.12,2.33-4,3.31 Demetrius of Phaleron (Dem. Phal. ) 
1.21.131: 2.3,2.12 Fragmenta 
6.16.144: 2.3,7.15 ap. Schol. E and Q ad Od. 3.267 (144 

Dindorf): 2.12,2.34,2.38 
Cleonides (Cleonid. ) fr. 191 (Wehrli): 2.36 

Isagoge 

1 (180.4f. MSG): 2.20 Demosthenes (D. ) 
3 (181.12ff. ): 7.2 21.60: 10.14 
9 (195.6) 9.31 
11(201.16-202.5): 8.18,8.71,10.27, Diogenes of Babylon (Diog. Bab. ) 

10.31-2 fr. 84 SVF 3.232: 2.34 
12 (202.6ff. ): 2.3,2.20,7.54 
12 (203.4-204.15): 7.5 Diogenes Laertius (D. L. ) 
12 (203.5ff. ): 1.9 9.7: 4.14 
12 (204.12): 8.18 
13 (206.3ff. ): 5.23 Duris of Samos 
14 (207.11): 9.31,10.31 FGr1176F16: 2.13 

FGrH 76F22-26: 2.13 
Cratinus (Cratin. ) FGrH 76F28: 2.13 

fr. 263 K-A: 2.12 FGrH 76F81: 2.13 

Dio Chrysostomus (D. Chr. ) Etymologicum Magnum (Et. Magn. ) 
32.67: 2.40,10.16 s. v. DOtVLK s: 2.19 
33.57: 2.37,2.40,10.16 s. v. 'AoiäSos KpovuaTa: 2.14 
68.7: 9.40,10.16 s. v. 'Aatäris: 2.15 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus (D. H. ) Euripides (E. ) 
De Compositione Verborum (Comp). Alcestis (Alc. ) 

11 (126.3f. Roberts): 3.40 446f.: 7.15 
19 (194.5-196.7 Roberts): 7.59 Bacchae (Ba. ) 

120-34: 5.24 
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Helena (Hel. ) 
1351f.: 5.24 Excerpta Neapolitana (Exc. Neap. ) 

Hercules Furens (HF) 2 (412.1-8 MSG): 4.26 
871-9: 5.24 7 (413.4f. ): 7.30 
543: 4.20 23 (418.10ff. ): 4.28,7.15 
782: 4.20 24 (418.14-419.7): 4.26 

Ion 
881: 7.15 Galen 

Iphigenia Aulidensis (IA) de symptomatum diferentiis (Smpt. ) 
1212: 4.20 7.60f. (Kühn): 5.24 

Medea (Med). 
196: 3.8 Gaudentius (Gaud. ) 

Phoenissae (Ph. ) Isagoge 
7: 2.19 5 (331.8f. ): 7.2 
79: 4.20 5 (331.14f. ): 8.18 

Rhesus (Rh. ) 6 (331.25): 9.31 
548: 3.8 6 (333.28): 7.17 

20 (347.22): 7.10 
Empedocles (Emp. ) 

31B17.20-24 D-K: 2.19 George Syncellus (Georg. Syncell. ) 
Ecloga Chronographica (Chronog. ) 

Ephorus (Ephor. ) 403 (253.21 Mosshammer): 2.3,2.22 
FGrH 70F4: 2.19 

Glaucus of Rhegium 
Epicharmus (Epich. ) FHG 2 p. 23 fr. 2: 2.3 

fr. 250 (Kaibel): 4.14 FHG 2 p. 23 fr. 3: 4.32 
FHG 2 p. 24 fr. 4: 4.32 

Eratosthenes (Eratosth. ) 
fr. 15 CA: 8.31 Herodotus (Hdt. ) 

1.105: 2.19 
ps. -Eratosthenes (ps. -Eratosth. ) 1.163: 4.20 

Catasterismi (Cat. ) 1.184: 2.18 
24: 4.26 2.154: 4.31 

2.161: 4.31 
Euclid (Euc. ) 3.131-2: 7.57 

Sectio Canonis (Sect. Can. ) 4.87: 2.6 
17 (162.1ff. MSG): 1.14 4.192: 2.19 
19: 8.76 5.49: 2.14 

5.58-9: 2.7,2.18 
Eupolis (Eup. ) 6.60: 3.34 

fr. 366 K-A: 5.33,7.17 8.73: 4.3.4.5 

Eustathius (Eustath. ) Ilellanicus (Hellanic. ) 
Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem et FCrfi 4F85a: 2.3 
Odysseam 

ad 11.9.129: 2.12 Heraclides Lembus (Heraclid. Lemb. ) 
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Excerpta Politiarum (Exc. polfit. ) 

9 (Dilts): 2.15 

10: 2.38 
11: 2.12,2.34 
22: 5.24 

Heraclides of Pontus (Heraclid. Pont. ) 
fr. 157 (Wehrli): 2.33,7.57 

ap. ps. -Plut. De mus. 1132d: 10.38 

Heraclitus (Heraclit. ) 
22B51 D-K: 4.14 
22B 103 D-K: 7.46 

Hermesianax 
fr. 7.47f. CA: 5.26 

Hesiod (Hes. ) 
Opera et Dies (Op. ) 

107: 5.14 
162: 4.20 

Theogonia (Th. ) 
53ff.: 5.28 
66f.: 3.31 
94f.: 5.25 
98-103: 5.28 

114f.: 5.27 

811f.: 4.20 
933-937: 2.19,4.22 
975: 2.19 

Fragmenta (fr. ) 
1.1f.: 5.27 
182: 4.21 
183: 4.21 

[Hesiod] ([Hes. ]) 

Scutum Herculis (Sc. ) 
49: 4.20 
271f.: 4.20 
269-284: 2.19 
281: 5.24 

Hesychius (Hsch. ) 
s. v. Ao ios 065: 2.12 

S. V. PET& Aioßtov 6S6v: 2.12 

s. v. Aupoyo vii: 2.19 

Hippocrates (Hp. ) 
De victu (Vict. ) 

1.8: 2.25,2.26,4.17,8.30 
1.18: 2.25,2.31,4.17,7.19,9.31 

Epidemiae (Epid. ) 

5.81 (250 Littr6): 5.24 

Homer (Hom. ) 
Ilias (Il. ) 

1.472ff.: 5.15 
2.484: 5.27 
3.330-9: 4.20 
4.406: 4.20 
4.110: 4.16 
4.133f.: 9.32 
5.60ff.: 4.19-20 
5.722-32: A. 2 
7.241: 5.5 
7.339: 4.20 
7.438: 4.20 
9.186: 2.39 
9A75: 4.20 
11.18: 4.20 
11.20-45: 4.20 
11.218: 5.27 
11.375: 4.15 
12.105: 4.22 
12.134: 4.20 
12.454-6: 4.20 
13.188: 4.20 
13.233: 5.5 
13.407: 4.20 
13.583: 4.15 
13.637: 5.5,5.24 
13.730f.: 2.39,5.5,5.25 
14.181: 9.32 
14.508: 5.27 
15.737: 4.20,9.32 
16.112: 5.27 
16.132-9: 4.20 
16.182f.: 5.5 
16.211-217: 4.19,4.22 
17.255: 5.5 
18.275: 4.20 
18.459: 4.20 
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18.491ff.: 1.25 
18.569: 4.14 
18.570: 3.7,5.15 
18.594: 4.22 
18.611: 4.20 
19.370: 4.20 
19.396: 4.20 
21.535: 4.20 
22.254f.: 4.19 
23.712f.: 4.19-20 
24.318: 4.20 

Odyssea (Od. ) 
1.152: 5.5,5.25 
1.351f.: 2.28 
2.342: 9.32 
2.344: 4.20 
4.17ff.: 5.5 
4.777: 4.14 
5.236: 4.20 
5.247f.: 4.19 
5.361: 4.19 
5.95: 4.19 
6.70: A. 2 
7.44f.: 4.20,9.32 
8.73f.: 7.17 
8.248: 5.5 
8.250: 4.22 
8.253: 5.5 
8.479ff.: 4.8,7.17 
8.488: 5.25 
8.489: 5.14 
8.492: 5.14 
8.498: 5.25 
11.263f.: 4.20 
11.367f.: 5.14 
14-111: 4.19 
14.464f.: 5.5 
17.4: 4.20 
17.605: 5.5 
18.304: 5.5 
19.457: 5.14 
20.161: 5.14 
21.236: 4.20 
21.382: 4.20 
21.406-11: 3.31,4.15,5.5,5.9,5.14 
21.411: 3.7 

21.419: 4.15 
21.430: 5.5 
22.102: 4.20 
22.128: 4.20 
22.155: 4.20 
22.258: 4.20 
22.275: 4.20 
22.347f.: 3.15,7.17 
23.42: 4.20 
23.197: 5.14 

Homerica 
Batrachomyomachia (Batr. ): 5.18 
hymnus ad Apollinem (h. Ap. ) 

127-132: 4.15,4.30,5.6 
149: 5.5 
160f.: 2.30 
162f.: 9.23 
182-203: 422,5.5,5.25,5.29 

hymnus ad Bacchum (h. Bacch. ) 
59: 5.14,5.24 

hymnus Homericus (h. 11om. )19 
16f.: 3.31 

hymnus ad Mercurium (h. Merc. ) 
17: 5.7 
40: 5.24 
451: 7.17 
50f.: 2.23,4.16,5.9,7.47 
52: 5.24 
54-6: 3.7,5.15,5.25 
153: 5.24 
502: 3.7 
423-5: 5.7 
426-434: 5.4,5.7,5.19,5.20,5.24 
443449: 5.3,5.23.5.27 
450-5: 1.25,5.5,5.7,5.24,5.27 
475f.: 5.5,5.7 
478f.: 5.5,5.14,5.30 
482-8: 5.31 
499: 5.7 
502: 5.15 
509f.: 5.7 
514f.: 4.15,5.6 

Margites (Marg). 
1.3: 5.8 
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Horace (Hor. ) 
Odes (Od) 

2.10.18ff.: 4.15 

Hyginus (Hygin. ) 

Astronomia (Astron. ) 

2.7: 5.8 

Iamblichus (Iamb. ) 
in Nicomachi arithmeticam introductionem 
(in Nic. ) 

118.21f. (Pistelli): 4.17 
119.18f.: 4.17 
120.10-13: 8.45 

de Vita Pythagorica (VP) 
18.82 (47.16 Deubner): 4.26,8.30 

Ion of Chios 
fr. 32 (West): 2.20,2.23,4.14,4.17,7.7, 

7.14,7.17,7.54,9.31 
19F22 TGrF: 5.24 

Isidore of Seville (Isid. ) 
Etymologiae (Etym. ) 

3.16.2: 10.23 
3.20.7-8: 7.5 
3.22.2: 5.7 
3.22.3: 2.19 
3.22.4: 7.15 
3.22.5: 8.42 
3.22.8-9: 4.30,5.7-8 

Isocrates (Isoc. ) 
12.264: 8.53 
15.235: 2.37 

Ister 
FGrH 334F56: 2.12 

Juba 
FGrH 275F15: 2.19 

Lasus of Hermione 
fr. 1(PMG 702): 2.22,4.14,5.18 

[Longinus] ([Longin. ]) 
de Sublimitate (Subl. ) 

39.2: 5.24 

Lucian 
de Astrologia (Astr. ): 

10: 7.15 
Dialogi deorum (DDeor. ) 

11.4: 5.7,5.10,7.48 
17.1: 5.8 

de Saltatione (Salt. ) 
16: 1.25 

Macrobius (Macr. ) 
Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis (Soma. 

Scip. ) 
2.1.23: 8.36 
2.4.9: 8.31 
2.4.13: 2.41,7.3 

Saturnalia (Sat. ) 
1.19.15: 5.13,6.32 

Marmor Parium (Marro. Par. ) 
FGrH 239A34: 2.12,2.22,2.3 

Martianus Capella (Mart. Cap. ) 
9.926: 3.31 
9.934: 8.31 
9.936: 5.18,7.1 
9.956: 1.16,2.21 
9.957: 2.41,8.18 

Menaechmus 
FGrH 131F6 = Ath. 14.637f: 7.57 
FGrtf 131F7 = Ath. 14.638a: 1.25 

Menander (Men. ) 
Theophoroumene (Theopli. ) 

27-8: 5.24 

Nicomachus (Nicom. ) 
Harmonicum Enchiridium (Ench. ) 

1: 8.27 
3: 4.26,7.15,8.9,8.12,9.41 
5: 7.15,8.1-2,8.9-10 
6: 7.17,8.8,8.71 
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7: 7.3,7.15,7.3 8,7.50,8.9 
9: 7.15,8.5ff., 8.8-9,8.14,8.18,8.22-3, 

8.25,8.30-1,8.68 
11: 7.15,8.9,8.68,9.31 
12: 2.21,7.9,7.15,7.17,7.35,8.18,8.27 

Excerpta (Exc. ) 

1: 2.3,2.12,2.18,4.28,7.13,7.15 
3: 4.26,8.13,9.42 
4: 8.61 
6: 7.15 
8: 8.47 

Nicomedes Acanthius 
FHG 4 p. 465 fr. 2: 2.19 

Nonnus (Nonn. ) 

Dionysiaca (D. ) 

5.68: 4.20 
8.52: 4.20 
25.11: 4.20 
31.159: 4.20 

Oppian (Opp. ) 

Cynegetica (Cyn. ) 

3.452: 4.20 

[Orpheus] ([Orph. ]) 

Argonautica (A. ) 

382f.: 5.8 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri (POxy. ) 
2389 fr. 6 col. 1.10-13: 2.15 
2389 fr. 9 cot. 1.5ff.: 2.15 
2506 fr. 1 col. 2: 2.15 
2506 fr. 5 col. 1(b) 3-5: 2.15 
2506 fr. 17.5-8: 2.15 
3542 col. 1.17ff.: 2.15 

parmenides (Parm. ) 
28B1.11-20 D-K: 4.20 
28B8.22-25 D-K: 7.46 

Pausanias (Paus. ) 
Periegeta 

2.22.8-9: 7.57 
3.12.10-11: 2.40,7.15,8.66 

3.17.5: 1.25 
3.18.8 2.40 
5.14.8-9: 5.7 
8.1.4-5: 4.5 
8.8.8: 4.20 
8.31.3f.: 5.7 
9.5.7-8: 2.2,3.11 
9.8.4: 4.20 
9.16.3-4: 2.19 
9.30.1: 5.7 
9.33.7: 4.20 
10.7.3-5: 3.7,7.57 

Derveni Papyrus (PDerv. ) 

col. 21.5-7: 2.19 

Philo of Byblos (Ph. Byb. ) 
FGrH 790F2: 2.10,2.19 

Phaenias 
fr. 10 (Wehrli): 2.12 
fr. 33: 2.3,2.12 

Pherecrates (Pherec. ) 
fr. 155 K-A: 2.12,7.17,7.58 

Hibeh Papyrus (PHib. ) 
13: 2.37,2.40,5.24,7.21,7.36 

Philochorus (Philoch. ) 
FGrH 328F23: 1.24-5,3.35,7.33 

Philodemus (Philodem. ) 
de Musica (Mus. ) 

1.30.31-35 (Kemke): 2.34 
4.19.4-20.7 (Kemke): 2.34 

de Poematis (Poem. ) 
1.93-4 (Danko): 3.23,4.15 

Philolaus (Philol. ) 
44B6a D-K: 1.4,1.16,2.26,7.6,7.19,7.29, 

8.5,8.30,9.7 
44B6b D-K: 8.77 

Philoponus, Joannes (Phlp. ) 
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in Aristotelis de Anima libros commentaria 
(in de An. ) 

142.6-16 (Hayduck): 4.17 

Philostratus (Philostr. ) 
Imagines (Im. ) 

1.10.15: 2.21 

Photius (Phot. ) 
Bibliotheca (Bibl. ) 

320a19f.: 5.24 
320a33-bl 1: 2.33,7.15,8.66 

Lexicon (Lex. ) 

s. v. vöuoS: 9.31,10.38 
s. v. 4AETQ A& ioV cc86v: 2.12,2.34 

Pindar (Pi. ) 

Isthmian Odes (I. ) 

1.66: 4.20 

4.1: 7.17 
5.27: 7.58,1.25 
8.15a: 4.20 

Nemean Odes (N. ) 

4.19: 4.20 
4.45: 4.14 

5.22-5: 2.30,3.8,5.32,7.14 
6.45: 7.17 
6.54: 7.17 
7.51: 7.17 
7.69: 2.32 
9.3: 2.30,5.24 
9.8: 1.25 
9.18: 4.20 

Olympian Odes (0. ) 
1.110: 7.17 
3.8: 1.25,3.8 
7.12: 1.25,7.58 
9.47: 7.17 

Pythian Odes (P. ) 
1.70: 2.23 
2.70f.: 2.30,7.14 
3.90: 4.20 
3.86-98: 2.19,4.20,5.24 
4.247f.: 7.17 
8.39: 4.20 
8.67f.: 4.15 

9.80-4.20 
9.45: 7.17 
11.11: 4.20 
12.19: 7.58 

Fragmenta (fr. ) 
6.118: 7.17 
32: 2.19,2.26 
94b60: 4.20 
125: 2.15,3.1,3.9 
126a: 5.26 
140b2f.: 1.25,4.14 
169a47: 4.20 

Plato (Pl. ) 
Cratylus (Cra. ) 

404e-405d: 4.15,4.17 
418a. 8.54 
431c-432a: 8.54 

Crito (Cri. ) 
54d: 5.24 

Gorgias (Grg. ) 
482b-c: 9.30 

Leges (Lg. ) 
656c-660c: 3.31 
657a-b: 7.3 
696d: 2.32 
799e: 3.31 
801c: 7.50 

812b-813a: 2.40 
Minos (Min. ) 

318b-c: 5.24 
Phaedrus (Phdr. ) 

278c: 3.31 
Philebus (Phlb. ) 

56a: 4.17 
28b: 2.32 

Respublica (Resp. ) 
3.399c-d: 2.1,2.40,7.58 
4.424c: 2.37 
4.430e: 4.17 
4.443d-e: 8.35,9.39,10.21 
7.530d-531 c: 7.20 
10.616b-617d: 2.21,2.25,4.17,4.19. 

4.26,7.10,8.30.1,10.22 
Symposium (Smp. ): 5.26 

187b: 4.17 
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215b-c: 5.24 
Timaeus (Ti. ) 

35b-36b: 1.16,7.6 

ap. ps. -Plut. de Mus. 1138d: 4.17 

Pliny (Plin. ) 
Historia Naturalis (N. H. ) 

7.204: 2.3,7.15,8.64,8.78 

Plutarch (Plut. ) 
Vitae Parallelae 

Agis 
799f-800a: 2.34,2.39-40 

Lycurgus (Lyc. ) 

53b-c: 2.38-9 
Pericles (Per. ) 

153e-154b: 2.37 
Moralia 

An seni respublica gerenda sit (An sent) 
793a: 7.10 

Apophthegmata Laconica (Apoph. lac. ) 
8.220c: 2.40,8.63 

De animae procreatione in Timaeo (De 

anim. procr. ) 

1028f: 6.32 
1029c-d: 4.26,8.31 
1030a: 2.19 
1030b: 4.16-7 

De E apud Delphos (De E Delph) 
389d-e: 4.17,7.10 

Quomodo quis suos in virtute sentiat 
profectus (De prof. virt. ) 

84a: 2.40,8.67 
De sera numinis vindicta (De sera num. 

vind. ) 

558a: 2.12 
Instituta Laconica (Inst. lac. ) 

238b: 2.39,4.17 
238c-d: 2.3,2.33,2.40,8.63,8.67 

Platonicae Quaestiones (Plat. quaest. ) 
1007e-1009b: 8.35,9.13,9.39 

Quaestionum convivialiumlibri ix 
(Quaest. conviv. ) 

645e: 7.23 
711c: 7.23,7.56 
744c: 2.26,4.26,9.40,10.21 

745b: 4.26,8.35,9.40,10.21 
746a: 7.28,8.30 

Fragmenta (fr. ) 
110: 4.19 

Pseudo-Plutarch [Ps: Plut. J 
de Musica (de Mus. ): 1.11 

1131f-1132a: 1.28,7.57 
1132c: 2.33 

1132d-f: 2.3,2.33,4.27,8.64,10.38 
1133b-d: 2.12-3,2.29,2.33,2.37,3.11, 

7.60,8.57 
1134a-c: 1.25,2.38,5.33,7.57 
1134f-1135b: 1.25,7.21 
1135a-b: 1.4,3.5,9.31 
1135c-d: 2.22 
15.1136b-d: 2.2,7.15,8.69,8.72 
1137a-b: 2.15,3.5,7.10,7.5 8,7.61 
1137e: 7.3,7.39 
1139b: 2.19 
1 140f: 5.26,7.50,8.5 8 
1141c: 2.3,2.12,7.15,7.57,8.66 
1141 d-1142a: 2.12,7.17 
1 142d-f: 2.37,7.2 
1143e-f: 7.6,7.13,8.30,10.20 
1 144a-c: 7.30,10.23 
1144f: 2.37,8.70 
1 145a-c: 1.14,2.25,2.41,7.20,8.8 
1 146b-c: 2.34,2.37 
1146e-1147a: 5.25 

Polybius (Plyb. ) 
4.20-21: 2.37,9.29 

Pollux (Poll. ) 
Onomasticon (Onont) 

2.145: 9.14 
4.59: 2.19 
4.65: 10.38 
4.66: 7.17,10.38 
4.84: 1.25 
4.108-9: 9.30 

Porphyry (Porph. ) 
In Ptolemaei Harmonica (in Ilarm. ) 

4 (82.1ff. ): 2.20 
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5 (91.13f. ): 7.15,7.25 8.68 
5 (96.16): 7.25 
5 (96.21ff. ): 8.30 

Pratinas (Pratin. ) 
fr. 1 (PMG 708): 1.25,3.31 
fr. 5b (712): 4.14 

Proclus (Prod. ) 
Chrestomathis (Chr. ) 

ap. Phot. Bibl. 320a 19f. 5.24 

ap. Phot. Bibl. 320a33-bl 1: 2.33,7.15, 
8.66 

in Platonis Timaeum commentarii (in Ti. ) 
3.192a (2.169.21-29 Diehl): 7.6 

Psellus (Psell. ) 
De tragedia (De trag. ) 

5: 7.17-18,7.23,8.69 
12: 1.16,7.20 

Ptolemy (Ptol. ) 

Harmonica (Harm. ) 

1.6-. 8.42,8.47 
1.16: 1.14,1.20,2.41,7.3 8 
2.1: 1.20,1.14,7.38 
2.2: 8.21 
2.5: 8.2,8.71,9.30,10.30 
2.6: 1.9,7.28,7.57,8.76,9.31 
2.8: 8.42,8.47,10.36 
2.9: 1.9,1.14,7.5 
2.10: 1.9,7.5,7.57,8.42 
2.11: 7.5 

Quintilian (Quint. ) 
Institutiones Oratoriae (Inst. ) 

1.10.17: 10.23 

Sophocles (S. ) 
Antigone (Ant. ) 

101-119: 4.20 
Ichneutae (Ichn. ) 

144: 5.27 
297: 3.8 
319 (Lloyd-Jones): 7.51 
326: 2.23,7.51 

346: 4.16 
Oedipus Coloneus (OC) 

198: 4.22 
Fragmenta (fr. ) 

239a TrGF: 2.19 
244: 4.16,4.18 
849: 5.24 

Sappho (Sapph. ) 
fr. 103 (Voigt): 4.14,5.8 
fr. 44: 2.32,3.18,5.8 
fr. 70: 4.14 
fr. 106: 2.12 
fr. 208: 5.8 

Scholia (Schol. ) 

ad A. R. 2.777-9: 2.15 

ad. Ar. Ach. 13: 10.38 

ad Ar. Eq. 532b: 4.18 

ad Ar. Eq. 533a: 4.14,4.18 

ad Ar. Eq. 994: 2.25,4.17,5.16-18 

ad. Ar. Nub. 968: 7.20 

ad. Ar. Nub. 971 a: 2.12,7.15 

ad Arat. 5.269: 4.26 
ad Germ. BP p. 83.21: 4.26 
ad Germ. G p. 150.17: 4.26 
ad Hom. 11.: 18.570 (512f. Bekker): 5.15, 

5.24 

ad Hom. Od. 3.267 (144 Dindorf): 2.12,2.34, 
2.38 

ad Pi. 1.11 Drachmann: 2.15 
ad Ptol. Harm. 1.1 (3.1): 7.30 
ad Ptol. Harm. 1.4 (10.3): 2.21 
ad Ptol. Harm. 2.4 (51.18): 10.30 

SEG 
30.382: 4.26,9.4 

Semus -- 
FHG 4 p. 492 fr. 1: 2.19 

Sextus Empiricus (S. E. ) 

adversus Mathematicos (Al. ) 
6.9-10 (164.25ff. ): 1.25,9.29 
6.16-17 (166.17f. ): 3.7 
6.24 (168.3-6): 1.25,9.29 
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Scamon 

FGrH 476F4: 2.19 

Sopater Rhetor (Sopat. Rh. ) 
4.50f. (Walz): 2.38 
5.21: 2.38 

Stephanus of Byzantium (St. Byz. ) 
Ethnica 

101.1f. (Meineke): 2.12 

Stesichorus (Stesich. ) 
212 PMGF: 2.31 
278: 4.14,5.8,5.24 

Strabo (Str. ) 
Geographia 

13.2.4: 2.3,2.12,3.10 
10.3.17: 2.13-4 

Suda 
s. v. &puoviav: 2.25,4.17-8,4.20 

s. v. fiiicwviSns: 7.15,8.78 

s. v. Tiplravöpos: 2.3,2.12,2.33,3.11,7.15 

s. v. Aäaoc: 5.18,7.1 
s. v. 'AXKIQV: 2.15 

s. v. vbuoc: 9.31 

s. v. aKOALöv: 5.26 
S. V. 6pelov vÖi ov Kal TPOXQIOV: 10.38 

Tacitus 
Germania (Germ. ) 

2-3: 2.28,3.20 

Telestes (Telest. ) 
fr. 4.2f. (PMG 808): 6.5 

Terpander (Terp. ) 
fr. 4 (Gostoli): 2.3,7.14,8.64,9.1,9.6 
fr. 5: 2.38 

Thucydides (Th. ) 
1.12: 4.3 
5.23.6: 8.53 
5.112: 4.3 

Theon of Smyrna (Theo Sm. ) 
12.19f. (Hiller): 2.19 
47.1-3: 4.17 
48.6ff.: 8.35,9.38 
48.16-49.5: 7.29,8.36 
49.7: 4.17 
51.4-20: 8.45,8.65,9.32 
53.3ff.: 7.5,7.20 
53.17-56.5: 7.2 
53.17-54.15: 1.16 
54.12-15: 2.21,2.40,7.17,7.34 
54.23ff.: 8.18 
55.4-7: 7.34 
55.15-56.1: 7.13 
56.1-5: 2.40,7.3,7.20,7.34 
66.19-67.3: 7.5 
70.7ff.: 2.20 
85.8ff.: 8.68 
92.27-93.2: 7.21 
93.9-11: 8.68,9.42 
205.5f.: 8.68,9.42 

Theocritus (Theoc. ) 
16.45: 2.12 

Theophrastus (Thphr. ) 
fr. 717 (Fortenbaugh et al. ): 8.30 
fr. 726a-c: 5.24 

Theognis (Thgn. ) 
15-18: 2.19,2.30,5.20 
761: 1.25 

Thrasyllus 

ap. Porph. in Harm. 5 (91.14 DUring): 7.15 
ap. Theo Sm. 

48.6ff. (filler): 8.35,9.38 
48.16-49-5: 7.29,8.36 
85.8ff.: 8.68 
92.27-93.2: 7.21 
93.9-11: 8.68,9.42 
205.5f.: 8-68,9.42 

Timotheus (Tim. ) 
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fr. 15 (PMG 791): 2.12,2.34,2.40,4.32, 
8.61-3,8.66 

fr. 20 (796): 2.2 8,8.62-3 
fr. 26 (802): 7.17,8.63 

Tzetzes, Joannes (Tz. ) 
Historiarum variarum chiliades (H. ) 

1.385-392: 2.12,2.24,2.34,2.38 

Velleius Paterculus (Veil. ) 
1.18.3: 2.15 

Vergil (Verg. ) 
Aeneid (Aen. ) 

6.646: 7.15 

Vitruvius Pollio (Vitr. ) 
de Arch. 

5.4.3: 7.2-3,7.20 
2.8.7: 6.7 

Xenophon (X. ) 
Hellenica (Hell. ) 

7.23: 4.5 
Symposium (Smp) 

3.1-2: 1.24-5,5.24 

Zenobius (Zen. ) 
5.9 (1.118 Leutsch/Schneidewin): 2.12,2.34 
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